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Abstract

Clouds, especially low clouds, are key to our ability to understand and predict climate.
They are an important component of the physical climate system and contribute significantly
to the difference in climate projections by General Circulation Models (GCMs). Cloud
predictors, such as atmospheric stability and large-scale circulation, are often used in model
parametrizations.

This thesis evaluates the performance of the latest Canadian atmospheric GCM (CanAM-
4.1), in particular with respect to its cloud simulation. Its output is compared to observations,
re-analyses, and its predecessor (AGCM-3). The analysis focuses on low clouds in the
30◦S–30◦N tropical band over the ocean.

Results show that CanAM-4.1 systematically performs better than AGCM-3 (when
compared to observations). Variability between observational datasets is also shown to be
much smaller than variability between observations and models (or re-analyses).

A model-to-satellite approach is used — i.e. the CFMIP Observation Simulator Package
(COSP) — and reduces observations-CanAM-4.1 differences in low cloud fractions. Results
are not as unambiguous for high clouds.

Three cloud regimes (stratiform, convectiform, and storm track) are well reproduced by
all datasets — i.e. CanAM-4.1, AGCM-3, the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim),
and the ECMWF 40 years Re-Analysis (ERA-40).

Conditional sampling of low cloud fractions as a function of the Lower Tropospheric
Stability (LTS), Estimated Inversion Strength (EIS), and vertical velocity at the 500 hPa
level (ω500) show good agreement with observations. Overall, conclusions are not sensitive
to using EIS rather than LTS, except for the storm track regime.

In comparison to observations from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project (ISCCP), CanAM-4.1, AGCM-3, and ERA-40 underestimate the low cloud fraction
in stratiform regimes. ERA-Interim is shown to reproduce particularly well low cloud
regimes and the relationship between large-scale circulation and stability
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Résumé

Les nuages, et plus particulièrement les nuages bas, jouent un rôle clé dans notre capacité
à comprendre et prédire le climat. Ils sont un élément important du système climatique
physique et contribuent significativement aux différences entre projections climatiques
par les modèles de circulation générale (“GCM”). Des prédicteurs de nuages, telles que
la stabilité atmosphérique ou la circulation à grande échelle, sont souvent utilisés dans les
paramétrisations de modèles.

Cette thèse évalue les performances du dernier modèle atmosphérique Canadien (CanAM-
4.1), en particulier par rapport à sa simulation des nuages. Les données qu’il a produites sont
comparées à des observations, à des re-analyses et à son prédécesseur (AGCM-3). L’analyse
se concentre sur les nuages bas dans la bande tropicale (30◦Sud–30◦Nord) au-dessus des
océans.

Les résultats montrent que CanAM-4.1 est systématiquement meilleur que AGCM-3
(comparativement aux observations). Il est aussi démontré que la variabilité entre observa-
tions est bien plus faible que la variabilité entre observations et modèles (ou re-analyses).

Une approche “modèle-à-satellite” est employée — utilisant le paquet de simulateurs
pour observations de CFMIP (“COSP”) — et réduit les différences entre observations et
CanAM-4.1 pour les nuages bas. Les résultats ne sont pas aussi clairs pour les nuages de
hautes altitudes.

Trois régimes de nuages (strati-forme, convecti-forme, et frontal) sont bien reproduits
par l’ensemble des données — c’est-à-dire CanAM-4.1, AGCM-3, la re-analyse ’interim’
de ECMWF (“ERA-Interim”), et la re-analyse sur 40 ans de ECMWF (“ERA-40”).

L’échantillonnage conditionnel des nuages bas en fonction de la stabilité de la tro-
posphère basse (“LTS”), de l’estimation de l’intensité de l’inversion (“EIS”) et de la vitesse
verticale à 500 hPa (“ω500 ”) démontre une bonne concordance avec les observations.

Dans l’ensemble, les conclusions ne sont pas sensibles au choix d’utiliser EIS plutôt
que LTS, sauf pour le régime frontal.

Comparativement aux observations du projet international de climatologie des nuages
(“ISCCP”), CanAM-4.1, AGCM-3 et ERA-Interim sous-estiment les nuages bas dans les
régimes strati-formes. ERA-Interim reproduit particulièrement bien les divers régimes de
nuages bas et les relations entre circulation à grande échelle et stabilité.
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Introduction

This introduction is a quick overview of this thesis’ chapters, whose main goals are
to evaluate how the latest Canadian General Circulation Model (GCM) performs when
simulating low clouds?

Chapter 1 (“Clouds and climate”) addresses the question: “Why focus on clouds?”
It demonstrates their relevance and importance for climate and its study, especially from
an energy balance viewpoint (see Figure 1.1). It also emphasizes the need for universal
proxies for clouds that have explanatory and predictability values.

Chapter 2 (“Stability, dynamics, and clouds”) addresses the question: “Why choose
stability and dynamics as cloud dependencies?” It explains the need for better tools to
compare observational data and model output. It also justifies the particular choices of the
Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS) for the stability component and the vertical velocity at
the 500 hPa level (ω500) for the dynamics component.

Chapter 3 (“Data and methods”) details the datasets (observations, re-analyses, and
simulations), processes (regridding and computation), and tools (2D-histogram and Taylor
diagram) used while conducting this research.

Chapter 4 (“Variability between datasets”) addresses the question: “How many sets
of observations does a meaningful analysis require?” It shows that the variability between
observational datasets is smaller than between observations and simulations (or re-analyses).
It therefore justifies following choices of references when comparing (low) cloud fields.
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Chapter 5 (“Two generations”) addresses the question: “Does the latest Canadian
GCM — CanAM-4.1 — perform better than its predecessor — AGCM-3 — when simulat-
ing (low) clouds?” It also focuses on other dataset comparisons (e.g. re-analyses) as well as
other variable comparisons (e.g. model-to-satellite simulations).

Chapter 6 (“Qualitative analysis”) addresses the question: “How do CanAM-4.1
cloud fields compare to AGCM-3 or observations from a dynamic-thermodynamic perspec-
tive?” It provides new information with regards to chapter 2 (literature review).

Conclusion summarizes why and how this research was conducted, as well as its
context. Using the results, it answers the research questions posed in chapters 1 and 2. It
compares the conclusions with the literature and suggests possible further developments.
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Chapter 1

Clouds and climate

Les nuages sont comme le sucre dans le lait chaud.

Ils sont partout et nul part à la fois,

et plus on les cherche, moins on les trouve.

(Clouds are like sugar in hot milk.

They are both everywhere and nowhere,

and the more one seeks them the less one finds them.)

after Coluche (1944–1986 ; French comedian and actor Michel Colucci)
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1.1 The climate system

1.1.1 How and why we study climate

The ultimate goals of meteorology and climatology are fundamentally to understand and
predict the Earth’s System (Figure 1.2).

That means understanding every single one of its components (atmosphere, biosphere,
ocean...), processes (dynamics, thermodynamics, chemistry...), and how they interact with
each other (coupling, feedbacks...) to produce the weather and climate Earth (and Humans)
have experienced, experiences, and will experience.

Although the Earth’s System (including the atmosphere) is, at any time, regulated by
the same physical laws, its study provides very different information depending on the
time scale and focus. Shorter time scale studies (typically from hours to few days) are
considered to be part of the weather realm, whereas longer time scale studies (typically
from month to years or centuries) are considered to be part of the climate realm. Also,
while weather projections focus on knowing the precise state of the atmosphere (or Earth’s
System) at a precise time and place, climate projections focus on knowing its average (or
typical) state through time and space.

The traditional approach that people, including scientists, take in order to study past,
present, and future climate (or weather) has four steps: first observing and measuring;
second understanding and explaining; third predicting, contradicting, and reproducing; and
fourth going back to step one for new observations guided by new hypotheses developed in
steps two and three.

In addition to this intellectual challenge, very strong incentives exist nowadays for
producing accurate and reliable weather or climate projections. Those incentives, to
cite only a few, can be economic, such as weather insurance for weddings or extreme
events insurance for real estate; policy related, such as GreenHouse Gas (GHG) emission
regulations or climate-sensitive urban planning; or even political, such as defining an
international climate-refugee status or allocating North Pole mining resources between the
eight Arctic states.

One common way of conceptually breaking down the study of future climate into
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Figure 1.1: The global annual mean Earth’s energy flux budget for the March 2000 to May
2004 period (W/m2). The broad arrows indicate the schematic flow of energy in proportion
to their importance. Clouds are shown to be involved in several, if not all, significant fluxes.
From Trenberth et al. (2009), by permission.

Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the components of the Earth’s System, their processes and
interactions. From Solomon et al. (2007), by permission.
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smaller, easier-to-tackle, problems, is to write:

climate change = climate sensitivity× climate perturbation (1.1)

where “climate change” would be the change in one proxy for climate (traditionally global
and annual mean temperature, expressed in Kelvin), “climate perturbation” would be
the perturbation that the Earth’s System encounters (traditionally an increase in GHG
atmospheric concentration, expressed in Carbon dioxide (CO2) doubling or W/m2), and
“climate sensitivity” would be the change in climate per unit of perturbation (traditionally
in K/(CO2 doubling) or K/(W/m2)).

Following this simple, conceptual definition, the formal definition of climate sensitivity
is (see glossary of Solomon et al. (2007)): the equilibrium change in the annual mean global
surface temperature following a doubling of the atmospheric equivalent carbon dioxide
concentration. Roe (2009) demonstrates how climate forcing (“perturbation”), sensitivity,
and response (“change”) have exact mathematical definitions that arise from a linearized
energy balance for an idealized Earth’s System (with an average temperature, a mass, and
a heat capacity) at the equilibrium. Whether ignoring the non-linear terms significantly
compromises these definitions or not is still actively debated (Roe and Baker 2011)

Therefore, climate change study is the product of both climate sensitivity study (focusing
on some climate processes, while other processes are held fixed) and climate perturbation
study (focusing on some forcings, while all processes are active). Although a lot has still
yet to be discovered about climate perturbation(s), most of the scientific uncertainty about
climate change comes from uncertainty in climate sensitivity estimates (as most perturbation
uncertainties come from human and political affairs, for example in determining future
GHG emission scenari, see Figure 1.3). In other words, scientists’ inability to narrow down
the predicted climate change range comes from their inability to narrow down the current
and future climate sensitivity range. Indeed, despite spanning more than a decade, the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Working Group (WG) I Second (Houghton
et al. 1996), Third (Houghton et al. 2001), and Fourth (Solomon et al. 2007) assessment
reports have almost identical climate sensitivity estimates (1.5–4.5◦C, 1.5–4.5◦C, and
2.0–4.5◦C per CO2 doubling respectively).
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Figure 1.3: The fraction of total variance in decadal global mean surface air temperature
predictions explained by the three components of total uncertainty. Blue regions (bottom)
represent General Circulation Models (GCMs) uncertainty, green regions (middle) represent
(emission) scenario uncertainty, and orange regions (top) represent the internal variability
component. From Hawkins and Sutton (2009), by permission.

Following Bony et al. (2004), thus also ignoring any chemical changes (e.g. in concen-
tration of Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCNs)), variable anomalies (e.g. the change of cloud
fraction with time relative to its time average) are broken down into three components:
• dynamic: originating from changes in the large-scale atmospheric circulation (an

increase in vertical velocity for example)
• thermodynamic: originating from changes under fixed dynamical conditions, or in

other words, all non-dynamic effects
• co-variation: originating from interactions, or correlation, between the two previous

effects.
This study aims at contributing to our understanding of one component of the Earth’s
System: clouds. It considers dynamical and thermodynamical processes as well as their
interactions, in order to improve climate sensitivity estimates.
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1.1.2 Types and uses of models

To help better understand how weather and climate work, models are built based on current
theory and knowledge.

Although a variety of models exists, they all fall within three categories: physical
(e.g. tank experiments), analytical (e.g. mathematical formulations), and numerical (e.g.
computer simulations). The goal is that they will both (i) reproduce correctly what they
are intended to simulate and (ii) allow hypothesis testing with customized experiments.
Indeed, since there is, to our knowledge, only one Earth, no alternative climate experiment
is possible in the real world. (Although history — or paleoclimatology — makes it possible,
through sampling, to infer past states of the Earth atmosphere or climate; which might be
considered as a form of “alternative” or “experiment”.)

Large numerical models, in particular General Circulation Models (GCMs), are the
only way to produce usable climate projections. World policy makers, above all, need
robust information about what climate will be in the near and far future (ten to hundred
years) and in regions ranging from local (a city) to global (worldwide). This diversity of
needs arises from tasks as different as managing air quality in a city or planning the energy
mix (i.e. total and relative contributions of various sources to the energy production and
consumption) of a country in fifty years. In this thesis, unless otherwise stated, GCM refer
indifferently to atmospheric, oceanic, coupled, or Earth’s System GCM.

Models were initially created to improve our understanding of the Earth’s System.
Nowadays their main use, in the scientific community, is still to help studying climate by,
for example, focusing on specific processes (e.g. latest Atmospheric Model Intercomparison
Project (AMIP) (Gates et al. 1999), Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) (Covey
et al. 2003), and Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) (McAvaney and
Le Treut 2003) phases). But being aware of the important, and sometimes urgent, needs
for “good” (e.g. reliable or accurate) climate projections on the one hand, and knowing that
GCMs are currently the favourite tools for actually making these on the other hand, makes
evaluating how well GCMs perform become an obvious absolute necessity.

This study focuses on one simulation of the present climate, involving a full atmospheric
GCM.
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1.1.3 Validation and evaluation of models

Validation and evaluation of models is a field in itself, and is only a part of the more general
quest for knowledge, as illustrated in Figure 1.41. This section will only present a glimpse
of it, mostly relevant to this research and its use of “Taylor diagram” (in section 3.2).

of

THE UNIVERSE

REALITIES

PHYSICAL

VALIDATION VERIFICATION

Observational

Errors

OBSERVATIONS MATHEMATICAL

THEORY /

MODELS

COMPUTATIONAL

MODELS

Errors

Modeling Discretization

Errors

KNOWLEDGE

DECISION

Figure 1.4: The Imperfect Paths to Knowledge, from Moser (2010). Note how, in this
conceptual representation, computational models are only a part of the global search for
knowledge. From Oden and Prudhomme (2011), by permission.

Observation as reference

The traditional, and still most used, way of evaluating a GCM (or model more generally
speaking) is to compare its output to observational data. Although it implies an “observation
is truth” paradigm, scientists usually moderate it to “observation is our best approximate
for truth”. This subtlety especially matters when one considers climate, which requires
good long-term data, or past-climate, which needs reconstructed data. This is indeed a

1from the talk “Calibration, Validation and Uncertainty Quantification for Atmospheric Reentry Vehicles”
by Robert D. Moser on February 9, 2010 at the Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences, The
University of Texas, Austin, accessible online: https://asc.llnl.gov/ascpihome/RMoser.pdf
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problem, since, if a validation criterion requires that GCM uncertainty lies within observa-
tional uncertainty, then a model could be validated (or invalidated) on the sole basis that
observations are of poor quality.

Previous studies account for observational uncertainties (Williams et al. 2003; Gleckler
et al. 2008; Pincus et al. 2008), and either assume or demonstrate that observation errors are
small for the intended purpose. Williams et al. (2003) states that cloud satellite observation
errors are likely to be small relative to inter-GCM differences, especially for clouds that are
radiatively the most active. Gleckler et al. (2008) systematically compare two observational
datasets to simulations and conclude that “for the metrics considered [...], the impacts of
uncertainties associated with a limited observational record are small when compared to the
magnitude of current model errors”. Pincus et al. (2008) also use two independent sets of
observations (different instruments and sometimes epochs). They conclude that “that model
simulations disagree with the observational record so much that observational uncertainty
does not limit the ability to gauge model performance”. Direct comparison of models and
observations is hardly possible, by their very nature (partial versus total data availability,
irregular versus regular space-time distribution, etc).

One way to cope with this particular difficulty is to use re-analysis. This is when a
model is forced by and relaxed to observations, or in other words, it is a model-based time-
space interpolation with enforcement of physical consistency between thermodynamics and
dynamics. It stands in between observations (because forced by) and models (because ruled
by).

The model-to-satellite approach (Klein and Jakob 1999; Webb et al. 2001) makes for
more meaningful comparisons (between model outputs and satellite observations). This
method consist in taking the vertical or 3D profile given by the GCM, and (forward)
computing what would be measured by a satellite. Among others, the CFMIP Observation
Simulator Package (COSP) (Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2011) is a “multi-instrument simulator
that enables quantitative evaluation of clouds, humidity and precipitation processes in
numerical models with observational satellite products by making consistent assumptions”.
One example would be to use COSP to calculate the low cloud fraction that the CloudSat
satellite would measure if observing this model location (e.g. considering how high clouds
would hide low clouds, or how conservative CloudSat is in its scene attribution algorithms).
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This study uses all three “data” types: observations, re-analyses, and simulations. More
details about the data are given in section 3.1.

How we evaluate climate projections

Now, coming back to climate projection, one of the big challenges is to validate models
against something that does not exist yet. Or, in other words, how to know that a GCM
correctly simulating past or present climates will also correctly simulate future climates.
Nowadays, most selections of model schemes are based on the skill with which they
represent current climate (Williams et al. 2003). Unfortunately, as shown by Williams and
Webb (2009) and others, the climate change (cloud) response strongly depends on present
climate (cloud) simulation.

A last, but not least, way of evaluating one specific GCM is to compare it with other
GCMs. Although this implies a “consensus is truth” paradigm that is intensely debated,
this is out of the scope of this study. However, even while measuring GCMs against each
other, one must still ask what to compare and why.

The first question asks what tools to use. A lower (surface), upper (tropopause), or
integrated (Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA)) perspective? What variables (temperature,
moisture, radiation, fluxes...) to consider? One metric, or a combination of metrics (Murphy
et al. 2004; Reichler and Kim 2008; Gleckler et al. 2008; Pincus et al. 2008)?

The second question asks why breaking down the problem this way is relevant. Is
a geographical (pixel-per-pixel) or dynamical (large-scale circulation) approach more
appropriate? Is a step-function uniform ±2K Sea Surface Temperature (SST) perturbation
more pertinent than a steady GHG atmospheric concentration increase? (see Table 1.1)

Indeed, a key question, with respect to GCM evaluation, is how sensitive the simulated
climate response is to the type of perturbation. Unfortunately there is no short answer,
as this depends on the system considered or simulated (only atmosphere or whole Earth,
clouds or glaciers, etc).

This study confronts its three data types for fields of different natures: surface (e.g.
precipitation rates from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipita-
tion (CMAP)), level (e.g. cloud fraction from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology
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Forcing type Example of advantage Project or Reference

SST increase:

±2 K uniform Easy to analyze, 2K is a conven-
tional threshold

CMIP 1

±4 K uniform Easy to analyze, 4K make changes
more detectable

CMIP 5

El Niño patterned More realistic, easier comparisons
with analogues

AMIP 1

GHG concentration:

sudden doubling Faster to reach equilibrium, make
changes more detectable

AMIP 2

steady increase More realistic, easier to compare for-
mer runs with new data

CMIP 3

“realistic” increase Even more realistic, related to GHG
emissions scenarios

CMIP 5

Table 1.1: Examples of climate forcings used in simulations. For full names (expanded
acronyms) see the glossary page xi. Numbers refer to the project’s phase.
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Project (ISCCP)), or integrated (e.g. TOA net radiative fluxes from the ISCCP Flux Data
(ISCCP-FD)). Both geographical and dynamical analysis are done using Taylor diagrams
In order to compute the Taylor diagram (see section 3.2) and 2D-histogram (see sec-
tion 3.3) respectively. More details about the data and analysis are given in section 3.2 and
section 3.3.

Parametrization and tuning

Ideally, one would want to create and run a climate model solely based on fundamental
physical laws (gravity, energy conservation, phase changes to cite a few). However this
cannot be the case for two reasons. First, some processes are not (well) understood, such as
entrainment. Second, some processes occur at time and space scales that cannot be resolved
by the model (the “sub-grid scale” problem).

Therefore, one must adjust (“tune”) a model parametrization in order to match data
(e.g. field campaign observations) or outputs from higher resolutions simulations (e.g.
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) or Cloud Resolving Model (CRM)). Progressively improving
both physical understanding and model resolution should gradually lead to no tuning (see
Figure 1.5).

Parametrization also has to be evaluated. Usually this involve four steps: choose a
feature that happens in the physical world (El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), north-
south seasonal migrations of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)); develop a
parametrization whose goal is to reproduce it as closely as possible; run the GCM and
compare its outputs to expected results; iterate this process as many times as necessary to
reach a predefined agreement threshold.

This study strives to participate in this general, collaborative effort toward model
and parametrization validation. It concentrates on qualitatively comparing, in a relevant
manner, cloud properties from one GCM simulation to observations or re-analyses, and
quantitatively evaluating their respective performances. Therefore, it fits mainly in the
aforementioned third step.
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Figure 1.5: A diagram illustrating the role of tuning in a model, according to the importance
of the process and the degree to which it is understood. From Randall and Wielicki (1997),
adapted by permission.

1.2 Cloud-climate interactions

1.2.1 Complex but crucial

Clouds are only one of the many components involved in the atmosphere, itself only one of
the many components involved in the Earth’s System. They encompass many processes
(formation, rain, radiative cooling, etc.) and inter-components interactions (aerosols through
micro-physics, ocean through moisture, snow/ice through albedo, land through orography).
Although cloud basic properties, effects, or interactions have been known for many decades,
a lot more still has to be discovered to fully understand their role(s) in regulating the current
and future climate.

Clouds are difficult to study for several reasons. To cite only a few:
• Water exists in three phases with very different optical and thermodynamic properties.

Moreover, the transition between visually transparent vapor and visually opaque
cloud occurs nearly instantaneously and is of crucial importance.
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• GCM grid-cell size is unsuitable for cloud study: too big to represent clouds as re-
solved plumes and too small to contain a statistically large number of deep convective
clouds (David Randall, personal communication).
• Cloud processes are non-linear in many aspects. Cloud convection, for instance, is a

metastable process (due to feedbacks such as the positive and mutual reinforcement
of condensation and buoyancy).
• Clouds are strongly coupled with their immediate and far environment (depend on it

and modify it, for example through the moist adiabatic lapse rate).
Many efforts, usually international collaborations, exist to further explain behaviour of
clouds. They have been observed from space (see the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
(ERBE), the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on Terra and Aqua
satellites, the CloudSat satellite, or the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP)). Clouds have also been observed from the surface, by land or ship measurements
(see the First ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE), the Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition
EXperiment (ASTEX), or the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological EXperiment
(BOMEX)). Atlases were dedicated to them (see the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere
Data Set (COADS) or Warren et al. (1986a) and Warren et al. (1986b)). Clouds have
been numerically modelled in: “0”-dimension (Lilly 1968), 1-dimension (Anthes 1977),
2-dimensions (Moeng 1986), or 3-dimensions (Khairoutdinov and Randall 2003).

They are often studied according to some categories (Randall et al. 2003): boundary
layer clouds (GEWEX Cloud System Study (GCSS) Working Group (WG) 1) (includes
stratocumulus and shallow cumulus), cirrus clouds (GCSS WG 2), extra-tropical layer
cloud systems (GCSS WG 3), precipitating deep convective cloud systems (GCSS WG 4),
or polar clouds (GCSS WG 5).

Despite all these efforts, clouds are still among the least well understood and simulated
components of the Earth’s System climate (e.g. Figure 1.6 shows the uncertainty in climate
forcing due to the cloud-aerosol interactions). Indeed, in order to correctly simulate them,
clouds must be both (i) well understood (properties/processes) and (ii) well represented
(parametrization) in numerical models.

However, clouds were early on established as one of the key driver of climate due to their
important contribution to the Earth radiation budget (Houghton et al. 1990). Among five
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Figure 1.6: Anthropogenic forcings ranked by scientific understanding. Some of the
numerous cloud effects are embedded in aerosol indirect effect. This shows that clouds (at
least one of their interactions) are among the least understood components. From (Solomon
et al. 2007), by permission.
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GCSS classifications, low clouds are the main Cloud Radiative Effect (CRE) contributors
(Randall et al. 1984; Slingo 1990). This is actually why, in average, cloud net effect is to
cool (Harrison et al. 1990; Ramanathan et al. 1989): because the warming net effect of high
clouds is over compensated by the cooling net effect of low ones.

Clouds are also among the main sources of spread in climate sensitivity estimates, i.e.
of uncertainty in climate projections. Low clouds, in particular, have been shown to have a
significant responsibility in this regard (Bony and Dufresne 2005).

As for climate, scientists break down clouds into as many basic components and
dependencies as possible, looking for decomposition that are as orthonormal as possible
(to use mathematical vocabulary). Throughout the scientific literature, cloud studies made
noticeable choices of focus. Here are the most noticeable:

1. Location. The majority of these studies focus on the tropics for mostly three different
reasons. It can be because the 30◦S–30◦N tropical band represent half of the globe
(tropical oceans account for 37% and tropical land for 13% of the Earth surface,
Williams et al. (2003)). Since the incoming solar energy is higher at lower latitudes,
this band represent more than half of the total Earth radiative energy input. Another
reason is the slow and small variations in SST over time and space in the tropics, in
contrast with mid- or high-latitudes (higher gradients, more complex SST-induced
large-scale circulation). This also makes the dependency of clouds on the large
scale environment simpler, with most variation coming from one variable (e.g. SST).
Finally, the tropics are seen as a boundary condition for the extra-tropics, relative
stationary over the past thousand years, therefore making it a priority.

2. Surface. Many cloud studies focus on the ocean, rather than land or both for simplicity,
relevancy, and accuracy. Indeed, lack of orography and an unlimited supply of
moisture make it easier to specify the cloud environment. Oceans cover approximately
71% of the globe surface and low clouds, subject to particular attention, occur mainly
over them (Klein and Hartmann 1993). Moreover, better retrieval of cloud properties
are possible thanks to the very strong albedo contrast — “dark” (i.e. non-ice covered)
ocean ≈ 5% and “bright” (i.e. high visible reflectivity) clouds from 30% to 90%,
Kondratyev (1973)). Finally oceans are a priority also because of the albedo contrast,
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which makes clouds a more powerful climate driver (unlike, for example, ice, which
has about the same reflectivity if it is covered by clouds or not).

3. Remote dependency. The sensitivity of clouds to distant or perturbation sources or
to large-scale influences is usually answered in focusing on the vertical velocity at
the 500 hPa level (ω500). Indeed, ω500 can be a proxy for vertical motion, often
correlated with (vertical) advection of moisture (for instance). Thus subsiding (e.g.
cold, dry) air (ω500 > 0) is easily distinguished from uplifting (e.g. warm, moist) air
(ω500 < 0). This is traditionally called the dynamical cloud response.

4. Local dependencies. The sensitivity of clouds to local perturbation sources or to
atmospheric structure changes is usually called the thermodynamical cloud response
(consistently with Bony et al. (2004)). This dependency, unlike the remote one,
has been explained with many different variables: SST (Bony et al. 1997), SST
anomalies (Norris and Leovy 1994), (Williams et al. 2003), dry static stability
(or Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS) (Klein and Hartmann 1993)), moist static
stability (Weaver and Ramanathan 1997), Estimated Inversion Strength (EIS) (Wood
and Bretherton 2006), Corrected Gap of Low-level Moist Static Energy (CGLMSE)
(Kawai and Teixeira 2010), etc.

5. Type of clouds. Cloud studies generally isolate a few types of clouds: high (con-
vective) clouds, especially at the ITCZ; low (stratiform and cumuliform) clouds,
especially in subsidence areas.

6. Properties. CRE (longwave (LW) or shortwave (SW)) is a traditional choice, because
it is (i) a good proxy for cloudiness, (ii) what matters for the energy budget, and (iii)
observations (or retrievals) are more straightforward. (See also section 1.2.2.)

The bottom line is that (low) clouds matter, from a physical and energetic viewpoint, but
are hard to study exhaustively at once (if possible at all).

This study looks at cloud fractions and CRE; with two local and one remote dependen-
cies; separately over land, ocean, and both; independently for all low clouds and all high
clouds.
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1.2.2 Simulation and evaluation of clouds

Cloud radiation variables

Because the Cloud Radiative Effect (CRE) is a very frequently used variable while studying
clouds, it is necessary to clarify some literature vocabulary.

CRE is defined as the Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA) radiative impact of clouds on
the Earth radiative budget (in W/m2) (Charlock and Ramanathan 1985; Ramanathan et al.
1989).It is traditionally expressed as the difference between the radiative flux for all sky
and clear sky conditions (the remainder being thus the cloudy conditions contribution) or,
in mathematical form:

CREcloudy = CREall−CREclear (1.2)

When CRE was initially defined, more than twenty years ago, it was called Cloud Radiative
Forcing (CRF), and its goal was to measure the radiative impact of a change of cloud cover.
Since then, and in order to avoid confusion between cloud forcing and cloud feedback

(which would both be shortened “CRF”), the denomination “Cloud Radiative Forcing” has
been (mostly) abandoned. Now, and in this study, CRE represents the radiative impact due
to a change in cloud cover (while CRF would represent the radiative impact due to cloud
forcing, e.g. due to aerosol-cloud interactions).

Another important notation is commonly used in cloud studies: the Net Cloud Radiative
Effect (NCRE) (Williams and Webb 2009). In general, CRE represents the radiative impact
due to one particular type of cloud, cloud regime, wavelength band (LW or SW), or any
combination of them. On the other hand, NCRE usually represent the CRE of all clouds
over the whole radiation spectrum or, in mathematical form:

NCRE = CRELW +CRESW

= CRElow clouds +CREmiddle clouds +CREhigh clouds
(1.3)

Therefore, in this study, comparisons of present climate between observations and simu-
lations use the variables (and notations): NCRE and CRE. A final word on forcing and
feedback, people usually call an impact:
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• a “feedback” when, within the time span considered, the impact produced by the
change in clouds following the initial perturbation does affect the perturbation itself;
• a “forcing” when, within the time span considered, the impact produced by the change

in clouds following the initial perturbation does not affect the perturbation itself.
For example, changes in surface temperature, at the decadal time scale, are considered as a
(cloud) feedback, whereas changes in CCNs, at the daily time scale, are considered as a
(cloud) forcing.

Cloud properties and predictors

One does not study clouds but cloud properties. To do so, the first step is to pick one
property, either intrinsic such as the amount (“cloudiness”) or the droplet effective radius
(reff ), or environment dependent such as radiative fluxes (CRE) (see Table 1.2) The second
step is to pick one physical quantity (e.g. SST, LTS, Liquid Water Path (LWP)), estimate
and characterize how the chosen cloud property depends upon this variable (or predictor).
The third step is to explain on a physics level, why the dependency, if any, behaves this way
(e.g. linear, cubic, exponential; one or more regimes; weak or robust correlation).

Cloud Properties

Optical Depth (OD) Cloud Thickness (CT) Cloud Top Temperature (CTT)
Cloud Cover (CC) Cloud Water Profile (CWP) Cloud Top Height (CTH)
Cloud Ice Profile (CIP) Cloud Fraction (CF) Cloud Top Pressure (CTP)

Table 1.2: Non-exhaustive list of cloud properties commonly used in cloud studies and
satellite retrievals.

In many studies, clouds are reduced to their cloud properties. For example, Bony et al.
(1997) explains that many observational studies (such as Graham and Barnett (1987) or
Waliser et al. (1993)) uses Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) as proxy for convective
cloudiness, and Weaver and Ramanathan (1997) explain that the cloud shortwave (SW)
radiative effect (CRESW) is a measure of cloudiness. Some studies justify their choices of
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cloud properties and variables (Cess et al. 1990; Pincus et al. 2008; Gleckler et al. 2008),
while others simply pick them.

A predictor would be ideal for good reasons, or in other words, for understood physical
reasons. Ultimately, that is why scientists want to characterize dependency between cloud
properties and some physical quantity: to understand cloud behavior and physics. The ideal
predictor (or proxy) for clouds would be “one size fits all”, that means:
• for all cloud properties — presence (yes/no), amount (0–100%), etc.
• independent of the time scale (hourly to centennial)
• independent of the space scale and location (local to global on the one hand, tropics

to pole on the other hand)
• independent of the cloud type (low to high, stratiform to convective, liquid to ice,

clean to polluted)
• constrained by physics — not merely a statistical fit.

One reason to look for a predictor independent of the space scale could be that regional
definitions are somewhat arbitrary and depend highly on study location. Klein and Hartmann
(1993) use tropical, subtropical, mid-latitude, and polar regions, while Williams and Webb
(2009) use tropical, ice-free extra-tropical, and ice-snow covered regions. Williams and
Tselioudis (2007) define tropics as the 20◦S–20◦N band, while Williams et al. (2003)
defines tropics as the 30◦S–30◦N band. Finally almost all studies focus on clouds over the
ocean, very few on clouds over land.

In GCMs, clouds (actually cloud properties) are simulated based on their relationships
with selected predictors. Having a proxy independent of cloud type would mean faster/easier
computation, and a more fair treatment of the different cloud types. This is, unfortunately,
not yet the case, as Williams and Webb (2009) show that, according to their metrics, no
reviewed model simulates correctly and consistently all cloud regimes.

In this study, and in particular in chapter 6 (“Qualitative analysis”), I focus on one cloud
property (cloud fraction or amount) that is assumed a good proxy for clouds in a more
general sense. I use two predictors (atmospheric stability and large-scale circulation), where
two proxies (LTS and EIS) represent the former, and one proxy (ω500 ) represents the latter.
Details about how location, time scale, and cloud type affect the cloud properties-predictors
relationships is further discussed in chapter 6.
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Known problems in clouds simulation

As previously demonstrated, clouds, and in particular low ones, are crucial in climate
projections and their uncertainties. Not only do they matter from a (radiative) energy
perspective, but they are also known to be difficult to represent in models (see Figure 1.7).
Some of the most known and problematic features of cloud simulation by GCMs are:

1. a lack of stratocumulus, relative to observations (Williams et al. 2003)

2. the stratocumulus regime and the transition regime (between stratus and stratocumu-
lus) are too reflective in models, probably because of an excessive optical depth (τ)
according to Williams and Webb (2009)

3. clouds are the main cause of climate projection spread between GCMs. In other
words, the discrepancy in simulated global annual mean temperature responses to a
change in external forcing is mostly due to the radiative response from clouds (Senior
and Mitchell 1993; Webb et al. 2006; Soden and Held 2006; Ringer et al. 2006; Cash
et al. 2007)

4. low clouds are the main contributors to the spread of climate sensitivity between
GCMs (Bony and Dufresne 2005)

5. the magnitude, and even the sign, of the cloud radiative feedback changes, for uniform
2 K SST perturbation (Cess et al. 1989, 1990). This result is robust regardless of
the type of perturbation, and may come from physical processes affecting the cloud
radiative feedback (Williams et al. 2001; Senior 1999)

6. low clouds are a major source of CRF spread between models. Comparing GCMs
outputs (between models as well as between equilibrium and 2 times CO2 runs),
Williams and Webb (2009) show that 65% of CRF variance comes from low cloud
regimes (47% from the stratocumulus regime and 18% from the transition regime).
However, their results are dominated or led by mostly one model.
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(a) Radiative feedback estimates. The bars are the uncertainties. Labels
are: “WV”: water vapor, “C”: cloud, “A”: aerosol, “LR”: lapse rate,
“WV+LR”: both water vapor and lapse rate, “All”: all feedbacks together.
(Solomon et al. (2007), by permission)
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(b) Contribution to the total global variance in change of “NCRF”
(actually NCRE in this thesis notation) from each cloud regime.
(Williams and Webb (2009), c© British Crown Copyright 2012, the
Met Office, UK; by permission)

Figure 1.7: These two figures show that (a) the cloud (“C”) feedback uncertainty is the largest and (b) the low clouds
are the main contributors to the total global mean variance in the change of Net Cloud Radiative Effect (NCRE). This
shows how clouds and especially low clouds are important to narrow down climate sensitivity estimates.
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The Canadian GCM has both successes and difficulties when simulating (low) clouds.
Indeed, on the one hand, it performs well according to some metrics (Williams and Webb
2009) and gets correct TOA radiation fluxes, while, on the other hand, it gets some cloud
properties incorrect, e.g. smaller cloud fraction and thicker clouds than observed (Cole
et al. 2011). Finally, its sensitivity in shallow cumulus regime is an outlier relative to
other climate centers’ models (Philip Austin personal communication). Although this
disagreement does not prove a problem, it incites to be even more careful when considering
this GCM output.

Two special notes should be made concerning relative importance: the first one about
low clouds within clouds and the second one about clouds within the climate system. Low
clouds are the main NCRE contributor, due partly to their geographical extent and their
strong cooling effect (estimated to approximately 15 W/m2 by Hartmann et al. (1992)).
Consequently, the NCRE is a cooling of the atmosphere that is significant in the Earth
radiation total balance (Manabe and Strickler 1964; Manabe and Wetherald 1967). There-
fore, in addition to the scientific interest — key contributor to the Earth radiation budget,
itself a key driver of the climate — clouds, with even a small change in the Earth cloud
cover (just few percents), might completely offset a climatic perturbation as significant as a
doubling of CO2 (or several W/m2) (Ramanathan 1995), whether “naturally” occurring or
geo-engineered.

This study, by comparing the output of the latest Canadian climate model to re-analyses
and observations (using a model-to-satellite approach) will further assess known problems
(1) and (2) for one particular GCM. It will also suggest a way to contribute to the next
generation of the CFMIP, i.e. (3), (4), (5), and (6) (if its methods were used to look at ±4K
uniform SST perturbation).

Techniques recently used in cloud studies

Over the past decade, two techniques have increasingly been used to study specific cloud
types in more detail. Permanent increase in computational power and storage capacities
is likely to explain, to some extent, this trend. ’Breaking down’ clouds has recently been
done in two ways:
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1. compositing: manually define regimes after some criteria (location, temperature,
large-scale dynamics...), then treat (e.g. average) all data associated with one regime
(Bony et al. 1997; Tselioudis et al. 2000; Norris and Weaver 2001; Ringer and Allan
2004; Bony et al. 2004; Williams et al. 2006). Two arguments against this technique
are: (i) the subjectivity of the (arbitrary) choice, and (ii) the risk of mis-allocation
because of indistinguishable features for the criteria.

2. clustering: objectively define regimes using (iterative) algorithms, then either study
the transitions between them (Khouider et al. 2010), or perform conventional com-
positing based on these regimes (Jakob and Tselioudis 2003; Gordon et al. 2005;
Williams and Tselioudis 2007). This technique has the advantage that it produces
regimes that are, in some way, (statistically) optimal and objective. However these
regime definitions are traditionally still specific to one dataset, and not (physically)
optimal. That is why Williams and Webb (2009) suggest to use (i) a more objective
methodology by using one “reference” dataset (in their case ISCCP) to define cloud
regimes that will be used by all the other datasets, and (ii) a more tolerant assign-
ment system, to make allocation more physical (by adding some “distance” between
regimes in the program).

A major advantage of compositing (after clustering or not) is to study both cloud regime
properties and occurrences. Note that, although cloud regimes aim at unequivocally
identifying cloud types, they are not perfect and mismatches happen. Hopefully this
happens, most of the time, only in an insignificant or irrelevant manner .

Compositing, sometimes called conditional sampling, allows a deeper understanding
of individual cloud regimes (for example by looking at average vertical profiles). This is
especially useful because the cloud response, as a whole, to a change in environmental
conditions is very sensitive to the type of perturbation (uniform increase in SST, ENSO-
patterned increase in SST, steady increase in GHG concentration, sudden doubling in
CO2 ...). However, one cloud type could be very sensitive to one type of perturbation
and not to others. For example, Williams et al. (2003) shows that low cloud response is
mostly dependent on the local SST anomalies if over tropical oceans, and should be mostly
dependent on the regional SST gradients if over mid- or high-latitude oceans.
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Lindzen and Nigam (1987) and Bony et al. (1997) also demonstrated that one cloud
property (cloudiness) and one predictor (large-scale circulation) are influenced by the
spatial distribution of SST. These results emphasized the cloud response dependency on the
type of (climate) perturbation, which usually means a lower or biased sensitivity to uniform
SST perturbation experiments.

This study uses a visualization tool (2D-histogram, section 3.3) to subjectively identify
cloud regimes. Then compositing is realized to further study and confirm the nature of the
defined regimes (vertical profile and back-mapping).

1.3 Research objectives

I present here the research questions that this thesis elaborates (in this chapter) and addresses
(in chapters 4, 5, and 6). Other research questions are developed in the next chapter (2,
“Stability, dynamics, and clouds”) and summarized at its end (section 2.5).

The goal is to improve climate projections by models as well as our understanding of
the climate system. Considering the previous section, it appears, in particular, that:
• GCM uncertainty is a significant contributor to climate projection uncertainty;
• model (low) cloud representations are significant contributors to GCMs spread in

climate projections (and climate sensitivity estimates);
• clouds are one of the key (physical) components driving the climate; and
• GCMs need to be evaluated (or validated) in face of observations.

That is why, this study compares (low) cloud parametrizations from a GCM — the CCCma
updated fourth generation atmospheric GCM (CanAM-4.1) — and its predecessor — the
CCCma third generation atmospheric GCM (AGCM-3) — relative to observations (and
re-analyses).

It uses two methods: a geographical (or local) point-by-point comparison (“Taylor
diagram”) and a conditional (or dynamical) regime-by-regime analysis (“2D-histogram”).
Analysis evaluates: (i) several datasets respective performances at simulating (low) clouds,
and (ii) several variables respective performances at predicting (low) clouds properties.
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Research objective 1:

How meaningful is a comparison between AGCM-3 and CanAM-4.1, relative to observa-
tions (or re-analyses)? (i.e. relevance of analysis.)

Research objective 2:

How well does CanAM-4.1’s simulated (low) cloud field agree with observational data?
(i.e. model evaluation relative to the “reference”.)

Research objective 3:

How well CanAM-4.1 reproduces (low) cloud regimes? (i.e. realism of simulated clouds.)

Research objective 4:

Does CanAM-4.1 perform better than AGCM-3 when simulating (low) clouds? (i.e. model
and parametrization improvements.)

Research objective 5:

How much does CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated (low) cloud field improve relative to its
raw output? (i.e. model-to-satellite approach benefits.)
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Chapter 2

Stability, dynamics, and clouds

In theory there is no difference between theory and practice.

But in practice, there is.

Johannes Lambertus Adriana van de Snepscheut
(1953–1994 ; Computer scientist and educator)

Le travail n’épouvante que les âmes faibles.

(Work terrifies only the weak.)

Louis XIV (1638–1715 ; King of France and Navarre,
longest-reigning king in European history)
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2.1 From dependency to compositing

This section aims at putting into perspective the compositing technique by looking at its
rationale. It provides the background information necessary to understand how a 2D-
histograms (section 3.3) are computed and why they are relevant visualization tools.

2.1.1 Using statistical fits

“Influenced by”, “correlated with”, “controlled by”, “dependent on”, “affected by”, or
“impacted by” are phrases frequently used in order to express a particular relationship,
ideally physically meaningful, between two quantities.

It is important to note that dependency is first of all a fact, usually an observed one. It
is neither an explanation, nor a cause, nor a consequence in itself (as noted by Klein and
Hartmann (1993) and Weaver and Ramanathan (1997)). Only people can make logical
or physical sense out of this fact by fitting it into a story called theory. (In modelling,
such factual relationships or statistical fits are frequently used and called parametrizations).
Nowadays the limits are less and less about finding the dependency — as computers,
machine learning, and data mining makes the search increasingly easier — and more and
more about the capability of scientists to ask good questions, and then formulate good
explanations.

Dependency is used, for example, by Weaver and Ramanathan (1997) to explain

a particular cloud behavior while looking at plots of longwave (LW) Cloud Radiative
Forcing (CRF) as a function of vertical velocity at the 500 hPa level (ω500) (“A plausible
interpretation of Fig. 9 in the most general sense is [...]”). It is also used, for example, by
Miller (1997) to predict a particular cloud behavior — a warmer world would have a higher
Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS), thus would have more low clouds (because of the
noticeable impact of LTS on low cloud amount), thus damping the initial warming.

2.1.2 Using more than one variable

More and more variables have progressively been used when looking at correlations (or
co-relations). For low cloud fractions, only one variable (e.g. Sea Surface Temperature
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(SST) in Hanson (1991)) was used to explain the observations, then two variables (e.g. SST
and ω500 in Bony et al. (1997) or Norris and Weaver (2001)) were used to explain more
completely the observations. The need for more than one variable was felt decades ago (at
least as early as Ramanathan and Collins (1991)). An example is that, for a given large-
scale vertical circulation, the type of cloud formed is significantly determined by the static
stability, a proxy used for (low) clouds (Cotton and Anthes 1997; Klein and Hartmann 1993;
Wallace and Hobbs 2006). Another example comes from Hallberg and Inamdar (1993) and
Weaver et al. (1994), who showed that their Super Greenhouse Effect (SGE) (i.e. when the
increase in clear-sky atmospheric greenhouse effect with tropical SST is greater than the
corresponding increase in surface emission, featuring a local runaway situation) could not be
understood solely with thermodynamical feedbacks (they suspected large-scale dynamical
processes to be involved). And again, but more recently, once two variables were discovered
to be insufficient, then three variables were used. For instance Williams et al. (2003) broke
down the variation in cloudiness (∆CLD) into three main components (SST, SST anomaly,
and large-scale circulation) : ∆CLD = ∆CLDSST +∆CLDSST anom +∆CLDω500 +others.

However, doubling the number of dependencies that one looks at does not necessarily
double the quality or explanatory value of the answer. Ideally, two (or more) quantities can
be largely independent (orthogonal input). Indeed, many ω500 values are possible for a
given SST (Bony et al. 1997). Nevertheless, more often than not, these variables are not

independent:
• local SST and large-scale circulation — a warmer ocean surface creates deeper

convection (Ramanathan and Collins 1991),
• (remote) SST gradient and large-scale circulation — a strong temperature difference

can create a circulation, like a sea breeze (Lindzen and Nigam 1987; Lau et al. 1994),
• local SST and (remote) SST gradient — an increase in SST can lead to an increase in

the SST gradient (Ramanathan et al. 1994).

2.1.3 Choosing for compositing

Compositing (also sometimes called “conditional sampling”) is the technique of grouping
together or ordering data based on one (or more) variables in order to study it with a
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new perspective. For clouds, compositing can be used (with classification) in order to
compute mean properties of a cloud type (e.g. stratocumulus or stratus). To give a more
concrete example, if one has a model output of both daily temperature and precipitation
rates over a 2.5◦ by 2.5◦ grid, then computing the Probability Distribution Functions
(PDFs) of temperature from pixels whose precipitation rates lie in given intervals would be
compositing.

Figure 2.1 gives an example of compositing CRELW in different large-scale circula-
tion regimes defined by ω500 — using data from the CCCma updated fourth generation
atmospheric GCM (CanAM-4.1) (in 2.1a) and comparing to Bony et al. (2004) data (in
2.1b).

As we saw, many variables were reported to influence clouds and their properties (a
list is given in Table 2.1). Therefore, with the profusion of available data and the ever
increasing power of data analysis tools, the major difficulty is now more to decide what to
study and less how to study it. The next two sections — “First dimension : stability” (2.2)
and “Second dimension: dynamics” (2.3) — justify the predictor choices of this study and
give more details about the designated proxies.

Meteorological factors Correlations

Sensible heat flux Low
Latent heat flux Low
10-m wind speed Low
Relative humidity at 1000 hPa Low

Relative humidity at 850 hPa High
2-m temperature High
Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS) High
Estimated Inversion Strength (EIS) High

Table 2.1: Non-exhaustive list of variables and their correlations to cloud properties (cloud
amount, homogeneity, skewness, and kurtosis of Liquid Water Path (LWP) Probability Dis-
tribution Functions (PDFs)), as reviewed by Kawai and Teixeira (2010) (“low correlations”:
correlations of 0.31 or less; “high correlations”: correlations of more than 0.31).
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Figure 2.1: A compositing example from (a) the CCCma updated fourth generation atmospheric GCM (CanAM-4.1)
and (b) Bony et al. (2004) (by permission). Conditional (a) CanAM-4.1 and (b) Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
(ERBE)-derived longwave (LW) Cloud Radiative Effect (CRE) (called “Cloud Radiative Forcing (CRF)” in Bony
et al. (2004)) as functions of the vertical velocity at the 500 hPa level (ω500) (i.e. large-scale circulation). Average
(thick lines) and standard deviation (lighter red in (a), vertical bars in (b)) show the ω500 -CRELW relationship. Results
are similar when data are from the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) or the CERES Energy Balanced And
Filled (CEBAF). Note that the negative sign (“−”) is missing on the lhs of the x-axis in (b).
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2.2 First dimension : stability

2.2.1 Overview

This section focuses on the thermodynamic dependence of clouds. The variables described
here are related (more or less closely) to the stability of the atmospheric column. Here I
review in details only two proxies, LTS and EIS, thus leaving many others unexplored, such
as the Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) or the Corrected Gap of Low-level
Moist Static Energy (CGLMSE) (developed in Kawai and Teixeira (2010)).

Clouds are suspensions of liquid water or ice particles in air. Therefore it is natural that
people who first tried to understand them started by looking at temperature (which controls
cloud buoyancy and condensation of water vapor). However, both because it is much easier
to measure temperature at the ground level than in clouds (a pragmatic reason), and because
the surface is a boundary condition for the whole overlying air column (a physical reason),
(sea) surface temperature is used. In addition, because (low) clouds predominate found
over the ocean, the convention is to use the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) as a proxy for
the stability dependency.

Many cloud studies base their analysis on SST. For instance, Bony et al. (1997) explains
that SST is good choice even on a monthly basis because local variations, within the
tropics, are small at this time scale. Which is a good thing since many data products are
available as monthly values, i.e. monthly means of daily means, such data from ERBE or
the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP). But this is also a limitation
since SST-based analyses are therefore of limited quality outside the tropics.

Vertical profiles of temperature interpolated on to models grid were then available, first
thanks to case studies, often based on field campaigns, then from model or re-analysis of
global observations. This gave researchers the opportunity to study the relationship between
clouds and the vertical (temperature) structure, rather than with merely its lower boundary
value. For example, Weaver and Ramanathan (1997) use the difference of equivalent
potential temperature (θe) as a measure of moist static stability: ∆θe = ∆θ500−1000

e =

θ500 hPa
e −θ1000 hPa

e . Although they acknowledge its value is somewhat dominated by the
temperature inversion, which frequently exists in Marine Boundary Layers (MBLs), they
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show that (i) ∆θe is correlated with shortwave (SW) CRF but not with LW CRF, and that
(ii) it is anti-correlated with cumulus amount while correlated with stratus amount (no value
given by the authors but a visual estimate would be approximately 3% per K in ∆θe).

Finally, SST is not always the main driver of clouds and cloud properties. Williams
et al. (2003) shows that a greater part of the variance in cloud amounts is explained by SST
anomalies rather than SST alone. Despite the limits of this particular result, which arise
from one study over the tropics based on only one model, this clearly demonstrates that a
better proxy for the stability predictor is needed. The next two sections detail each one.

2.2.2 Lower tropospheric stability (LTS)

Definition

The Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS) is one way of measuring how stable the lower part
of the atmosphere is. It was invented and used from a MBL perspective. LTS is formally
defined by Klein and Hartmann (1993) as:

LTS = θ700−θsurface (2.1)

with θ700 and θsurface the potential temperatures of the air at the 700 hPa level and at the
surface respectively.

Depending on the studies, the last term (θsurface) is sometimes replaced by the SST (only
over ocean), the surface air temperature (Tsurface), the 2-metre air temperature (T2 metre),
or the air temperature at the 1000 hPa level (T1000 hPa) (in particular over land for the last
three). Since this choice is usually not explicitly justified, I can only guess that this is driven
by data (un)availability. In my computations, I used primarily θsurface. Where θsurface was
unavailable or impossible to compute, I used θ2 metre, or θ1000 hPa if necessary.

Justifications

Klein and Hartmann (1993) justify the choice of the 700 hPa level because the inversion
(or “trade-inversion”), which typically caps MBLs, usually lies under the 750 hPa level
(Neiburger et al. 1961; Riehl et al. 1951; von Ficker 1936a,b).
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They expect LTS to be richer (in terms of information) than one surface temperature or
one upper level temperature because: (i) T700 (and thus θ700) has a wider range than Tsurface

(and thus θsurface), and (ii) T700 anomalies are not correlated with Tsurface anomalies (see
Figure 2.2).

The authors focus on one specific type of low cloud, namely stratus, that they define
as cloud with a top below the 680 hPa level and an Optical Depth (OD) greater than
3.55 (corresponding to an albedo approximately greater than 30%) because stratus cloud
amount is, in the subtropical regions, the main driver of Net Cloud Radiative Effect (NCRE)
(−1 W/m2/ per % of stratus cloud fraction). This finding is consistent with (Hartmann
et al. 1992) who found a −0.63 W/m2/% relationship for all low cloud types.

Findings and limits

The key finding of Klein and Hartmann (1993) is a striking correlation between LTS and
stratus cloud amount, across large space and time scales (as shown in Figure 2.3). They
found that an increase of one degree in LTS leads to an increase in stratus cloud amount of
4% to 6% by (respectively) comparing two decades of data or by comparing ten stratus-
prone areas. In addition to these two estimates, two others, inferred from other studies
(though lacking upper air temperature records), confirmed a slope of +5% (±1%) in stratus
amount per degree in LTS.

Klein and Hartmann (1993) are well aware that the sudden and significant increase
(“jump”) in potential temperature (θ) at the inversion is one of the two main contributors
of LTS and has a role in cloud formation (for a detailed discussion of how the inversion
participate in cloud formation, see Klein and Hartmann (1993) or Stull (1988)). Despite
these and the robust correlation between LTS and stratus cloud amount, they warn against
any unjustified conclusion of causality between the inversion strength and the amount (or
fraction) of stratus (association is not causation). In other words, they know the importance
of the inversion on both cloud existence and LTS; they demonstrate a correlation between
cloud quantity and LTS; but they cannot unambiguously infer a causal relation between
inversion strength and cloud quantity.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison and correlation between the anomalies (relative to the climatologi-
cal monthly mean) of Tsurface and T700. Visibly, Tsurface and T700 anomalies are not correlated
(i.e. very poorly, here R < 30%). Data are (10,000 randomly selected points) from the
CCCma third generation atmospheric GCM (AGCM-3), for January 1990 to January 2000,
over the ocean, from the tropics (30◦S–30◦N). Figures with data from the ECMWF 40 years
Re-Analysis (ERA-40), the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim), or the CCCma
updated fourth generation atmospheric GCM (CanAM-4.1) are all similar (not shown).
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Figure 2.3: Stratus cloud amount vs. stability: Scatter-plot of seasonally averaged stra-
tocumulus cloud amount with seasonally averaged Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS) for
several oceanic low cloud regions. Labels are the regions described in Figure 2.4. From
Klein and Hartmann (1993), by permission.
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This direct LTS-low cloud relationship was used (as a parametrization) in General
Circulation Models (GCMs), GCMs studies (Slingo 1987; Rasch and Kristjansson 1998;
Miller 1997; Larson et al. 1999), climate sensitivity studies (Larson et al. 1999), and Miller’s
thermostat hypothesis (Miller 1997). However, the implementation of this relationship
yielded a (too) strong negative feedback of NCRE on surface temperatures (Klein and
Hartmann 1993; Wood and Bretherton 2006). Although out of the scope of this study, a
crucial question would be: “will this relationship hold in a (different) future climate?”.

The 10 stratus regions (after Klein and Hartmann 1993)

North Atlantic

Peruvian

Arctic

China

Circumpolar Ocean

North Pacific

Australian

Namibian

Canarian

Californian

Figure 2.4: The “10 stratus regions”, as first described and studied by Klein and Hartmann
(1993). These are the regions named in Figure 2.3. The region “China” is the only one
over land. Note that (at least) the region “Arctic” is mostly over ice (and not open water).
All regions but “China”, “Australian”, and “Circumpolar Ocean” are northern summer
(maximum) stratus regions (i.e. “North Atlantic”, “North Pacific”, “Peruvian”, “Namibian”,
“Canarian”, “Californian”, and “Arctic”).
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2.2.3 Estimated inversion strength (EIS)

Idealization, approximations and justifications

The Estimated Inversion Strength (EIS), like LTS, is one way of measuring how stable
the lower part of the atmosphere is. But unlike LTS, it focuses on the inversion and its
associated jump in potential temperature (θ). EIS was also invented and used from a Marine
Boundary Layer (MBL) perspective.

Wood and Bretherton (2006), following Albrecht et al. (1979), Betts and Ridgway
(1988), and Park et al. (2004), modelled the troposphere using three layers (or four levels),
from surface (land or ocean) to top (700 hPa level): Surface Mixed Layer (SML), Decoupled
Layer (DL), and Free Troposphere (FT), separated by the Lifting Condensation Level (LCL)
and the (temperature) inversion (see Figure 2.5). This idealized troposphere is then used to
define the inversion strength (∆θ) as the potential temperature difference between the DL
top and the FT bottom (i.e. the inversion level). Note that only the SML and DL belong to
the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) (i.e. MBL when over the ocean).

In this section (and thesis), ∆θ refers to the actual (or observed) jump in potential
temperature (θ) at the inversion, while EIS refers to its estimate (or approximation) when
using Wood and Bretherton (2006) model and equation.

Assuming a constant lapse rate (or linear profile) for the potential temperature in each
of the three layers, Wood and Bretherton (2006) estimate the inversion strength (∆θ) as:

∆θ = (θ700−θsurface)−Γ
FT · (z700− zinversion)−Γ

DL · (zinversion− zLCL) (2.2)

with ΓFT and ΓDL the lapse rates of DL and FT respectively (in K/m); zLCL, zinversion, and
z700 the altitude (in metre) of the LCL, the inversion, and the 700 hPa level respectively.
Recognizing that (i) the first two terms on the right hand side are LTS, and (ii) the other
terms are not constant, one can see that ∆θ will differ from LTS.

Wood and Bretherton (2006) argue that the FT lapse rate is very close to a moist adiabat
in the tropics (Sobel et al. 2001; Stone and Carlson 1979), in the subtropics, and in the
mid-latitudes (Schneider and Sobel 2007). That is why they approximate ΓFT by ΓFT

moist ,
and more precisely by the moist adiabatic lapse rate at the 700 hPa level (Γ700

moist).
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Figure 2.5: Idealized potential temperature (θ) vertical profile of lower-tropospheric
structure during periods of undisturbed flow — for instance a moderate tropospheric
subsidence typically conducive to the formation of extensive low clouds. From Wood and
Bretherton (2006), adapted by permission.
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In addition, they argue that the DL lapse rate ranges from zero for a shallow PBL
to moist adiabatic for a deeper PBL (Albrecht et al. 1995; Park et al. 2004; Wood and
Bretherton 2004). From Equation 2.2, the shallower the PBL, the smaller (zinversion− zLCL),
thus the smaller the error due to the approximation of ΓDL would be (and conversely).
Hence, approximating ΓDL by ΓDL

moist is sound, both physically (it happens) and analytically
(it is the limiting behaviour). Also, since the DL is both colder and shallower than the FT,
its contribution in estimating ∆θ will be smaller. That is why the authors approximate ΓDL

by ΓDL
moist , and more precisely by the moist adiabatic lapse rate at the LCL (ΓLCL

moist).
After two other approximations — exponential (or single scale) atmosphere and Γ850

moist ≈
Γ700

moist ≈ ΓDL
moist — EIS is formally defined by Wood and Bretherton (2006) as:

EIS = LTS−Γ
850 hPa
moist · (z700− zLCL) (2.3)

with LTS the Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS) and Γ850 hPa
moist the moist adiabatic lapse

rate at the 850 hPa level.

Validation, findings and limits

In order to evaluate (or validate) that EIS is actually a good estimate of the inversion
strength (∆θ), Wood and Bretherton (2006) test these two quantities in periods or regions
dominated by low cloud conditions using observational data from Albrecht et al. (1995),
Bretherton et al. (2004), Klein (1997), and Norris (1998) — see Figure 2.6.

The key finding of this study is a strong and robust correlation between EIS and low
cloud fraction (all types, not just stratus like LTS from Klein and Hartmann (1993)). They
found that an increase of one degree in EIS leads to an increase in low cloud fraction of 6%
(±1%). EIS by itself explains over 80% of the regional and seasonal variance in low cloud
amount.

This result challenges Miller’s thermostat hypothesis, which is based on the LTS-cloud
amount relation and which predicts a strong climate-low cloud negative feedback. Indeed,
if the troposphere warms, LTS will increase (even more because of the wider range of T700),
then low cloud amount will increase, which will dampen (or reduce) the initial warming.
However, a new Miller’s thermostat hypothesis, based on the EIS-cloud amount relation,
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Figure 2.6: Relationship between the mean Estimated Inversion Strength (EIS) and the
mean inversion strength (∆θ). Data are from several field studies and show a very good
agreement, demonstrating that EIS is a good estimate for the actual ∆θ . Next to the data
points are shown mean surface air temperatures (Tsurface, in K). From Wood and Bretherton
(2006), by permission.

would predict a much weaker (negative) feedback. In this case, as the troposphere warms,
EIS would not increase as much as LTS, thus low cloud amount would not increase as much
either, and the initial warming would not be dampened (or reduced) so much.

2.2.4 Conclusions about both LTS and EIS

Unlike LTS, which is a bulk measure of the stability of the lower part of the atmosphere, as

a whole, EIS is a local measure of the stability and stratification of the lower part of the
atmosphere.

Thirteen years after Klein and Hartmann (1993), the role of the inversion that caps the
planetary (or marine) boundary layer in cloud formation is better known (in particular as a
moisture trap) but far from completely understood. Wood and Bretherton (2006) assumed
that, among LTS contributors, the inversion strength would be the only or most important
with respect to cloud formation (presence) and amount (quantity).
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LTS and EIS are significantly correlated (as shown in Equation 2.3, Wood and Bretherton
(2006), or Figure 2.7). However, the correlation seems to depend to a great extent on the
region. Two important points while comparing LTS and EIS are:

1. the two main contributors to LTS are the inversion strength (∆θ) and the Free Tropo-
sphere (FT) part (ΓFT · (z700− zinversion)); and

2. the FT part is strongly temperature dependent (since the moist adiabat that it typically
follows is temperature dependent).

Therefore LTS and EIS are related, but not identical. In particular, for a constant LTS,
the colder the troposphere, the larger EIS. Conversely for a constant EIS, the warmer the
troposphere, the larger LTS. Or, in other words, the larger the temperature, the smaller
the relative contribution of the inversion to LTS (see Figure 2.8). That is why, if one
assumes that ∆θ is a better predictor of low cloud amount (ideally for physically good and
understood reasons), one would expect EIS to be a better proxy.

According to Wood and Bretherton (2006), although LTS and stratus cloud amount are
strongly correlated across time and space scales, the relationship (slightly) changes between
the tropics, subtropics, and mid-latitudes. On the other hand, the correlation between EIS
and low cloud amount is independent of the time and place of study.

Although it can be quite surprising, it is nevertheless very convenient that a metric using
only two temperatures (at the surface and the 700 hPa level), such as LTS, can predict so
well the presence and amount of stratus cloud. This seems to make LTS a robust (hence

privileged) stratus cloud amount proxy.
On the other hand, EIS, unlike LTS, requires more than just temperatures at two levels.

It also requires a measure of the moisture content (dew point temperature, mixing ratio,
relative or specific humidity). Although EIS was shown to be a much better predictor for
low cloud amount, it also has higher requirements in terms of data input availability and
quality. This seems to make EIS a better but less robust low cloud fraction proxy.

This study looks both at LTS and EIS, but focuses more on LTS than on EIS. As the
results show, qualitative conclusions mostly either do not change depending on the variable
(section 6.1) or are in favor of EIS (subsection 6.5.3).
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Figure 2.7: Comparison and correlation between the Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS) and the Estimated Inversion
Strength (EIS). Visibly, LTS and EIS are well correlated, as well as their anomalies (relative to the climatological
monthly mean). Data are (10,000 randomly selected points) from (a) the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim)
and (b) the CCCma updated fourth generation atmospheric GCM (CanAM-4.1), for January 1990 to January 2000,
over the ocean, from the tropics (30◦S–30◦N). Figures with data from the ECMWF 40 years Re-Analysis (ERA-40) or
the CCCma third generation atmospheric GCM (AGCM-3) are all similar (not shown).
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Figure 2.8: Idealized potential temperature (θ) vertical profile of lower-tropospheric structure during periods of
undisturbed flow for (a) colder and (b) warmer atmospheres. This illustrates that the larger the temperature, the smaller
the relative contribution of the Estimated Inversion Strength (EIS) to the Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS). After
Wood and Bretherton (2006).
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2.3 Second dimension: dynamics

2.3.1 Overview

This section focuses on the dynamical dependency of clouds. The variable described here
is closely related to the dynamics of the atmospheric column. Interestingly, and unlike
stability, dynamics is almost exclusively represented by only one variable (ω500, see next
section).

Clouds “float” in the air, at various altitudes, and can sometimes rise and deepen before
your eyes within minutes or hours. It is thus by a simple logical association that one could
think of the coupling between the air vertical motion and the presence of clouds.

Many studies have tried to correlate large-scale (vertical) circulation with clouds and
their properties, either as a self-sufficient explanation or as a complement for another
predictor, such as SST (Ramanathan and Collins 1991; Fu et al. 1992; Hallberg and
Inamdar 1993; Hartmann and Michelsen 1993; Weaver et al. 1994). One example of a
variable used as a proxy for vertical motion (of water vapor) is given by Prabhakara et al.
(1979) and Stephens (1990), who used W−W

W (with W the monthly precipitable water and
W its value expected according to the SST).

2.3.2 Vertical velocity at the 500 hPa level (ω500)

As already said, the vertical velocity at the 500 hPa level (ω500) is by far the most used
proxy for the dynamics predictor in cloud studies. This section both justifies the choice of
this quantity and reviews some insights about its correlation with clouds.

The reader must note that ω500 is a pressure velocity, therefore rising means ω500 nega-
tive (“uplift”, “ascending”) and sinking means ω500 positive (“ subsidence”, “descending”).
It is usually expressed in either hPa/day or Pa/s.

Examples of ω500 distributions are given in Figure 2.9 (page 48) and in Figure 6.2b
(page 125). As visible in these figures, and considering that an ω500 value of 50 hPa/day
is of the order of 1 cm/s, note how the vast majority of the data points (or pixels) belongs
to vertical motion at low or moderate speed. Also, note that subsidence (ω500 > 0) tend be
typically slower (i.e. smaller |ω500|) than uplift (ω500 < 0) (i.e. larger |ω500|).
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Bony et al. (1997), among the first, explains, before using it, that ω500 is a good proxy
for the large-scale circulation in the tropics. They look at ω500 more as a complement
variable when SST is not enough, probably because ω500 is not an entirely new, separate
dimension, but rather a function of SST.

A key finding is that, at least in re-analysis data, ω500 is demonstrated to be good
enough on both a daily and monthly bases (for the study purposes). This last point is
important since it directly relates to the type of data used in this thesis (re-analysis and
monthly).

By conducting their analysis with both ω500 and the vertical velocity at the 850 hPa level
(ω850), Weaver and Ramanathan (1997) report that they are both very strongly correlated,
and that results are not sensitive to this choice. This study’s datasets also have very well
correlated ω500 and ω850 (or ω700 ), as shown in Figure 2.10, and results do not depend on
using ω850 or ω700 rather than ω500 (not shown).

In addition to this, they show that ω500 is a good proxy for rising motion both on a daily
and monthly basis, even more particularly through the Free Troposphere (FT). Furthermore,
two distinct ω500 regimes are identified for LW CRF and SW CRF (upward motion for
convective clouds, downward motion for stratiform clouds) The authors point out extremely
important facts about ω500 :

1. strong uplift and subsidence often occur in geographically close places, at least on a
short time scale, therefore space and time averaging (if any) matters a lot.

2. because cloud-ω500 coupling may not be linear — and in fact has been shown to
be non-linear for some variables and time scales — (extreme) variations do not
necessarily average out. In other words, for an ω500 with a constant mean value, a
change in its standard deviation σω500 can lead to a change in the cloud property.

3. relevant to this thesis, monthly mean ω500 magnitude is demonstrated to be much
smaller than daily mean ω500 magnitude, precisely because, in the average process,
the extremes get averaged out.

Following the warning of Weaver and Ramanathan (1997), Williams et al. (2003) assume,
as I do, a linear response of low cloud to ω500 (so that extremes average out and their net
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effects cancel out too) on the ground that they ignore how well monthly mean ω500 values
represent daily mean ω500 values. Williams et al. (2003) compute two composites: one
based on values (SST and ω500 ) and one based on climatological anomalies (SSTanomalies

and ω500anomalies). Not knowing if a positive ω500 anomaly means an increased descent or
a reduced ascent is a noticeable analysis drawback. Nonetheless, some useful information
comes from this anomaly analysis (see next section).

Figure 2.9: The Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of vertical velocity at the 500 hPa
level (ω500) in the tropics (30◦S–30◦N) derived from meteorological reanalyses. Remark
that the negative sign (“−”) is missing on the left hand side (lhs) of the x-axis. To compare
with other ω500 distributions, see Figure 6.2b (page 125). From Bony et al. (2004), by
permission.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison and correlation between the vertical velocity at the 500 hPa level (ω500), ω700 , and ω850 .
Visibly, ω500 is very well correlated with ω700 (as well as with ω850 ), thus making the choice of ω500 over ω700 or
ω850 impact-less on the conclusions. Data are from (a) the ECMWF 40 years Re-Analysis (ERA-40) and (b) the
CCCma third generation atmospheric GCM (AGCM-3), for January 1990 to January 2000, over the ocean, from the
tropics (30◦S–30◦N). Figures with data from the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) or the CCCma updated
fourth generation atmospheric GCM (CanAM-4.1) are all similar (not shown).
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2.4 A stability-dynamics basis for cloud regimes

Borrowing from the mathematical vocabulary, and as said earlier in this thesis, being able
to break down the study of cloud using predictors, or dimensions, as orthogonal as possible
maximizes the information gained while analyzing, i.e. increases the explanatory value of
an experiment.

I chose the two predictors: stability and dynamics because: (i) both are strongly related
to clouds and cloud properties, (ii) both are commonly used, thus making comparisons with
other studies easier, and (iii) they are the two with the best trade-off between independence
and explanatory value. This last point is of crucial importance to a simple, straightforward
analysis. That is why, in this section, I give a quick overview of how independent the
proxies I chose are (LTS and EIS for stability; ω500 for dynamics).

Bony et al. (1997) illustrate the relation between SST and large-scale vertical motion
(in the tropics), and in particular how Super Greenhouse Effect (SGE) episodes need both
variables to meet specific conditions to arise. They also investigate the tropical SST-CRF
relation, and show that it has three distinct regimes, directly related to the three regimes of
the relation SST-ω500 .

Using anomaly analysis, Weaver and Ramanathan (1997) show that when their two
dimensions (∆θe and ω500 ) vary in opposite directions, the correlation with cloudiness
(CRF) is greatly reduced, if not canceled or negative. This result was part of a more general
reflection about the relative importance of each variable and how they interact.

While focusing on the great dependency of clouds on SST anomalies, Williams et al.
(2003) affirm that SST anomalies and patterns create, or at least contribute to, the large-
scale circulation, for example through surface temperature gradients. They explain that the
cloudiness dependency is affected by the location: its main driver is the SST anomaly in the
tropics but the SST in the mid-latitudes. However, their unusual and changing definition
of SST anomaly complicates comparisons of their results with other studies. Consistent
with Bony et al. (1997), their results show that high clouds are more correlated with ω500

whereas low clouds are more correlated with SST anomalies (both results mainly true for
thicker clouds).

The point of this section was simply to warn the reader of the apparent simplicity and
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linearity of the analysis. It does not mean there is no benefit to it. It simply means that
caution must be taken while visualizing the 2D-histograms (see section 3.3) as a basis
decomposition.

2.5 Research objectives

I present here the research questions that this thesis elaborates (in this chapter) and addresses
(in chapters 4, 5, and 6). Other research questions have been developed in the previous
chapter (1, “Clouds and climate”) and summarized at its end (section 1.3).

The goal is to improve climate simulation by models. Considering the previous section,
it appears, in particular, that:
• factual (or statistical) relationships between multiple physical quantities exists and

are not always proof of causality;
• in some cases, such links are conveniently used in models (as parametrization);
• compositing (or conditioning) helps to find and identify such co-relations;
• stability and large-scale circulation are well known predictors for (low) clouds;
• LTS and EIS (stability) as well as ω500 (large-scale circulation) have already been

shown to be effective proxies; and
• unless proven to be (analytically) exact, a simple linear approximation, however

convenient, is never sufficient.
That is why, this study compares 2D-histograms (as described in section 3.3) for cloud
related variables, based on LTS, EIS, and ω500 — between GCMs and observations (or
re-analyses).

Research objective 6:

How meaningful is a stability and large-scale circulation compositing comparison between
observations and simulations (or re-analyses)? (i.e. relevance of analysis.)
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Research objective 7:

How predictable are (low) clouds with respect to LTS, EIS, and ω500 ? (i.e. observed global
validity of statistical fits.)

Research objective 8:

How well do GCMs (or re-analyses) reproduce the predictability of (low) clouds by LTS,
EIS, and ω500 ? (i.e. realism of simulated clouds.)
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Chapter 3

Data and methods

Luck is what happens when opportunity meets preparation.

Seneca (5 BC – 65 AD ; Roman dramatist, philosopher, and politician)

La chance ne sourit qu’aux esprits bien préparés.

(Luck smiles only on well prepared minds.)

after Louis Pasteur (1822–1895 ; Biologiste et chimiste français)
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3.1 Data sets

This section presents the data used in this study, with its origins, characteristics, and post-
processings (such as interpolation on a new grid or file conversion). It also explains what
my intentions were when I chose each of these data sets (comparison, validation, etc.)

3.1.1 Characteristics overview

As stated in this thesis title, my goal was to look at correlations between the atmospheric
stability, dynamics, and cloud properties in observations, re-analyses, and models. There-
fore, I needed each of these fields (stability, dynamics, clouds) for each of these source
types (observations, re-analyses, models). Moreover, to increase the results’ robustness and
significance, and also because it was an exploratory process, I tried as much as possible
to use data from at least two sources. They were not always independent, but they would
always bring additional information (e.g. a comparison between an older and a newer
version of a model shows how model changes impact performances).

Table 3.1 summarizes while Table C.1 (in Appendix C, page 159) lists and details
all datasets that are used plus some that could be (to complete or extend this research).
Additional information (i.e. not in Table C.1) for each of these datasets is given in the next
sections. The datasets are classified in three main types:

1. observational data (ISCCP and MODIS for clouds, GPCP for precipitation, CEBAF
for radiation)

2. re-analysis output (ERA-40 and ERA-Interim)

3. model output (AGCM-3 and CanAM-4.1)

Note that there is an incomplete (time) overlap, thus some comparisons and plots in this
thesis do not involve all the datasets but only some at a time. As Figure 3.1 illustrates it,
AGCM-3 and CanAM-4.1 can be compared (i.e. simulations’ epochs overlap) only when
one observational dataset is available for clouds or radiative fluxes (i.e. ISCCP). This may
be problem since an estimate of the variability between simulation and observation would
not have any meaning without an estimate of the variability between observations.
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That is why, chapter 4 first demonstrates the relevance of the “reference” choice in
comparing several observational datasets with re-analyses and model outputs (time overlap
shown in Figure A.2). Then CanAM-4.1 is actually (quantitatively) compared to multiple
observations in chapter 4 and to AGCM-3 in chapter 5 (time overlap shown in Figure A.1).
Finally, possible reasons for discrepancies are (qualitatively) examined in chapter 6, such
as differences in stability, dynamics, precipitations, or cloud regimes.

All data used in this thesis are monthly data, i.e. monthly means of daily means, that
were downloaded in or converted to the NETwork Common Data Form (netCDF) format1.

Nature Data sets

Observation

Clouds Precipitation Radiation

Used
ISCCP GPCP CERES
MODIS CMAP ISCCP-FD

Available

MISR TRMM ERBE
CloudSat

CERES ISCCP-like
PARASOL

Re-analysis
Used

ERA-40
ERA-Interim

Available
NCEP/NCAR

JRA-25
NASA’s MERRA

Models
Used

CCCma AGCM-3
CCCma CanAM-4.1

Available
Any model or center that submitted

simulation outputs for AMIP or CFMIP

Table 3.1: Summary of datasets used or available. Available sets are given as examples
and are not an exhaustive list of alternatives or complements. For full names (expanded
acronyms) see the glossary page xi.

1More information on this file format can be found here http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NetCDF or
here http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/.
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1953
1958

1963
1968

1973
1978

1983
1988

1993
1998

2003
2008

(Remark: 'agcm3' actually starts 01-1850)

modis

isccp_fd

isccp

gpcp

eraInterim

era40

cmap

ceres_syn

ceres_ssf

cebaf

agcm3

CanAM4-1-histo

Time coverage for all data sets

Figure 3.1: Time coverage for all datasets used in this study. One can see that two periods
are particularly interesting: in the 2000’s when many datasets are available on one hand, in
the 1980’s and 1990’s when both the CCCma third generation atmospheric GCM (AGCM-
3) and the CCCma updated fourth generation atmospheric GCM (CanAM-4.1) are available
on the other hand. See Figures A.1 and A.2 for detailed overlaps (pages 153 and 154).
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3.1.2 Regridding process

In order to compute the Taylor diagram (see section 3.2) and 2D-histogram (see section 3.3)
of several datasets, the chosen variable must be recorded on the same grid (or array).
However, as Table C.1 shows, my datasets were initially saved on various grids (2.5◦×
2.5◦, 1.5◦× 1.5◦, 1.0◦× 1.0◦, with different center reference, etc.)

Therefore, it was necessary to regrid them all to one “reference” grid. For practical
purpose, the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma) grid used in
AGCM-3 and CanAM-4.1 simulations was chosen to be the reference.

My regridding process is a simple (statistical) bilinear interpolation from one rectilinear
grid to another (with also a nearest-neighbor interpolation in order not to mask neighbors
of missing data)2. This particular regridding process sufficiently preserves the mean, the
standard deviation (σ), and even the shape of the Probability Distribution Function (PDF),
as shown in Figure 3.2 for precipitation from Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP). Preservation of the distribution and main statistical moments is of similar quality
for other regridded fields (not shown).

All necessary datasets (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP),
GPCP, ECMWF 40 years Re-Analysis (ERA-40)...) have also been interpolated by CCCma
to their own grid with their own method, which was the practical reason aforementioned to
focus on this particular grid.

These two different regridding processes were tested and compared. Table 3.2 reveals
that fields are not sensitive to the use of one interpolation scheme over the other. Thus,
results shown in this thesis are based indifferently on the datasets regridded using either my
bilinear interpolation or the CCCma mean-conservative interpolation scheme.

To summarize, neither the interpolation scheme (Table 3.2) nor the “reference” grid
choice (Figure 3.2) matter to the distribution and main statistical moments of the fields used
in this study.

2Library and method used, see: http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/basemap/doc/html/api/
basemap_api.html#mpl_toolkits.basemap.interp
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Figure 3.2: Sensitivity of the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) to the interpolation
(i.e. regridding). This example is for precipitation rate from the Global Precipitation
Climatology Project (GPCP) when interpolated to several grids, including the “reference”
grid (Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma) grid used in CanAM-
4.1 simulation). The blue line (“Raw data (GPCP)”) is the observational, non interpolated,
data. Distributions (and their statistical moments such as means and standard deviations)
are very similar. Averages are identical within less than 3% of relative difference.
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Variable Interpolation Mean Rel. diff. Std σ Rel. diff.

Low cloud (%)
Bilinear 25.83

0.04 %
14.21

0.14 %
CCCma 25.84 14.19

High cloud (%)
Bilinear 22.88

0.09 %
15.05

0.33 %
CCCma 22.90 15.10

Precipitation (mm/day)
Bilinear 2.89

0.34 %
2.81

0.00 %
CCCma 2.90 2.81

Table 3.2: Sensitivity of the mean and standard deviation to the interpolation scheme. High
and low cloud fractions are from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP). Precipitation rates are from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP).
The same datasets are interpolated to the same grid — CanAM-4.1 from the Canadian
Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma) — using either a simple bilinear
scheme, or the CCCma scheme. Values are taken for the 60◦S–60◦N band, from July 1983
to December 2007, for both land and ocean. “Std” stands for standard deviation and “Rel.

diff.” stands for relative difference, computed as
100 · |a−b|

a+b
2

and expressed in percent.
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3.1.3 Cloud fields

ISCCP and MODIS

are two independent satellite datasets for clouds and cloud properties. Using both gives a
feel (at worst) or an estimate (at best) of observational uncertainty for the satellite cloud
property dataset.

Both instruments share similarities: they are passive nadir-viewing, have 1 km2 pixel
sizes at nadir, and have difficulties detecting thin clouds. However, post-processing of
measurements are handled in varying ways, in particular for these hard-to-see thin clouds
(Williams et al. 2003). ISCCP has a more liberal approach and categorizes as “thin cirrus”
any detected clouds with an optical depth (τ) lower than its detection limit, believed to
be between 0.1 over ocean and 0.3 over land (Rossow and Schiffer 1999). On the other
hand, MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) has a more conservative
approach and discards any detected clouds with an indeterminable τ .

That is why many studies, and in particular this one, ignore clouds with τ < 0.3 when
computing cloud fractions. This allows a better comparison between studies as well as
between MODIS and ISCCP.

“Daytime only” data

or “sun-lit-only” data were used in this study, for three reasons. First, using two spectral
domains — VISible (VIS) and InfraRed (IR)— ensures a greater accuracy or quality.
Second, much of the spread in Cloud Radiative Effect (CRE) and Cloud Radiative Forcing
(CRF) among General Circulation Models (GCMs) is in the shortwave (SW) (Bony and
Dufresne 2005; Williams et al. 2006). Third, the simulator that computes ISCCP-like values
for CCCma CanAM-4.1 — the CFMIP Observation Simulator Package (COSP) — assumes
daytime, i.e. the post-COSP value is what the satellites (here ISCCP) would have seen given
the simulated atmospheric column and given an observation during daytime (VIS + IR).
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Comparisons

are most relevant between: observations and CanAM-4.1 (“modis”, “modis mask”, “isccp”,
“isccp IR”, and “CanAM4-1-histo (cloud-isccp)”), on one hand; and re-analyses and models
(“era40”, “eraInterim”, “agcm3”, and “CanAM4-1-histo”), on the other hand.

Cloud reference

was chosen to be observations from ISCCP both because of CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated

field, and because it is the only dataset covering the two periods (1980’s-1990’s versus
2000’s).

Naming conventions (in figures):

• low cloud observational data from MODIS, i.e. when clouds are detected and their
properties can be retrieved (’Retrieval’, “modis”) or cannot be retrieved (’Mask’,
“modis mask”);
• low cloud observational data from ISCCP, i.e. when clouds are detected only during

day time using both visible and IR channels (’VIS’, “isccp”) or during both day and
night time using only IR channels (’IR’, “isccp IR”);
• low cloud simulated outputs from CanAM-4.1’s historical run, as it would be ’ob-

served’ by a model (“CanAM4-1-histo”) or by ISCCP’s satellites (“CanAM4-1-
histo (low cloud-isccp)” or “CanAM4-1-histo (high cloud-isccp)”).

3.1.4 Radiation fields

Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) products include both solar-
reflected and Earth-emitted radiation from the top of the atmosphere to the Earth’s surface.
However, CERES product Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA) fluxes are known for having a
positive net imbalance, due mostly to CERES instrument absolute calibration.

That is why, radiations observed by the CERES can be then processed (adjusted) so that
it is consistent with other data:
• no post-processing other than temporal interpolation (“ceres ssf”)
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• GEO-enhancement, temporal interpolation, and post-processing for flux profiles
consistent with cloud properties (“ceres syn”)
• GEO-enhancement, temporal interpolation, clear-sky filling, and post-processing for

flux profiles consistent with energy balance (“cebaf”)
For “cebaf”, an algorithm is used to adjust SW and longwave (LW) TOA CERES fluxes
within their range of uncertainty to remove the inconsistency between average global net
TOA flux and heat storage in the Earth-atmosphere system. This (new) dataset is called
“CERES Energy Balanced And Filled (CEBAF)” and is designed for climate modelers that
need a net imbalance constrained to the ocean heat storage, which is the case in this study.

CEBAF (or “cebaf” in figures) is chosen as the radiation reference for the most recent
period (2000’s) because this dataset is tuned to the same standard than models (the energy
balance, especially considering the ocean heat transfers), as Figures 4.9–4.10–4.11 clearly
shows (pages 86–87–88).

ISCCP Flux Data (“isccp fd”) is chosen as the radiation reference for the least recent
period (1980’s-1990’s) since it is the only observational dataset readily available covering
this period. ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) output was not (readily) available
(therefore are missing in the figures).

3.1.5 Precipitation fields

Data from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) was (arbitrarily) chosen as
the precipitation reference for both periods (over data from the Climate Prediction Center
(CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP)).

ERA-Interim outputs were not (readily) available (therefore are missing in the figures
of chapters 4, 5, and 6).

Purely (satellite) observations (“cmap”) were completed with National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) / National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
Re-Analysis (NCEP/NCAR) outputs in order to fill in missing data (“cmap enh”).

Here precipitation rate (“gene precip”) is the sum of all precipitation (in particular,
both stratiform and convectiform).
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3.2 Taylor diagram

3.2.1 Purpose and application

Taylor diagrams (Taylor 2001) provide a way to graphically summarize how closely a
pattern (or model results) matches a reference model or, most commonly, observations3.
An illustration is given in Figure 3.5 (page 68). The diagram provides a way of plotting
three statistics on a 2-D graph, because of the relationship that ties them together. The
similarity between two patterns is quantified in terms of:

1. their correlation (R ),

2. their centered root-mean-square difference (E ′ ) (also called the “skill score”), and

3. the amplitude of their variations (represented by their standard deviations σ ).

The plotted values are generally derived from monthly or seasonal climatological means
of one or more variables. These diagrams are therefore especially useful in evaluating
multiple aspects of complex models or in gauging the relative skill of many different
models, potentially relative to observations. Other information can be readily available
from a Taylor diagram:
• another skill measure (instead of the Root-Mean-Square Difference (RMSD), isolines

of the skill measure are substituted)
• observational uncertainty (with several independent sets of observations)
• a model’s internal variability (with several runs of the same model)
• a model’s improvements between two versions (if runs from each version are com-

pared to a third set, reference model or observations)
• comparison of different variables, such as precipitation and cloud amount (if the

diagram is initially normalized)
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Symbol Meaning

Cobserv A variable (e.g. cloud fraction) from an observational dataset. It will be used
as the “reference” field

Cmodel A variable (e.g. cloud fraction) from a model simulation. It will be used as the
“test” field and compared to Cobserv

R The correlation coefficient between the test (Cmodel) and the reference (Cobserv)
fields

E ′ The centered RMSD between the test (Cmodel) and the reference (Cobserv) fields
σobserv The standard deviation (std) of the reference field (Cobserv)
σmodel The standard deviation (std) of the test field (Cmodel)
σ2

observ The variance of the reference field (Cobserv)
σ2

model The variance of the test field (Cmodel)

Table 3.3: Symbols used in order to explain and illustrate the Taylor diagram construction.

3.2.2 Equation and graphic construction

The three statistics considered (correlation, standard deviation, and Root-Mean-Square
(RMS) difference) are defined by:

R =

1
N

N

∑
n=1

(
Cobserv−Cobserv

)(
Cmodel−Cmodel

)
σobserv ·σmodel

(3.1)

σ
2
observ =

1
N

N

∑
n=1

(
Cobserv−Cobserv

)2 (3.2)

E ′2 =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

[(
Cobserv−Cobserv

)
−
(
Cmodel−Cmodel

)]2 (3.3)

with x the mean value of x.
Taking an example using the notation given in Table 3.3, linear algebra shows that the

3A four-page pdf document, “Taylor Diagram Primer”, by Karl Taylor, is available here:
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/about/staff/Taylor/CV/Taylor_diagram_primer.pdf
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relation between these three statistics is:

E ′2 = σ
2
observ +σ

2
model−2 ·σobserv ·σmodel ·R (3.4)

which looks extremely similar to the Law of Cosines for a triangle :

c2 = a2 +b2−2abcos(φ) (3.5)

where a, b, and c are the lengths of the sides of a triangle and φ is the angle opposite side c

(as illustrated in Figure 3.3).

σobserv

σmodel

E ′

cos−1(R)

Figure 3.3: Geometric relationship between the correlation coefficient R, the centered
pattern Root-Mean-Square (RMS) difference E ′, and the standard deviations σobserv and
σmodel of the reference and test fields, respectively. It illustrates how the three statistics
involved in a Taylor diagram are related. See Table 3.3 for more information on the
notations. After Taylor (2001).
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3.2.3 Example

First of all, a field is chosen as the “reference”. In this section, I use an arbitrary temperature
field made of a latitude gradient (from 243 K to 303 K) plus some white noise (from -2.5 k
to +2.5 k), as shown in Figure 3.4.

Temperature field with latitude gradient
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Figure 3.4: An example of an arbitrary and noisy temperature field with a latitude gradient.

Then — for the sake of the example — I create seven other fields:
• “lat shift” : the original field but shifted in latitude (11◦northward), so it has the

same standard deviation but is a bit colder (same main trend) and its noise is off
relative to the original one (different local variations). (Remark: South-pole data is
the continuation of the latitude gradient.)
• “weak noise” : the original field with an additional weak white noise (from -2.5 k to

+2.5 k) (i.e. as strong as the one used in the original field), therefore increasing a bit
the standard deviation and reducing a bit the (local) correlations.
• “strong noise” : the original field with an additional strong white noise (from -5.0

k to +5.0 k) (i.e. twice stronger than the one used in the original field), therefore
increasing a lot the standard deviation and reducing a lot the (local) correlations.
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• “uniform” : a uniform field whose value is the mean of the original one (273 K),
plus a white noise as strong as the original one (i.e. from -2.5 k to +2.5 k), so it is
uncorrelated and has almost the same standard deviation (slightly smaller because it
lacks the component due to the gradient).
• “mix unif 33” : a mix field 1/3 original + 2/3 uniform, therefore being a bit closer

to the original.
• “mix unif 67” : a mix field 2/3 original + 1/3 uniform, therefore being closer to the

original.
• “mix unif 91” : a mix field 10/11 original + 1/11 uniform, therefore being much

closer to the original.
Before adding a new dataset (or field) to a Taylor diagram, it is necessary to check that
Equation 3.4 is verified to a certain degree, i.e. the following equation must be true:∣∣∣E ′2− (

σ
2
observ +σ

2
model−2 ·σobserv ·σmodel ·R

)∣∣∣< threshold (3.6)

with threshold a pre-defined limit of agreement that the user can tolerate (typically 1%, 5%,
or 10%).

The “reference” and seven additional fields are all shown on the Taylor diagram in
Figure 3.5. It is particularly interesting to note that, despite being built in completely
different ways, and having different meanings, the following three pairs have very similar
RMS errors (E ′): [“mix unif 91” and “lat shift”], [“mix unif 67” and “weak noise”], as
well as [“mix unif 33” and “strong noise”]. This “third” axis, or skill score axis, allows
the user to literally see how much a change in performance is attributable to the standard
deviation component or to the correlation component.
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Figure 3.5: An example of a Taylor diagram. See subsection 3.2.3 and Figure 3.3 for more
details on the computation and meaning of the reference and seven additional datasets. The
black dashed line represents the standard deviation (σobserv) isoline. The green dotted lines
represent the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) difference isolines. Note that the correlation axis
(R) is, by construction, non linear (ticks marked only for regular increment from 0.10 to
0.90, plus 0.95 and 0.99). Note that a second quadrant, on the left, can be used if negative
correlations are found.
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3.3 2D-histogram

3.3.1 Purpose

A 2D-histogram is a flattened and discrete representation of a three variable scatter plot or,
almost equivalently, a two axis (hence “2D”) composite histogram (hence “Histogram”).
Although low resolution versions (less than 5x5 or 10x10 bins) have already been used in
many studies, Medeiros and Stevens (2011) are among the first ones to use much higher
binning (50×50 or 100×100).

Scatter plots are strongly intuitive way of representing pairs of variables, and allow
users to readily see correlations, in particular if easy to see (such as linear). For instance,
Figure 2.7 (page 44) shows a case where a linear fit, with relative strong correlation,
performs well, whereas Figure 2.2 (page 36) shows a case where no linear fit appears to
perform well (very poor correlation).

However, convenient representation are usually limited to one relation, or two variables.
That is why, when two relations, or three variables, need to be simultaneously plotted
against each other, another method is required.

Moreover, basic scatter plots are not suitable for data that are not uniformly weighted
or masked, as it is the case in this study (because of the nature of the grid). Therefore, a
specific way is needed to “collapse” the distribution along one of the 3D scatter plot to
produce a 2D figure that accounts for weights. While collapsing the data, any special value
of the distribution can be chosen (e.g. median, mean, variance, etc.)

The approach chosen in this study is a 2D-histogram, which helps us to visually answer
the questions (for variables X, Y, and Z): “for given values of X and Y, what is such
statistical moment of Z?” or “how influenced by Y is the relationship between X and Z?”
2D-histograms are similar to Taylor diagram in the sense that they both allow users to
literally “see” how much to attribute to each variable for the variability in relationship.
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3.3.2 Construction and examples

See illustration examples in Figure 3.6 and construction process in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.
For three variables (X , Y , and Z), if Z is the one whose data would be represented in the
third dimension, then:

1. Z is binned relative to X , as would be done for a (composite) histogram

2. Z is binned relative to Y , as would be done for a (composite) histogram

3. for each pair bin (Xi, Yi), one statistical moment (e.g. mean) is computed out of all Z

values that belongs to this (Xi, Yi) bin.

4. a pseudo color plot is built with the X bins on the x-axis, the Y bins on the y-axis,
and the Z computed value on the color- or z-axis.

5. optionally, contours of the population density can be super-imposed (so that spurious
relationship due to a low number of data points can be easily spotted).

Note that the variables (two, X-Y , for a heatmap or three, X-Y -Z, for a full version) must be
expressed on the same grid, in order to accommodate the binning process. However, they
do not need to all come from the same data source (e.g. ERA-40, CanAM-4.1, or ISCCP).
Although this might seem an inconsistent analysis, it simply is a necessity as, for example,
ISCCP knows only about clouds and not temperature or vertical velocity.
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Figure 3.6: Examples of 2D-histograms. X = Estimated Inversion Strength (EIS) and Y = vertical velocity at the 500
hPa level (ω500) data come from the ECMWF 40 years Re-Analysis (ERA-40) and are binned on a 40x40 bins grid.
Z = low cloud fraction data come from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP). Data points
are for the 40◦S–40◦N band, over the ocean, from January 1985 to December 2001. The colored values are (a) the
number, (b) the mean value, or (c) the standard deviation of pixels falling into the 2D-bins. Note that (a) is very similar
to a “heatmap”, and that the contour lines in (b) or (c) are the population density lines. Bins with no or too few data
points are not colored (i.e. , in this case and thereafter, the lower 5% of all 2D-bins cumulative population).
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of how a 2D-histogram is conceptually built. X = Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS) and Y =
vertical velocity at the 500 hPa level (ω500) data come from the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis
(CCCma) CCCma third generation atmospheric GCM (AGCM-3) and are binned on a 40x40 bins grid. Data points
are for the 60◦S–60◦N band, over the ocean, from January 1990 to January 2000. (a) and (c) can be imagined as input
for the 2D-histogram (b). Or, conversely, collapsing (b) data along X onto Y would give (a), while collapsing (b) data
along Y onto X would give (c).
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of how a 2D-histogram is conceptually built. X = Lower Tropospheric Stability (LTS) and
Y = vertical velocity at the 500 hPa level (ω500) data come from the CCCma CCCma third generation atmospheric
GCM (AGCM-3) and are binned on a 40x40 bins grid. Z = precipitation data come from the Global Precipitation
Climatology Project (GPCP). Data points are for the 60◦S–60◦N band, over the ocean, from January 1990 to January
2000. (a) and (c) can be imagined as input for the 2D-histogram (b). Or, conversely, collapsing (b) data along X onto
Y would give (a), while collapsing (b) data along Y onto X would give (c).
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Chapter 4

Variability between datasets

Een juist gevoel voor het grootte der dingen is van onschatbare waarde.

(A reasonable feeling for the sizes of things is of inestimable value.)

Marcel Minnaert (1893–1970 ; Belgian astronomer, biologist and physicist)

We must take change by the hand or rest assuredly,

change will take us by the throat.

Sir Winston Leonard Spencer-Churchill (1874–1965 ;
Former British prime minister, army officer, historian,

artist, and winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature)
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Unless stated otherwise, all figures in this chapter are based on data (i) over the oceans
(not over land), (ii) for the 30◦S–30◦N ’tropical’ band, and (iii) from July 2002 to December
2007 (Figure A.2).

Each section compares the Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs), time series,
Taylor diagrams, or a statistics table relative to its fields, plus, if necessary, some additional
explanation for the comparisons.

4.1 Cloud fractions

4.1.1 Low clouds

Generally for low clouds (see Figures 4.1 and 4.2), data from the MODerate resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) detects low clouds the most (“modis mask” highest
value) but screens out potentially cloudy pixels the most (with his conservative retrieval
algorithms) (“modis” lowest value).

In between, data from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP)
have less low clouds (“isccp IR” second highest value) especially while using only day
time data (but is more liberal with its attribution algorithms) (“isccp” second lowest value).

According to Figure 4.1, output from the CCCma updated fourth generation atmospheric
GCM (CanAM-4.1) and its ISCCP-simulated field (“low cloud-isccp”) are very similar and
in between data from MODIS and ISCCP.

The processes of screening out unidentifiable low clouds are usually very visible when
looking at PDFs (in Figure 4.2). Also, the ISCCP-simulated low cloud field from the
CanAM-4.1 seem closer to more conservative observations than its direct output.

Following Figure 4.3 “ranking”, CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated field (“low cloud-
isccp”) performs better that CanAM-4.1 raw output; but the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis
(ERA-Interim) performs even better; and observations are (still) closer to the reference
ISCCP (e.g. MODIS).

Estimates of statistics are given in Table 4.1 and quantify the datasets proximity to
ISCCP. Improvement depends to some extent on the scale used (e.g. mean, standard
deviation, correlation) and progression is therefore not linear (e.g. see Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.1: Low cloud time series by datasets. One can see some sort of ranking among
observations, from most conservative (lowest cloud fraction) to most liberal (higher cloud
fraction): (1) “modis”, (2) “isccp”, (3) “isccp IR”, and (4) “modis mask”. Data from
ERA-Interim is ranked in the middle of these four observations. Data from CanAM-4.1
and its ISCCP-simulated field (“low cloud-isccp”) are very close to each other and are both
in between data from MODIS and ISCCP
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Figure 4.2: Low cloud distributions by datasets. One can clearly see the reduction in
small low cloud fractions between “modis” and “modis mask” due to the screening out of
unidentifiable (thin) low clouds. Interestingly, CanAM-4.1 output is closer to ERA-Interim
and the more liberal observations, while its ISCCP-simulated field (“low cloud-isccp”) is
significantly closer to more conservative observations (MODIS and even more particularly
ISCCP).
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Figure 4.3: Taylor diagram for low clouds. Standard deviations (σ) are given in percent.
Correlations are unit-less (dimensionless). All coordinates values are given in Table 4.1:
Std (σ), Correlation (Corr), and Root-Mean-Square Difference (RMSD). One can see that,
relative to ISCCP data, the closest are: first, MODIS, “modis mask”, and “isccp IR”; then,
second, ERA-Interim; finally, third, CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated field (“low cloud-
isccp”) and CanAM-4.1’raw’ output. Although it could be surprising that CanAM-4.1
“low cloud-isccp” has a higher standard deviation, Figure 4.2 shows that its PDF is flatter
than CanAM-4.1 “raw” output (hence its higher standard deviation). Finally, it is worth
noting that, in this case, the COSP simulator (“low cloud-isccp”) does provide some
improvement.
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Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

isccp 0.2 20.3 22.8 91.4 13.7 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo 0.0 15.9 18.9 99.4 12.5 52.23 12.89 0.68
— (low cloud-isccp) 0.0 15.4 19.0 95.5 15.4 66.66 12.01 0.63
eraInterim 0.0 23.9 26.9 98.4 14.1 77.95 9.26 0.34
isccp IR 1.4 29.4 30.9 83.2 10.5 83.39 7.64 0.25
modis 0.0 11.8 15.2 93.2 12.9 92.63 5.18 0.34
modis mask 0.7 36.0 37.3 94.8 12.1 86.11 7.00 0.19

Table 4.1: Comparison for low clouds. Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, µ), Maximum (Max), Standard
deviation (Std, σ), and Root-Mean-Square Difference (RMSD) are expressed in percent (cloud fraction units).
Correlation (Corr) is also expressed in percent. RMSD/µ is expressed without units. Min, Median, Mean, and Max
can be visualized in Figure 4.2. Std, Corr, and RMSD can be visualized in Figure 4.3. Corr, RMSD, and RMSD/µ are
computed relative to the reference (here ISCCP). relative to ISCCP, the ranking from closest to farthest is identical,
whether one looks at correlation or at RMSD (first, MODIS, “modis mask”, and “isccp IR”; then, second, ERA-
Interim; finally, third, CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated field (“low cloud-isccp”) and CanAM-4.1’raw’ output). But the
relative improvements, although monotonic, are not linear (as shown in Figure 4.4). For example, “low cloud-isccp”
slightly improves its RMSD but significantly improves its correlation.
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Figure 4.4: Proximity to the low cloud reference (ISCCP) as estimated using two distinct
measures: Standard deviation and Correlation. Evolution, although monotonic, is not
linear. Like the Taylor diagram, this figure takes into account standard deviations (see
relationship in Figure 3.3), but, unlike the Taylor diagram, it does not explicitly display
standard deviation differences. Another difference: the correlation axis is linear.
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4.1.2 High clouds
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Figure 4.5: High cloud time series by datasets. (Same as Figure 4.1 but for high clouds).
Most notable features here are (i) the fairly low “isccp IR”, (ii) “isccp” in between CanAM-
4.1 and its ISCCP-simulated field, (iii) a possible decreasing trend in ISCCP data.
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Figure 4.6: High cloud distributions by datasets. (Same as Figure 4.2 but for high clouds).
Most notable feature here is the very high detection rate of small high cloud fractions
for “isccp IR”, as well as its very low detection rate of large high cloud fractions, both
consistent with its focus on InfraRed (IR) channels.
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Figure 4.7: Taylor diagram for high clouds. (Same as Figure 4.3 but for high clouds). One
can see that all datasets but “isccp IR” have higher standard deviations than the reference.
Remarkably, CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated field (“high cloud-isccp”) does not do better
than the original output.
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Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

isccp 0.0 18.9 23.1 85.1 17.8 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo 0.0 14.2 21.4 97.5 20.2 76.46 13.22 0.62
— (high cloud-isccp) 0.0 17.7 25.5 99.6 24.2 76.45 15.63 0.61
eraInterim 0.0 22.2 27.7 97.1 22.2 91.98 9.12 0.33
isccp IR 0.0 7.7 11.6 79.3 11.8 93.03 8.06 0.69
modis 0.0 16.5 21.1 95.6 18.3 93.48 6.54 0.31
modis mask 0.0 16.7 22.0 94.6 19.2 94.46 6.31 0.29

Table 4.2: Comparison for high clouds. (Same as Table 4.1). Main point is that “low cloud-isccp” does
not improve its correlation and does degrade its RMSD.
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Figure 4.8: Proximity to the high cloud reference (ISCCP) as estimated using two distinct measures:
Standard deviation and Correlation. Progression, although monotonic, is not linear.
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4.2 Radiation fields

Radiation fields are important from an energy standpoint (as already discussed). It is
interesting to do the comparisons for clouds and radiation side-by-side, in particular because
of the strong relations (at least in models) between radiation fields and cloudiness (through
clouds’ thickness and reflectivity).

Results in the following sections are also very similar for Cloud Radiative Effect (CRE),
both shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW), as well as for Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA)
Clear-sky conditions (Clr) fluxes.

The TOA SW for all-sky conditions (“ALL”) (Figure 4.9 and Table 4.3) shows clearly
that the post-processing does not change the results, i.e. “ceres ssf”, “ceres syn”, and “cebaf”
are the closest. It also shows that CanAM-4.1 output is much further from the reference
than all other observational datasets. The TOA LW for all-sky conditions (Figure 4.10 and
Table 4.4) shows the same.

On the other hand, the TOA net radiative fluxes for all-sky conditions (Figure 4.11 and
Table 4.5) shows a much better performance of CanAM-4.1. This illustrates well the tuning
of General Circulation Models (GCMs), as already explained in subsection 3.1.4.
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4.2.1 Top of the atmosphere (TOA) shortwave flux (SW), all-sky conditions (ALL)
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Figure 4.9: Taylor diagram for TOA SW fluxes (All skies). (Same as Figure 4.3 but for TOA SW fluxes
(All skies)). Standard deviations (σ) are given in W/m2.

Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

cebaf 33.6 80.9 85.3 226.4 24.1 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo 30.9 81.3 87.6 260.5 30.2 54.76 26.38 0.30
ceres ssf 31.6 76.9 81.5 217.6 24.1 98.19 4.58 0.06
ceres syn 32.3 78.5 82.7 217.1 23.6 99.15 3.14 0.04
isccp fd 39.0 90.5 94.5 235.2 25.4 95.92 7.19 0.08

Table 4.3: Comparison for TOA SW fluxes (All skies). (Same as Table 4.1). Minimum (Min), Median,
Average (Mean, µ), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, σ), and RMSD are all expressed in W/m2

(TOA SW fluxes units).
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4.2.2 Top of the atmosphere (TOA) longwave flux (LW), all-sky conditions (ALL)
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Figure 4.10: Taylor diagram for TOA LW fluxes (All skies). (Same as Figure 4.3 but for TOA LW fluxes
(All skies)). Standard deviations (σ) are given in W/m2.

Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

cebaf 156.6 266.2 262.1 327.2 23.6 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo 137.4 265.5 258.2 328.1 31.5 71.53 22.02 0.09
ceres ssf 158.1 265.7 261.6 326.9 23.1 99.80 1.56 0.01
ceres syn 155.9 265.1 260.9 326.0 23.5 100.00 0.09 0.00
isccp fd 168.0 261.6 257.9 317.6 21.1 97.78 5.34 0.02

Table 4.4: Comparison for TOA LW fluxes (All skies). (Same as Table 4.1). Minimum (Min), Median,
Average (Mean, µ), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, σ), and RMSD are all expressed in W/m2

(TOA LW fluxes units).
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4.2.3 Top of the atmosphere (TOA) net flux (NET), all-sky conditions (ALL)
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Figure 4.11: Taylor diagram for TOA NET fluxes (All skies). (Same as Figure 4.3 but for TOA NET
fluxes (All skies)). Standard deviations (σ) are given in W/m2.

Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

cebaf -122.2 67.7 52.4 165.5 54.2 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo -125.2 68.3 55.3 170.5 57.5 95.33 17.36 0.31
ceres ssf -120.3 71.5 56.6 173.9 55.5 99.75 4.11 0.07
ceres syn -119.6 71.6 56.0 170.3 54.9 99.85 3.13 0.06
isccp fd -123.1 63.4 49.0 167.5 53.7 98.75 8.55 0.17

Table 4.5: Comparison for TOA NET fluxes (All skies). (Same as Table 4.1). Minimum (Min), Median,
Average (Mean, µ), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, σ), and RMSD are all expressed in W/m2

(TOA NET fluxes units).
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4.2.4 Net Cloud Radiative Effect (NCRE)
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Figure 4.12: Taylor diagram for net CRE. (Same as Figure 4.3 but for net CRE). Standard deviations (σ)
are given in W/m2.

Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

cebaf -125.9 -17.1 -20.2 58.6 15.4 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo -166.9 -17.0 -20.7 35.0 20.5 56.29 17.37 -0.84
ceres ssf -157.4 -12.7 -16.4 225.5 17.6 94.45 5.89 -0.36
ceres syn -132.7 -13.8 -16.9 178.7 15.8 95.33 4.79 -0.28
isccp fd -133.9 -19.4 -22.9 15.3 16.9 91.24 6.91 -0.30

Table 4.6: Comparison for net CRE. (Same as Table 4.1). Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, µ),
Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, σ), and RMSD are all expressed in W/m2 (TOA NET fluxes
units).
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4.3 Precipitation rates

As in the previous section, it is interesting to do the comparisons for clouds and precipitation
side-by-side, in particular because of the strong relations (at least in models) between
precipitation and cloudiness.

Monthly variations from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) and the
Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) appear very
similar (Figure 4.13), despite their average discrepancy (3.0 versus 3.4 mm/day, or 12.5%
relative difference). Also, CanAM-4.1 seems to have difficulties reproducing the larger
variations, but is consistently overestimating.

In Figure 4.14 CanAM-4.1 seems to overestimate both very low and very high precipi-
tation rates, while underestimating medium ones.

Figure 4.15 and Table 4.7 show, again, how much simulations are significantly further
from one observational dataset than are the other observations.
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Figure 4.13: Precipitation time series by datasets. (Same as Figure 4.1 but for precipitation
rates).
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Figure 4.14: Precipitation distributions by datasets. (Same as Figure 4.2 but for precipita-
tion rates).
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Figure 4.15: Taylor diagram for precipitation rates. (Same as Figure 4.3 but for precipitation). Standard
deviations (σ) are given in mm/day.

Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

gpcp 0.0 1.7 3.0 28.8 3.3 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo 0.0 1.8 3.7 46.5 4.2 65.34 3.25 0.89
cmap 0.0 1.9 3.4 33.8 3.7 96.14 1.07 0.31
cmap enh 0.0 2.1 3.4 32.1 3.6 96.01 1.03 0.30

Table 4.7: Comparison for precipitation rates. (Same as Table 4.1). Minimum (Min), Median, Average
(Mean, µ), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, σ), and RMSD are all expressed in mm/day
(precipitation rates units).
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4.4 Model simulations

CanAM-4.1’s historical simulation was run four times for this experiment of the Climate
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) (fifth phase).

All runs (“r1”, “r2”, “r3”, and “r4”) started with slightly different initial conditions (but
with a one year spin off before the actual recording).

As the differences between these runs were systematically much smaller (by at least
an order of magnitude) for any variable (than the differences with the other datasets), I
(arbitrarily) chose one run (“r1”) and always used the same one throughout all comparisons.

For completeness purposes, a few illustrations are given in Figures 4.16, 4.17, 4.18, and
4.19. Extreme similarities are shown, as examples for:
• monthly averages of low cloud fractions (Figure 4.16);
• correlation and RMSD of low cloud fractions (Figure 4.17);
• standard deviation, correlation and RMSD of precipitation rates (Figure 4.18); and
• monthly averages of TOA SW for clear-sky conditions (“CLR”) (Figure 4.19).
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Figure 4.16: Low cloud time series by datasets. (Exactly like Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.18: Taylor diagram for precipitation rates. (Same as Figure 4.3 but for precipita-
tion). Standard deviations (σ) are given in mm/day. Precipitation rates for the four runs of
CanAM-4.1 are very close to each other (top four red dots in figure). Data from CMAP
(“cmap” and “cmap enh”) are close to each other (bottom two red dots). Data from GPCP
(“gpcp (gene precip)”) is the reference (bottom large blue dot).
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Figure 4.19: TOA SW fluxes (Clear skies) time series by datasets. (Same as Figure 4.1 but
for TOA SW fluxes).
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4.5 Observation, re-analysis, then simulation

As the figures and tables in this section demonstrate, generally speaking but quite markedly,
and with an observational dataset as “reference”:

1. other observational datasets are much closer to the reference than re-analysis or
model outputs,

2. re-analysis output is still closer than model output to the reference. (precipitation and
radiative fluxes are compared with the ECMWF 40 years Re-Analysis (ERA-40) in
the next chapter).

Therefore, as clearly shown, only one observational dataset is really necessary when
evaluating CanAM-4.1. That is why the actual comparison between CCCma third generation
atmospheric GCM (AGCM-3) and CanAM-4.1 can be done (in the next chapter), despite
having only one set of observations (for clouds and radiative fluxes). Moreover, only one
run of CanAM-4.1’s historical run is necessary (making figures easier to read without
loosing much information).

For this time period, CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated low cloud field (“low cloud-
isccp”) is closer to observations than its raw output. On the other hand, it does worsen
“high cloud-isccp”. Note that the simulated field seems closer to more conservative ap-
proaches (“modis” and “isccp”) while the raw output seems closer to more liberal ap-
proaches (“modis mask” and “isccp IR”).

The model tuning for radiative fluxes consistent with the energy balance appears clearly.
Thus no particular skill should be inferred or interpreted from the good agreement for TOA
net fluxes, all-sky (“toa net all”).

Although not shown here, results are mostly insensitive to the type of surface (ocean,
land, or both). Some differences are: (i) CanAM-4.1 overestimates precipitation rates
over land while it underestimates them over ocean; (ii) differences between CanAM-4.1
raw output and its ISCCP-simulated field are bigger over land than over ocean; and (iii)
ERA-Interim (low) cloud fields are significantly overestimated over land when outside the

tropical domain.
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Although not shown here, results are also mostly insensitive to the geographical extent
of the domain (global coverage versus 30◦S–30◦N “tropical” band). Some differences
though, relative to observations, are that the bigger the domain: (i) the better all CanAM-4.1
radiative fluxes; (ii) the worse CanAM-4.1 (low) cloud fractions; and (iii) as already said,
the worse ERA-Interim (low) cloud fractions.

Also, ISCCP Flux Data (“isccp fd”) does not seem to agree perfectly with CERES
Energy Balanced And Filled (CEBAF) (or “cebaf”) or the other Clouds and the Earth’s
Radiant Energy System (CERES) datasets (“ceres syn”, “ceres ssf”), which is something
to keep in mind in the next section.

Finally, mean values (µ) and standard deviations (σ) are all consistent with the literature,
as well as with a preliminary study of these CanAM-4.1 runs. So far, discrepancies in
radiative fluxes and precipitation rates seem consistent with clouds simulation difficulties.
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Chapter 5

Two generations

Honorable errors do not count as failures in science,

but as seeds for progress in the quintessential activity of correction.

Stephen Jay Gould, “Leonardo’s Mountain of Clams and the
Diet of Worms: Essays on Natural History”, 1998 (p. 163)

My daughter and the rest of Generation Hot have been given

a life sentence for a crime they didn’t commit.

Mark Hertsgaard, “Hot: Living Through
the Next Fifty Years on Earth”, 2011
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Unless stated otherwise, all figures in this chapter are based on data (i) over the oceans
(not over land), (ii) for the 30◦S–30◦N ’tropical’ band, and (iii) from July 1983 to November
2000 (Figure A.1).

Each section compares the Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs), time series,
Taylor diagrams, or a statistics table relative to its fields, plus, if necessary, some additional
explanation for the comparisons.

5.1 Cloud fractions

5.1.1 Low clouds

According to Figure 5.1, the CCCma updated fourth generation atmospheric GCM (CanAM-
4.1) performs better than its predecessor — the CCCma third generation atmospheric GCM
(AGCM-3), with no noticeable difference between its raw (“low cloud”) and ISCCP-

simulated fields (“low cloud-isccp”).
In addition, the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) can be seen to perform

better than ECMWF 40 years Re-Analysis (ERA-40).
In Figure 5.2, ERA-Interim’s position (i.e. mean) is closer to the one of the International

Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP), but it’s shape (e.g. standard deviation) does
not seem to improve relative to the ERA-40 (which is the closest to “isccp IR”).

CanAM-4.1 raw output is closer to both “isccp” and “isccp IR” (relative to AGCM-3).
The shape of its ISCCP-simulated field distribution seems closer to that of ISCCP, but
shifted toward the small low fractions (i.e. overestimate small and underestimate medium-
to-large low cloud fractions.

Noticing that the change from “isccp IR” to “isccp” is somewhat similar to the change
from CanAM-4.1 raw output to its simulated field, one could (tentatively) infer that the
CFMIP Observation Simulator Package (COSP) performs well but starts from a field with
too many small and too few large low cloud fractions.

Figure 5.3, Table 5.1, and Figure 5.4 show that, in this case, (i) ERA-40 is not performing
better than the models, (ii) CanAM-4.1 does not clearly improve relative to AGCM-3, and
(iii) the COSP simulator does provide clear improvements.
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Figure 5.1: Low cloud time series by datasets. From lowest to highest low cloud frac-
tions: AGCM-3, CanAM-4.1 (both raw and simulated), ISCCP, ERA-Interim, ERA-40,
“isccp IR”.
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Figure 5.2: Low cloud distributions by datasets.
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Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

isccp 0.0 22.9 25.3 100.0 15.1 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo 0.0 16.3 19.1 98.3 12.6 51.74 13.79 0.72
— (low cloud-isccp) 0.0 15.7 19.3 98.4 15.5 65.59 12.71 0.66
agcm3 0.0 13.9 15.9 83.8 9.9 49.87 13.32 0.84
era40 0.0 28.0 28.9 77.7 11.2 49.95 13.61 0.47
eraInterim 0.0 24.2 28.1 99.4 15.5 76.84 10.42 0.37
isccp IR 0.6 30.9 32.5 90.4 11.9 85.51 7.91 0.24

Table 5.1: Comparison for low clouds. Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, µ), Maximum (Max), Standard
deviation (Std, σ), and Root-Mean-Square Difference (RMSD) are expressed in percent (cloud fraction units).
Correlation (Corr) is also expressed in percent. RMSD/µ is expressed without units. Min, Median, Mean, and Max
can be visualized in Figure 5.2. Std, Corr, and RMSD can be visualized in Figure 5.3. Corr, RMSD, and RMSD/µ are
computed relative to the reference (here ISCCP). relative to ISCCP, the ranking from closest to farthest is (almost)
identical, whether one looks at correlation or at RMSD (see Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Proximity to the low cloud reference (ISCCP) as estimated using two distinct
measures: Standard deviation and Correlation. Evolution, although monotonic, is not
linear. Like the Taylor diagram, this figure takes into account standard deviations (see
relationship in Figure 3.3), but, unlike the Taylor diagram, it does not explicitly display
standard deviation differences. The contributions of the COSP simulator may be the most
obvious in this figure.
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5.1.2 High clouds

As shown in Figure 5.5, “isccp IR” has the lowest monthly mean averages, while ERA-40
has the highest monthly mean averages. The latter has a clear, although (likely) spurious
trend (see section 5.3 for an explanation).

ISCCP data means are mostly in between CanAM-4.1 and its ISCCP-simulated fields.
AGCM-3 appears to perform particularly well.

Detection patterns for “isccp IR” in Figure 5.6 are identical to those in Figure 4.6. On
the other hand, ERA-40 seems to have the exact opposite patterns (i.e. high detection of
small and low detection of large high cloud fractions).

Figure 5.7, Table 5.2, and Figure 5.8 show that, in this case: (i) CanAM-4.1 clearly
performs better than AGCM-3, (ii) but CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated field (“high cloud-
isccp”) does not perform better than the original (raw) output, (iii) both re-analyses are
closer to observations (than the models are).

Surprisingly, CanAM-4.1 “high cloud-isccp” has worse RMSD and standard deviation
relative to CanAM-4.1 “high cloud”, when compared to ISCCP, as shown Table 5.2 and
Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.5: High cloud time series by datasets. (Same as Figure 5.1 but for high clouds).
From lowest to highest high cloud fractions: “isccp IR”, CanAM-4.1’s raw output, ISCCP,
AGCM-3, CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated field, ERA-Interim, and ERA-40.
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Figure 5.6: High cloud distributions by datasets. (Same as Figure 5.2 but for high clouds).
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Figure 5.7: Taylor diagram for high clouds. (Same as Figure 5.3 but for high clouds).
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Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

isccp 0.0 18.5 23.0 90.2 18.0 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo 0.0 14.6 21.5 99.2 20.1 75.55 13.45 0.63
— (high cloud-isccp) 0.0 18.1 25.5 99.9 23.9 75.34 15.73 0.62
agcm3 0.0 19.8 25.5 96.4 21.2 66.79 16.22 0.64
era40 0.0 28.8 35.7 99.2 26.4 87.33 13.83 0.39
eraInterim 0.0 21.6 28.4 98.6 24.3 90.46 11.09 0.39
isccp IR 0.0 8.1 12.4 80.7 12.8 92.73 7.74 0.62

Table 5.2: Comparison for high clouds. (Same as Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.8: Proximity to the high cloud reference (ISCCP) as estimated using two distinct measures:
Standard deviation and Correlation. Progression, although monotonic, is not linear.
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5.2 Radiation fields

5.2.1 Top of the atmosphere (TOA) shortwave flux (SW), all-sky conditions (ALL)
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Figure 5.9: Taylor diagram for TOA SW fluxes (All skies). (Same as Figure 5.3 but for TOA SW fluxes
(All skies)). Standard deviations (σ) are given in W/m2. ERA-40 TOA SW fluxes (both All-sky and
Clear-sky conditions) were not available.

Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

isccp fd 36.3 91.6 95.9 237.9 25.8 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo 32.0 82.2 88.6 262.6 30.2 54.82 26.91 0.30
agcm3 34.5 90.5 92.3 228.0 21.2 37.16 26.64 0.29

Table 5.3: Comparison for TOA SW fluxes (All skies). (Same as Table 5.1). Minimum (Min), Median,
Average (Mean, µ), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, σ), and RMSD are all expressed in W/m2

(TOA SW fluxes units). CanAM-4.1 seems to perform somewhat better than AGCM-3.
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5.2.2 Top of the atmosphere (TOA) longwave flux (LW), all-sky conditions (ALL)
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Figure 5.10: Taylor diagram for TOA LW fluxes (All skies). (Same as Figure 5.3 but for TOA LW fluxes
(All skies)). Standard deviations (σ) are given in W/m2. In contrast to SW, ERA-40 TOA LW fluxes
(both All-sky and Clear-sky conditions) are (more) consistent with observations.

Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

isccp fd 167.5 257.0 253.3 313.6 20.9 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo 134.7 264.8 257.9 331.7 31.0 70.97 21.89 0.08
agcm3 157.2 262.2 257.5 334.9 25.4 64.01 20.10 0.08
era40 150.0 268.7 263.0 343.2 26.5 91.58 11.17 0.04

Table 5.4: Comparison for TOA LW fluxes (All skies). (Same as Table 5.1). Minimum (Min), Median,
Average (Mean, µ), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, σ), and RMSD are all expressed in W/m2

(TOA LW fluxes units). CanAM-4.1 has a higher correlation but AGCM-3 has a smaller RMSD.
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5.2.3 Top of the atmosphere (TOA) net flux (NET), all-sky conditions (ALL)
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Figure 5.11: Taylor diagram for TOA NET fluxes (All skies). (Same as Figure 5.3 but for TOA NET
fluxes (All skies)). Standard deviations (σ) are given in W/m2. Although close, in this case, CanAM-4.1
seems to be a clearly better than AGCM-3.

Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

isccp fd -121.4 66.0 51.8 165.5 53.7 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo -128.2 67.1 54.3 177.8 57.5 94.56 18.72 0.34
agcm3 -132.6 66.1 50.9 171.2 59.3 93.45 21.20 0.42

Table 5.5: Comparison for TOA NET fluxes (All skies). (Same as Table 5.1). Minimum (Min), Median,
Average (Mean, µ), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, σ), and RMSD are all expressed in W/m2

(TOA NET fluxes units).
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5.2.4 Net Cloud Radiative Effect (NCRE)
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Figure 5.12: Taylor diagram for net CRE. (Same as Figure 5.3 but for net CRE). Standard deviations
(σ) are given in W/m2. Note that considering ERA-40’s TOA SW fluxes performances, nothing can be
deduced from its Net CRE.

Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

isccp fd -146.2 -20.3 -24.1 15.2 17.2 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo -172.2 -17.0 -20.6 41.8 20.5 57.11 17.72 -0.86
agcm3 -134.7 -18.5 -18.9 31.1 17.6 40.15 19.00 -1.01
era40 -128.0 -44.7 -44.7 8.7 15.5 39.35 18.04 -0.40

Table 5.6: Comparison for net CRE. (Same as Table 5.1). Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, µ),
Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, σ), and RMSD are all expressed in W/m2 (TOA NET fluxes
units).
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5.3 Precipitation rates

The Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) and the Climate Prediction Center
(CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) have a consistent average discrepancy
(3.0 versus 3.5 mm/day, or 15.4% difference), as shown in Figure 5.13 and Table 5.7)

ERA-40’s overestimation of tropical oceanic precipitation and tropical high clouds is
a well-known fact in the literature (Uppala et al. 2005). Its (spurious) trend through time,
which can be seen in Figures 5.5 or 5.13, is exacerbated in later years by effects of the
eruption of Mount Pinatubo in June 1991 (creating bias in satellite radiances, corrupted by
the eruption).

ERA-40 seems to overestimate both smaller and larger precipitation rates, while un-
derestimating medium ones (Figure 5.14). Although it is less marked, CanAM-4.1 seems
to have the same biases. On the other hand, AGCM-3 does the opposite (significantly
underestimate both smaller and larger precipitation rates, while significantly overestimating
medium ones).
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Figure 5.13: Precipitation time series by datasets. (Same as Figure 5.1 but for precipitation
rates).
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Figure 5.14: Precipitation distributions by datasets. (Same as Figure 5.2 but for precipita-
tion rates).
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Figure 5.15: Taylor diagram for precipitation rates. (Same as Figure 5.3 but for precipitation). Standard
deviations (σ) are given in mm/day. CanAM-4.1 performs better than AGCM-3 (relative to observations).

Source (Ref. first) Min Median Mean (µ) Max Std (σ) Corr (%) RMSD RMSD/µ

gpcp 0.0 1.8 3.0 30.1 3.2 100.00 0.00 0.00
CanAM4-1-histo 0.0 1.9 3.7 52.7 4.2 65.07 3.26 0.88
agcm3 0.0 2.1 3.7 58.0 3.9 54.81 3.45 0.94
cmap 0.0 2.0 3.5 38.8 3.9 94.48 1.36 0.38
cmap enh 0.0 2.1 3.5 38.5 3.8 94.47 1.29 0.36
era40 -0.0 2.7 4.5 72.6 4.9 81.60 2.97 0.66

Table 5.7: Comparison for precipitation rates. (Same as Table 5.1). Minimum (Min), Median, Average
(Mean, µ), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, σ), and RMSD are all expressed in mm/day
(precipitation rates units).
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5.4 Generations comparison

According to this chapter results, and relative to observations, CanAM-4.1 mostly performs
better than AGCM-3 (and ERA-Interim better than ERA-40). This statement is particularly
true for both low and high cloud fractions. Most of the time, CanAM-4.1 “wins” by at least
two, if not three of the Taylor diagram criteria (standard deviation, correlation, and RMSD).

CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated low cloud field (“low cloud-isccp”) is more consistent
with observations than CanAM-4.1’s raw output. However, this is not true for the high
cloud field (“high cloud-isccp”). This could be interpreted as a symptom of problems
related to COSP treatment of high clouds.

Although radiative fluxes results have to be considered carefully — in particular since
“isccp fd” was not the reference in the previous chapter and since ERA-40 radiative fluxes
have issues — the following hierarchy seems to be mostly valid:

1. first observations,

2. then re-analyses,

3. finally models

Finally, as in the previous chapter too, mean values (µ) and standard deviations (σ) are all
consistent with the literature, as well as with a preliminary study of these CanAM-4.1 runs.
So far, discrepancies in radiative fluxes and precipitation rates seem consistent with clouds
simulation difficulties.
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Chapter 6

Qualitative analysis

Bows and flows of angel hair and ice cream castles in the air

And feather canyons everywhere, I’ve looked at clouds that way.

But now they only block the sun, they rain and snow on everyone.

So many things i would have done but clouds got in my way.

I’ve looked at clouds from both sides now,

From up and down, and still somehow

It’s clouds’ illusions i recall.

I really don’t know clouds at all.

“Both Sides, Now”, Joni Mitchell, Clouds, 1969.
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This chapter looks more closely at (low) cloud behavior dependency on Lower Tropo-
spheric Stability (LTS), Estimated Inversion Strength (EIS), or vertical velocity at the 500
hPa level (ω500).

Conclusions are drawn from visualizations and are in no way quantifiable measures of
dependencies (hence “qualitative analysis”).

Unless stated otherwise, in this chapter, all figures are based on data (i) over the oceans
(not over land), (ii) for the 30◦S–30◦N ’tropical’ band, and (iii) from July 1983 to November
2000.

Conceptually, the steps followed in this chapter, in order to actually compare the CCCma
third generation atmospheric GCM (AGCM-3) and the CCCma updated fourth generation
atmospheric GCM (CanAM-4.1) (as well as the ECMWF 40 years Re-Analysis (ERA-40)
and the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim)), are as follow:

1. section 6.1 tests the consequences of using EIS rather than LTS;

2. section 6.2 tests the consequences of using one particular model or re-analysis to
represent observational data;

3. section 6.3 compares observations, AGCM-3, CanAM-4.1 raw output and ISCCP-

simulated low cloud fields;

4. section 6.4 compares observations, ERA-40 and ERA-Interim low cloud fields;

5. section 6.5 looks at the average (or typical) vertical profile and frequency of occur-
rence map for three cloud regimes — “Convectiform”, “Stratiform”, and “Storm
track”.
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6.1 LTS versus EIS
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(a) LTS-ω500-MODIS Low cloud
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(b) EIS-ω500-MODIS Low cloud

Figure 6.1: 2D-histogram based on LTS versus EIS (from ERA-Interim). Data range from July 2002 to December 2009. Only one 2D-histogram
is shown, but all following results are similar whether LTS or EIS is used, with a notable difference in the “Storm track” representation (see
subsection 6.5.3, and in particular Figures 6.11a and 6.11b). That is why only LTS is used in the following sections.
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6.2 LTS and ω500 references
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Figure 6.2: LTS and ω500 distributions from ERA-40, ERA-Interim, AGCM-3, and CanAM-4.1. No major differences (in shape or position)
distinguishes the two re-analyses and the two simulations. Next figure (6.3) also supports that the choice of the “observational reference for
2D-histograms” does not change the conclusions. To compare (b) with an ω500 distribution from the literature, see Figure 2.9 (page 48).
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(a) ISCCP data binned based on ERA-40
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(b) ISCCP data binned based on ERA-Interim
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(c) ISCCP data binned based on AGCM-3
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(d) ISCCP data binned based on CanAM-4.1

Figure 6.3: ISCCP Low cloud data binned based with different sources outputs. Note
how extremely similar are the four figures, with maybe the exception of (a). Conclusions
from representing observations in a 2D-histogram are not sensitive to the choice of the
source (for binning). This is even more valid when using EIS (not shown). Considering
previous results (see chapter 4 or section 4.5), I thereafter use ERA-Interim outputs when
representing an “observational” reference (e.g. in Figure 6.4).
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6.3 AGCM-3 versus CanAM-4.1
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(a) Low cloud from AGCM-3
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(b) Low cloud from CanAM-4.1
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(c) Low cloud from ISCCP
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(d) ISCCP-simulated low cloud from CanAM-4.1

Figure 6.4: According to these 2D-histograms, CanAM-4.1 seems to perform better than AGCM-3 in
simulating low clouds. In particular, both CanAM-4.1’s spatial structure (contrasts) and values (means)
seem closer to ISCCP observations than AGCM-3’s. Then, CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated low cloud
fractions seem to improve CanAM-4.1’s raw output (again, both in structure and values). However, it
appears that neither AGCM-3 nor CanAM-4.1 can reproduce the wider range of low clouds seen in the
observations.
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6.4 ERA-40 versus ERA-Interim
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(a) Low cloud from ERA-40
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(b) Low cloud from ERA-Interim

Figure 6.5: For the “observational reference”, please see Figure 6.4c. According to these 2D-histograms, ERA-Interim clearly performs better
than ERA-40 in simulating low clouds. More particularly, both ERA-Interim’s spatial structure (contrasts) and values (means) seem closer to
observations than ERA-40’s. Unlike model simulations (AGCM-3 or CanAM-4.1), re-analyses (ERA-40, but especially ERA-Interim) are able
to reproduce the wide range of low clouds seen in the observations.
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6.5 Cloud regimes

6.5.1 Convectiform
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(a) Regime outline (for high clouds)
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’Convectiform’ regime (10 < LTS < 16 and ω500 < −30), from CanAM4-1-histo
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(b) Composite vertical profile

Figure 6.6: The convectiform cloud regime. The vertical profile (b) illustrates how EIS is really defined only when a
temperature inversion exists (or, in other words, positive values mean stable, while negative ones “mean” unstable
atmosphere). Data span from January 1950 to December 2009.
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’Convectiform’ regime climatological frequency of occurence (month of July)
(10 < LTS < 16 and ω500 < −30, from CanAM4-1-histo)
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Figure 6.7: Relative occurrence of the convectiform cloud regime (July) As in Figure 6.6, but data span from January
1980 to December 2009. Note that this is the July climatological average frequency of occurrence. CanAM-4.1, as
well as AGCM-3 (not shown), reproduce well the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) (i.e. large amounts of
precipitation and high clouds).
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6.5.2 Stratiform
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(a) Regime outline
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(b) Composite vertical profile

Figure 6.8: The stratiform cloud regime. Figure (b) clearly illustrates both LTS and EIS contributions to the vertical
profile (as explained in Figure 2.5); as well as the good match between the data and the idealized profile. Data span
from January 1950 to December 2009.
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’Stratiform’ regime climatological frequency of occurence (month of July)
(17 < LTS and 5 < ω500 < 55, from CanAM4-1-histo)
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Figure 6.9: Relative occurrence of the stratiform cloud regime (July). As in Figure 6.8, but data span from January
1980 to December 2009. Note that this is the July climatological average frequency of occurrence. CanAM-4.1, as
well as AGCM-3 (not shown), reproduce well all of the (summer) “10 stratus regions” described in Figure 2.4 (page
38). (The Chinese and Australian regions are missing since this is for July. Arctic and Circumpolar are not plotted.)
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6.5.3 Storm track

Figure 6.11a clearly shows two low cloud regimes, i.e. one more than in Figures 6.8a and
6.11b. This distinct regime is called the “Storm track” or “Circumpolar ocean” region as in
Figure 2.4 (page 38). CanAM-4.1, as well as AGCM-3 (not shown), reproduce very well
this low cloud region (Figure 6.12).

As said in Figure 6.1, as well as shown in Figures 6.11b and 6.10, this is the main (if
not only) difference between 2D-histograms based on LTS versus EIS. Figure 6.11b, which
is Figure 6.11a using EIS rather than LTS, look much more like Figure 6.8a or 6.3a.

One could speculate on both advantages and drawbacks of using LTS rather than EIS,
i.e. having two versus one low cloud regimes. On one hand, two regimes would mean
that there is an intrinsic difference (making the description or parametrization richer). On
the other hand, one regime would mean a unique treatment of all low clouds (making the
description or parametrization easier, and maybe more relevant).
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Figure 6.10: Composite vertical profile for the storm track cloud regime. EIS composite
average is close to zero, in contrasts with the other low cloud regime (Figure 6.8b). Data
span from January 1980 to December 2009 and cover the 60◦S–60◦N band.
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(a) Regime outline (using LTS)
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(b) Regime outline (using EIS)

Figure 6.11: The storm track cloud regime: 2D-histograms. As in Figure 6.10.
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’Storm track’ regime climatological frequency of occurence (month of July)
(5 < LTS < 11 and −50 < ω500 < 25, from CanAM4-1-histo)
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Figure 6.12: Relative occurrence of the storm track cloud regime (July). As in Figure 6.11, but data span from January
1990 to December 2009. Note that this is the July climatological average frequency of occurrence.
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Conclusions

Research objectives

The role of (low) clouds in our understanding of the climate system and in our capacity to
produce reliable and accurate climate projections was reviewed in the first two chapters
(“Clouds and climate” and “Stability, dynamics, and clouds”). At the same time, research
questions were developed, and then summarized in sections 1.3 and 2.5. Each objective is
now answered.

1. How meaningful is a comparison between AGCM-3 and CanAM-4.1, relative to
observations (or re-analyses)?

Despite using only one observational dataset when simultaneously comparing CanAM-4.1
and AGCM-3 to observations, this analysis is relevant. Indeed, the variability between
observations is systematically (much) smaller than between observations and models (or
re-analyses). Correlations are usually larger than 90% or even 95% between observations,
whereas model correlations typically range from 50% to 75%. As a result, the validity of
an observational “reference”, relative to simulations, is demonstrated.

2. How well does CanAM-4.1’s simulated (low) cloud field agree with observational
data?

Although discrepancy between mean values (or standard deviations) may seem important,
CanAM-4.1 simulations still somewhat agrees with observations. The relative difference of
means is typically under 20% for cloud fractions or precipitation, and under 5% for radiative
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fluxes. Moreover, distributions (i.e. PDF shapes) support this statement. Note that ERA-
Interim agrees particularly well with observations, despite significantly overestimating high
latitudes low cloud fractions.

3. How well CanAM-4.1 reproduces (low) cloud regimes?

Two low cloud regimes (stratiform and storm track) and one high cloud regime (convecti-
form) simulations are very realistically simulated by CanAM-4.1. Considering the good but
less than perfect agreement between CanAM-4.1 and observations (i.e. ISCCP or MODIS),
the reproduction accuracy of these regimes is surprising. Remark: AGCM-3, ERA-40, and
ERA-Interim also reproduce well (low) cloud regimes.

4. Does CanAM-4.1 perform better than AGCM-3 when simulating (low) clouds?

CanAM-4.1 is consistently better than (or equivalent to) its predecessor AGCM-3 when
compared to observations. The changes implemented between AGCM-3, CanAM-4.0, and
CanAM-4.1 make a visible and quantifiable difference. Indeed, improvements in mean,
standard deviation, correlation, RMSD, or PDFs shape can range anywhere from 1% to
almost 18% (e.g. for low clouds). Note that ERA-Interim is also consistently better than (or
equivalent to) its predecessor ERA-40 when compared to observations.

5. How much does CanAM-4.1’s ISCCP-simulated (low) cloud field improve relative
to its raw output?

For low clouds, the post-COSP field (almost) always improves (up to 14.4%), with regards
to mean, standard deviation, correlation, or RMSD. It is also clear that the simulator
improve the dynamical and thermodynamical consideration of low clouds. Surprisingly,
positive effects are less noticeable (if any) when simulating high clouds.
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6. How meaningful is a stability and large-scale circulation compositing comparison
between observations and simulations (or re-analyses)?

The stability and large-scale circulation compositing comparison is a robust and relevant
method that provides new information (relative to a local, geographical, point-by-point
comparison). Although variable choices typically do not affect the main conclusions,
it is important to understand the underlying reasons for this. Strong relationships (or
correlations) exist in all datasets, but more particularly in observations.

7. How predictable are (low) clouds actually with respect to LTS, EIS, and ω500 ?

This analysis provides more examples that, on average, stability is a reliable predictor,
while large-scale circulation is also a predictor for high clouds and precipitation. The
predictability capacity of stability is slightly greater when EIS is used (rather than LTS).
Although most of the analysis results do not depend on using LTS rather than EIS, the
“Storm track” or “Circumpolar ocean” low cloud regime is a noticeable exception. Here,
LTS predicts a regime distinct from the stratiform cloud regime, whereas EIS does not
distinguish stratiform and storm track regimes.

8. How well do GCMs (or re-analyses) reproduce the predictability of (low) clouds by
LTS, EIS, and ω500 ?

GCMs (both AGCM-3 and CanAM-4.1) have the observed stability and large-scale circula-
tion structure, but not its observed range. Indeed models, unlike the best re-analyses, tend
to significantly underestimate low cloud fractions. Note that ERA-Interim reproduces this
structure particularly well.
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Future developments

Challenging assumptions

During this research, assumptions (or choices) were made. Working at freeing the analysis
from these limitations could be a direction.

In particular, I would repeat the analysis with a more consistent set of data (regridding,
post-processing, etc.). I would also repeat it with daily data, in order to uncover if the
monthly-averaged stability-circulation-low cloud structure exists at this time scale.

Deepening current results

The LTS/EIS treatments of the storm track regime deserve more work.
The addition of new datasets could only strengthen the analysis. Especially new COSP-

simulated fields (e.g. from AGCM-3 or ERA-40, towards MODIS or MISR).
Focusing also on mid-elevation clouds and total cloud fraction would bring a more

complete viewpoint (and take more into account mis-attribution of clouds, as well as
decorrelation length parametrization).

Quantifying the results yielded by the qualitative analysis, using another skill score
(than RMSD) in Taylor diagrams, as well as focusing on anomalies would make inter-study
comparisons possible and easier. Finally, evaluating the 2D-histogram identification of
cloud regimes with regards to identification schemes or statistics from observations.

Widening the scope

Other predictors or proxies could be tested (e.g. CGLMSE).
The geographical extent of the stability and large-scale circulation structure should

be investigated. In particular, testing more extensively differences between: land/ocean,
different latitudes, and different “stratus regions”.

Also, analysis could be performed with SCM simulations or GCMs high resolution
outputs of at specific locations.

Focus could be given to cloud-climate feedback if comparing equilibrium and +4K
perturbation runs.
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Appendix A

Datasets time overlaps

1953
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1968
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1978
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1993
1998

2003
2008

Overlap : from 1983-07-01 00:00:00 to 2000-11-09 12:00:00

(Remark: 'agcm3' actually starts 01-1850)
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isccp

gpcp

eraInterim

era40

cmap

agcm3

CanAM4-1-histo

Time overlaps for the different data sets
(6341 days, or 211.37 months, or 17.37 years)

Figure A.1: Time coverages for datasets used in chapter 5. Epochs overlap ranges from
July 1983 to November 2000 (or over 17 years) and includes: CanAM-4.1, AGCM-3,
ERA-Interim, ERA-40, ISCCP, ISCCP-FD, GPCP, CMAP.
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Time overlaps for the different data sets
(1979 days, or 65.97 months, or 5.42 years)

Figure A.2: Time coverages for datasets used in chapter 4. Epochs overlap ranges from July 2002 to December 2007
(or 5.5 years) and includes: CanAM-4.1, ERA-Interim, ISCCP, ISCCP-FD, MODIS, GPCP, CMAP, CERES, CEBAF.
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Appendix B

Model-to-satellite approach
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Figure B.1: Model-to-satellite approach, without a simulator. See figure Figure B.2 for
the case with a simulator. From Klein S. A., “Using Satellite Simulators to Diagnose
Cloud-Processes in CMIP5 Models”; December 9, 2011; American Geophysical Union Fall
2011 Meeting; San Francisco, California; http://cfmip.metoffice.com/cosp/klein.
agu11.talk.pdf; by permission.
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Figure B.2: Model-to-satellite approach, with a simulator. See figure Figure B.1 for the
case without a simulator. Adding a (satellite) simulator makes one comparison like in
Figure B.1 (blue dashed arrow) more relevant here (top blue arrow). It also makes another
comparison (bottom blue arrow) possible. From Klein S. A., “Using Satellite Simulators to
Diagnose Cloud-Processes in CMIP5 Models”; December 9, 2011; American Geophysical
Union Fall 2011 Meeting; San Francisco, California; http://cfmip.metoffice.com/
cosp/klein.agu11.talk.pdf; by permission.
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Figure B.3: Model-to-satellite approach, an example from the ISCCP simulator from COSP. From Klein S. A., “Using
Satellite Simulators to Diagnose Cloud-Processes in CMIP5 Models”; December 9, 2011; American Geophysical
Union Fall 2011 Meeting; San Francisco, California; http://cfmip.metoffice.com/cosp/klein.agu11.talk.
pdf; by permission.
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Figure B.4: Model-to-satellite approach, an example from the CALIPSO simulator from COSP. From Klein S.
A., “Using Satellite Simulators to Diagnose Cloud-Processes in CMIP5 Models”; December 9, 2011; American
Geophysical Union Fall 2011 Meeting; San Francisco, California; http://cfmip.metoffice.com/cosp/klein.
agu11.talk.pdf; by permission.
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Datasets details
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Table C.1: All data sets used in this study. Twelve characteristics are detailed for each data set: Full Name, Time coverage
(start–stop), Grid type (lon–lat), Interpolation (if any), Overarching project in which it took part, Fields used in this study, Source
type, Hardware (model version or satellite type), File conversion (if any), References, and Internet sources.

Acronym Characteristic Value or description

ISCCP

Full Name International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP)
Time (start–stop) 07-1983 – 12-2009
Grid (lon–lat) 144×72 (or 2.5◦× 2.5◦)

Longitude: 1.25◦W-358.75◦W – Latitude: 88.75◦S-88.75◦N
Interpolation To the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma) grid: simple bilinear

interpolation done by me, and mean-preserving interpolation done by CCCma.
Project N/A
Fields Cloud properties (“ISCCP”) and radiative fluxes (ISCCP Flux Data, or “ISCCP-FD”)
Source type (Satellite) Observations
Hardware Most of the time, six satellites (four geostationary and two polar orbiters) were contributing at

once to ISCCP; sometimes only four (minimum, three geostationary and one polar orbiter) or
up to seven (maximum) satellites. These satellites mostly cover the spectrum from far-infrared
to visible with numerous radiometers. See Table C.3 for a list of ISCCP contributing satellites.

File conversion N/A (already converted to NETwork Common Data Form (netCDF) format)
References Schiffer and Rossow (1983); Rossow et al. (1991); Rossow and Schiffer (1991, 1999)
Internet sources http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/

Table C.1 continues on next page.
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Table C.1 continued from previous page.

Acronym Characteristic Value or description

MODIS

Full Name MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Level 5 cloud product
Time (start–stop) 07-2002 – 04-2011
Grid (lon–lat) 360×180 (or 1.0◦× 1.0◦)

Longitude: 179.50◦E-179.50◦W – Latitude: 89.50◦S-89.50◦N
Interpolation To the CCCma grid: simple bilinear interpolation done by me, and mean-preserving interpola-

tion done by CCCma.
Project N/A
Fields Cloud properties
Source type (Satellite) Observations
Hardware MODIS is on board the Terra satellite (“Earth Observing System (EOS) AM”) since 1999 and

on board the Aqua satellite (“EOS PM”) since 2002. Data used in this project is the combined
products of these two instruments.

File conversion N/A (already converted to netCDF format)
References N/A
Internet sources http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/ or

http://modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/MOD06_L2/index.html
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Table C.1 continued from previous page.

Acronym Characteristic Value or description

GPCP

Full Name Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)
Time (start–stop) 01-1979 – 12-2010
Grid (lon–lat) 144×72 (or 2.5◦× 2.5◦)

Longitude: 1.25◦W-358.75◦W – Latitude: 88.75◦S-88.75◦N
Interpolation To the CCCma grid: simple bilinear interpolation done by me, and mean-preserving interpola-

tion done by CCCma.
Project N/A
Fields Precipitation
Source type (Satellite and Station) Observations
Hardware Station (rain gauge) data are from over land. Satellite data are collected from several sources:

the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) (United States, in sun-synchronous
low-Earth orbits), the Television and InfraRed Observation Satellite (TIROS) Operational
Vertical Sounder (TOVS), and various geostationary or polar-orbiting satellites operated by
the United States, Europe, and Japan.

File conversion N/A (already converted to netCDF format)
References Huffman et al. (1997, 2001); Adler et al. (2003); Xie et al. (2003)
Internet sources http://www.gewex.org/gpcp.html or http://precip.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Table C.1 continued from previous page.

Acronym Characteristic Value or description

CMAP

Full Name Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP)
Time (start–stop) 01-1979 – 09-2009
Grid (lon–lat) 144×72 (or 2.5◦× 2.5◦)

Longitude: 1.25◦W-358.75◦W – Latitude: 88.75◦S-88.75◦N
Interpolation To the CCCma grid: simple bilinear interpolation done by me.
Project N/A
Fields Precipitation
Source type (Satellite) Observations (“CMAP”), plus the NCEP re-analysis (“CMAP Enhanced”)
Hardware Data are collected from 5 kinds of satellites: GOES Precipitation Index (GPI), Outgoing Long-

wave Radiation (OLR)-based Precipitation Index (OPI), Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
(SSM/I) scattering, SSM/I emission, and Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU). The enhanced
file also includes blended National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) / National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Re-Analysis (NCEP/NCAR) precipitation values.
(The other just includes the satellite estimates.)

File conversion N/A (already converted to netCDF format)
References Xie and Arkin (1997)
Internet sources www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.cmap.html
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Table C.1 continued from previous page.

Acronym Characteristic Value or description

CERES

Full Name Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES)
Time (start–stop) 03-2000 – 12-2010
Grid (lon–lat) 360×180 (or 1.0◦× 1.0◦)

Longitude: 0.50◦W-359.50◦W – Latitude: 89.50◦S-89.50◦N
Interpolation To the CCCma grid: simple bilinear interpolation done by me.
Project N/A
Fields Radiation (fluxes)
Source type (Satellite) Observations
Hardware The CERES instruments are present on three different EOS satellites: Terra, Aqua, and the

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM). See Table C.2 for a list of CERES contributing
satellites. CERES fluxes are then adjusted into: “ceres ssf”, “ceres syn”, “ceres ebaf” (see
subsection 3.1.4).

File conversion N/A (already converted to netCDF format)
References CERES: Wielicki et al. (1996)

CEBAF: Loeb et al. (2006, 2009, 2011)
Internet sources http://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/ or

http://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/products.php?product=EBAF
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Table C.1 continued from previous page.

Acronym Characteristic Value or description

ERA-40

Full Name ECMWF 40 years Re-Analysis (ERA-40)
Time (start–stop) 09-1957 – 09-2002
Grid (lon–lat) 144×73 (or 2.5◦× 2.5◦)

Longitude: 0.00◦W-357.50◦W – Latitude: 90.00◦S-90.00◦N
Interpolation To the CCCma grid: mean-preserving interpolation done by CCCma.
Project N/A
Fields All (cloud properties, precipitation, temperature, humidity, and radiation)
Source type Re-analysis output
Hardware Integration: T159L60 version of the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS).

Data from: the Vertical Temperature Profile Radiometer (VTPR), the TOVS, the SSM/I, the
European Remote-sensing Satellite (ERS) and the Advanced TIROS Operational Vertical
Sounder (ATOVS), plus various field experiments such as the GARP Atlantic Tropical Ex-
periment (GATE), First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE), ALPine EXperiment (ALPEX)
or Tropical Oceans Global Atmosphere / Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment
(TOGA-COARE).

File conversion Grib to netCDF format conversion done using the NCAR Command Language (NCL) grib2nc
converter (“ncl convert2nc”). Documentation: http://www.ncl.ucar.edu/Document/
Tools/ncl_convert2nc.shtml

References Gibson et al. (1997); Allan et al. (2004); Uppala et al. (2005)
Internet sources http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/era-40
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Table C.1 continued from previous page.

Acronym Characteristic Value or description

ERA-Interim

Full Name ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim)
Time (start–stop) 01-1979 – 09-2011
Grid (lon–lat) 240×121 (or 1.5◦× 1.5◦)

Longitude: 180.00◦E-178.50◦W – Latitude: 90.00◦S-90.00◦N
Interpolation To the CCCma grid: mean-preserving interpolation done by CCCma, and interpolation done

by the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (at download time).
Project N/A
Fields All (cloud properties, temperature, humidity) (Precipitation and radiation not readily available)
Source type Re-analysis output
Hardware Like ERA-40, but with some differences.

Integration: T255 horizontal resolution, new humidity analysis, and improved model physics
as major changes.
Additional data: new ERS altimeter wave-height dataset (European Space Agency (ESA)), re-
processed winds and clear-sky radiances (Meteosat-2, EUropean organisation for the exploita-
tion of METeorological SATellites (EUMETSAT)), reprocessed Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment (GOME) data (ozone profiles, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory), to cite few major
additions.

File conversion Grib to netCDF format conversion done using the NCL grib2nc converter (“ncl convert2nc”).
Documentation: http://www.ncl.ucar.edu/Document/Tools/ncl_convert2nc.shtml

References Uppala et al. (2008); Berrisford et al. (2009); Dee et al. (2011)
Internet sources http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/era-interim
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Table C.1 continued from previous page.

Acronym Characteristic Value or description

AGCM-3

Full Name CCCma third generation atmospheric GCM (AGCM-3)
Time (start–stop) 01-1850 – 11-2000
Grid (lon–lat) 128×64 (or ≈2.79◦× 2.8125◦)

Longitude: 0.00◦W-357.19◦W – Latitude: 87.86◦S-87.86◦N
Remark: the grid cell size slightly changes with latitude (min=2.767◦, max=2.791◦,
mean=2.789◦, std=0.004◦) because it results from the projection of a spectral grid (“T63”),
but is particularly constant in the 60◦S-60◦N domain (std < 0.0001◦)

Interpolation N/A
Project Model output prepared for the IPCC Fourth Assessment climate of the 20th Century experiment

(20C3M). This integration started at the same point as the pre-industrial control run, and spans
the period 1850 to 2000. GreenHouse Gas (GHG) concentrations are prescribed following
observations and match the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) concentrations
at year 1990.

Fields All (cloud properties, precipitation, temperature, humidity, and radiation)
Source type Model simulation
Hardware ”CGCM3.1 (2004): atmosphere: AGCM3 (GCM13d, T63L31); ocean: CCCMA

(OGCM3.1,256x192L29)”
File conversion N/A (already converted to netCDF format by CCCma)
References McFarlane et al. (2005); Scinocca et al. (2008)
Internet sources http://www.cccma.ec.gc.ca/data/cgcm3/cgcm3.shtml or http://www.cccma.ec.

gc.ca/models
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Table C.1 continued from previous page.

Acronym Characteristic Value or description

CanAM-4.1

Full Name CCCma updated fourth generation atmospheric GCM (CanAM-4.1)
Time (start–stop) 01-1950 – 12-2009
Grid (lon–lat) 128×64 (or ≈2.79◦× 2.8125◦)

Longitude: 0.00◦W-357.19◦W – Latitude: 87.86◦S-87.86◦N
Remark: the grid cell size slightly changes with latitude (min=2.767◦, max=2.791◦,
mean=2.789◦, std=0.004◦) but is very constant in the 60◦S-60◦N domain (std < 0.0001◦)

Interpolation N/A
Project Model output (four runs) prepared for the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP)

and the Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP)- fifth phase
Fields All (cloud properties, precipitation, temperature, humidity, and radiation)
Source type Model simulation
Hardware ”CanAM4 2010 atmosphere: CanAM4 (AGCM15i, T63L35) land: CLASS2.7 (Note: Adjusted

Land Cover and soil albedo relative to that used in CanESM2 and CanCM4)”
File conversion N/A (already converted to netCDF format by CCCma)
References von Salzen et al. (2007)
Internet sources http://www.cccma.ec.gc.ca/data/data.shtml or

http://www.cccma.ec.gc.ca/models or http://pcmdi3.llnl.gov/esgcet/home.htm
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Satellite Launch date Orbit Instrument

TRMM Nov. 27, 1997 350 km altitude, 35◦ inclination PFM

EOS Terra Dec. 18, 1999 Sun-synchronous, near-polar
FM1

FM2

EOS Aqua May 4, 2002 Sun-synchronous, near-polar
FM3

FM4

Table C.2: Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) contributing satellites.
Orbital details for Aqua and Terra: 705 km altitude, 10:30 a.m. descending node (Terra) and
1:30 p.m. ascending node (Aqua). Aqua and Terra each carry two identical instruments: one
operates in a cross-track scan mode and the other in a biaxial scan mode. The cross-track
scan essentially continues the measurements of the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
(ERBE). For full names (expanded acronyms) see the glossary page xi.
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Series Description Satellite/Platform

NOAA

Afternoon (PM)

NOAA-7
NOAA-9
NOAA-11
NOAA-14

Morning (AM)
NOAA-8
NOAA-10
NOAA-12

GOES

West (W)
GOES-6
GOES-9

East (E)
GOES-5
GOES-7
GOES-8

METEOSAT

Prime METEOSAT-2

Prime + GOES-E METEOSAT-3

Prime METEOSAT-4

Prime + 63E METEOSAT-5

GMS

GMS-1
GMS-2
GMS-3
GMS-4
GMS-5

Table C.3: International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) contributing satellites,
from the CLoud Archive User Service (CLAUS) User Guide, accessible here: http://
badc.nerc.ac.uk/data/claus/userguide.pdf. For full names (expanded acronyms)
see the glossary page xi.
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                        % psfrag doesn't work with pdfLaTeX, only with LaTeX. See:
                        % "Using Imported Graphics in LATEX and pdfLATEX" by Keith Reckdahl 
                        %     (epslatex at yahoo dot com) Version 3.0.1 on January 12, 2006


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% BIBLIO %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\usepackage{natbib}           % The best package for bibliographies according to http://www.rhizobia.co.nz/latex/thesis.html.
\bibliographystyle{ametsoc}   % abbrvnat} % or ametsoc or unsrtnat or abbrvnat or plainnat or plain or acm or apalike or ...
\bibpunct{(}{)}{;}{a}{}{,}    % see http://merkel.zoneo.net/Latex/natbib.php
% \usepackage{bibentry}       % place bibliographic entries anywhere in the text
% \nobibliography{myBibfile}  % bibliography entries are stored, not printed
\renewcommand*{\tocbibname}{References}
% \citet and \citep for textual and parenthetical citations, respectively


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FILIGREE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% draftmark : newer and better package but not on Phil's computers,
% in particular, draftmark has a "ifdraft" option included...
\ifdraft{
\usepackage{draftwatermark} % add watermark (draft, confidential...), option: firstpage
\SetWatermarkText{CORBEL~---~DRAFT}
\SetWatermarkAngle{55}
\SetWatermarkScale{6.0}
\SetWatermarkLightness{0.85}
\SetWatermarkFontSize{12 pt}
}{}


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ENUMERATION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Remark:
% \alph or \Alph {counter}   for letters        (a...z or A...Z)
% \arabic {counter}          for arabic numbers (1...9)
% \roman or \Roman {counter} for roman numerals (i,ii,iii,... or I,II,III...)
%
% Number style for title:
% \renewcommand*\thechapter{\Roman{chapter}}
% \renewcommand*\thesection{\thechapter.\arabic{section}}
% \renewcommand*\thesubsection{\thesection.\alph{subsection}}
% \renewcommand*\thesubsubsection{\thesubsection.\roman{subsubsection}}
%
% Number style for equation
% \makeatletter
% \renewcommand*\theequation{\thechapter.\arabic{equation}}
% \renewcommand*\theequation{\thesection.\arabic{equation}}
% \renewcommand*\theequation{\thesection.\alph{equation}}
% \@addtoreset{equation}{chapter} % reinitialize the counter for every chapter
% \@addtoreset{equation}{section} % reinitialize the counter for every section
% \@addtoreset{equation}{subsection} % reinitialize the counter for every subsection
% \makeatother


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% UBC FoGS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FoGS wants 
%
% FoGS wants option oneside in document class
%
% FoGS requires the Table of Contents to be labelled
% "Table of Contents" and not "Contents"
\renewcommand*{\contentsname}{Table of Contents}
%
% FoGS wants each line of the ToC/LoT/LoF to have dotted leaders.
\usepackage[subfigure]{tocloft} % typesetting of ToC, LoT, & LoF % subfigure option needed if package used
\renewcommand*{\cftchapdotsep}{\cftdotsep}
%
% FoGS now wants items in the LoF and LoT to be preceded by the entry type
% (e.g., "Figure 1.1  blah blah") (via Brett Eaton, 2010/04/16)
%
% set the initial indents to 0: we'll need all the space we can get
\setlength{\cfttabindent}{0em}
\setlength{\cftfigindent}{0em}
\newlength{\figprefixlen}
\renewcommand*{\cfttabpresnum}{Table }
\settowidth{\figprefixlen}{\cfttabfont\cfttabpresnum}
\newlength{\tabprefixlen}
\renewcommand*{\cftfigpresnum}{Figure }
\settowidth{\tabprefixlen}{\cftfigfont\cftfigpresnum}
% maintain a consistent indentation for all lines of an entry
\addtolength{\cfttabnumwidth}{\figprefixlen}
\addtolength{\cftfignumwidth}{\tabprefixlen}


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% HYPERREF (last) then HYPCAP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% \usepackage{cleveref} % enhance cross-referencing, allow full formatting, commands:
                        % \cref, \Cref, \crefrange, \cref{eq2,eq1,eq3,eq5,thm2,def3}
                        % supposedly better than \autoref as provided by hyperref
\usepackage[
pdftex, 
pdfauthor    = {Christophe~CORBEL},
pdftitle     = {M.Sc.~Thesis~2012},
% pdfsubject   = {Pdf Subject},
% pdfcreator   = {LaTeX or Pdf-LaTeX},
% pdfproducer  = { dvips + ps2pdf or Pdf-LaTeX},
% draft,                     % if you don't want to have clickable-colorful links
% final,                     % if you do    want to have clickable-colorful links
% hidelinks    = true,       % links exist but invisible border (since Feb 2011, hyperref version 6.82a)
% pdfborder    = {0 0 0},    % links exist but invisible border = {RadiusH,RadiusV,Width} (Broken???)
% allbordercolors = black,   % set all border color options
% allcolors    = black,      % set all (following) colors at once
linkcolor    = black, % red,
citecolor    = black, % blue, 
filecolor    = black, % green, 
urlcolor     = black, % blue, 
colorlinks   = false,       % false = border (printed), not colored text
                            % true  = no border, colored text (printed)
pdfstartview = FitV,
pagebackref  = false,       % add page number in bibliography and link to position in document where cited
linktocpage  = true,        % ToC, LoF, LoT place hyperlink on page number, rather than entry text
breaklinks   = true,        % so long urls are correctly broken across lines
]{hyperref}
% create pdf with hyperlink, with PdfLatex,
% FitH : Fit whole width of page, 
% FitV : Fit whole height of page, 
% FitB : Fit whole "Bounding Box" page, 
% FitBH: Fit whole width of "Bounding Box" of page, 
% FitBV: Fit whole height of "Bounding Box" of page 
% (see latex2pdf.pdf page 7)
%
% \usepackage[all]{hypcap} % when link to float (using hyperref), link anchors to beginning (instead of below) float
%
% The following commands causes chapter and section references to
% uppercase the part name.
% \renewcommand*{\chapterautorefname}{Chapter}
% \renewcommand*{\sectionautorefname}{Section}
% \renewcommand*{\subsectionautorefname}{Section}
% \renewcommand*{\subsubsectionautorefname}{Section}


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% MINITOC (after hyperref) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\usepackage[tight]{minitoc}   % mini table des matieres dans les chapitres (must be after hyperref)
\mtcprepare                   % do all the preparation necessary
\setcounter{minitocdepth}{3}  % adds to minitoc heading of depth <= x, where chapter depth = 0, subsubsection = 3...

\newcommand*{\miniTocLofLot}{
\compacttextspacing  % in combination with the tight package option
\minitoc             
\mtcskip
\minilof
\mtcskip
\minilot
\bodytextspacing     % put things back in order
\clearpage % or cleardoublepage ?
}

% If you want to typeset this document without any mini-table, you have just to replace
% the minitoc package by the mtcoff package, and all these commands will be ignored.
%
% \dominitoc before \tableofcontents
% \minitoc after every chapter
%
% Problematic interactions with tocbibind, glossaries...
%
% So you must add an \mtcaddchapter command, without argument, after each of 
% the involved commands \tableofcontents, \listoffigures, and \listoftables.
% For the bibliography, you should add a \adjustmtc command after the 
% \bibliography command.
% For the glossary, it is a bit more complicated, you should add the following
% commands just after the \printglossary command:
% \mtcfixglossary[chapter|section|part]  % ONE for glossary (and acronym), PLUS ONE per new glossary
% For the index, it is like for the glossary, you should add the following 
% commands just after the \printindex command:
% \mtcfixindex[chapter|section|part]
% For the nomenclature 17, it is like for the glossary, you should add the 
% following commands just after the \printnomenclature command:
% \mtcfixnomenclature[chapter|section|part]


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS PACKAGES (after hyperref) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% References
% 
% http://ctan.mackichan.com/macros/latex/contrib/glossaries/glossaries-user.html#top 
% http://theoval.cmp.uea.ac.uk/~nlct/latex/packages/glossaries/glossaries-manual.html#top
% http://www.latex-community.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=263:glossaries-nomenclature-lists-of-symbols-and-acronyms&catid=55:latex-general&Itemid=114

% Size options (acronym)
%
% smaller and smallcaps.
% Both require package "relsize" to be loaded before glossaries 
% + redefinition of \acronymfont and \firstacronymfont after

% (style=long like super but centered). Glossary and acronym. Using acronym as an option separate them in another file then .glo

% \usepackage{relsize}
\usepackage[
toc, 
acronym, 
style=super3colheader, 
counter=page, 
hyperfirst=false,
]{glossaries} 
%
% % http://tex.stackexchange.com/questions/44162/some-glossary-acronym-entries-without-location-but-still-with-links
% \makeatletter
% \renewcommand*{\glshyperlink}[2][\gls{\@glo@label}]{%
% \def\@glo@label{#2}%
% \@gls{glo:#2}{#1}}
% \makeatother
%
% \renewcommand*{\acronymfont}[1]{{\smaller #1}}
% \renewcommand*{\firstacronymfont}[1]{#1}
%
\newglossary{symbols}{sym}{sbl}{List of Symbols} % create a new (type of) glossary
\renewcommand*{\acronymname}{List of Acronyms}   % Rename acronyms title (use \glossaryname for glossary title)
\renewcommand*{\glspostdescription}{}            % Remove the dot at the end of glossary descriptions
\setlength{\glsdescwidth}{0.90\linewidth}        % Make the description column of the glossary a bit wider (default is 0.6\linewidth)
% \setlength{\glspagelistwidth}{0.15\linewidth}    % Make the page list   column of the glossary a bit ?     (default is   ?\linewidth)
\renewcommand*{\glsnamefont}[1]{\textbf{#1}}     % Make the acronym bold in the TOC
% \renewcommand{\glossarypreamble}{
% Numbers in \textit{italic} indicate the pages in which the entry appears.
% Numbers in \textbf{bold}   indicate the section where a more detailed definition occurs. \\ \par }
% set glossary number style to italic (use hyperit if hyperref package and links desired, textit else)
% same when reference in body hyperbf or textbf "\gls[format=hyperbf, counter=subsection]{ACRO}\xspace"
\renewcommand*{\glsnumberformat}[1]{\textit{#1}}
% 1st column heading
\renewcommand*{\entryname}{} % Notation}
% 2nd column heading
\renewcommand*{\descriptionname}{} % Full Name \vspace{12pt}}
% 3rd column heading
\renewcommand{\pagelistname}{} % Location \\ }
\makeglossaries % used to make it (with \glsaddall and \printglossaries further in body)


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ACRONYMS DEFINITIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% \newacronym{label}{abbrv}{long}
% \newacronym[key-val list]{label}{abbrv}{long}
%
% So in the list of acronyms, you have "description",  e.g. "Atmospheric GCM"
% but in the text you have, at the first use, "long",  e.g. "Atmospheric General Circulation Model (GCM) (AGCM)"
% and in the text you have, after  first use, "abbrv", e.g. "AGCM"
% \newacronym[description={ ... \acrshort{...} ...}]{...}{...}{... \acrfull{...} ...}
%
% for example : \newacronym[description={Atmospheric \acrshort{GCM}}]{agcm}{AGCM}{Atmospheric \acrfull{GCM}}
% \gls{agcm}          : only one here that depends on first use flag and influences it 
% \glsname{agcm}      : AGCM 
% \glstext{agcm}      : AGCM 
% \glsentryname{agcm} : AGCM (only one of two without links)
% \glsentrytext{agcm} : AGCM (only one of two without links)
% \glsfirst{agcm}     : Atmospheric General Circulation Model (GCM) (AGCM)
% \glsdesc{agcm}      : BUG -- Atmospheric “acrshort –GCM˝
% \acrshort{agcm}     : AGCM
% \acrlong{agcm}      : BUG -- Atmospheric “acrshort –GCM˝
% \acrfull{agcm}      : Atmospheric General Circulation Model (GCM) (AGCM)
%
% not a variable and not used in an equation
\newacronym{WG}{WG}{Working Group}
\newacronym{IR}{IR}{InfraRed}
\newacronym{VIS}{VIS}{VISible}
\newacronym{rhs}{rhs}{right hand side}
\newacronym{lhs}{lhs}{left hand side}
\newacronym{CPC}{CPC}{Climate Prediction Center}
\newacronym{RMS}{RMS}{Root-Mean-Square}
\newacronym{RMSD}{RMSD}{Root-Mean-Square Difference}
\newacronym{LES}{LES}{Large Eddy Simulation}
\newacronym{ESA}{ESA}{European Space Agency}
\newacronym{ERS}{ERS}{European Remote-sensing Satellite}
\newacronym{IFS}{IFS}{Integrated Forecasting System}
\newacronym{CRM}{CRM}{Cloud Resolving Model}
\newacronym{PDF}{PDF}{Probability Distribution Function}
\newacronym{EOS}{EOS}{Earth Observing System}
\newacronym{GHG}{GHG}{GreenHouse Gas}
\newacronym{SGE}{SGE}{Super Greenhouse Effect}
\newacronym{GMS}{GMS}{Geosynchronous Meteorological Satellite}
\newacronym{SCM}{SCM}{Single Column Model}
\newacronym{CCNs}{CCNs}{Cloud Condensation Nuclei}
\newacronym{GCM}{GCM}{General Circulation Model}
\newacronym{AGCM}{AGCM}{Atmospheric General Circulation Model}
\newacronym{ITCZ}{ITCZ}{Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone}
\newacronym{ENSO}{ENSO}{El Ni\~{n}o-Southern Oscillation}
\newacronym{GPCP}{GPCP}{Global Precipitation Climatology Project}
\newacronym{CAFC}{CAFC}{Cloud Aerosol Feedback and Climate}
\newacronym{NASA}{NASA}{National Aeronautics and Space Administration}
\newacronym{IPCC}{IPCC}{Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change}
\newacronym{VTPR}{VTPR}{Vertical Temperature Profile Radiometer}
\newacronym{GARP}{GARP}{Global Atmospheric Research Program}
\newacronym{NOAA}{NOAA}{National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration}
\newacronym{GOES}{GOES}{Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite}
\newacronym{TRMM}{TRMM}{Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission}
\newacronym{DMSP}{DMSP}{Defense Meteorological Satellite Program}
\newacronym{NCEP}{NCEP}{National Centers for Environmental Prediction}
\newacronym{GOME}{GOME}{Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment}
\newacronym{MISR}{MISR}{Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer}
\newacronym{SRES}{SRES}{Special Report on Emission Scenarios}
\newacronym{NCAR}{NCAR}{National Center for Atmospheric Research}
\newacronym{ERBE}{ERBE}{Earth Radiation Budget Experiment}
\newacronym{AMIP}{AMIP}{Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project}
\newacronym{CMIP}{CMIP}{Climate Model Intercomparison Project}
\newacronym{GEWEX}{GEWEX}{Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment}
\newacronym{CFMIP}{CFMIP}{Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project}
\newacronym{ISCCP}{ISCCP}{International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project}
\newacronym{CFCAS}{CFCAS}{Canadian Foundation for Climate and Atmospheric Sciences}
\newacronym{TIROS}{TIROS}{Television and InfraRed Observation Satellite}
\newacronym{CLAUS}{CLAUS}{CLoud Archive User Service}
\newacronym{SSM/I}{SSM/I}{Special Sensor Microwave/Imager}
\newacronym{ALPEX}{ALPEX}{ALPine EXperiment}
\newacronym{NSERC}{NSERC}{Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada}
\newacronym{COADS}{COADS}{Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set}
\newacronym{ASTEX}{ASTEX}{Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition EXperiment}
\newacronym{BOMEX}{BOMEX}{Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological EXperiment}
\newacronym{MODIS}{MODIS}{MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer}
\newacronym{ECMWF}{ECMWF}{European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts}
\newacronym{CCCma}{CCCma}{Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis}
\newacronym{JRA-25}{JRA-25}{Japanese 25 year Re-Analysis}
\newacronym{MERRA}{MERRA}{Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications}
\newacronym{netCDF}{netCDF}{NETwork Common Data Form}
\newacronym{EUMETSAT}{EUMETSAT}{EUropean organisation for the exploitation of METeorological SATellites}
\newacronym{TOGA-COARE}{TOGA-COARE}{Tropical Oceans Global Atmosphere / Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment}
\newacronym{EBAF}{EBAF}{Energy Balanced And Filled}
\newacronym{CERES}{CERES}{Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System}
\newacronym{PARASOL}{PARASOL}{Polarization and Anisotropy of Reflectances for Atmospheric Sciences coupled with Observations from a Lidar}
\newacronym{CALIPSO}{CALIPSO}{Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations}
%
\newacronym[description={METEOrological SATellite (exploited by \acrshort{EUMETSAT})}]{METEOSAT}{METEOSAT}{Meteorological Satellite}
% with description (embedded acronym) and an expanded long version
\newacronym{CEBAF}{CEBAF}{\acrshort{CERES} \acrlong{EBAF}}
\newacronym[description={\acrshort{NCEP} / \acrshort{NCAR} Re-Analysis}]{NCEP/NCAR}{NCEP/NCAR}{\acrfull{NCEP} / \acrfull{NCAR} Re-Analysis}
\newacronym[description={Atmospheric \acrshort{GCM}}]{agcm}{AGCM}{Atmospheric \acrfull{GCM}}
\newacronym[description={\acrshort{TIROS} Operational Vertical Sounder}]{TOVS}{TOVS}{\acrfull{TIROS} Operational Vertical Sounder}
\newacronym[description={\acrshort{CPC} Merged Analysis of Precipitation}]{CMAP}{CMAP}{\acrfull{CPC} Merged Analysis of Precipitation}
% with description (embedded acronym) but no expanded long version
\newacronym{ISCCP-FD}{ISCCP-FD}{\acrshort{ISCCP} Flux Data}
\newacronym{ATOVS}{ATOVS}{Advanced \acrshort{TIROS} Operational Vertical Sounder}
\newacronym{GATE}{GATE}{\acrshort{GARP} Atlantic Tropical Experiment}
\newacronym{FGGE}{FGGE}{First \acrshort{GARP} Global Experiment}
\newacronym{era40}{ERA-40}{\acrshort{ECMWF} 40 years Re-Analysis}
\newacronym{eraInterim}{ERA-Interim}{\acrshort{ECMWF} Interim Re-Analysis}
\newacronym{FIRE}{FIRE}{First \acrshort{ISCCP} Regional Experiment}
\newacronym{COSP}{COSP}{\acrshort{CFMIP} Observation Simulator Package}
\newacronym{GCSS}{GCSS}{\acrshort{GEWEX} Cloud System Study}
%\newacronym[description={\acrshort{CCCma} third generation atmospheric \acrshort{GCM}}]{gcm3}{AGCM-3}{CCCma third generation atmospheric GCM}
%\newacronym[description={\acrshort{CCCma} fourth generation atmospheric \acrshort{GCM}}]{gcm4.0}{CanAM-4.0}{CCCma fourth generation atmospheric GCM}
%\newacronym[description={\acrshort{CCCma} updated fourth generation and current atmospheric \acrshort{GCM}}]{gcm4.1}{CanAM-4.1}{CCCma updated fourth generation atmospheric GCM}
\newacronym[
description={Atmospheric General Circulation Model - 3rd generation. \newline
\acrshort{CCCma} third generation atmospheric \acrshort{GCM}}]{gcm3}{AGCM-3}{CCCma third generation atmospheric GCM}
\newacronym[
description={CANadian Atmospheric Model - 4th generation, updated version. \newline
\acrshort{CCCma} updated fourth generation and current \acrshort{AGCM}}
]{gcm4.1}{CanAM-4.1}{CCCma updated fourth generation atmospheric GCM}
\newacronym[
description={CANadian Atmospheric Model - 4th generation. \newline
\acrshort{CCCma} fourth generation \acrshort{AGCM}}]{gcm4.0}{CanAM-4.0}{CCCma fourth generation atmospheric GCM}
\newacronym[
description={\acrshort{CFMIP}-\acrshort{GCSS} Intercomparison of Large-eddy and Single-column models}]{CGILS}{CGILS}{CFMIP-GCSS Intercomparison of Large-Eddy and Single-Column Models}
%
\newacronym[description={\acrshort{NCAR} Command Language}]{NCL}{NCL}{NCAR Command Language}
% not a variable but used in an equation
\newacronym[description={LongWave}]{LW}{LW}{longwave}
\newacronym[description={ShortWave}]{SW}{SW}{shortwave}
\newacronym{FT}{FT}{Free Troposphere}
\newacronym{DL}{DL}{Decoupled Layer}
\newacronym{MBL}{MBL}{Marine Boundary Layer}
\newacronym{PBL}{PBL}{Planetary Boundary Layer}
\newacronym{SML}{SML}{Surface Mixed Layer}
\newacronym{LCL}{LCL}{Lifting Condensation Level}
\newacronym{TOA}{TOA}{Top Of the Atmosphere}
% a variable (maybe used in an equation)
\newacronym{OD}{OD}{Optical Depth}
\newacronym{OT}{OT}{Optical Thickness}
\newacronym{CC}{CC}{Cloud Cover}
\newacronym{CT}{CT}{Cloud Thickness}
\newacronym{CF}{CF}{Cloud Fraction}
\newacronym{CTH}{CTH}{Cloud Top Height}
\newacronym{CTT}{CTT}{Cloud Top Temperature}
\newacronym{CTP}{CTP}{Cloud Top Pressure}
\newacronym{CWP}{CWP}{Cloud Water Profile}
\newacronym{CIP}{CIP}{Cloud Ice Profile}
\newacronym{OLR}{OLR}{Outgoing Longwave Radiation}
\newacronym{LWP}{LWP}{Liquid Water Path}
\newacronym{RFO}{RFO}{Relative Frequency of Occurrence}
\newacronym{SST}{SST}{Sea Surface Temperature}
\newacronym{LTS}{LTS}{Lower Tropospheric Stability}
\newacronym{EIS}{EIS}{Estimated Inversion Strength}
\newacronym{CRE}{CRE}{Cloud Radiative Effect}
\newacronym{CRF}{CRF}{Cloud Radiative Forcing}
\newacronym{NCRE}{NCRE}{Net Cloud Radiative Effect}
\newacronym{NCRF}{NCRF}{Net Cloud Radiative Forcing}
\newacronym{CAPE}{CAPE}{Convective Available Potential Energy}
\newacronym{CGLMSE}{CGLMSE}{Corrected Gap of Low-level Moist Static Energy}
%
\newacronym[description={\acrshort{GOES} Precipitation Index}]{GPI}{GPI}{GOES Precipitation Index}
\newacronym[description={\acrfull{OLR}-based Precipitation Index}]{OPI}{OPI}{\acrfull{OLR}-based Precipitation Index}
\newacronym{MSU}{MSU}{Microwave Sounding Unit}


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SYMBOLS DEFINITION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% \newglossaryentry{label}{type={TYPE}, sort={KEY}, name={NAME}, symbol={\ensuremath{SYMBOL}}, description={DESCRIP}, first={FIRST}

\newglossaryentry{corr}{
  type={symbols}, 
  sort={corr},
  name={\ensuremath{R}\xspace},
  description={Correlation coefficient},
  first={\ensuremath{R}\xspace}
}
\newglossaryentry{crmsd}{
  type={symbols}, 
  sort={crmsd},
  name={\ensuremath{E'}\xspace},
  description={Centered root-mean-square (RMS) difference},
  first={\ensuremath{E'}\xspace}
}
\newglossaryentry{std}{
  type={symbols}, 
  sort={std},
  name={\ensuremath{\sigma}\xspace},
  description={Standard deviation},
  first={\ensuremath{\sigma}\xspace}
}
\newglossaryentry{stdobs}{
  type={symbols}, 
  sort={stdobs},
  name={\ensuremath{\sigma_{\mathit{observ}}}\xspace},
  description={Standard deviation of a particular dataset (\eg ``observation'') or variable (\eg temperature)},
  first={\ensuremath{\sigma_{\mathit{observ}}}\xspace}
}
\newglossaryentry{tau}{
  type={symbols}, 
  sort={tau},
  name={\ensuremath{\tau}\xspace},
  description={Optical depth (also called optical thickness). \newline
A measure of transparency defined as the negative logarithm of the fraction of radiation (\eg light) that is not scattered or absorbed on a path.
It expresses the quantity of light removed from a beam during its path through a medium.
Given $I_0$, the intensity of radiation at the source, and $I$, the observed intensity after a given path, then $\tau$ is defined as: \newline
$\tau = -\ln\left(\frac{I}{I_0}\right)$ or $I = I_0 \cdot e^{-\tau}$
},
  first={optical depth (\ensuremath{\tau})}
}
\newglossaryentry{COtwo}{
  type={symbols}, 
  sort={co2},
  name={\ensuremath{\mathrm{CO_2}}\xspace},
  description={Carbon dioxide},
  first={Carbon dioxide (\ensuremath{\mathrm{CO_2}})}
}
\newglossaryentry{omega_five}{
  type={symbols},
  sort={omega_5},
  name={\ensuremath{\omega_{500}}\xspace},
  description={Vertical (pressure) velocity at the 500 hPa level},
  first={vertical velocity at the 500 hPa level (\ensuremath{\omega_{500}})}
}
\newglossaryentry{omega_seven}{
  type={symbols},
  sort={omega_7},
  name={\ensuremath{\omega_{700}}\xspace},
  description={Vertical (pressure) velocity at the 700 hPa level},
  first={vertical velocity at the 700 hPa level (\ensuremath{\omega_{700}})}
}
\newglossaryentry{omega_eight}{
  type={symbols},
  sort={omega_8},
  name={\ensuremath{\omega_{850}}\xspace},
  description={Vertical (pressure) velocity at the 850 hPa level},
  first={vertical velocity at the 850 hPa level (\ensuremath{\omega_{850}})}
}
\newglossaryentry{reff}{
  type={symbols},
  sort={droplet},
  name={\ensuremath{\mathit{r_{eff}}}\xspace},
  description={Droplet effective radius. \newline
The cloud drop effective radius (alternatively cloud effective radius or effective radius) is a weighted mean of the size distribution of cloud droplets. 
Physically, it is an area weighted radius of the cloud drop particles. \newline
$r_{\mathit{eff}} = \dfrac{\int\limits_{r_1}^{r_2} \pi \cdot r^3 \cdot n(r)\,dr}{\int\limits_{r_1}^{r_2} \pi \cdot r^2 \cdot n(r)\,dr}$},
  first={droplet effective radius (\ensuremath{\mathit{r_{eff}}})}
}
\newglossaryentry{equivalent_potential_temperature}{
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\begin{abstract}
% \lipsum[1]
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Clouds, especially low clouds, are key to our ability to understand and predict climate.
They are an important component of the physical climate system and contribute significantly to the difference in climate projections by \GCMs.
Cloud predictors, such as atmospheric stability and \LS circulation, are often used in model parametrizations.

This thesis evaluates the performance of the latest Canadian atmospheric \GCM (\gcmfour), in particular with respect to its cloud simulation.
Its output is compared to observations, re-analyses, and its predecessor (\gcmthree).
The analysis focuses on low clouds in the 30\deg S--30\deg N tropical band over the ocean.

Results show that \gcmfour systematically performs better than \gcmthree (when compared to observations).
Variability between observational datasets is also shown to be much smaller than variability between observations and models (or re-analyses).

A model-to-satellite approach is used --- \ie the \COSP~--- and reduces observations-\gcmfour differences in low cloud fractions.
Results are not as unambiguous for high clouds.

Three cloud regimes (stratiform, convectiform, and storm track) are well reproduced by all datasets --- \ie \gcmfour, \gcmthree, the \eraInterim, and the \eraforty.

%Cloud predictability is also well reproduced for the \LTS, \EIS, and \w.
Conditional sampling of low cloud fractions as a function of the \LTS, \EIS, and \w show good agreement with observations.
Overall, conclusions are not sensitive to using \EIS rather than \LTS, except for the storm track regime.

%The lack of large\fxerror{low} cloud fractions in the stratiform regime, relative to observations, is the main difference in cloud predictability by \gcmfour (as well as \gcmthree or \eraforty).
In comparison to observations from the \ISCCP, \gcmfour, \gcmthree, and \eraforty underestimate the low cloud fraction in stratiform regimes.
\eraInterim is shown to reproduce particularly well low cloud regimes and the relationship between \LS circulation and stability
\end{abstract}
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\begin{abstract}
% \lipsum[1]

Les nuages, et plus particuli\`{e}rement les nuages bas, jouent un r\^{o}le cl\'{e} dans notre capacit\'{e} \`{a} comprendre et pr\'{e}dire le climat.
Ils sont un \'{e}l\'{e}ment important du syst\`{e}me climatique physique et contribuent significativement aux diff\'{e}rences entre projections climatiques par les mod\`{e}les de circulation g\'{e}n\'{e}rale (``\GCM'').
Des pr\'{e}dicteurs de nuages, telles que la stabilit\'{e} atmosph\'{e}rique ou la circulation \`{a} grande \'{e}chelle, sont souvent utilis\'{e}s dans les param\'{e}trisations de mod\`{e}les.

Cette th\`{e}se \'{e}value les performances du dernier mod\`{e}le atmosph\'{e}rique Canadien (\gcmfour), en particulier par rapport \`{a} sa simulation des nuages.
Les donn\'{e}es qu'il a produites sont compar\'{e}es \`{a} des observations, \`{a} des re-analyses et \`{a} son pr\'{e}d\'{e}cesseur (\gcmthree).
L'analyse se concentre sur les nuages bas dans la bande tropicale (30\deg Sud--30\deg Nord) au-dessus des oc\'{e}ans.

Les r\'{e}sultats montrent que \gcmfour est syst\'{e}matiquement meilleur que \gcmthree (comparativement aux observations).
Il est aussi d\'{e}montr\'{e} que la variabilit\'{e} entre observations est bien plus faible que la variabilit\'{e} entre observations et mod\`{e}les (ou re-analyses).

Une approche ``mod\`{e}le-\`{a}-satellite'' est employ\'{e}e --- utilisant le paquet de simulateurs pour observations de CFMIP (``\COSP'') --- et r\'{e}duit les diff\'{e}rences entre observations et \gcmfour pour les nuages bas.
Les r\'{e}sultats ne sont pas aussi clairs pour les nuages de hautes altitudes.

Trois r\'{e}gimes de nuages (strati-forme, convecti-forme, et frontal) sont bien reproduits par l'ensemble des donn\'{e}es --- c'est-\`{a}-dire \gcmfour, \gcmthree, la re-analyse 'interim' de \acrshort{ECMWF} (``\eraInterim''), et la re-analyse sur 40 ans de \acrshort{ECMWF} (``\eraforty'').

L'\'{e}chantillonnage conditionnel des nuages bas en fonction de la stabilit\'{e} de la troposph\`{e}re basse (``\LTS''), de l'estimation de l'intensit\'{e} de l'inversion (``\EIS'') et de la vitesse verticale \`{a} 500 hPa (``\w'') d\'{e}montre une bonne concordance avec les observations.

Dans l'ensemble, les conclusions ne sont pas sensibles au choix d'utiliser \EIS plut\^{o}t que \LTS, sauf pour le r\'{e}gime frontal.

Comparativement aux observations du projet international de climatologie des nuages (``\ISCCP''), \gcmfour, \gcmthree et \eraInterim sous-estiment les nuages bas dans les r\'{e}gimes strati-formes.
\eraInterim reproduit particuli\`{e}rement bien les divers r\'{e}gimes de nuages bas et les relations entre circulation \`{a} grande \'{e}chelle et stabilit\'{e}.

\end{abstract}
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This introduction is a quick overview of this thesis' chapters, 
whose main goals are to evaluate how the latest Canadian \GCM performs when simulating low clouds?
% \fxnote[footnote, nomargin]{If    mini tables: all quotes, citations on the page right before the introduction (Coluche...)}
% \fxnote[footnote, nomargin]{If NO mini tables:     quotes, citations at the beginning of every chapter? (Coluche...)}
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\subparagraph{Chapter \ref{sec:Clouds_Climate}} (\emph{``\nameref{sec:Clouds_Climate}''}) addresses the question:
``Why focus on clouds?''
It demonstrates their relevance and importance for climate and its study, especially from an energy balance viewpoint (see \autoref{fig:global_annual_mean_Earth_energy_flux_budget}).
It also emphasizes the need for universal proxies for clouds that have explanatory and predictability values.

\subparagraph{Chapter \ref{sec:Stability_Dynamics_Clouds}} (\emph{``\nameref{sec:Stability_Dynamics_Clouds}''}) addresses the question:
``Why choose stability and dynamics as cloud dependencies?''
It explains the need for better tools to compare observational data and model output.
It also justifies the particular choices of the \LTS for the stability component and the \w for the dynamics component.

\subparagraph{Chapter \ref{sec:Data_Methods}} (\emph{``\nameref{sec:Data_Methods}''}) details the 
datasets (observations, re-analyses, and simulations), 
processes (regridding and computation), and 
tools (\histo and \td) 
used while conducting this research.

% \subparagraph{Chapter \ref{sec:Results}} (\emph{``\nameref{sec:Results}''}) presents and analyzes the findings of this study.
% Special attention is given to (i) variability between datasets, (ii) sensitivity to assumptions, (iii) justification of historical choices.

\subparagraph{Chapter \ref{sec:variability_between_datasets}} (\emph{``\nameref{sec:variability_between_datasets}''}) addresses the question:
``How many sets of observations does a meaningful analysis require?''
It shows that the variability between observational datasets is smaller than between observations and simulations (or re-analyses).
It therefore justifies following choices of references when comparing (low) cloud fields.

\subparagraph{Chapter \ref{sec:two_generations}} (\emph{``\nameref{sec:two_generations}''}) addresses the question:
``Does the latest Canadian \GCM~--- \acrshort{gcm4.1} --- perform better than its predecessor --- \acrshort{gcm3} --- when simulating (low) clouds?''
It also focuses on other dataset comparisons (\eg re-analyses) as well as other variable comparisons (\eg model-to-satellite simulations).

\subparagraph{Chapter \ref{sec:qualitative_analysis}} (\emph{``\nameref{sec:qualitative_analysis}''}) addresses the question:
``How do \acrshort{gcm4.1} cloud fields compare to \acrshort{gcm3} or observations from a dynamic-thermodynamic perspective?''
It provides new information with regards to \autoref{sec:Stability_Dynamics_Clouds} (literature review).

\subparagraph{Conclusion} summarizes why and how this research was conducted, as well as its context.
Using the results, it answers the research questions posed in chapters \ref{sec:Clouds_Climate} and \ref{sec:Stability_Dynamics_Clouds}.
It compares the conclusions with the literature and suggests possible further developments.


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\MakeSurePageStyleEmptyForWhitePage
\chapter{Clouds and climate}
\label{sec:Clouds_Climate}
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\begin{flushright}
\begin{quotation}
\emph{
Les nuages sont comme le sucre dans le lait chaud. \\
Ils sont partout et nul part \`{a} la fois, \\
et plus on les cherche, moins on les trouve. \\
\vspace{10pt}
(Clouds are like sugar in hot milk. \\
They are both everywhere and nowhere, \\
and the more one seeks them the less one finds them.)
}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
after Coluche (1944--1986 ; French comedian and actor Michel Colucci)
\end{flushright}
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\vfill
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\section{The climate system}


\subsection{How and why we study climate}%Goals}


The ultimate goals of meteorology and climatology are fundamentally to understand and predict the \ES (\autoref{fig:components_climate_system}).\fxnote{Andreas' edit: (Atmosphere and its linkage to land, oceans and space.)}

That means understanding every single one of its components (atmosphere, biosphere, ocean...), processes (dynamics, thermodynamics, chemistry...), and how they interact with each other (coupling, feedbacks...) to produce the weather and climate Earth (and Humans) have experienced, experiences, and will experience.

Although the \ES (including the atmosphere) is, \emph{at any time}, regulated by the same physical laws, its study provides very different information depending on the \emph{time scale and focus}.
Shorter time scale studies (typically from hours to few days)           are considered to be part of the weather realm, whereas
longer  time scale studies (typically from month to years or centuries) are considered to be part of the climate realm.
Also, while weather projections focus on knowing the precise state of the atmosphere (or \ES) at a precise time and place, climate projections focus on knowing its average (or typical) state through time and space.

The traditional approach that people, including scientists, take in order to study past, present, and future climate (or weather) has four steps: 
first observing and measuring; 
second understanding and explaining; 
third predicting, contradicting, and reproducing; 
and fourth going back to step one for new observations guided by new hypotheses developed in steps two and three.

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    %\includegraphics[width=0.75\textwidth]{Trenberth_2009_fig_1}
    \includegraphics[height=0.35\textheight]{Trenberth_2009_fig_1_CROPPED}
    \caption[Global annual mean Earth's energy flux budget]{
      The global annual mean Earth's energy flux budget for the March 2000 to May 2004 period (\wmm). 
      The broad arrows indicate the schematic flow of energy in proportion to their importance. 
      Clouds are shown to be involved in several, if not all, significant fluxes.
      From \citet{Trenberth2009}, by permission.}
    \label{fig:global_annual_mean_Earth_energy_flux_budget}
    \end{figure}


\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[height=0.35\textheight]{IPCC-AR4_faq-1-2-fig-1}
    \caption[Components of the climate system]{
      Schematic view of the components of the \ES, their processes and interactions.
      From \citet{Solomon2007}, by permission.
      \fxwarning[inline, nomargin]{ask ipcc secretariat eps versions of figs...}
    }
    \label{fig:components_climate_system}
    \end{figure}

In addition to this intellectual challenge, very strong incentives exist nowadays for producing accurate and reliable weather or climate projections.
Those incentives, to cite only a few, can be economic, such as weather insurance for weddings or extreme events insurance for real estate; policy related, such as \GHG emission regulations or climate-sensitive urban planning; or even political, such as defining an international climate-refugee status or allocating North Pole mining resources between the eight Arctic states.

One common way of \emph{conceptually} breaking down the study of future climate into smaller, easier-to-tackle, problems, is to write:
\begin{equation}
\mathrm{climate~change} = \mathrm{climate~sensitivity} \times \mathrm{climate~perturbation}
\label{eq:clim_sensi}
\end{equation}
%
where 
``climate change'' would be the change in one proxy for climate (traditionally global and annual mean temperature, expressed in Kelvin), 
``climate perturbation'' would be the perturbation that the \ES encounters (traditionally an increase in \GHG atmospheric concentration, expressed in \COtwo doubling or \wmm), and 
``climate sensitivity'' would be the change in climate per unit of perturbation (traditionally in $\mathrm{K/(\COtwo ~ doubling)}$ or $\mathrm{K/(\wmm)}$).

Following this simple, conceptual definition, the \emph{formal} definition of climate sensitivity is (see glossary of \citet{Solomon2007}): the equilibrium change in the annual mean global surface temperature following a doubling of the atmospheric equivalent carbon dioxide concentration.
\citet{Roe2009} demonstrates how climate forcing (``perturbation''), sensitivity, and response (``change'') have exact mathematical definitions that arise from a linearized energy balance for an idealized \ES (with an average temperature, a mass, and a heat capacity) at the equilibrium.
Whether ignoring the non-linear terms significantly compromises these definitions or not is still actively debated \citep{RoeBaker2011}

Therefore, climate change study is the product of both climate sensitivity study (focusing on some climate processes, while other processes are held fixed) and climate perturbation study (focusing on some forcings, while all processes are active).
Although a lot has still yet to be discovered about climate perturbation(s), most of the \emph{scientific} uncertainty about climate change comes from uncertainty in climate sensitivity estimates (as most perturbation uncertainties come from human and political affairs, for example in determining future \GHG emission scenari, see \autoref{fig:fractional_uncertainty}).
In other words, scientists' inability to narrow down the predicted climate change range comes from their inability to narrow down the current and future climate sensitivity range.
Indeed, despite spanning more than a decade, the \IPCC \WG I Second \citep{Houghton1996}, Third \citep{Houghton2001}, and Fourth \citep{Solomon2007} assessment reports have almost identical climate sensitivity estimates (1.5--4.5\deg C, 1.5--4.5\deg C, and 2.0--4.5\deg C per \COtwo doubling respectively).

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.55\textwidth]{Hawkins_Sutton_2009_fig_4c} % {Millner_2012_Climate_predriction_for_adaptation_fig_3} % better resolution than {Hawkins_Sutton_2009_fig_4c}
    \caption[Relative importance of uncertainty sources in climate projection]{\glsreset{GCM}
      The fraction of total variance in decadal global mean surface air temperature predictions explained by the three components of total uncertainty. 
      \textbf{\textcolor{blue}{Blue}}     regions (bottom) represent \GCMs uncertainty, 
      \textbf{\textcolor{green}{green}}   regions (middle) represent (emission) scenario uncertainty, and 
      \textbf{\textcolor{orange}{orange}} regions (top)    represent the internal variability component.
      From \citet{HawkinsSutton2009}, by permission.
    }
    \label{fig:fractional_uncertainty}
    \end{figure}

Following \citet{Bony2004}, thus also ignoring any chemical changes (\eg in concentration of \CCNs), variable anomalies (\eg the change of cloud fraction with time relative to its time average) are broken down into three components:
\begin{itemize}
\item \emph{dynamic}:       originating from changes in the \LS atmospheric circulation (an increase in vertical velocity for example)
\item \emph{thermodynamic}: originating from changes under fixed dynamical conditions, or in other words, all non-dynamic effects
\item \emph{co-variation}:  originating from interactions, or correlation, between the two previous effects.
\end{itemize}
%
This study aims at contributing to our understanding of one component of the \ES: clouds.
It considers dynamical and thermodynamical processes as well as their interactions, in order to improve climate sensitivity estimates.
\fxerror{Douw's edit: ultimately, will need a more complete statement of objectives}

\subsection{Types and uses of models}


To help better understand how weather and climate work, models are built based on current theory and knowledge.

Although a variety of models exists, they all fall within three categories: physical (\eg tank experiments), analytical (\eg mathematical formulations), and numerical (\eg computer simulations).
The goal is that they will both (i) reproduce correctly what they are intended to simulate and (ii) allow hypothesis testing with customized experiments.
Indeed, since there is, to our knowledge, only one Earth, no alternative climate experiment is possible in the real world.
(Although history --- or paleoclimatology --- makes it possible, through sampling, to infer past states of the Earth atmosphere or climate; which might be considered as a form of ``alternative'' or ``experiment''.)

Large numerical models, in particular \mdefpl{GCM}, are the only way to produce \emph{usable} climate projections.
World policy makers, above all, need robust information about what climate will be in the near and far future (ten to hundred years) and in regions ranging from local (a city) to global (worldwide).
This diversity of needs arises from tasks as different as managing air quality in a city or planning the energy mix (\ie total and relative contributions of various sources to the energy production and consumption) of a country in fifty years.
In this thesis, unless otherwise stated, \GCM refer indifferently to atmospheric, oceanic, coupled, or \ES \GCM.

Models were initially created to improve our understanding of the \ES.
Nowadays their main use, in the scientific community, is still to help studying climate by, for example, focusing on specific processes 
(\eg latest \AMIP \citep{Gates1999}, \CMIP \citep{Covey2003}, and \CFMIP \citep{McAvaney2003} phases).
But being aware of the important, and sometimes urgent, needs for ``good'' (\eg reliable or accurate) climate projections on the one hand, and knowing that \GCMs are currently the favourite tools for actually making these on the other hand, makes evaluating how well \GCMs perform become an obvious absolute necessity.

This study focuses on one simulation of the present climate, involving a full atmospheric \GCM.


\subsection{Validation and evaluation of models}


Validation and evaluation of models is a field in itself, and is only a part of the more general quest for knowledge, as illustrated in \autoref{fig:Imperfect_Paths_to_Knowledge}%
\footnote{from the talk \emph{``Calibration, Validation and Uncertainty Quantification for Atmospheric Reentry Vehicles''} 
  by Robert D. Moser on February 9, 2010 at the Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences, The University of Texas, Austin,
  accessible online: \url{https://asc.llnl.gov/ascpihome/RMoser.pdf}}.
This section will only present a glimpse of it, mostly relevant to this research and its use of ``\td'' (in \autoref{sec:Taylor_Diagram}).

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.90\textwidth]{Moser_2010_TALK_Calibration_Validation_and_Uncertainty_Quantification_for_Atmospheric_Reentry_Vehicles}
    \caption[The Imperfect Paths to Knowledge]{
      The Imperfect Paths to Knowledge, from Moser (2010).
      Note how, in this conceptual representation, computational models are only a part of the global search for knowledge.
      From \citet{OdenPrudhomme2011}, by permission.}
    \label{fig:Imperfect_Paths_to_Knowledge}
    \end{figure}


\subsubsection{Observation as reference}

\fxnote{Phil's comment: ``but see transpose AMIP''. See his edits.}

The traditional, and still most used, way of evaluating a \GCM (or model more generally speaking) is to compare its output to observational data.
Although it implies an ``observation is truth'' paradigm, scientists usually moderate it to ``observation is our best approximate for truth''.
This subtlety especially matters when one considers climate, which requires good long-term data, or past-climate, which needs reconstructed data.
This is indeed a problem, since, if a validation criterion requires that \GCM uncertainty lies within observational uncertainty, then a model could be validated (or invalidated) on the sole basis that observations are of poor quality.\fxnote{Douw's edit: quality = precision or accuracy?}

Previous studies account for observational uncertainties \citep{Williams2003, Gleckler2008, Pincus2008}, and either assume or demonstrate that observation errors are small \emph{for the intended purpose}.
\citet{Williams2003} states that cloud satellite observation errors are likely to be small relative to inter-\GCM differences, especially for clouds that are radiatively the most active.
\citet{Gleckler2008} systematically compare two observational datasets to simulations and conclude that ``for the metrics considered [...], the impacts of uncertainties associated with a limited observational record are small when compared to the magnitude of current model errors''.
\citet{Pincus2008} also use two independent sets of observations (different instruments and sometimes epochs).
They conclude that ``that model simulations disagree with the observational record so much that observational uncertainty does not limit the ability to gauge model performance''.
Direct comparison of models and observations is hardly possible, by their very nature (partial versus total data availability, irregular versus regular space-time distribution, etc).

One way to cope with this particular difficulty is to use re-analysis.
This is when a model is forced by and relaxed to observations, or in other words, it is a model-based time-space interpolation with enforcement of physical consistency between thermodynamics and dynamics.
It stands in between observations (because forced by) and models (because ruled by).

\fxerror{Add COSP/simulator info in appendix, from Klein talk}

The model-to-satellite approach \citep{KleinJakob1999, Webb2001} makes for more meaningful comparisons (between model outputs and satellite observations).
This method consist in taking the vertical or 3D profile given by the \GCM, and (forward) computing what would be measured by a satellite.
Among others, the \mdef{COSP} \citep{Bodas-Salcedo2011} is a ``multi-instrument simulator that enables quantitative evaluation of clouds, humidity and precipitation processes in numerical models with observational satellite products by making consistent assumptions''.
One example would be to use \COSP to calculate the low cloud fraction that the CloudSat satellite would measure if observing this model location (\eg considering how high clouds would hide low clouds, or how conservative CloudSat is in its scene attribution algorithms).

This study uses all three ``data'' types: observations, re-analyses, and simulations.
More details about the data are given in \autoref{sec:Data_Sets}.


\subsubsection{How we evaluate climate projections}


Now, coming back to climate projection, one of the big challenges is to validate models against something that does not exist yet.
Or, in other words, how to know that a \GCM correctly simulating past or present climates will \emph{also} correctly simulate future climates.
Nowadays, most selections of model schemes are based on the skill with which they represent current climate \citep{Williams2003}.
Unfortunately, as shown by \citet{WilliamsWebb2009} and others, the climate change (cloud) response strongly depends on present climate (cloud) simulation.

A last, but not least, way of evaluating one specific \GCM is to compare it with other \GCMs.
Although this implies a ``consensus is truth'' paradigm that is intensely debated, this is out of the scope of this study.
However, even while measuring \GCMs against each other, one must still ask what to compare and why.

The first question asks what tools to use.
A lower (surface), upper (tropopause), or integrated (\TOA) perspective?
What variables (temperature, moisture, radiation, fluxes...) to consider?
One metric, or a combination of metrics \citep{Murphy2004, ReichlerKim2008, Gleckler2008, Pincus2008}?

The second question asks why breaking down the problem this way is relevant.
Is a geographical (pixel-per-pixel) or dynamical (\LS circulation) approach more appropriate? Is a step-function uniform $\pm 2$K \SST perturbation more pertinent than a steady \GHG atmospheric concentration increase? (see \autoref{tab:perturbations})

\begin{table}[htbp]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabular}{p{0.25\textwidth} p{0.40\textwidth} p{0.25\textwidth}}
            \toprule
            Forcing type              & Example of advantage                                        & Project or Reference \\

            \midrule
            \emph{\SST increase:}     &                                                             & \\
            \cmidrule(r){1-1}

            $\pm 2$ K uniform         & Easy to analyze, 2K is a conventional threshold             & \CMIP 1 \\
            $\pm 4$ K uniform         & Easy to analyze, 4K make changes more detectable            & \CMIP 5 \\
            El Ni\~{n}o patterned     & More realistic, easier comparisons with analogues           & \AMIP 1 \\
                     % from AMIP GCM Simulations of Precipitation Variability over the Yangtze River Valley, by CHENGHAI WANG, in 2011: 
                     % "Lau et al. (1996) showed that most AMIP I GCMs are able to predict observed tropical rainfall responses to ENSO-related SST forcing 
                     %  but have very limited skill in the extratropics."

            \midrule
            \emph{\GHG concentration:}&                                                             & \\
            \cmidrule(r){1-1}

            sudden doubling           & Faster to reach equilibrium, make changes more detectable   & \AMIP 2 \\
            steady increase           & More realistic, easier to compare former runs with new data & \CMIP 3 \\
            ``realistic'' increase    & Even more realistic, related to \GHG emissions scenarios    & \CMIP 5 \\ 

            \bottomrule
            \end{tabular}
        \caption[Examples of climate forcings]{
          Examples of climate forcings used in simulations.
          For full names (expanded acronyms) see the glossary page \pageref{glo:acronyms}.
          Numbers refer to the project's phase.
        }        
        \label{tab:perturbations}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}


Indeed, a key question, with respect to \GCM evaluation, is how sensitive the simulated climate response is to the type of perturbation.
Unfortunately there is no short answer, as this depends on the system considered or simulated (only atmosphere or whole Earth, clouds or glaciers, etc).

This study confronts its three data types for fields of different natures: surface (\eg precipitation rates from the \CMAP), level (\eg cloud fraction from the \ISCCP), or integrated (\eg \TOA net radiative fluxes from the \ISCCPFD).
Both geographical and dynamical analysis are done using \tds 
In order to compute the \td (see \autoref{sec:Taylor_Diagram}) and \histo (see \autoref{sec:2D-Histogram}) respectively.
More details about the data and analysis are given in \autoref{sec:Taylor_Diagram} and \autoref{sec:2D-Histogram}.


\subsubsection{Parametrization and tuning}


Ideally, one would want to create and run a climate model solely based on fundamental physical laws (gravity, energy conservation, phase changes to cite a few).
However this cannot be the case for two reasons.
First, some processes are not (well) understood, such as entrainment.
Second, some processes occur at time and space scales that cannot be resolved by the model (the ``sub-grid scale'' problem).\fxnote{Andreas' edit: it could be also a boundary condition problem that is not resolved, e.g. solar winds.}

Therefore, one must adjust (``tune'') a model parametrization in order to match data (\eg field campaign observations) or outputs from higher resolutions simulations (\eg \LES or \CRM).
Progressively improving both physical understanding and model resolution should gradually lead to no tuning (see \autoref{fig:Tuning_in_models_diagram}).

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{Randall_1997_fig_2}
    \caption[Diagram of the role of tuning in models]{
      A diagram illustrating the role of tuning in a model, according to the importance of the process and the degree to which it is understood. 
      From \citet{RandallWielicki1997}, adapted by permission.}
    \label{fig:Tuning_in_models_diagram}
    \end{figure}

Parametrization also has to be evaluated.
Usually this involve four steps:
choose a feature that happens in the physical world (\ENSO, north-south seasonal migrations of the \ITCZ);
develop a parametrization whose goal is to reproduce it as closely as possible;
run the \GCM and compare its outputs to expected results;
iterate this process as many times as necessary to reach a predefined agreement threshold.

This study strives to participate in this general, collaborative effort toward model and parametrization validation.
It concentrates on qualitatively comparing, in a relevant manner, cloud properties from one \GCM simulation to observations or re-analyses, and quantitatively evaluating their respective performances.
Therefore, it fits mainly in the aforementioned third step.


\section{Cloud-climate interactions}


\subsection{Complex but crucial}
\label{sec:Complex_Crucial}


Clouds are only one of the many components involved in the atmosphere, itself only one of the many components involved in the \ES.
They encompass many processes (formation, rain, radiative cooling, etc.) and inter-components interactions (aerosols through micro-physics, ocean through moisture, snow/ice through albedo, land through orography). 
%, see \autoref{fig:cloud_schematic} for two schematics.
Although cloud basic properties, effects, or interactions have been known for many decades,\fxnote{see phil's edit: (\eg albedo, thermal, and aerosol ones)} a lot more still has to be discovered to fully understand their role(s) in regulating the current and future climate.

\fxnote{Fig removed here.}
% \begin{figure}[htbp]
%     \centering
%     \subfloat[]{\includegraphics[width=0.55\textheight]{Stephens_2005_fig_3}} \\
%     \subfloat[]{\includegraphics[width=0.55\textheight]{Stevens_Feingold_2009_fig_3}}
%     \caption[Examples of cloud properties, processes, and interactions]{
%       Examples of cloud properties, processes, and interactions. Symbolic role of clouds on: 
%       (a) energy, precipitation, and \LS circulation in the atmosphere \citep{Stephens2005} 
%       (b) aerosols, radiation, and micro-physics \citep{StevensFeingold2009}.
%       \fxwarning[inline, nomargin]{Is this figure necessary, are there better schematics out there?}
%     } 
%     \label{fig:cloud_schematic}
%     \end{figure}

% \fxnote{table/figure idea : list of known cloud processes (reference using, project/exp using it...}}

Clouds are difficult to study for several reasons. To cite only a few:
\begin{itemize}
\item Water exists in three phases with very different optical and thermodynamic properties. Moreover, the transition between visually transparent vapor and visually opaque cloud occurs nearly instantaneously and is of crucial importance.
\item \GCM grid-cell size is unsuitable for cloud study: too big to represent clouds as resolved plumes and too small to contain a statistically large number of deep convective clouds (David Randall, personal communication).
\item Cloud processes are non-linear in many aspects. Cloud convection, for instance, is a metastable process (due to feedbacks such as the positive and mutual reinforcement of condensation and buoyancy).
\item Clouds are strongly coupled with their immediate and far environment (depend on it and modify it, for example through the moist adiabatic lapse rate).
\end{itemize}
%
Many efforts, usually international collaborations, exist to further explain behaviour of clouds.
They have been observed from space (see the \ERBE, the \MODIS on Terra and Aqua satellites, the CloudSat satellite, or the \glsreset{ISCCP}\ISCCP).
Clouds have also been observed from the surface, by land or ship measurements (see the \FIRE, the \ASTEX, or the \BOMEX).
Atlases were dedicated to them (see the \COADS or \citet{Warren1986} and \citet{Warren1988}).
Clouds have been numerically modelled in: 
``0''-dimension  \citep{Lilly1968},  % \citep{Schubert1979}
    1-dimension  \citep{Anthes1977}, % \citep{Schubert1979}
    2-dimensions \citep{Moeng1986}, or 
    3-dimensions \citep{Khairoutdinov2003}.
% \citep{Randall1985} ???

\glsreset{WG}
\glsreset{GCSS}

They are often studied according to some categories \citep{Randall2003a}:
boundary layer clouds (\GCSS \WG 1) (includes stratocumulus and shallow cumulus), cirrus clouds (\GCSS \WG 2), extra-tropical layer cloud systems (\GCSS \WG 3), precipitating deep convective cloud systems (\GCSS \WG 4), or polar clouds (\GCSS \WG 5).\fxnote{Andreas' edits: explain ``(key to the ice-albedo feedback)''.}

Despite all these efforts, clouds are still among the least well understood and simulated components of the \ES climate (\eg \autoref{fig:understanding_ranking} shows the uncertainty in climate forcing due to the cloud-aerosol interactions). % --- not thermodynamics or dynamic feedbacks).
Indeed, in order to correctly simulate them, clouds must be both (i) well understood (properties/processes) and (ii) well represented (parametrization) in numerical models.

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{IPCC-AR4_fig-2-20_modified}
    \caption[Anthropogenic forcings ranked by understanding]{
      Anthropogenic forcings ranked by scientific understanding. 
      Some of the numerous cloud effects are embedded in aerosol indirect effect. 
      This shows that clouds (at least one of their interactions) are among the least understood components.
      From \citep{Solomon2007}, by permission.
      \fxnote[inline, nomargin]{Ask ipcc secretariat eps versions of figs...}
    }
    \label{fig:understanding_ranking}
    \end{figure}

However, clouds were early on established as one of the key driver of climate due to their important contribution to the Earth radiation budget \citep{Houghton1990}.
Among five \GCSS classifications, low clouds are the main \CRE contributors \citep{Randall1984, Slingo1990}\fxnote{obs or GCMs?}.
This is actually why, in average, cloud net effect is to cool \citep{Harrison1990, Ramanathan1989}: because the warming net effect of high clouds is over compensated by the cooling net effect of low ones.

Clouds are also among the main sources of spread in climate sensitivity estimates, \ie of uncertainty in climate projections.
Low clouds, in particular, have been shown to have a significant responsibility in this regard \citep{BonyDufresne2005}.

% \fxnote{ccorbel -- missing PHA edit}
% \href{http://clouds.eos.ubc.ca/~phil/docs/pha_comments.pdf#tropics}{ccorbel -- ?}

% \fxnote{ccorbel -- missing PHA edit}
% \href{http://clouds.eos.ubc.ca/~phil/docs/pha_comments.pdf#location}{ccorbel -- ?}

As for climate, scientists break down clouds into as many basic components and dependencies as possible, looking for decomposition that are as orthonormal as possible (to use mathematical vocabulary).
Throughout the scientific literature, cloud studies made noticeable choices of focus.
Here are the most noticeable:
\begin{enumerate}
\item \emph{Location}.
The majority of these studies focus on the tropics for mostly three different reasons.
It can be because the 30\deg S--30\deg N tropical band represent half of the globe (tropical oceans account for 37\% and tropical land for 13\% of the Earth surface, \citet{Williams2003}).
Since the incoming solar energy\fxnote{Andreas' edits: can you simply say 'solar irradiance'?} is higher at lower latitudes, this band represent more than half of the total Earth radiative energy input.
Another reason is the slow and small variations in \SST over time and space in the tropics, in contrast with mid- or high-latitudes (higher gradients, more complex \SST-induced \LS circulation).
\fxnote{between hash 1fd29cd and cd03672 - ??? - This weak tropical temperature gradient is a major source of GCMs discrepancies citep{DufresneBony2008} and inspired the design of CGILS citep{ZhangBretherton2008}.}
This also makes the dependency of clouds on the large scale environment simpler, with most variation coming from one variable (\eg \SST).
Finally, the tropics are seen as a boundary condition for the extra-tropics, relative stationary\fxnote{Douw's edit: stationary instead of stable} over the past thousand years, therefore making it a priority.
\item \emph{Surface}.
Many cloud studies focus on the ocean, rather than land or both for simplicity, relevancy, and accuracy.
Indeed, lack of orography and an unlimited supply of moisture make it easier to specify the cloud environment.
Oceans cover approximately 71\% of the globe surface and low clouds, subject to particular attention, occur mainly over them \citep{KleinHartmann1993}.
Moreover, better retrieval of cloud properties are possible thanks to the very strong albedo contrast --- ``dark'' (\ie non-ice covered) ocean $\approx 5$\% and ``bright'' (\ie high visible reflectivity) clouds from 30\% to 90\%, \citet{Kondratyev1973}).
Finally oceans are a priority also because of the albedo contrast, which makes clouds a more powerful climate driver (unlike, for example, ice, which has about the same reflectivity if it is covered by clouds or not).
\item \emph{Remote dependency}. % \fxnote{ccorbel -- see PHA edit -- }
The sensitivity of clouds to distant or perturbation sources or to \LS influences is usually answered in focusing on the \w.
Indeed, \w can be a proxy for vertical motion, often correlated with (vertical) advection of moisture (for instance).
Thus subsiding (\eg cold, dry) air ($\w > 0$) is easily distinguished from uplifting (\eg warm, moist) air ($\w < 0$).
This is traditionally called the dynamical cloud response.
\item \emph{Local dependencies}.
The sensitivity of clouds to local perturbation sources or to atmospheric structure changes is usually called the thermodynamical cloud response (consistently with \citet{Bony2004}).
This dependency, unlike the remote one, has been explained with many different variables: \SST \citep{Bony1997}, \SST anomalies \citep{NorrisLeovy1994}, \citep{Williams2003}, dry static stability (or \LTS \citep{KleinHartmann1993}), moist static stability \citep{WeaverRamanathan1997}, \EIS \citep{WoodBretherton2006}, \CGLMSE \citep{KawaiTeixeira2010}, etc. % \fxnote{details from WeaverRamanathan1997}
\item \emph{Type of clouds}.
Cloud studies generally isolate a few types of clouds: high (convective) clouds, especially at the \ITCZ ; low (stratiform and cumuliform) clouds, especially in subsidence areas.
\item \emph{Properties}.
\CRE (\LW or \SW) is a traditional choice, because it is (i) a good proxy for cloudiness, (ii) what matters for the energy budget, and (iii) observations (or retrievals) are more straightforward.
(See also \autoref{sec:Cloud_Radiation}.)
\end{enumerate}
%
The bottom line is that (low) clouds matter, from a physical and energetic viewpoint, but are hard to study exhaustively at once (if possible at all).\fxnote{Andreas' edits:because of the infinite number of ways to look at them.}

This study looks at cloud fractions and \CRE; with two local and one remote dependencies; separately over land, ocean, and both; independently for all low clouds and all high clouds.
\fxerror{Douw's edit: ultimately, will need a more complete statement of objectives}

\subsection{Simulation and evaluation of clouds}


\glsreset{TOA}


\subsubsection{Cloud radiation variables}
\label{sec:Cloud_Radiation}

\glsreset{CRE}
\glsreset{CRF}
\glsreset{NCRE}
\glsreset{NCRF}

Because the \mdef{CRE} is a very frequently used variable while studying clouds, it is necessary to clarify some literature vocabulary.

\CRE is defined as the \TOA radiative impact of clouds on the Earth radiative budget (in \wmm) \citep{CharlockRamanathan1985, Ramanathan1989}.%\fxnote{details from Williams2003}.
It is traditionally expressed as the difference between the radiative flux for all sky and clear sky conditions (the remainder being thus the cloudy conditions contribution) or, in mathematical form:\fxnote{Douw's edit: units?}
\begin{equation}
\mathit{CRE_{cloudy} = CRE_{all} - CRE_{clear}}
\label{eq:CRE}
\end{equation}
% When \CRE was defined, more than twenty years ago, its goal was to answer what was the impact of a \emph{change of cloud cover} and was initially called the \mdef{CRF}.
% Scientists changed and started to call it \CRE when they began to study the cloud feedback and forcing (process-induced cloud response to change, \ie \emph{change of \CRE}) in order to keep the vocabulary consistent and not redundant (\eg to avoid ``change of impact following a change of cloud cover following a change in climate'').
When \CRE was initially defined, more than twenty years ago, it was called \mdef{CRF}, and its goal was to measure the radiative impact of a \emph{change of cloud cover}.
Since then, and in order to avoid confusion between cloud \emph{forcing} and cloud \emph{feedback} (which would both be shortened ``CRF''), the denomination ``\acrlong{CRF}'' has been (mostly) abandoned.
Now, and in this study, \CRE represents the radiative impact due to a change in cloud cover (while \CRF would represent the radiative impact due to cloud forcing, \eg due to aerosol-cloud interactions).
%  or, in mathematical form: 
% \begin{equation}
% \begin{split}
% \mathit{CRF} & = \Delta \mathit{CRE_{perturbation}} \\
%              & = \mathit{CRE_{after} - CRE_{before}}
% \label{eq:CRF}
% \end{split}
% \end{equation}

Another important notation is commonly used in cloud studies: the \mdef{NCRE} \citep{WilliamsWebb2009}.
In general, \CRE represents the radiative impact due to one particular type of cloud, cloud regime, wavelength band\fxnote{Andreas' edits: domain} (\LW or \SW), or any combination of them.
On the other hand, \NCRE usually represent the \CRE of all clouds over the whole radiation spectrum or, in mathematical form: 
\begin{equation}
\begin{split}
\mathit{NCRE} & = \mathit{CRE_{LW} + CRE_{SW}} \\
              & = \mathit{CRE_{low~clouds} + CRE_{middle~clouds} + CRE_{high~clouds}}
\label{eq:NCRE}
\end{split}
\end{equation}
Therefore, in this study, comparisons of present climate between observations and simulations use the variables (and notations): \NCRE and \CRE. 
% (same-period comparisons), while comparisons of climate between present (simulations or observations) and future (simulations or analogues) use \NCRF and \CRF (different-period comparisons).
A final word on forcing and feedback, people usually call an impact:
\begin{itemize}
\item a ``feedback'' when, \emph{within the time span considered}, the impact produced by the change in clouds following the initial perturbation \emph{does} affect the perturbation itself; % and 
\item a ``forcing''  when, \emph{within the time span considered}, the impact produced by the change in clouds following the initial perturbation \emph{does not} affect the perturbation itself.
\end{itemize}
%
For example, changes in surface temperature, at the decadal time scale, are considered as a (cloud) feedback, 
whereas      changes in \CCNs,               at the daily   time scale, are considered as a (cloud) forcing.

% \fxnote[footnote, nomargin]{table idea : list of forcing/feedback and their cutoff time for switching category}


\subsubsection{Cloud properties and predictors}


One does not study clouds but cloud \emph{properties}.
To do so, the first step is to pick one property, either intrinsic such as the amount (``cloudiness'') or the \reff, or environment dependent such as radiative fluxes (\CRE) (see \autoref{tab:properties})
The second step is to pick one physical quantity (\eg \SST, \LTS, \LWP), estimate and characterize how the chosen cloud property depends upon this variable (or predictor).
The third step is to explain on a physics level, why the dependency, if any, behaves this way (\eg linear, cubic, exponential; one or more regimes; weak or robust correlation).

% \fxnote[footnote, nomargin]{table idea : list of predictor or ``physical quantity'' (reference using, project/exp using it...). Not here, see the one about page 8.}

\begin{table}[htbp]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabular}{l l l}%|l}
            \toprule
            \multicolumn{3}{c}{Cloud Properties} \\ % & Reference(s) \\

            \midrule
            \OD  & \CT  & \CTT  \\ % & ...? \\ 
            \CC  & \CWP & \CTH  \\ % & ...? \\ 
            \CIP & \CF  & \CTP  \\ % & ...? \\ 

            \bottomrule
            \end{tabular}
        \caption[Examples of cloud properties]{
          Non-exhaustive list of cloud properties commonly used in cloud studies and satellite retrievals.
          \fxwarning[inline, nomargin]{fill that cloud properties table, reference really necessary?}
        }
        \label{tab:properties}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

In many studies, clouds are reduced to their cloud properties.
For example, \citet{Bony1997} explains that many observational studies (such as \citet{GrahamBarnett1987} or \citet{Waliser1993}) uses \OLR as proxy for convective cloudiness, and \citet{WeaverRamanathan1997} explain that the cloud \glsreset{SW}\SW radiative effect ($\mathit{CRE_{SW}}$) is a measure of cloudiness.
Some studies justify their choices of cloud properties and variables \citep{Cess1990, Pincus2008, Gleckler2008}, while others simply pick them.

A predictor would be ideal for good reasons, or in other words, for understood physical reasons.
Ultimately, that is why scientists want to characterize dependency between cloud properties and some physical quantity: to understand cloud behavior and physics.
The ideal predictor (or proxy) for clouds would be ``one size fits all'', that means:
\begin{itemize}
\item for all cloud properties --- presence (yes/no), amount (0--100\%), etc.
\item independent of the time scale (hourly to centennial)
\item independent of the space scale and location (local to global on the one hand, tropics to pole on the other hand)
\item independent of the cloud type (low to high, stratiform to convective, liquid to ice, clean to polluted)
\item constrained by physics --- not merely a statistical fit.
\end{itemize}
%
One reason to look for a predictor independent of the space scale could be that regional definitions are somewhat arbitrary and depend highly on study location.
\citet{KleinHartmann1993} use tropical, subtropical, mid-latitude, and polar regions, while \citet{WilliamsWebb2009} use tropical, ice-free extra-tropical, and ice-snow covered regions.
\citet{WilliamsTselioudis2007} define tropics as the 20\deg S--20\deg N band, while \citet{Williams2003} defines tropics as the 30\deg S--30\deg N band.
Finally almost all studies focus on clouds over the ocean, very few on clouds over land.

In \GCMs, clouds (actually cloud properties) are simulated based on their relationships with selected predictors.
Having a proxy independent of cloud type would mean faster/easier computation, and a more fair treatment of the different cloud types.
This is, unfortunately, not yet the case, as \citet{WilliamsWebb2009} show that, according to their metrics, no reviewed model simulates correctly and consistently all cloud regimes.

In this study, and in particular in \autoref{sec:qualitative_analysis} (``\nameref{sec:qualitative_analysis}''), I focus on one cloud \emph{property} (cloud fraction or amount) that is assumed a good proxy for clouds in a more general sense.
I use two \emph{predictors} (atmospheric stability and \LS circulation), where two \emph{proxies} (\LTS and \EIS) represent the former, and one \emph{proxy} (\w) represents the latter.
Details about how location, time scale, and cloud type affect the cloud properties-predictors relationships is further discussed in \autoref{sec:qualitative_analysis}.


\subsubsection{Known problems in clouds simulation}
\fxerror{MUST COME BACK TO THIS (cross ref)....}

As previously demonstrated, clouds, and in particular low ones, are crucial in climate projections and their uncertainties.
Not only do they matter from a (radiative) energy perspective, but they are also known to be difficult to represent in models (see \autoref{fig:cloud_feedback_uncertainty}).
Some of the most known and problematic features of cloud simulation by \GCMs are:
\begin{enumerate}
\item a lack of \sc, relative to observations \citep{Williams2003} \label{item:lack}
\item the \sc regime and the transition regime (between \st and \sc) are too reflective in models, probably because of an excessive \gls{tau} according to \citet{WilliamsWebb2009} \label{item:reflect}
\item clouds are the main cause of climate projection spread between \GCMs.
In other words, the discrepancy in simulated global annual mean temperature responses to a change in external forcing is mostly due to the radiative response from clouds \citep{SeniorMitchell1993, Webb2006, SodenHeld2006, Ringer2006, Cash2007} \label{item:proj}
\item low clouds are the main contributors to the spread of climate sensitivity between \GCMs \citep{BonyDufresne2005} \label{item:sensi}
\item the magnitude, and even the sign, of the cloud radiative feedback changes, for uniform 2 K SST perturbation \citep{Cess1989, Cess1990}.
This result is robust regardless of the type of perturbation, and may come from physical processes affecting the cloud radiative feedback \citep{Williams2001, Senior1999} \label{item:feed}
\item low clouds are a major source of \CRF spread between models.
Comparing \GCMs outputs (between models as well as between equilibrium and 2 times \COtwo runs\fxnote{with a mixed layer slab ocean...?}), \citet{WilliamsWebb2009} show that 65\% of \CRF variance comes from low cloud regimes (47\% from the \sc regime and 18\% from the transition regime).
However, their results are dominated or led by mostly one model. \label{item:CRF}
\end{enumerate}

\begin{landscape}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \subfloat[Radiative feedback estimates. 
              The bars are the uncertainties. 
              Labels are:
              ``WV'': water vapor, 
              ``C'': cloud, 
              ``A'': aerosol, 
              ``LR'': lapse rate, 
              ``WV+LR'': both water vapor and lapse rate, 
              ``All'': all feedbacks together.
              (\citet{Solomon2007}, by permission)
             ]{\includegraphics[width=0.51\linewidth]{IPCC-AR4_fig-8-14}} \hfill
    \subfloat[Contribution to the total global variance in change of ``NCRF'' 
              (actually NCRE in this thesis notation) from each cloud regime.
              (\citet{WilliamsWebb2009}, \copyright~British Crown Copyright 2012, the Met Office, UK; by permission)
             ]{\includegraphics[width=0.47\linewidth]{Williams_Webb_2009_fig_6_CROPPED2}}
    \caption[Cloud radiative feedback uncertainties]{\glsreset{NCRF}\glsreset{NCRE}
      These two figures show that 
      (a) the cloud (``C'') feedback uncertainty is the largest and 
      (b) the low clouds are the main contributors to the total global mean variance in the change of \NCRE.\fxwarning{NCRE or NCRF, see phil edit and paper}
      This shows how clouds and especially low clouds are important to narrow down climate sensitivity estimates.
    }
    \label{fig:cloud_feedback_uncertainty}
    \end{figure}
\end{landscape}

The Canadian \GCM has both successes and difficulties when simulating (low) clouds.
Indeed, on the one hand, it performs well according to some metrics \citep{WilliamsWebb2009} and gets correct \TOA radiation fluxes, 
while,  on the other hand, it gets some cloud properties incorrect, \eg smaller cloud fraction and thicker clouds than observed \citep{Cole2011}.
Finally, its sensitivity in shallow cumulus regime is an outlier relative to other climate centers' models (Philip Austin personal communication).
Although this disagreement does not prove a problem, it incites to be even more careful when considering this \GCM output.

Two special notes should be made concerning relative importance: the first one about low clouds within clouds and the second one about clouds within the climate system.
Low clouds are the main \NCRE contributor, due partly to their geographical extent and their strong cooling effect (estimated to approximately 15 \wmm by \citet{Hartmann1992}).
Consequently, the \NCRE is a cooling of the atmosphere that is significant in the Earth radiation total balance \citep{ManabeStrickler1964, ManabeWetherald1967}.
Therefore, in addition to the scientific interest --- key contributor to the Earth radiation budget, itself a key driver of the climate --- clouds, with even a small change in the Earth cloud cover (just few percents), might completely offset a climatic perturbation as significant as a doubling of \COtwo (or several \wmm) \citep{Ramanathan1995}, whether ``naturally'' occurring or geo-engineered.

This study, by comparing the output of the latest Canadian climate model to re-analyses and observations (using a model-to-satellite approach) will further assess known problems (\ref{item:lack}) and (\ref{item:reflect}) for one particular \GCM.
It will also suggest a way to contribute to the next generation of the \CFMIP, \ie (\ref{item:proj}), (\ref{item:sensi}), (\ref{item:feed}), and (\ref{item:CRF}) (if its methods were used to look at $\pm 4$K uniform \SST perturbation).
\fxerror{Douw's edit: ultimately, will need a more complete statement of objectives}

% \fxnote{Look comment in source code here}
% \begin{comment}

% As already said in section \ref{sec:Complex_Crucial}, simulation, observation, or and evaluation are hard:
% \begin{itemize}
% \item layer (overlap) problem (example multi-layer of cumulus seen as thinner and more extensive, case study in one specific regime \citep{WilliamsTselioudis2007} (details from WilliamsWebb2009))
% \item metric eval : the fewer var in a metric, the more likely compensating error \citep{Webb2001} (details from WilliamsWebb2009)), the more var in a metric the harder to use just observations.
% \end{itemize}

% \end{comment}


\subsubsection{Techniques recently used in cloud studies}


Over the past decade, two techniques have increasingly been used to study specific cloud types in more detail.
Permanent increase in computational power and storage capacities is likely to explain, to some extent, this trend.
'Breaking down' clouds has recently been done in two ways:
\begin{enumerate}
\item compositing:
manually define regimes after some criteria (location, temperature, \LS dynamics...), then treat (\eg average) all data associated with one regime \citep{Bony1997, Tselioudis2000, NorrisWeaver2001, RingerAllan2004, Bony2004, Williams2006}.
Two arguments against this technique are: (i) the subjectivity of the (arbitrary) choice, and (ii) the risk of mis-allocation because of indistinguishable features for the criteria.
\item clustering:
objectively define regimes using (iterative) algorithms, then either study the transitions between them \citep{Khouider2010}, or perform conventional compositing based on these regimes \citep{JakobTselioudis2003, Gordon2005, WilliamsTselioudis2007}.
This technique has the advantage that it produces regimes that are, in some way, (statistically) optimal and objective.
However these regime definitions are traditionally still specific to one dataset, and not (physically) optimal.
That is why \citet{WilliamsWebb2009} suggest to use (i) a more objective methodology by using one ``reference'' dataset (in their case \ISCCP) to define cloud regimes that will be used by all the other datasets, and (ii) a more tolerant assignment system, to make allocation more physical (by adding some ``distance'' between regimes in the program).
\end{enumerate}
%
\fxnote[footnote, nomargin]{table idea : list cloud type or regime + some info about them (low, thick...)}
%
A major advantage of compositing (after clustering or not) is to study both cloud regime properties and occurrences.
Note that, although cloud regimes aim at unequivocally identifying cloud types, they are not perfect and mismatches happen.
Hopefully this happens, most of the time, only in an insignificant or irrelevant manner .

Compositing, sometimes called conditional sampling, allows a deeper understanding of individual cloud regimes (for example by looking at average vertical profiles). 
This is especially useful because the cloud response, \emph{as a whole}, to a change in environmental conditions is very sensitive to the type of perturbation (uniform increase in \SST, \ENSO-patterned increase in \SST, steady increase in \GHG concentration, sudden doubling in \COtwo...).
However, one cloud type could be very sensitive to one type of perturbation and not to others.
For example, \citet{Williams2003} shows that low cloud response is mostly dependent on the local \SST anomalies if over tropical oceans, and should be mostly dependent on the regional \SST gradients if over mid- or high-latitude oceans.\newline % so no links over page number (UBC FoGS requirement)
\citet{LindzenNigam1987} and \citet{Bony1997} also demonstrated that one cloud property (cloudiness) and one predictor (\LS circulation) are influenced by the spatial distribution of \SST.
These results emphasized the cloud response dependency on the type of (climate) perturbation, which usually means a lower or biased sensitivity to uniform \SST perturbation experiments.

This study uses a visualization tool (\histo, \autoref{sec:2D-Histogram}) to subjectively identify cloud regimes.
Then compositing is realized to further study and confirm the nature of the defined regimes (vertical profile and back-mapping).
\fxerror{Douw's edit: ultimately, will need a more complete statement of objectives}

% \fxnote{Look comment in source code here}

% \begin{comment}

% \section{Overview}

% Why Canadian climate model?
% \begin{itemize}
% \item because Canada you idiot :)
% \item because both 
%     \begin{itemize}
%     \item does well for cloud regimes (according to metrics defined in \citet{WilliamsWebb2009} page 154)

%     \item does bad  for climate sensitivity (PHIL's perso communication)
%     \end{itemize}
% (cloud being a big driver of climate sensi, it is kind of contradictory here...)
% \end{itemize}

% \end{comment}


\section{Research objectives}
\label{sec:research_objectives_first_half}

\fxnote[inline, nomargin]{for a paper, PERIOD SHOULD BE MUST BE integer number of YEARS.}
\fxerror[inline, nomargin]{time overlaps have to be put earlier in the thesis (datasets).}

I present here the research questions that this thesis elaborates (in this chapter) and addresses (in chapters \ref{sec:variability_between_datasets}, \ref{sec:two_generations}, and \ref{sec:qualitative_analysis}).
Other research questions are developed in the next chapter (\ref{sec:Stability_Dynamics_Clouds}, ``\nameref{sec:Stability_Dynamics_Clouds}'') and summarized at its end (\autoref{sec:research_objectives_second_half}).

The goal is to improve climate projections by models as well as our understanding of the climate system.
Considering the previous section, it appears, in particular, that:
\begin{itemize}
\item \GCM uncertainty is a significant contributor to climate projection uncertainty;
\item model (low) cloud representations are significant contributors to \GCMs spread in climate projections (and climate sensitivity estimates);
\item clouds are one of the key (physical) components driving the climate; and 
\item \GCMs need to be evaluated (or validated) in face of observations.
\end{itemize}
%
That is why, this study compares (low) cloud parametrizations from a \GCM~--- the \gcmfour~--- and its predecessor --- the \gcmthree~--- relative to observations (and re-analyses).

It uses two methods: 
a geographical (or local) point-by-point comparison (``\td'') and 
a conditional (or dynamical) regime-by-regime analysis (``\histo'').
Analysis evaluates: 
(i)  several datasets  respective performances at simulating (low) clouds, and
(ii) several variables respective performances at predicting (low) clouds properties.

\subsubsection{Research objective 1:} How meaningful is a comparison between \gcmthree and \gcmfour, relative to observations (or re-analyses)? (\ie relevance of analysis.)

\subsubsection{Research objective 2:} How well does \gcmfour's simulated (low) cloud field agree with observational data? (\ie model evaluation relative to the ``reference''.)

\subsubsection{Research objective 3:} How well \gcmfour reproduces (low) cloud regimes? (\ie realism of simulated clouds.)

\subsubsection{Research objective 4:} Does \gcmfour perform better than \gcmthree when simulating (low) clouds? (\ie model and parametrization improvements.)

\subsubsection{Research objective 5:} How much does \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} (low) cloud field improve relative to its raw output? (\ie model-to-satellite approach benefits.)


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\MakeSurePageStyleEmptyForWhitePage
\chapter{Stability, dynamics, and clouds}
\label{sec:Stability_Dynamics_Clouds}
% \miniTocLofLot % not used because of UBC FoGS
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\begin{quotation}
\emph{
In theory there is no difference between theory and practice. \\
But in practice, there is.}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
Johannes Lambertus Adriana van de Snepscheut \\
(1953--1994 ; Computer scientist and educator)
\end{flushright}
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\begin{quotation}
\emph{
Le travail n'\'{e}pouvante que les \^{a}mes faibles. \\
(Work terrifies only the weak.)
}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
Louis XIV (1638--1715 ; King of France and Navarre, \\
longest-reigning king in European history)
\end{flushright}
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\section{From dependency to compositing}


This section aims at putting into perspective the compositing technique by looking at its rationale.
It provides the background information necessary to understand how a \histos (\autoref{sec:2D-Histogram}) are computed and why they are relevant visualization tools.


\subsection{Using statistical fits}


``Influenced by'', ``correlated with'', ``controlled by'', ``dependent on'', ``affected by'', or ``impacted by'' are phrases frequently used in order to express a particular relationship, ideally physically meaningful, between two quantities.

It is important to note that dependency is first of all a fact, usually an observed one.
It is neither an explanation, nor a cause, nor a consequence in itself (as noted by \citet{KleinHartmann1993} and \citet{WeaverRamanathan1997}).
Only people can make logical or physical sense out of this fact by fitting it into a story called theory.
(In modelling, such factual relationships or statistical fits are frequently used and called parametrizations).
Nowadays the limits are less and less about finding the dependency --- as computers, machine learning, and data mining makes the search increasingly easier --- and more and more about the capability of scientists to ask good questions, and then formulate good explanations.

\fxerror{see Phil's edits}

Dependency is used, for example, by \citet{WeaverRamanathan1997} to \emph{explain} a particular cloud behavior while looking at plots of \LW \CRF as a function of \w (``A plausible interpretation of Fig. 9 in the most general sense is [...]''). % (slope = convective, plateau = low)
It is also used, for example, by \citet{Miller1997} to \emph{predict} a particular cloud behavior --- a warmer world would have a higher \LTS, thus would have more low clouds (because of the noticeable impact of \LTS on low cloud amount), thus damping the initial warming.


\subsection{Using more than one variable}


More and more variables have progressively been used when looking at correlations (or co-relations).
For low cloud fractions, 
only one variable (\eg \SST in \citet{Hanson1991}) was used to explain the observations, 
then two variables (\eg \SST and \w in \citet{Bony1997} or \citet{NorrisWeaver2001}) were used to explain more completely the observations.
The need for more than one variable was felt decades ago (at least as early as \citet{RamanathanCollins1991}).
An example is that, for a given \LS vertical circulation, the \emph{type} of cloud formed is significantly determined by the static stability, a proxy used for (low) clouds \citep{CottonAnthes1989, KleinHartmann1993, WallaceHobbs2006}.
Another example comes from \citet{HallbergInamdar1993} and \citet{Weaver1994}, who showed that their \SGE  (\ie when the increase in clear-sky atmospheric greenhouse effect with tropical \SST is greater than the corresponding increase in surface emission, featuring a local runaway situation) could not be understood solely with thermodynamical feedbacks (they suspected large-scale dynamical processes to be involved).
And again, but more recently, once two variables were discovered to be insufficient, then three variables were used.
For instance \citet{Williams2003} broke down the variation in cloudiness ($\Delta \mathit{CLD}$) into three main components (\SST, \SST anomaly, and \LS circulation) : $\Delta \mathit{CLD} = \Delta \mathit{CLD_{SST}} + \Delta \mathit{CLD_{SST~anom}} + \Delta \mathit{CLD_{\w} + others}$.

However, doubling the number of dependencies that one looks at does not necessarily double the quality or explanatory value of the answer.
Ideally, two (or more) quantities can be largely independent (orthogonal input).
Indeed, many \w values are possible for a given \SST \citep{Bony1997}.
Nevertheless, more often than not, these variables are \emph{not} independent:
\begin{itemize}
\item local \SST and \LS circulation --- a warmer ocean surface creates deeper convection \citep{RamanathanCollins1991},
%(\citep{RamanathanCollins1991} cloudiness and GHE relation with \SST depend also on \LS circulation (details from Bony1997))
\item (remote) \SST gradient and \LS circulation --- a strong temperature difference can create a circulation, like a sea breeze \citep{LindzenNigam1987, Lau1994}, 
% (\citep{LindzenNigam1987, Lau1994} (details from Bony1997))
\item local \SST and (remote) \SST gradient --- an increase in \SST can lead to an increase in the \SST gradient \citep{Ramanathan1994}. % (details from Bony1997))
\end{itemize}


\subsection{Choosing for compositing}


Compositing (also sometimes called ``conditional sampling'') is the technique of grouping together or ordering data based on one (or more) variables in order to study it with a new perspective.
For clouds, compositing can be used (with classification) in order to compute mean properties of a cloud type (\eg \sc or \st).
To give a more concrete example, if one has a model output of both daily temperature and precipitation rates over a 2.5\deg\xspace by 2.5\deg\xspace grid, then computing the \PDFs of temperature from pixels whose precipitation rates lie in given intervals would be compositing.

Figure \ref{fig:compositing_cre_lw_as_fct_w500_bony_style} gives an example of compositing $\mathit{CRE_{LW}}$ in different \LS circulation regimes defined by \w~--- using data from the \gcmfour (in \ref{fig:MY_cre_lw_as_fct_w500}) and comparing to \citet{Bony2004} data (in \ref{fig:Bony_2004_fig_2_b}).

As we saw, many variables were reported to influence clouds and their properties (a list is given in \autoref{tab:Variables_Dependencies}).
Therefore, with the profusion of available data and the ever increasing power of data analysis tools, the major difficulty is now more to decide what to study and less how to study it.
The next two sections --- ``\nameref{sec:First_Dimension_Stability}'' (\ref{sec:First_Dimension_Stability}) and ``\nameref{sec:Second_Dimension_Dynamics}'' (\ref{sec:Second_Dimension_Dynamics}) --- justify the predictor choices of this study and give more details about the designated proxies.

\glsreset{LTS}
\glsreset{EIS}

\begin{table}[htbp]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabular}{l c}
            \toprule
            Meteorological factors        & Correlations \\

            \midrule
            Sensible heat flux            &   Low \\
            Latent heat flux              &   Low \\ 
            10-m wind speed               &   Low \\
            Relative humidity at 1000 hPa &   Low \\

            \midrule
            Relative humidity at 850 hPa  &   High \\
            2-m temperature               &   High \\
            \LTS                          &   High \\
            \EIS                          &   High \\

            \bottomrule
            \end{tabular}
        \caption[Examples of cloud dependencies]{\glsreset{LWP}\glsreset{PDF}
          Non-exhaustive list of variables and their correlations to cloud properties (cloud amount, homogeneity, skewness, and kurtosis of \LWP \PDFs), 
          as reviewed by \citet{KawaiTeixeira2010} 
          (``low correlations'': correlations of 0.31 or less; ``high correlations'': correlations of more than 0.31). % \fxnote[inline, nomargin]{Douw's edit: surface fluxes?}
        }
        % \fxnote{see table 1 page 8 of published version of Kawai and Teixeirai 201? for a list of correlated predictors/proxies}
        \label{tab:Variables_Dependencies}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

% \usepackage{afterpage}
\begin{landscape}
  \begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \subfloat[CanAM-4.1]{\label{fig:MY_cre_lw_as_fct_w500}\includegraphics[width=0.45\linewidth]{MY_cre_lw_as_fct_w500}} \hfill
    \subfloat[Bony et al. (2004)]{\label{fig:Bony_2004_fig_2_b}\includegraphics[width=0.53\linewidth]{Bony_2004_fig_2_b}}
    \caption[A compositing example: mean $\mathit{CRE_{LW}}$ sorted by $\omega_{850}$]{%
      \glsreset{ERBE}\glsreset{CEBAF}\glsreset{LW}\glsreset{CRF}\glsreset{CRE}\glsreset{omega_five}\glsreset{gcm4.1}\glsreset{eraInterim}
      % \glsunset{ERBE}\glsunset{CEBAF}\glsunset{LW}\glsunset{CRF}\glsunset{CRE}\glsunset{omega_five}\glsunset{gcm4.1}\glsunset{eraInterim}
      A compositing example from (a) the \gcmfour and (b) \citet{Bony2004} (by permission).
      Conditional (a) \gcmfour and (b) \ERBE-derived \LW \CRE (called ``\CRF'' in \citet{Bony2004}) as functions of the \w (\ie \LS circulation).
      Average (thick lines) and standard deviation (lighter red in (a), vertical bars in (b)) show the \w-$\mathit{CRE_{LW}}$ relationship.
      Results are similar when data are from the \eraInterim or the \CEBAF.
      Note that the negative sign (``$-$'') is missing on the \lhs of the x-axis in (b).
    }
    \label{fig:compositing_cre_lw_as_fct_w500_bony_style}
  \end{figure}
\end{landscape}     

\section{First dimension : stability}
\label{sec:First_Dimension_Stability}


\glsreset{OD}
\glsreset{MBL}
\glsreset{SST}
\glsreset{NCRE}
\glsreset{CGLMSE}
\glsreset{equivalent_potential_temperature}


\subsection{Overview} %Sea Surface Temperature}


This section focuses on the thermodynamic dependence of clouds.
The variables described here are related (more or less closely) to the stability of the atmospheric column.
Here I review in details only two proxies, \LTS and \EIS, thus leaving many others unexplored, such as the \CAPE or the \CGLMSE (developed in \citet{KawaiTeixeira2010}).

%Clouds are mostly made of air with liquid water or ice.
Clouds are suspensions of liquid water or ice particles in air.
Therefore it is natural that people who first tried to understand them started by looking at temperature (which controls cloud buoyancy and condensation of water vapor).
However, both because it is much easier to measure temperature at the ground level than in clouds (a pragmatic reason), and because the surface is a boundary condition for the whole overlying air column (a physical reason), (sea) surface temperature is used.
In addition, because (low) clouds predominate found over the ocean, the convention is to use the \mdef{SST} as a proxy for the stability dependency.

Many cloud studies base their analysis on \SST.
For instance, \citet{Bony1997} explains that \SST is good choice even on a monthly basis because local variations, within the tropics, are small at this time scale.
Which is a good thing since many data products are available as monthly values, \ie monthly means of daily means, such data from \ERBE or the \ISCCP.
But this is also a limitation since \SST-based analyses are therefore of limited quality outside the tropics.

Vertical profiles of temperature interpolated on to models grid were then available\fxnote{phil's comment: when?}, first thanks to case studies\fxnote{phil's comment: such as?}, often based on field campaigns, then from model or re-analysis of global observations.
This gave researchers the opportunity to study the relationship between clouds and the vertical (temperature) structure, rather than with merely its lower boundary value.
For example, \citet{WeaverRamanathan1997} use the difference of \gls{equivalent_potential_temperature} as a measure of moist static stability: $\Delta \theta_e = \Delta \theta_e^{500-1000} = \theta_e^{500~\hPa} - \theta_e^{1000~\hPa}$. % (closely related to the dry static stability or \LTS)
Although they acknowledge its value is somewhat dominated by the temperature inversion, which frequently exists in \MBLs, they show that (i) $\Delta \theta_e$ is correlated with \SW \CRF but not with \LW \CRF, and that (ii) it is anti-correlated with cumulus amount while correlated with \st amount (no value given by the authors but a visual estimate would be approximately 3\% per K in $\Delta \theta_e$).
% $\Delta \theta_e$ correlated to \st amount (no value given but eyball a 3\% per K in $\Delta \theta_e$ and anti-correlated with cumulus amount (not eye-balled, harder, less corr)

Finally, \SST is not always the main driver of clouds and cloud properties.\fxnote{phil's comment: why?}
\citet{Williams2003} shows that a greater part of the variance in cloud amounts is explained by \SST anomalies rather than \SST alone.
Despite the limits of this particular result, which arise from one study over the tropics based on only one model, this clearly demonstrates that a better proxy for the stability predictor is needed.
The next two sections detail each one.


\subsection{Lower tropospheric stability (LTS)}


\glsreset{LTS}


\subsubsection{Definition}


The \mdef{LTS} is one way of measuring how stable the lower part of the atmosphere is.
It was invented and used from a \MBL perspective.
\LTS is formally defined by \cite{KleinHartmann1993} as:
\begin{equation}
\mathit{LTS} = \theta_{700} - \theta_{\surf}
\label{eq:LTS}
\end{equation}
with $\theta_{700}$ and $\theta_{\surf}$ the potential temperatures of the air at the 700 hPa level and at the surface respectively.

Depending on the studies, the last term ($\theta_{\surf}$) is sometimes replaced by the \SST (only over ocean), the surface air temperature ($T_{\surf}$), the 2-metre air temperature ($T_{\twom}$), or the air temperature at the 1000 hPa level ($T_{1000~\hPa}$) (in particular over land for the last three).
Since this choice is usually not explicitly justified, I can only guess that this is driven by data (un)availability.
In my computations, I used primarily  $\theta_{\surf}$.
Where $\theta_{\surf}$ was unavailable or impossible to compute, I used $\theta_{\twom}$, or $\theta_{1000~\hPa}$ if necessary.

\subsubsection{Justifications}


\citet{KleinHartmann1993} justify the choice of the 700 hPa level because the inversion (or ``trade-inversion''), which typically caps \MBLs, usually lies under the 750 hPa level \citep{Neiburger1961, Riehl1951, VonFicker1936a, VonFicker1936b}. % (details from KleinHartmann1993).

They expect \LTS to be richer (in terms of information) than one surface temperature or one upper level temperature because: 
(i) $T_{700}$ (and thus $\theta_{700}$) has a wider range than $T_{\surf}$ (and thus $\theta_{\surf}$), and 
(ii) $T_{700}$ anomalies are not correlated with $T_{\surf}$ anomalies (see \autoref{fig:Tsurf_T700_anom_decorr}).\fxnote{phil's comment: why?, free troposphere, decorrelation from surface...?}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{Tsurf_T700_anom_decorr}
    \caption[Lack of correlation between $T_{\surf}$ and $T_{700}$ anomalies]{
      \glsreset{era40}\glsreset{eraInterim}\glsreset{gcm3}\glsreset{gcm4.1}
      %\glsunset{era40}\glsunset{eraInterim}\glsunset{gcm3}\glsunset{gcm4.1}
      Comparison and correlation between the anomalies (relative to the climatological monthly mean) of $T_{\surf}$ and $T_{700}$.
      Visibly, $T_{\surf}$ and $T_{700}$ anomalies are not correlated (\ie very poorly, here \acrshort{corr}$ < 30\%$).
      Data are (10,000 randomly selected points) from the \gcmthree, for January 1990 to January 2000, over the ocean, from the tropics (30\deg S--30\deg N).
      Figures with data from the \eraforty, the \eraInterim, or the \gcmfour are all similar (not shown).
    }
    \label{fig:Tsurf_T700_anom_decorr}
    \end{figure}


The authors focus on one specific type of low cloud, namely \st, that they define as cloud with a top below the 680 hPa level and an \OD greater than 3.55 (corresponding to an albedo approximately greater than 30\%) because \st cloud amount is, in the subtropical regions, the main driver of \NCRE ($-1~\wmm/$ per $\%$ of \st cloud fraction).
This finding is consistent with \citep{Hartmann1992} who found a $-0.63~\wmm/\%$ relationship for all low cloud types. % (details from KleinHartmann1993)).


\subsubsection{Findings and limits}


The key finding of \citet{KleinHartmann1993} is a striking correlation between \LTS and \st cloud amount, across large space and time scales (as shown in \autoref{fig:Klein_Hartmann_1993_fig_13}).
They found that an increase of one degree in \LTS leads to an increase in \st cloud amount of 4\% to 6\% by (respectively) comparing two decades of data or by comparing ten \st-prone areas.
In addition to these two estimates, two others, inferred from other studies (though lacking upper air temperature records), confirmed a slope of +5\% ($\pm$1\%) in \st amount per degree in \LTS.\fxnote{phil's comment: cite?}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{Klein_Hartmann_1993_fig_13}
    \caption[Scatter-plot: stratus cloud amount versus stability]{\glsreset{LTS}
      Stratus cloud amount vs. stability: 
      Scatter-plot of seasonally averaged \sc cloud amount with seasonally averaged \LTS for several oceanic low cloud regions. 
      Labels are the regions described in \autoref{fig:Klein_Hartmann_10_stratus_regions}.
      From \citet{KleinHartmann1993}, by permission.
    }
    \label{fig:Klein_Hartmann_1993_fig_13}
    \end{figure}

\citet{KleinHartmann1993} are well aware that the sudden and significant increase (``jump'') in \gls{potential_temperature} at the inversion is one of the two main contributors of \LTS and has a role in cloud formation (for a detailed discussion of how the inversion participate in cloud formation, see \citet{KleinHartmann1993} or \citet{Stull1988}).
Despite these and the robust correlation between \LTS and \st cloud amount, they warn against any unjustified conclusion of causality between the inversion strength and the amount (or fraction) of \st (\emph{association is not causation}).
In other words, they know the importance of the inversion on both cloud existence and \LTS; they demonstrate a correlation between cloud quantity and \LTS; but they cannot unambiguously infer a causal relation between inversion strength and cloud quantity.

This direct \LTS-low cloud relationship was used (as a parametrization) in 
\GCMs,
\GCMs studies \citep{Slingo1987, RaschKristjansson1998, Miller1997, Larson1999}, % (details from WoodBretherton2006))
climate sensitivity studies \citep{Larson1999}, % (details from WoodBretherton2006)
and Miller's thermostat hypothesis \citep{Miller1997}. % (details from WoodBretherton2006) 
However, the implementation of this relationship yielded a (too) strong negative feedback of \NCRE on surface temperatures \citep{KleinHartmann1993, WoodBretherton2006}.
Although out of the scope of this study, a crucial question would be: ``will this relationship hold in a (different) future climate?''.

\vfill

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    %\includegraphics[trim= 5mm 0mm 0mm 0mm, width=0.99\textwidth]{Klein_Hartmann_10_stratus_regions} % trim = l b r t
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{Klein_Hartmann_10_stratus_regions_CROPPED} % [ccorbel@swift outline]$ pdfcrop ../images/Klein_Hartmann_10_stratus_regions.pdf ../images/Klein_Hartmann_10_stratus_regions_CROPPED.pdf
    \caption[The ``10 stratus regions'']{
      The ``10 stratus regions'', as first described and studied by \citet{KleinHartmann1993}.
      These are the regions named in \autoref{fig:Klein_Hartmann_1993_fig_13}.
      The region ``China'' is the only one over land.
      Note that (at least) the region ``Arctic'' is mostly over ice (and not open water).
      All regions but ``China'', ``Australian'', and ``Circumpolar Ocean'' are northern summer (maximum) stratus regions
      (\ie ``North Atlantic'', ``North Pacific'', ``Peruvian'', ``Namibian'', ``Canarian'', ``Californian'', and ``Arctic'').
    }
    \label{fig:Klein_Hartmann_10_stratus_regions}
    \end{figure}

\vfill


\clearpage
\subsection{Estimated inversion strength (EIS)}


\glsreset{DL}
\glsreset{FT}
\glsreset{LCL}
\glsreset{PBL}
\glsreset{SML}
\glsreset{MBL}
\glsreset{EIS}
\glsreset{potential_temperature}
\glsreset{inversion_strength}


\subsubsection{Idealization, approximations and justifications}


The \mdef{EIS}, like \LTS, is one way of measuring how stable the lower part of the atmosphere is.
But unlike \LTS, it focuses on the inversion and its associated jump in \gls{potential_temperature}.
\EIS was also invented and used from a \MBL perspective.

\citet{WoodBretherton2006}, following \citet{Albrecht1979}, \citet{BettsRidgway1988}, and \citet{Park2004}, modelled the troposphere using three layers (or four levels), from surface (land or ocean) to top (700 hPa level): \SML, \DL, and \FT, separated by the \LCL and the (temperature) inversion (see \autoref{fig:IdealMBL1}).
This idealized troposphere is then used to define the \mdef{inversion_strength} as the potential temperature difference between the \DL top and the \FT bottom (\ie the inversion level).
Note that only the \SML and \DL belong to the \PBL (\ie \MBL when over the ocean).

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{Wood_Bretherton_2006_fig_1}
    \caption[Idealized temperature profile of the lower troposphere]{\glsreset{potential_temperature}
      Idealized \gls{potential_temperature} vertical profile of lower-tropospheric structure during periods of undisturbed flow 
      --- for instance a moderate tropospheric subsidence typically conducive to the formation of extensive low clouds. 
      From \citet{WoodBretherton2006}, adapted by permission.}
    \label{fig:IdealMBL1}
    \end{figure}

In this section (and thesis), 
$\Delta \theta$ refers to the actual (or observed) jump in \glsfirst{potential_temperature} at the inversion, 
while      \EIS refers to its estimate (or approximation) when using \citet{WoodBretherton2006} model and equation.

Assuming a constant lapse rate (or linear profile) for the potential temperature in each of the three layers, \citet{WoodBretherton2006} estimate the \glsreset{inversion_strength}\gls{inversion_strength} as:
\begin{equation}
\Delta \theta = (\theta_{700} - \theta_{\surf}) - \Gamma^{FT} \cdot (z_{700} - z_{\inv}) - \Gamma^{DL} \cdot (z_{\inv} - z_{LCL})
\label{eq:EIS_before_approx}
\end{equation}
with 
$\Gamma^{FT}$ and $\Gamma^{DL}$ the lapse rates of \DL and \FT respectively (in \Km); 
$z_{LCL}$, $z_{\inv}$, and $z_{700}$ the altitude (in metre) of the \LCL, the inversion, and the 700 hPa level respectively.
Recognizing that (i) the first two terms on the right hand side are \LTS, and (ii) the other terms are not constant, one can see that $\Delta \theta$ will differ from \LTS.

\citet{WoodBretherton2006} argue that the \FT lapse rate is very close to a moist adiabat in the tropics \citep{Sobel2001, StoneCarlson1979}, in the subtropics, and in the mid-latitudes \citep{Schneider2007}.
That is why they approximate $\Gamma^{FT}$ by $\Gamma^{FT}_{moist}$, and more precisely by the moist adiabatic lapse rate at the 700 hPa level ($\Gamma^{700}_{moist}$).

In addition, they argue that the \DL lapse rate ranges from zero for a shallow \PBL to moist adiabatic for a deeper \PBL \citep{Albrecht1995, Park2004, WoodBretherton2004}.
From \autoref{eq:EIS_before_approx}, the shallower the \PBL, the smaller $(z_{\inv} - z_{LCL})$, thus the smaller the error due to the approximation of $\Gamma^{DL}$ would be (and conversely).
Hence, approximating $\Gamma^{DL}$ by $\Gamma^{DL}_{moist}$ is sound, both physically (it happens) and analytically (it is the limiting behaviour).
Also, since the \DL is both colder and shallower than the \FT, its contribution in estimating \gls{inversion_strength} will be smaller.
That is why the authors approximate $\Gamma^{DL}$ by $\Gamma^{DL}_{moist}$, and more precisely by the moist adiabatic lapse rate at the \LCL ($\Gamma^{LCL}_{moist}$).

After two other approximations --- exponential (or single scale) atmosphere and $\Gamma_{moist}^{850} \approx \Gamma_{moist}^{700} \approx \Gamma_{moist}^{DL}$ --- \EIS is formally defined by \citet{WoodBretherton2006} as:
\begin{equation}
\mathit{EIS = LTS} - \Gamma^{850~\hPa}_{moist} \cdot (z_{700} - z_{LCL})
\label{eq:EIS}
\end{equation}
with $\mathit{LTS}$ the \glsreset{LTS}\LTS and $\Gamma^{850~\hPa}_{moist}$ the moist adiabatic lapse rate at the 850 hPa level.


\subsubsection{Validation, findings and limits}


\glsreset{inversion_strength}

In order to evaluate (or validate) that \EIS is actually a good estimate of the \gls{inversion_strength}, \citet{WoodBretherton2006} test these two quantities in periods or regions dominated by low cloud conditions using observational data from \citet{Albrecht1995}, \citet{Bretherton2004}, \citet{Klein1997}, and \citet{Norris1998} --- see \autoref{fig:EIS_and_actual_inversion_strength}.

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{Wood_Bretherton_2006_fig_5}
    \caption[Relationship between EIS and the inversion strength]{\glsreset{EIS}\glsreset{inversion_strength}
      Relationship between the mean \EIS and the mean \gls{inversion_strength}.
      Data are from several field studies and show a very good agreement, demonstrating that \EIS is a good estimate for the actual \gls{inversion_strength}. 
      Next to the data points are shown mean surface air temperatures ($T_{\surf}$, in K).
      From \citet{WoodBretherton2006}, by permission.
    }
    \label{fig:EIS_and_actual_inversion_strength}
    \end{figure}

The key finding of this study is a strong and robust correlation between \EIS and low cloud fraction (all types, not just \st like \LTS from \citet{KleinHartmann1993}).
They found that an increase of one degree in \EIS leads to an increase in low cloud fraction of 6\% ($\pm$1\%).
\EIS by itself explains over 80\% of the regional and seasonal variance in low cloud amount.

This result challenges Miller's thermostat hypothesis, which is based on the \LTS-cloud amount relation and which predicts a strong climate-low cloud negative feedback.
Indeed, if the troposphere warms, \LTS will increase (even more because of the wider range of $T_{700}$), then low cloud amount will increase, which will dampen (or reduce) the initial warming.
However, a new Miller's thermostat hypothesis, based on the \EIS-cloud amount relation, would predict a much weaker (negative) feedback.
In this case, as the troposphere warms, \EIS would not increase as much as \LTS, thus low cloud amount would not increase as much either, and the initial warming would not be dampened (or reduced) so much.

% \fxnote{CGLMSE (Corrected Gap of Low-level Moist Static Energy) ignored. Commented in source code here}

% \subsection{Corrected Gap of Low-level Moist Static Energy}

% \glsreset{CGLMSE}
% \mdef{CGLMSE}
% \citep{KawaiTeixeira2010}

% \fxwarning{Test fatal.}
% test reference to equation \ref{eq:LTS} in order to check.


\subsection{Conclusions about both LTS and EIS}


Unlike \LTS, which is a bulk measure of the stability of the lower part of the atmosphere, \emph{as a whole}, \EIS is a \emph{local} measure of the stability and stratification of the lower part of the atmosphere.

Thirteen years after \citet{KleinHartmann1993}, the role of the inversion that caps the planetary (or marine) boundary layer in cloud formation is better known (in particular as a moisture trap) but far from completely understood.
\citet{WoodBretherton2006} assumed that, among \LTS contributors, the inversion strength would be the only or most important with respect to cloud formation (presence) \emph{and} amount (quantity).

\glsreset{FT}
\glsreset{inversion_strength}

\LTS and \EIS are significantly correlated (as shown in \autoref{eq:EIS}, \citet{WoodBretherton2006}, or \autoref{fig:scatter_LTS_versus_EIS}).
However, the correlation seems to depend to a great extent on the region.
Two important points while comparing \LTS and \EIS are: 
\begin{enumerate}
\item the two main contributors to \LTS are the \gls{inversion_strength} and the \FT part ($\Gamma^{FT} \cdot (z_{700} - z_{\inv})$); and 
\item the \FT part is strongly temperature dependent (since the moist adiabat that it typically follows is temperature dependent).
\end{enumerate}
%
Therefore \LTS and \EIS are related, but not identical.
In particular, for a constant \LTS, the colder the troposphere, the larger \EIS. 
Conversely for a constant \EIS, the warmer the troposphere, the larger \LTS. 
Or, in other words, the larger the temperature, the smaller the relative contribution of the inversion to \LTS (see \autoref{fig:LTS_EIS_cold_warm}).
That is why, if one assumes that \gls{inversion_strength}\fxnote{Phil's comment: at cloud top?} is a better predictor of low cloud amount (ideally for physically good and understood reasons), one would expect \EIS to be a better proxy.
\fxwarning{Douw's edit: tricky question!}

According to \citet{WoodBretherton2006}, although \LTS and \st cloud amount are strongly correlated across time and space scales, the relationship (slightly) changes between the tropics, subtropics, and mid-latitudes.
On the other hand, the correlation between \EIS and low cloud amount is independent of the time and place of study.

Although it can be quite surprising, it is nevertheless very convenient that a metric using only two temperatures (at the surface and the 700 hPa level), such as \LTS, can predict so well the presence and amount of \st cloud.
This seems to make \emph{\LTS a robust (hence privileged) \st cloud amount proxy}.

On the other hand, \EIS, unlike \LTS, requires more than just temperatures at two levels. 
It also requires a measure of the moisture content (dew point temperature, mixing ratio, relative or specific humidity).
Although \EIS was shown to be a much better predictor for low cloud amount, it also has higher requirements in terms of data input availability and quality.
This seems to make \emph{\EIS a better but less robust low cloud fraction proxy}.

This study looks both at \LTS and \EIS, but focuses more on \LTS than on \EIS.
As the results show, qualitative conclusions mostly either do not change depending on the variable (\autoref{sec:LTS_versus_EIS}) or are in favor of \EIS (\autoref{sec:storm_track}).

\begin{landscape}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \subfloat[LTS-EIS scatter plot]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{scatter_absolute_LTS_versus_EIS}}
    \hfill
    \subfloat[LTS anomaly-EIS anomaly scatter plot]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{scatter_anomaly_LTS_versus_EIS}}
    \caption[LTS-EIS scatter plot (and anomalies)]{
      \glsreset{LTS}\glsreset{EIS}\glsreset{era40}\glsreset{eraInterim}\glsreset{gcm3}\glsreset{gcm4.1}
      %\glsunset{LTS}\glsunset{EIS}\glsunset{era40}\glsunset{eraInterim}\glsunset{gcm3}\glsunset{gcm4.1}
      Comparison and correlation between the \LTS and the \EIS.
      Visibly, \LTS and \EIS are well correlated, as well as their anomalies (relative to the climatological monthly mean).
      Data are (10,000 randomly selected points) from 
      (a) the \eraInterim and 
      (b) the \gcmfour, 
      for January 1990 to January 2000, over the ocean, from the tropics (30\deg S--30\deg N).
      Figures with data from the \eraforty or the \gcmthree are all similar (not shown).
    }
    \label{fig:scatter_LTS_versus_EIS}
    \end{figure}
\end{landscape}

% \newgeometry{top=20mm, bottom=20mm, left=20mm, right=20mm}
% \thispagestyle{plain}
\begin{landscape}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \subfloat[Cold]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{Wood_Bretherton_2006_fig_1_COLD}}
    \hfill
    \subfloat[Warm]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{Wood_Bretherton_2006_fig_1_WARM}}
    \caption[LTS-EIS relationship for colder or warmer atmosphere]{\glsreset{LTS}\glsreset{EIS}\glsreset{potential_temperature} 
      Idealized \gls{potential_temperature} vertical profile of lower-tropospheric structure during periods of undisturbed flow for (a) colder and (b) warmer atmospheres. 
      This illustrates that the larger the temperature, the smaller the relative contribution of the \EIS to the \LTS. 
      After \citet{WoodBretherton2006}.}
    \label{fig:LTS_EIS_cold_warm}
    \end{figure}
\end{landscape}
% \restoregeometry % also restore the spacing declared in the preamble
% \bodytextspacing

\section{Second dimension: dynamics}
\label{sec:Second_Dimension_Dynamics}


\subsection{Overview}


This section focuses on the dynamical dependency of clouds.
The variable described here is closely related to the dynamics of the atmospheric column.
Interestingly, and unlike stability, dynamics is almost exclusively represented by only one variable ($\omega_{500}$, see next section).

Clouds ``float'' in the air, at various altitudes, and can sometimes rise and deepen before your eyes within minutes or hours.
It is thus by a simple logical association that one could think of the coupling between the air vertical motion and the presence of clouds.

Many studies have tried to correlate \LS (vertical) circulation with clouds and their properties, either as a self-sufficient explanation or as a complement for another predictor, such as \SST \citep{RamanathanCollins1991, Fu1992, HallbergInamdar1993, HartmannMichelsen1993, Weaver1994}. % (details from Bony1997)
One example of a variable used as a proxy for vertical motion (of water vapor) is given by \citet{Prabhakara1979} and \citet{Stephens1990}, who used $\frac{W-\overline{W}}{\overline{W}}$ (with $W$ the monthly precipitable water and $\overline{W}$ its value expected according to the \SST). % (details from Bony1997) % Starting with the viewpoint that there is no rain without clouds


\subsection{Vertical velocity at the 500 hPa level ($\omega_{500}$)}


%\glsreset{}
\glsreset{FT}
\glsreset{omega_five}
\glsreset{omega_seven}
\glsreset{omega_eight}


As already said, the \mdef{omega_five} is by far the most used proxy for the dynamics predictor in cloud studies.
This section both justifies the choice of this quantity and reviews some insights about its correlation with clouds.

The reader must note that \w is a \emph{pressure velocity}, therefore rising means \w negative (``uplift'', ``ascending'') and sinking means \w positive (`` subsidence'', ``descending'').
It is usually expressed in either \hPaday or \Pas.

Examples of \w distributions are given in Figure \ref{fig:Bony_Omega_PDF} (page \pageref{fig:Bony_Omega_PDF}) and in Figure \ref{fig:w500_PDFs_for_quali_analysis} (page \pageref{fig:w500_PDFs_for_quali_analysis}).
As visible in these figures, and considering that an \w value of $50 ~ \hPaday$ is of the order of $1 ~ \cms$, 
note how the vast majority of the data points (or pixels) belongs to vertical motion at low or moderate speed.
Also, note that subsidence ($\w > 0$) tend be typically slower (\ie smaller $|\w|$) than uplift ($\w < 0$) (\ie larger $|\w|$).

% import numpy as np

% ps2hpd  = (60*60*24)/100. # convert from Pa/s to hPa/day
% Rd   =  287.04            # Specific gas constant of dry air (J/kg/K)
% p0   =    1.e5            # reference pressure for potential temperature (Pa)
% g0   =    9.80616         # m/s^2
% Tsurf=  285.0             # K

% w500 = 50. # hPa/day
% print w500, 'hPa/day'

% w500 = 1. * w500 / ps2hpd # Pa/s
% print w500, 'Pa/s'

% w500_plus  = Rd * Tsurf / g0 * np.log(p0/(500. * 100 + w500))
% w500_none  = Rd * Tsurf / g0 * np.log(p0/(500. * 100       ))
% w500_minus = Rd * Tsurf / g0 * np.log(p0/(500. * 100 - w500))

% w500_diff = 1./2 * (w500_minus - w500_plus)

% print w500_diff, 'm/s'
% print w500_diff*36., 'km/h'

\citet{Bony1997}, among the first, explains, before using it, that \w is a good proxy for the \LS circulation in the tropics.
They look at \w more as a complement variable when \SST is not enough, probably because \w is not an entirely new, separate dimension, but rather a function of \SST.

A key finding is that, at least in \emph{re-analysis} data, \w is demonstrated to be good enough on both a daily and monthly bases (for the study purposes).
This last point is important since it directly relates to the type of data used in this thesis (re-analysis and monthly).

By conducting their analysis with both \w and the \mdef{omega_eight}, \citet{WeaverRamanathan1997} report that they are both very strongly correlated, and that results are not sensitive to this choice.\fxerror{add figure, table, or proofs}
This study's datasets also have very well correlated \w and \acrshort{omega_eight} (or \acrshort{omega_seven}), as shown in \autoref{fig:w500_versus_w700_versus_w850}, and results do not depend on using \acrshort{omega_eight} or \acrshort{omega_seven} rather than \w (not shown).

In addition to this, they show that \w is a good proxy for rising motion both on a daily and monthly basis, even more particularly through the \FT.
Furthermore, two distinct \w regimes are identified for \LW \CRF and \SW \CRF (upward motion for convective clouds, downward motion for stratiform clouds)
The authors point out extremely important facts about\fxnote{the non-linearity of?} \w:
\begin{enumerate}
\item strong uplift and subsidence often occur in geographically close places, at least on a short time scale, therefore space and time averaging (if any) matters a lot.
\item because cloud-\w coupling may not be linear --- and in fact has been shown to be non-linear for some variables and time scales --- (extreme) variations do not necessarily average out. In other words, for an \w with a constant mean value, a change in its standard deviation $\sigma_{\w}$ can lead to a change in the cloud property.  % if var(\w) alone increase, integral of \SW \CRF or \LW \CRF over time will change too.
\item relevant to this thesis, monthly mean \w magnitude is demonstrated to be much smaller than daily mean \w magnitude, precisely because, in the average process, the extremes get averaged out.
\end{enumerate}
%
\fxnote{Phil's edit: Relate w500 to radiative cooling (Betts Ridgeway 1987, Zhang Bretherton 2008)}
%
Following the warning of \citet{WeaverRamanathan1997}, \citet{Williams2003} assume, as I do, a linear response of low cloud to \w (so that extremes average out and their net\fxnote{final?} effects cancel out too) on the ground that they ignore how well monthly mean \w values represent daily mean \w values.
\citet{Williams2003} compute two composites: one based on values (\SST and \w) and one based on climatological anomalies ($\mathit{SST_{anomalies}}$ and $\mathit{\w_{anomalies}}$). 
Not knowing if a positive \w anomaly means an increased descent or a reduced ascent is a noticeable analysis drawback.
Nonetheless, some useful information comes from this anomaly analysis (see next section).

% Aquaplanets, Climate Sensitivity, and Low Clouds by Brian Medeiros and Bjorn Stevens in 2008
% (intro) Observed vertical structure of tropical oceanic clouds sorted in large-scale regimes by Hui Su, Jonathan H. Jiang, and Deborah G. Vane in 2008

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{Bony_2004_fig_2_a}
    \caption[Distribution of the vertical velocity at the 500 hPa level ($\omega_{500}$)]{\glsreset{omega_five}\glsreset{PDF}\glsreset{lhs}
      The \PDF of \w in the tropics (30\deg S--30\deg N) derived from meteorological reanalyses. 
      Remark that the negative sign (``$-$'') is missing on the \lhs of the x-axis. 
      To compare with other \w distributions, see Figure \ref{fig:w500_PDFs_for_quali_analysis} (page \pageref{fig:w500_PDFs_for_quali_analysis}).
      From \citet{Bony2004}, by permission.
    }
    \label{fig:Bony_Omega_PDF}
    \end{figure}

\begin{landscape}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \subfloat[$\omega_{500}$-$\omega_{700}$ scatter plot]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{scatter_w500_versus_w700}}
    \hfill
    \subfloat[$\omega_{500}$-$\omega_{850}$ composite histogram]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{composite_w500_versus_w850}}
    \caption[$\omega_{500}$ versus $\omega_{700}$ and $\omega_{850}$]{
      \glsreset{omega_five}\glsreset{era40}\glsreset{eraInterim}\glsreset{gcm3}\glsreset{gcm4.1}
      %\glsunset{omega_five}\glsunset{era40}\glsunset{eraInterim}\glsunset{gcm3}\glsunset{gcm4.1}
      Comparison and correlation between the \w, \acrshort{omega_seven}, and \acrshort{omega_eight}.
      Visibly, \w is very well correlated with \acrshort{omega_seven} (as well as with \acrshort{omega_eight}), 
      thus making the choice of \w over \acrshort{omega_seven} or \acrshort{omega_eight} impact-less on the conclusions.
      Data are from (a) the \eraforty and (b) the \gcmthree, for January 1990 to January 2000, over the ocean, from the tropics (30\deg S--30\deg N).
      Figures with data from the \eraInterim or the \gcmfour are all similar (not shown).
    }
    \label{fig:w500_versus_w700_versus_w850}
    \end{figure}
\end{landscape}

\section{A stability-dynamics basis for cloud regimes}
\label{sec:Conclusions_stability_dynamics_basis_cloud_regimes}


\glsreset{SGE}

% \citet{WoodBretherton2006}
% \citet{KleinHartmann1993}
% \citet{WoodBretherton2006}

Borrowing from the mathematical vocabulary, and as said earlier in this thesis, being able to break down the study of cloud using predictors, or dimensions, as orthogonal as possible maximizes the information gained while analyzing, \ie increases the explanatory value of an experiment.

I chose the two predictors: stability and dynamics because: 
(i)  both are strongly related to clouds and cloud properties,
(ii) both are commonly used, thus making comparisons with other studies easier, and 
(iii) they are the two with the best trade-off between independence and explanatory value.
This last point is of crucial importance to a simple, straightforward analysis.
That is why, in this section, I give a quick overview of how independent the proxies I chose are (\LTS and \EIS for stability; \w for dynamics).

\citet{Bony1997} illustrate the relation between \SST and \LS vertical motion (in the tropics), and in particular how \SGE episodes need both variables to meet specific conditions to arise.
They also investigate the tropical \SST-\CRF relation, and show that it has three distinct regimes, directly related to the three regimes of the relation \SST-\w.

Using anomaly analysis, \citet{WeaverRamanathan1997} show that when their two dimensions ($\Delta \theta_e$ and \w) vary in opposite directions, the correlation with cloudiness (\CRF) is greatly reduced, if not canceled or negative.
This result was part of a more general reflection about the relative importance of each variable and how they interact.

While focusing on the great dependency of clouds on \SST anomalies, \citet{Williams2003} affirm that \SST anomalies and patterns create, or at least contribute to, the \LS circulation, for example through surface temperature gradients.
They explain that the cloudiness dependency is affected by the location: its main driver is the \SST anomaly in the tropics but the \SST in the mid-latitudes.
However, their unusual and changing definition of \SST anomaly complicates comparisons of their results with other studies.
Consistent with \citet{Bony1997}, their results show that high clouds are more correlated with \w whereas low clouds are more correlated with \SST anomalies (both results mainly true for thicker clouds).

The point of this section was simply to warn the reader of the apparent simplicity and linearity of the analysis.
It does not mean there is no benefit to it.
It simply means that caution must be taken while visualizing the \histos (see \autoref{sec:2D-Histogram}) as a basis decomposition.


\section{Research objectives}
\label{sec:research_objectives_second_half}

I present here the research questions that this thesis elaborates (in this chapter) and addresses (in chapters \ref{sec:variability_between_datasets}, \ref{sec:two_generations}, and \ref{sec:qualitative_analysis}).
Other research questions have been developed in the previous chapter (\ref{sec:Clouds_Climate}, ``\nameref{sec:Clouds_Climate}'') and summarized at its end (\autoref{sec:research_objectives_first_half}).

The goal is to improve climate simulation by models.
Considering the previous section, it appears, in particular, that:
\begin{itemize}
\item factual (or statistical) relationships between multiple physical quantities exists and are not always proof of causality;
\item in some cases, such links are conveniently used in models (as parametrization);
\item compositing (or conditioning) helps to find and identify such co-relations;
\item stability and \LS circulation are well known predictors for (low) clouds;
\item \LTS and \EIS (stability) as well as \w (\LS circulation) have already been shown to be effective proxies; and
\item unless proven to be (analytically) exact, a simple linear approximation, however convenient, is never sufficient.
\end{itemize}
%
That is why, this study compares \histos (as described in \autoref{sec:2D-Histogram}) for cloud related variables, based on \LTS, \EIS, and \w~--- between \GCMs and observations (or re-analyses).

\subsubsection{Research objective 6:} How meaningful is a stability and \LS circulation compositing comparison between observations and simulations (or re-analyses)? (\ie relevance of analysis.)

\subsubsection{Research objective 7:} How predictable are (low) clouds with respect to \LTS, \EIS, and \w? (\ie observed global validity of statistical fits.)

\subsubsection{Research objective 8:} How well do \GCMs (or re-analyses) reproduce the predictability of (low) clouds by \LTS, \EIS, and \w? (\ie realism of simulated clouds.) 


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
\MakeSurePageStyleEmptyForWhitePage
\chapter{Data and methods}
\label{sec:Data_Methods}
% \miniTocLofLot % not used because of UBC FoGS
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\begin{flushright}
\begin{quotation}
\emph{
Luck is what happens when opportunity meets preparation.
}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
Seneca (5 BC -- 65 AD ; Roman dramatist, philosopher, and politician)
\end{flushright}

\vfill

\begin{flushright}
\begin{quotation}
\emph{
La chance ne sourit qu'aux esprits bien pr\'{e}par\'{e}s. \\
(Luck smiles only on well prepared minds.)
}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
after Louis Pasteur (1822--1895 ; Biologiste et chimiste fran\c{c}ais)
\end{flushright}

\vfill
\vfill
\clearpage

\glsresetall


\section{Data sets}
\label{sec:Data_Sets}


This section presents the data used in this study, with its origins, characteristics, and post-processings (such as interpolation on a new grid or file conversion).
It also explains what my intentions were when I chose each of these data sets (comparison, validation, etc.)


\subsection{Characteristics overview}


As stated in this thesis title, my goal was to look at correlations between the atmospheric stability, dynamics, and cloud properties in observations, re-analyses, and models.
Therefore, I needed each of these fields (stability, dynamics, clouds) for each of these source types (observations, re-analyses, models).
Moreover, to increase the results' robustness and significance, and also because it was an exploratory process, I tried as much as possible to use data from at least two sources.
They were not always independent, but they would always bring additional information (\eg a comparison between an older and a newer version of a model shows how model changes impact performances).

\autoref{tab:summary_data_sets} summarizes while \autoref{tab:data_sets} (in \autoref{sec:datasets_details}, page \pageref{sec:datasets_details}) lists and details all datasets that are used plus some that could be (to complete or extend this research).
Additional information (\ie not in \autoref{tab:data_sets}) for each of these datasets is given in the next sections.
The datasets are classified in three main types:
\glsunsetall
\begin{enumerate}
\item observational data (\ISCCP and \MODIS for clouds, \GPCP for precipitation, \CEBAF for radiation)
\item re-analysis output (\eraforty and \eraInterim)
\item model output (\gcmthree and \gcmfour)
\end{enumerate}
% \glsresetall
\fxnote{What about CERES ISCCP-D2like, MISR and GPCC and PINCUS (=/home/datatmp/climate\_data/ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov?)???}
%
Note that there is an incomplete (time) overlap, thus some comparisons and plots in this thesis do not involve all the datasets but only some at a time.
As \autoref{fig:all_time_overlaps} illustrates it, \gcmthree and \gcmfour can be compared (\ie simulations' epochs overlap) only when one observational dataset is available for clouds or radiative fluxes (\ie \ISCCP).
This may be problem since an estimate of the variability between simulation and observation would not have any meaning without an estimate of the variability between observations.

That is why, \autoref{sec:variability_between_datasets} first demonstrates the relevance of the ``reference'' choice in comparing several observational datasets with re-analyses and model outputs (time overlap shown in \autoref{fig:time_overlaps_PRESENT}).
Then \gcmfour is actually (quantitatively) compared to multiple observations in \autoref{sec:variability_between_datasets} and to \gcmthree in \autoref{sec:two_generations} (time overlap shown in \autoref{fig:time_overlaps_PAST}).
Finally, possible reasons for discrepancies are (qualitatively) examined in \autoref{sec:qualitative_analysis}, such as differences in stability, dynamics, precipitations, or cloud regimes.
% Finally, results limitations or potential problems are detailed in \autoref{sec:assumptions_and_limitations}.

\glsreset{netCDF}

All data used in this thesis are monthly data, \ie monthly means of daily means, that were downloaded in or converted to the \netCDF format%
\footnote{More information on this file format can be found here \url{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NetCDF} or here \url{http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/}.}.

\glsunsetall
\begin{table}[htbp]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabular}{l l c c c}
            \toprule
            Nature & & \multicolumn{3}{c}{Data sets} \\
            \midrule

            \multirow{ 7 }{*}{Observation}
              & & \emph{Clouds} & \emph{Precipitation} & \emph{Radiation} \\
            \cmidrule(l){3-5} 
              & \multirow{ 2 }{*}{Used}
                & \ISCCP        & \GPCP                & \CERES           \\
              & & \MODIS        & \CMAP                & \ISCCPFD         \\
            \cmidrule(l){2-5} 
              & \multirow{ 4 }{*}{Available}
                & \MISR              & \TRMM           & \ERBE \\
              & & CloudSat           &                 &       \\
              & & \CERES \ISCCP-like &                 &       \\
              & & \PARASOL           &                 &       \\

            \midrule

            \multirow{ 4 }{*}{Re-analysis}
              & \multirow{ 2 }{*}{Used}
                & \multicolumn{3}{c}{\eraforty}   \\
              & & \multicolumn{3}{c}{\eraInterim} \\
            \cmidrule(l){2-5} 
              & \multirow{ 3 }{*}{Available}
                & \multicolumn{3}{c}{\gls{NCEP/NCAR}}          \\
              & & \multicolumn{3}{c}{\gls{JRA-25}}             \\
              & & \multicolumn{3}{c}{\NASA's \gls{MERRA}} \\

            \midrule

            \multirow{ 4 }{*}{Models}
              & \multirow{ 2 }{*}{Used}
                & \multicolumn{3}{c}{\CCCma \gcmthree} \\
              & & \multicolumn{3}{c}{\CCCma \gcmfour}  \\
            \cmidrule(l){2-5} 
              & \multirow{ 2 }{*}{Available}
                & \multicolumn{3}{c}{Any model or center that submitted}       \\
              & & \multicolumn{3}{c}{simulation outputs for \AMIP or \CFMIP} \\

            \bottomrule
            \end{tabular}
        \caption[Summary of datasets used or available]{
          Summary of datasets used or available. 
          Available sets are given as examples and are \emph{not} an exhaustive list of alternatives or complements. 
          For full names (expanded acronyms) see the glossary page \pageref{glo:acronyms}.}
        \label{tab:summary_data_sets}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}
\glsresetall

% Time overlaps
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{Time_coverage_for_all_data_sets}
    \caption[Time coverage for all datasets]{\glsreset{gcm3}\glsreset{gcm4.1}
      Time coverage for all datasets used in this study.
      One can see that two periods are particularly interesting:
      in the 2000's when many datasets are available on one hand,
      in the 1980's and 1990's when both the \gcmthree and the \gcmfour are available on the other hand.
      See Figures \ref{fig:time_overlaps_PAST} and \ref{fig:time_overlaps_PRESENT} for detailed overlaps 
      (pages \pageref{fig:time_overlaps_PAST} and \pageref{fig:time_overlaps_PRESENT}).
    }
    \label{fig:all_time_overlaps}
    \end{figure}


\clearpage

\subsection{Regridding process}


In order to compute the \td (see \autoref{sec:Taylor_Diagram}) and \histo (see \autoref{sec:2D-Histogram}) of several datasets, the chosen variable must be recorded on the same grid (or array).
However, as \autoref{tab:data_sets} shows, my datasets were initially saved on various grids (2.5\deg $\times$ 2.5\deg, 1.5\deg $\times$ 1.5\deg, 1.0\deg $\times$ 1.0\deg, with different center reference, etc.)

Therefore, it was necessary to regrid them all to one ``reference'' grid.
For practical purpose, the \CCCma grid used in \gcmthree and \gcmfour simulations was chosen to be the reference.

My regridding process is a simple (statistical) bilinear interpolation from one rectilinear grid to another (with also a nearest-neighbor interpolation in order not to mask neighbors of missing data)%
\footnote{Library and method used, see: \url{http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/basemap/doc/html/api/basemap_api.html##mpl_toolkits.basemap.interp}}.
This particular regridding process sufficiently preserves the mean, the standard deviation ($\sigma$), and even the shape of the \PDF, as shown in \autoref{fig:gpcp_regridding_PDF_comparison} for precipitation from \GPCP.
Preservation of the distribution and main statistical moments is of similar quality for other regridded fields (not shown).

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{gpcp_regridding_PDF_comparison_less_than_10}
    \caption[Sensitivity of distribution to interpolation]{\glsreset{PDF}\glsreset{GPCP}\glsreset{CCCma}
      Sensitivity of the \PDF to the interpolation (\ie regridding). 
      This example is for precipitation rate from the \GPCP when interpolated to several grids, including the ``reference'' grid (\CCCma grid used in \gcmfour simulation). 
      The blue line (``Raw data (GPCP)'') is the observational, non interpolated, data. 
      Distributions (and their statistical moments such as means and standard deviations) are very similar.
      Averages are identical within less than 3\% of relative difference. % and range from 2.17 to 2.23 \mmday.
    }
    \label{fig:gpcp_regridding_PDF_comparison}
    \end{figure}

All necessary datasets (\ISCCP, \GPCP, \eraforty...) have also been interpolated by \CCCma to their own grid with their own method, which was the practical reason aforementioned to focus on this particular grid.
% \fxwarning{Wait for answer from Dr. Viatcheslav (Slava) Kharin to add details here}
% \textcolor{red}{\textbf{IT KIND OF PRESERVES THE MEAN...}}\footnote{I'm waiting for an answer from CCCma, but as shown in this section, it's not gonna matter to the end results} \fxwarning{to edit here...}

These two different regridding processes were tested and compared.\fxnote{Could compare more datasets here...}
\autoref{tab:regridding_comparison_ME_CCCma} reveals that fields are not sensitive to the use of one interpolation scheme over the other.
Thus, results shown in this thesis are based indifferently on the datasets regridded using either my bilinear interpolation or the \CCCma mean-conservative interpolation scheme.

\begin{table}[htbp]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabular}{l c r r r r}
            \toprule
            Variable                                 & Interpolation & Mean  & \multicolumn{1}{c}{Rel. diff.} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{Std $\sigma$} & \multicolumn{1}{c}{Rel. diff.} \\
            \midrule
            \multirow{2}{*}{Low cloud (\%)}          & Bilinear      & 25.83 & \multirow{2}{*}{0.04 \%}       & 14.21                            & \multirow{2}{*}{0.14 \%}       \\
                                                     & \CCCma        & 25.84 &                                & 14.19                            &                                \\
            \midrule
            \multirow{2}{*}{High cloud  (\%)}        & Bilinear      & 22.88 & \multirow{2}{*}{0.09 \%}       & 15.05                            & \multirow{2}{*}{0.33 \%}       \\
                                                     & \CCCma        & 22.90 &                                & 15.10                            &                                \\
            \midrule                                                
            \multirow{2}{*}{Precipitation (\mmday)}  & Bilinear      &  2.89 & \multirow{2}{*}{0.34 \%}       &  2.81                            & \multirow{2}{*}{0.00 \%}       \\
                                                     & \CCCma        &  2.90 &                                &  2.81                            &                                \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabular}
        \caption[Sensitivity of mean and standard deviation to interpolation]{\glsreset{ISCCP}\glsreset{GPCP}\glsreset{CCCma}
          Sensitivity of the mean and standard deviation to the interpolation scheme. 
          High and low cloud fractions are from the \ISCCP. 
          Precipitation rates are from the \GPCP. 
          The same datasets are interpolated to the same grid --- \gcmfour from the \CCCma~--- using either a simple bilinear scheme, or the \CCCma scheme. 
          Values are taken for the 60\deg S--60\deg N band, from July 1983 to December 2007, for both land and ocean. 
          ``Std'' stands for standard deviation and ``Rel. diff.'' stands for relative difference, computed as $\dfrac{100 \cdot |a-b|}{\frac{a + b}{2}}$ and expressed in percent.}
        \label{tab:regridding_comparison_ME_CCCma}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

To summarize, neither the interpolation scheme (\autoref{tab:regridding_comparison_ME_CCCma}) nor the ``reference'' grid choice (\autoref{fig:gpcp_regridding_PDF_comparison}) matter to the distribution and main statistical moments of the fields used in this study.

% \fxnote{Look comment in source code here (section: Decorrelation length)}
% \subsubsection{Decorrelation length}
% isccp, modis
% era40, eraInterim
% cosp-clisccp

% clisccp = SUM (but good reasons)
% cl      = SUM => crazy  results
% cl      = MAX => better results



\subsection{Cloud fields}
\label{sec:clouds_fields_description}

\fxnote{low clouds = SUM for clisccp (no double counting) but = MAX for cl (decorrelation length (tests?))}

\subsubsection{ISCCP and MODIS} are two independent satellite datasets for clouds and cloud properties.
Using both gives a feel (at worst) or an estimate (at best) of observational uncertainty for the satellite cloud property dataset.

Both instruments share similarities: they are passive nadir-viewing, have 1 km$^{2}$ pixel sizes at nadir, and have difficulties detecting thin clouds.
However, post-processing of measurements are handled in varying ways, in particular for these hard-to-see thin clouds \citep{Williams2003}.
\ISCCP has a more liberal approach and categorizes as ``thin cirrus'' any detected clouds with an \gls{tau} lower than its detection limit, believed to be between 0.1 over ocean and 0.3 over land \citep{RossowSchiffer1999}.
On the other hand, \MODIS has a more conservative approach and discards any detected clouds with an indeterminable \gls{tau}.

That is why many studies, and in particular this one, ignore clouds with $\tau < 0.3$ when computing cloud fractions.
This allows a better comparison between studies as well as between \MODIS and \ISCCP.


\subsubsection{``Daytime only'' data} or ``sun-lit-only'' data were used in this study, for three reasons.
First, using two spectral domains --- \VIS and \IR --- ensures a greater accuracy or quality.
Second, much of the spread in \CRE and \CRF among \GCMs is in the \SW \citep{BonyDufresne2005, Williams2006}.
Third, the simulator that computes \ISCCP-like values for \CCCma \gcmfour~--- the \COSP~--- assumes daytime, \ie the post-\COSP value is what the satellites (here \ISCCP) would have seen given the simulated atmospheric column \emph{and} given an observation during daytime (\VIS + \IR). 


\subsubsection{Comparisons} are most relevant between:
observations and \gcmfour (``modis'', ``modis\_mask'', ``isccp'', ``isccp\_IR'', and ``CanAM4-1-histo (cloud-isccp)''), on one hand; and
re-analyses and models (``era40'', ``eraInterim'', ``agcm3'', and ``CanAM4-1-histo''), on the other hand.


\subsubsection{Cloud reference} was chosen to be observations from \ISCCP both because of \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field, and because it is the only dataset covering the two periods (1980's-1990's versus 2000's).


\subsubsection{Naming conventions (in figures):}
\begin{itemize}
  \item low cloud observational data from \MODIS, \ie when clouds are detected \emph{and} their properties can be retrieved ('Retrieval', \textbf{``modis''}) or cannot be retrieved ('Mask', \textbf{``modis\_mask''});
  \item low cloud observational data from \ISCCP, \ie when clouds are detected only during day time using both visible and \IR channels ('VIS', \textbf{``isccp''}) or during both day and night time using only \IR channels ('IR', \textbf{``isccp\_IR''});
  \item low cloud simulated outputs from \gcmfour's \emph{historical} run, as it would be 'observed' by a model (\textbf{``CanAM4-1-histo''}) or by \ISCCP's satellites (\textbf{``CanAM4-1-histo (low\_cloud-isccp)''} or \textbf{``CanAM4-1-histo (high\_cloud-isccp)''}).
\end{itemize}



% \fxnote{Look comment in source code here (section: Precipitation)}
% \subsubsection{Precipitation}
% Only one gib dataset (GPCC?)
% 
% \subsubsection{CCCma simulations}: low clouds = SUM for clisccp (no double counting) but = MAX for cl (decorrelation length (tests?))


\subsection{Radiation fields}
\label{sec:radiation_fields_description}

\CERES products include both solar-reflected and Earth-emitted radiation from the top of the atmosphere to the Earth's surface.
However, \CERES product \TOA fluxes are known for having a positive net imbalance, due mostly to \CERES instrument absolute calibration.

That is why, radiations observed by the \CERES can be then processed (adjusted) so that it is consistent with other data:
\begin{itemize}
  \item no post-processing other than temporal interpolation (\textbf{``ceres\_ssf''})
  \item GEO-enhancement, temporal interpolation, and post-processing for flux profiles consistent with cloud properties (\textbf{``ceres\_syn''})
  \item GEO-enhancement, temporal interpolation, clear-sky filling, and post-processing for flux profiles consistent with energy balance (\textbf{``cebaf''})
\end{itemize}
%
For ``cebaf'', an algorithm is used to adjust \SW and \LW \TOA \CERES fluxes within their range of uncertainty to remove the inconsistency between average global net \TOA flux and heat storage in the Earth-atmosphere system.
This (new) dataset is called ``\mdef{CEBAF}'' and is designed for climate modelers that need a net imbalance constrained to the ocean heat storage\fxerror{Douw edit: term, wazzat???}, which is the case in this study.

\CEBAF (or ``cebaf'' in figures) is chosen as the \emph{radiation reference} for the most recent period (2000's) because this dataset is tuned to the same standard than models (the energy balance, especially considering the ocean heat transfers), as Figures \ref{fig:toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}--\ref{fig:toa_lw_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}--\ref{fig:toa_net_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} clearly shows (pages \pageref{fig:toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}--\pageref{fig:toa_lw_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}--\pageref{fig:toa_net_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}).
% \subsubsection{ERA-40} show good agreement with \ERBE's \CRF both on a monthly and daily basis \citep{WeaverRamanathan1997}.

\ISCCP Flux Data (``isccp\_fd'') is chosen as the \emph{radiation reference} for the least recent period (1980's-1990's) since it is the only observational dataset readily available covering this period. % isccp in slight disagreement with ceres and cebaf in recent time (see fig...), so just in past because no other choice.
\eraInterim output was not (readily) available (therefore are missing in the figures).


\subsection{Precipitation fields}
\label{sec:precipitation_fields_description}

\glsreset{GPCP}
\glsreset{CMAP}

Data from the \GPCP was (arbitrarily) chosen as the \emph{precipitation reference} for both periods (over data from the \CMAP).

\eraInterim outputs were not (readily) available (therefore are missing in the figures of chapters \ref{sec:variability_between_datasets}, \ref{sec:two_generations}, and \ref{sec:qualitative_analysis}).

Purely (satellite) observations (\textbf{``cmap''}) were completed with \gls{NCEP/NCAR} outputs in order to fill in missing data (\textbf{``cmap\_enh''}).

Here precipitation rate (\textbf{``gene\_precip''}) is the sum of all precipitation (in particular, both stratiform and convectiform).


\section{Taylor diagram}
\label{sec:Taylor_Diagram}


\subsection{Purpose and application}


\tds \citep{Taylor2001} provide a way to graphically summarize how closely a pattern (or model results) matches a reference model or, most commonly, observations%
\footnote{%
A four-page pdf document, ``Taylor Diagram Primer'', by Karl Taylor, is available here: \newline
\url{http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/about/staff/Taylor/CV/Taylor_diagram_primer.pdf}%
}.
An illustration is given in \autoref{fig:taylor_diagram_example} (page \pageref{fig:taylor_diagram_example}).
The diagram provides a way of plotting three statistics on a 2-D graph, because of the relationship that ties them together.
The similarity between two patterns is quantified in terms of:
\begin{enumerate}
\item their correlation (\gls{corr}),
\item their centered root-mean-square difference (\gls{crmsd}) (also called the ``skill score''), and 
\item the amplitude of their variations (represented by their standard deviations \gls{std}).
\end{enumerate}
%
The plotted values are generally derived from monthly or seasonal climatological means of one or more variables.
These diagrams are therefore especially useful in evaluating multiple aspects of complex models or in gauging the relative skill of many different models, potentially relative to observations.
Other information can be readily available from a \td:
\begin{itemize}
\item another skill measure (instead of the \RMSD, isolines of the skill measure are substituted)
\item observational uncertainty (with several \emph{independent} sets of observations)
\item a model's internal variability (with several runs of the same model)
\item a model's improvements between two versions (if runs from each version are compared to a third set, reference model or observations)
\item comparison of different variables, such as precipitation and cloud amount (if the diagram is initially normalized)
\end{itemize}
\fxnote{more extra use?}


\subsection{Equation and graphic construction}


\newcommand*{\corr}{\ensuremath{R}\xspace}
\newcommand*{\rmsd}{\ensuremath{E'}\xspace}
\newcommand*{\obs}{\ensuremath{C_{\mathit{observ}}}\xspace}
\newcommand*{\model}{\ensuremath{C_{\mathit{model}}}\xspace}
\newcommand*{\stdobs}{\ensuremath{\sigma_{\mathit{observ}}}\xspace}
\newcommand*{\stdmod}{\ensuremath{\sigma_{\mathit{model}}}\xspace}
\newcommand*{\varobs}{\ensuremath{\sigma_{\mathit{observ}}^2}\xspace}
\newcommand*{\varmod}{\ensuremath{\sigma_{\mathit{model}}^2}\xspace}


\begin{table}[htbp]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l J}%{l p{0.80\textwidth}}
            \toprule
            Symbol  & \multicolumn{1}{c}{Meaning}                                                                                         \\
            \midrule
            \obs    & A variable (\eg cloud fraction) from an observational dataset. It will be used as the ``reference'' field           \\
            \model  & A variable (\eg cloud fraction) from a model simulation. It will be used as the ``test'' field and compared to \obs \\
            \corr   & The correlation coefficient between the test (\model) and the reference (\obs) fields                               \\
            \rmsd   & The centered \RMSD between the test (\model) and the reference (\obs) fields                              \\
            \stdobs & The standard deviation ($\mathit{std}$) of the reference field (\obs)                                               \\
            \stdmod & The standard deviation ($\mathit{std}$) of the test field (\model)                                                  \\
            \varobs & The variance of the reference field (\obs)                                                                          \\
            \varmod & The variance of the test field (\model)                                                                             \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Symbols for the Taylor diagram explanation]{Symbols used in order to explain and illustrate the \td construction.}
        \label{tab:symbols_taylor_explanation}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

The three statistics considered (correlation, standard deviation, and \RMS difference) are defined by:
\begin{align}
\mdef{corr}      & = \dfrac{\dfrac{1}{N} \displaystyle \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left(\obs - \overline{\obs}\right) \left(\model - \overline{\model}\right)}{\stdobs \cdot \stdmod} \\
\mdef{stdobs}^2  & = \dfrac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left(\obs - \overline{\obs}\right)^{2} \\
{\mdef{crmsd}}^2 & = \dfrac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} {\left[\left(\obs - \overline{\obs}\right) - \left(\model - \overline{\model}\right)\right]}^{2} 
\label{eq:three_statistics}
\end{align}
with $\overline{x}$ the mean value of $x$.

Taking an example using the notation given in \autoref{tab:symbols_taylor_explanation}, linear algebra shows that the relation between these three statistics is:
\begin{equation}
{\rmsd}^2 = \varobs + \varmod - 2 \cdot \stdobs \cdot \stdmod \cdot \corr
\label{eq:taylor_diagram}
\end{equation}
which looks extremely similar to the Law of Cosines for a triangle :
\begin{equation}
c^2 = a^2 + b^2 - 2 a b \cos(\phi)
\label{eq:law_cosines}
\end{equation}
where $a$, $b$, and $c$ are the lengths of the sides of a triangle and $\phi$ is the angle opposite side $c$ (as illustrated in \autoref{fig:triangle_taylor}).

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.55\textwidth]{triangle_taylor}
    \caption[Three statistics relation for Taylor diagrams]{\glsreset{RMS}
      Geometric relationship between the correlation coefficient \corr, the centered pattern \RMS difference \rmsd, 
      and the standard deviations \stdobs and \stdmod of the reference and test fields, respectively. 
      It illustrates how the three statistics involved in a \td are related. 
      See \autoref{tab:symbols_taylor_explanation} for more information on the notations. 
      After \citet{Taylor2001}.}
    \label{fig:triangle_taylor}
    \end{figure}


\subsection{Example}
\label{sec:taylor_example}


First of all, a field is chosen as the ``reference''.
In this section, I use an arbitrary temperature field made of a latitude gradient (from 243 K to 303 K) plus some white noise (from -2.5 k to +2.5 k), as shown in \autoref{fig:Temperature_field_with_latitude_gradient}.
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    %\includegraphics[trim= 0mm 15mm 0mm 5mm, width=0.95\textwidth]{Temperature_field_with_latitude_gradient} % trim = l b r t
    \includegraphics[width=0.95\textwidth]{Temperature_field_with_latitude_gradient} % [ccorbel@swift outline]$ pdfcrop ../images/Temperature_field_with_latitude_gradient.pdf ../images/Temperature_field_with_latitude_gradient_CROPPED.pdf
    \caption[A temperature field with a latitude gradient]{
      An example of an arbitrary and noisy temperature field with a latitude gradient.
      \fxerror[inline, nomargin]{create/input a rasterized version of this figure}
    }
    \label{fig:Temperature_field_with_latitude_gradient}
    \end{figure}
% see ~/repos/group/christophe_code/Taylor_diagram_figs/taylorDiagram.py
% or /home/ccorbel/repos/ubcplot/taylor_diagram/taylorDiagram.py
%     temp_min = -30 + 273.15
%     temp_max =  30 + 273.15
%     delta_time = 10
%     # noise
%     noise_ampli = 5.0
%     noise_weak = 5.0
%     noise_strong = 10.0


\noindent Then --- for the sake of the example --- I create seven other fields:
\begin{itemize}
\item \emph{``lat\_shift''}    : the original field but shifted in latitude (11\deg northward), so it has the same standard deviation but is a bit colder (same main trend) and its noise is off relative to the original one (different local variations). (Remark: South-pole data is the continuation of the latitude gradient.)
\item \emph{``weak\_noise''}   : the original field with an additional weak   white noise (from -2.5 k to +2.5 k) (\ie as strong as        the one used in the original field), therefore increasing a bit the standard deviation and reducing a bit the (local) correlations.
\item \emph{``strong\_noise''} : the original field with an additional strong white noise (from -5.0 k to +5.0 k) (\ie twice stronger than the one used in the original field), therefore increasing a lot the standard deviation and reducing a lot the (local) correlations.
\item \emph{``uniform''}      : a uniform field whose value is the mean of the original one (273 K), plus a white noise as strong as the original one (\ie from -2.5 k to +2.5 k), so it is uncorrelated and has almost the same standard deviation (slightly smaller because it lacks the component due to the gradient).
\item \emph{``mix\_unif\_33''}  : a mix field $1/3$   original + $2/3$  uniform, therefore being a bit closer to the original.
\item \emph{``mix\_unif\_67''}  : a mix field $2/3$   original + $1/3$  uniform, therefore being       closer to the original.
\item \emph{``mix\_unif\_91''}  : a mix field $10/11$ original + $1/11$ uniform, therefore being much  closer to the original.
\end{itemize}
%
Before adding a new dataset (or field) to a \td, it is necessary to check that \autoref{eq:taylor_diagram} is verified to a certain degree, \ie the following equation must be true:
\begin{equation}
\left| {\rmsd}^2 - \left( \varobs + \varmod - 2 \cdot \stdobs \cdot \stdmod \cdot \corr \right) \right| < \mathit{threshold}
\label{eq:taylor_diagram_threshold}
\end{equation}
with $\mathit{threshold}$ a pre-defined limit of agreement that the user can tolerate (typically 1\%, 5\%, or 10\%).

The ``reference'' and seven additional fields are all shown on the \td in \autoref{fig:taylor_diagram_example}.
It is particularly interesting to note that, despite being built in completely different ways, and having different meanings, the following three pairs have very similar \RMS errors (\rmsd): 
[\emph{``mix\_unif\_91''} and \emph{``lat\_shift''}], 
[\emph{``mix\_unif\_67''} and \emph{``weak\_noise''}], as well as 
[\emph{``mix\_unif\_33''} and \emph{``strong\_noise''}].
This ``third'' axis, or skill score axis, allows the user to literally \emph{see} how much a change in performance is attributable to the standard deviation component or to the correlation component.

\fxnote{Phil's edit: forward ref to results. ``We'll see in chapter ... why we need to explore this''}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    %\includegraphics[trim= 0mm 0mm 40mm 0mm, width=0.99\textwidth]{taylor_diagram_example} % trim = l b r t
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{taylor_diagram_example_CROPPED} % [ccorbel@swift outline]$ pdfcrop ../images/taylor_diagram_example.pdf ../images/taylor_diagram_example_CROPPED.pdf 
    \vspace{10mm}
    \caption[A Taylor diagram example]{\glsreset{RMS}
      An example of a \td.  
      See \autoref{sec:taylor_example} and \autoref{fig:triangle_taylor} for more details on the computation and meaning of the reference and seven additional datasets. 
      The black dashed line  represents the standard deviation (\stdobs) isoline. 
      The green dotted lines represent  the \RMS difference                   isolines.
      Note that the correlation axis (\corr) is, by construction, non linear (ticks marked only for regular increment from 0.10 to 0.90, plus 0.95 and 0.99).
      Note that a second quadrant, on the left, can be used if negative correlations are found.}
    \label{fig:taylor_diagram_example}
    \end{figure}


\clearpage


\section{2D-histogram}
\label{sec:2D-Histogram}


\subsection{Purpose}


A \histo is a flattened and discrete representation of a three variable scatter plot or, almost equivalently, a two axis (hence ``2D'') \emph{composite} histogram (hence ``Histogram'').
Although low resolution versions (less than 5x5 or 10x10 bins) have already been used in many studies, \citet{MedeirosStevens2011} are among the first ones to use much higher binning (50$ \times $50 or 100$ \times $100).

Scatter plots are strongly intuitive way of representing pairs of variables, and allow users to readily see correlations, in particular if easy to see (such as linear).
For instance, \autoref{fig:scatter_LTS_versus_EIS} (page \pageref{fig:scatter_LTS_versus_EIS}) shows a case where a  linear fit, with relative strong correlation, performs well, 
whereas       \autoref{fig:Tsurf_T700_anom_decorr} (page \pageref{fig:Tsurf_T700_anom_decorr}) shows a case where no linear fit appears to perform well (very poor correlation).

However, convenient representation are usually limited to one relation, or two variables.
That is why, when two relations, or three variables, need to be simultaneously plotted against each other, another method is required.

% \begin{figure}[htbp]
%     \centering
%     \subfloat[LTS versus low cloud fraction]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{LTS_versus_low_cloud}}
%     \hfill
%     \subfloat[Air surface versus 700 hPa level temperature anomalies]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{anomaly_T700_versus_anomaly_Tsurf}}
%     \caption[Scatter plot examples and linear regression]{\glsreset{LTS}\glsreset{eraInterim}\glsreset{MODIS}
%       Examples of scatter plots with two variables:
%       10,000 randomly selected data points for the 30\deg S--30\deg N band, over the ocean, from July 2002 to June 2008.
%       Low cloud fractions come from the \MODIS, while \LTS, 2 meter and 700 hPa level temperatures come from the \eraInterim.
%       (a) shows a case where a  linear fit, with relative strong correlation, performs well, whereas
%       (b) shows a case where no linear fit appears to perform well (with a very poor correlation).
%       \fxerror[inline, nomargin]{Douw's edit: redo or change figure!}
%     }
%     \label{fig:examples_scatter_plot}
%     \end{figure}

Moreover, basic scatter plots are not suitable for data that are not uniformly weighted or masked, as it is the case in this study (because of the nature of the grid).
Therefore, a specific way is needed to ``collapse'' the distribution along one of the 3D scatter plot to produce a 2D figure that accounts for weights.
While collapsing the data, any special value of the distribution can be chosen (\eg median, mean, variance, etc.)

The approach chosen in this study is a \histo, which helps us to visually answer the questions (for variables X, Y, and Z): 
``for given values of X and Y, what is such statistical moment of Z?'' or ``how influenced by Y is the relationship between X and Z?''
\histos are similar to \td in the sense that they both allow users to literally ``see'' how much to attribute to each variable for the variability in relationship.


\clearpage
\subsection{Construction and examples}


See illustration examples in \autoref{fig:examples_2D_histo} and construction process in \autoref{fig:construction_2D_histo_population} and \autoref{fig:construction_2D_histo_mean}.
For three variables ($X$, $Y$, and $Z$), if $Z$ is the one whose data would be represented in the third dimension, then:
\begin{enumerate}
\item $Z$ is binned relative to $X$, as would be done for a (composite) histogram
\item $Z$ is binned relative to $Y$, as would be done for a (composite) histogram
\item for each pair bin ($X_i$, $Y_i$), one statistical moment (\eg mean) is computed out of all $Z$ values that belongs to this ($X_i$, $Y_i$) bin.
\item a pseudo color plot is built with the $X$ bins on the x-axis, the $Y$ bins on the y-axis, and the $Z$ computed value on the color- or z-axis.
\item optionally, contours of the population density can be super-imposed (so that spurious relationship due to a low number of data points can be easily spotted).
\end{enumerate}
%
Note that the variables (two, $X$-$Y$, for a heatmap or three, $X$-$Y$-$Z$, for a full version) must be expressed on the same grid, in order to accommodate the binning process.
However, they do not need to all come from the same data source (\eg \eraforty, \gcmfour, or \ISCCP).
Although this might seem an inconsistent analysis, it simply is a necessity as, for example, \ISCCP knows only about clouds and not temperature or vertical velocity.
% and I'm not alone, \citet{Williams2003} does the same (and probably many others)

% example 2D histo : distri, mean, and std
\newgeometry{top=1cm, bottom=2.5cm, left=1cm, right=1cm}
\thispagestyle{plain}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \subfloat[Population density (``distribution'')]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{EIS_w500_low_cloud_population}} \\
    \subfloat[Average (``mean'')]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{EIS_w500_low_cloud_mean}}
    \hfill
    \subfloat[Standard deviation (``std'')]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{EIS_w500_low_cloud_std}}
    \caption[2D-Histogram examples]{\glsreset{EIS}\glsreset{omega_five}\glsreset{era40}\glsreset{ISCCP}
      Examples of \histos.
      $X=$ \EIS and $Y=$ \w data come from the \eraforty and are binned on a 40x40 bins grid.
      $Z=$ low cloud fraction data come from the \ISCCP.
      Data points are for the 40\deg S--40\deg N band, over the ocean, from January 1985 to December 2001.
      The colored values are (a) the number, (b) the mean value, or (c) the standard deviation \emph{of pixels falling into the 2D-bins.}
      Note that (a) is very similar to a ``heatmap'', and that the contour lines in (b) or (c) are the population density lines.
      Bins with no or too few data points are not colored (\ie, in this case and thereafter, the lower 5\% of all 2D-bins cumulative population).}
    \label{fig:examples_2D_histo}
    \end{figure}
\restoregeometry % also restore the spacing declared in the preamble
\bodytextspacing

% example 2D histo distri construction :
\newcommand*{\figfrac}{0.45}
\newcommand*{\fighalffrac}{0.225}
\newgeometry{top=1cm, bottom=2.5cm, left=1cm, right=1cm}
\thispagestyle{plain}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    % y-axis 1D plot
    \subfloat[$\omega_{500}$ distribution histogram]{\includegraphics[angle=90, width=\figfrac\textwidth]{1D_histo_w500}} 
    \hfill
    % arrow
    \subfloat{ 
      \setlength{\unitlength}{\textwidth}
      \begin{picture}(0.06, \figfrac)
        % % box to see float
        % \put(0,        0){   \line( 0,  1){\figfrac}}
        % \put(0,        0){   \line( 1,  0){0.06}}
        % \put(0.06, \figfrac){\line( 0, -1){\figfrac}}
        % \put(0.06, \figfrac){\line(-1,  0){0.06}}
        \put(0, \fighalffrac){\Huge $\Leftrightarrow$}
      \end{picture}
    }
    \hfill
    % 2D histo distribution
    \setcounter{subfigure}{1}
    \subfloat[LTS - $\omega_{500}$ distribution 2D-Histogram]{\includegraphics[width=\figfrac\textwidth]{LTS_w500_gene_precip_population}} \\
    % new line
    \subfloat{}
    \hfill
    % arrow
    \subfloat{ 
      \setlength{\unitlength}{\textwidth}
      \begin{picture}(\figfrac, 0.04)
        % % box to see float
        % \put(0,        0){   \line( 0,  1){0.04}}
        % \put(0,        0){   \line( 1,  0){\figfrac}}
        % \put(\figfrac, 0.04){\line( 0, -1){0.04}}
        % \put(\figfrac, 0.04){\line(-1,  0){\figfrac}}
        % \put(0.10, 0){\vector(0, 1){0.04}}
        % \put(0.30, 0){{\Huge $\Uparrow$}}
        % \put(0.40, 0){\Huge \raisebox{-0.02\textwidth}{\rotatebox{90}{$\Longrightarrow$}}}
        \put(\fighalffrac, 0){\Huge \raisebox{-0.01\textwidth}{\rotatebox{90}{$\Leftrightarrow$}}}
      \end{picture}
    } \\
    % new line
    \subfloat{} 
    \hfill
    \subfloat{} 
    \hfill
    % x-axis 1D plot
    \setcounter{subfigure}{2}
    \subfloat[LTS distribution histogram]{\includegraphics[width=\figfrac\textwidth]{1D_histo_LTS}}
    % 
    \caption[2D-Histogram construction process: population density]{\glsreset{LTS}\glsreset{omega_five}\glsreset{CCCma}\glsreset{gcm3}
      Schematic of how a \histo is conceptually built.
      $X=$ \LTS and $Y=$ \w data come from the \CCCma \gcmthree and are binned on a 40x40 bins grid.
      Data points are for the 60\deg S--60\deg N band, over the ocean, from January 1990 to January 2000.
      (a) and (c) can be imagined as input for the \histo (b).
      Or, conversely, collapsing (b) data along $X$ onto $Y$ would give (a), while collapsing (b) data along $Y$ onto $X$ would give (c).
      \fxerror[inline, nomargin]{Douw's edit: Redo fig for labels}
    }
    \label{fig:construction_2D_histo_population}
    \end{figure}
\restoregeometry % also restore the spacing declared in the preamble
\bodytextspacing

% example 2D histo mean value construction :
\renewcommand*{\figfrac}{0.45}
\renewcommand*{\fighalffrac}{0.225}
\newgeometry{top=1cm, bottom=2.5cm, left=1cm, right=1cm}
\thispagestyle{plain}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    % y-axis 1D plot
    \subfloat[Precipitation - $\omega_{500}$ composite histogram]{\includegraphics[angle=90, width=\figfrac\textwidth]{1D_histo_w500_composite_gene_precip}} 
    \hfill
    % arrow
    \subfloat{ 
      \setlength{\unitlength}{\textwidth}
      \begin{picture}(0.06, \figfrac)
        % % box to see float
        % \put(0,        0){   \line( 0,  1){\figfrac}}
        % \put(0,        0){   \line( 1,  0){0.06}}
        % \put(0.06, \figfrac){\line( 0, -1){\figfrac}}
        % \put(0.06, \figfrac){\line(-1,  0){0.06}}
        \put(0, \fighalffrac){\Huge $\Leftrightarrow$}
      \end{picture}
    }
    \hfill
    % 2D histo distribution
    \setcounter{subfigure}{1}
    \subfloat[LTS - $\omega_{500}$ mean precipitation 2D-Histogram]{\includegraphics[width=\figfrac\textwidth]{LTS_w500_gene_precip_mean}} \\
    % new line
    \subfloat{}
    \hfill
    % arrow
    \subfloat{ 
      \setlength{\unitlength}{\textwidth}
      \begin{picture}(\figfrac, 0.04)
        % % box to see float
        % \put(0,        0){   \line( 0,  1){0.04}}
        % \put(0,        0){   \line( 1,  0){\figfrac}}
        % \put(\figfrac, 0.04){\line( 0, -1){0.04}}
        % \put(\figfrac, 0.04){\line(-1,  0){\figfrac}}
        % \put(0.10, 0){\vector(0, 1){0.04}}
        % \put(0.30, 0){{\Huge $\Uparrow$}}
        % \put(0.40, 0){\Huge \raisebox{-0.02\textwidth}{\rotatebox{90}{$\Longrightarrow$}}}
        \put(\fighalffrac, 0){\Huge \raisebox{-0.01\textwidth}{\rotatebox{90}{$\Leftrightarrow$}}}
      \end{picture}
    } \\
    % new line
    \subfloat{} 
    \hfill
    \subfloat{} 
    \hfill
    % x-axis 1D plot
    \setcounter{subfigure}{2}
    \subfloat[Precipitation - LTS composite histogram]{\includegraphics[width=\figfrac\textwidth]{1D_histo_LTS_composite_gene_precip}}
    % 
    \caption[2D-Histogram construction process: mean value]{\glsreset{LTS}\glsreset{omega_five}\glsreset{gcm3}\glsreset{GPCP}
      Schematic of how a \histo is conceptually built.
      $X=$ \LTS and $Y=$ \w data come from the \CCCma \gcmthree and are binned on a 40x40 bins grid.
      $Z=$ precipitation data come from the \GPCP.
      Data points are for the 60\deg S--60\deg N band, over the ocean, from January 1990 to January 2000.
      (a) and (c) can be imagined as input for the \histo (b).
      Or, conversely, collapsing (b) data along $X$ onto $Y$ would give (a), while collapsing (b) data along $Y$ onto $X$ would give (c).}
    \label{fig:construction_2D_histo_mean}
    \end{figure}
\restoregeometry % also restore the spacing declared in the preamble
\bodytextspacing

% \fxnote{Look comment in source code here (section: Regimes definition and compositing)}
\fxnote{Formal definition of regimes? or depends on article...}

% \section{Regimes definition and compositing}

% (back-mapping and vertical profiles)

% \subsection{RFOs (???)}

% \RFOs in \citet{WilliamsWebb2009} are:
% \begin{itemiz}e
% \item relative to the total number of points containing some clouds (not all pixels, just cloudy).
% \item written as = driven by change in \RFO + driven by change in \CRF + co-variation
% Change in \NCRF :
% \item is driven by change in \RFO
% \item positive contribution from change in \RFO
% \item negative contribution from change in \CRF
% \item usually goes from frequent high \CRF and rare low \CRF to less frequent high \CRF to less rare low \CRF
% \end{itemize}

% \subsection{Stratus}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{Shallow Cumulus (=trade cumulus)}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{Deep Convection}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \fxnote{Look comment in source code here (section: Cloud Feedback)}

% \section{Cloud Feedback}

% review paper

% (qualitative (2D-histo, visualization) ; quantitative (factor)) (?)

% \fxnote{Look comment in source code here (section: SCM and GCM)}

% \section{SCM and GCM}

% (high frequency locations) (?)


% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% \chapter{Results}
% \label{sec:Results}
% % \miniTocLofLot % not used because of UBC FoGS

% \glsresetall

% \fxwarning{Break this into several chapters!}

% % template taylor diagram
% \begin{figure}[htbp]
%     \centering
%     %\includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{???_PRESENT}
%     \caption[??? by datasets]{
%       ???  by datasets.}
%     \label{fig:???_PRESENT}
%     \end{figure}

% % template table of numbers (means, std, RMSD, corr)
% \begin{table}[htbp]
%     \begin{center}
%         \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}

%             \end{tabulary}
%         \caption{Test}
%         \label{tab:test}
%         \end{center}
%     \end{table}



% \fxnote{Look comment in source code here (old results structure)}

% \section{Consistency with literature review and assumptions}

\fxnote{Look comment in source code here (section: poor LTS low cloud scatter plot)}

% scatter plot differences : see /repos/group/christophe_code/show_smoothing_effect_on_regression.py
% use eraInterim more than CanAM4

% scatter plot not as nice as KH93 or WB06 because no space or time or screen out averaging before
% (if so, then 

% nothing : 
% slope =  2.941 \% / K
% corr  = 53.443 \%

% spatially averaged, coeffs = {'plus': 1.0, 'cross': 1.0, 'orig': 1.0},     Conservative
% slope =  3.144 \% / K
% corr  = 63.816 \%

% spatially averaged of higer values of baseline, coeffs = {'plus': 1.0, 'cross': 1.0, 'orig': 1.0},     Conservative
% slope =  3.482 \% / K
% corr  = 76.301 \%

% scatter: (Tsurf, T700) = LTS definition
% scatter: (lts, eis)    = LTS and EIS very corr
% scatter: (w500, w700) and (w500, w850) = justification choice w500 (but values printed while running...)
% scatter: (lts, w500) and (eis, w500)   = basis non indep but better than nothing
% scatter: (w500, low clouds) and (w500, high clouds) and (eis, low clouds) and (eis, high clouds) = high more dep on dynamics, low more dep on stability

% scatter: (high clouds, gene precip)    = why 2D clouds will be so similar

% \subsection{Inversion, LCL, TLS, and EIS Computations}

% \citet{WeaverRamanathan1997} suggest that low clouds always (\w <0 or >0), but when \w<0, then also get high clouds.
% also, high clouds could hide low clouds, by blocking the satellite's view, but ground observation also show decrease (Warren atlas (details from KleinHartmann1993))

% \LCL by \citet{WoodBretherton2006} (for \EIS) assume RH = 0.8. I use RH from datasets.

% cloud fraction by \citet{WoodBretherton2006} = all low cloud types (except cumulus) + fog

% \section{Internal Variability}

% \subsection{Model}

% \subsubsection{AGCM3 - CanAM4}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsubsection{CanAM4 - run 1, 2, and 3}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{Re-Analysis}

% \subsubsection{ERA 40 - ERA Interim}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsubsection{ERA - NCEP}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{Observations (ISCCP - MODIS)}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \section{Sensitivity to Assumptions}

% \subsection{Decorrelation Length (overlap)}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{Regridding (?)}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{Averages / weighting (?)}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \section{Comparisons}

% \subsection{LTS vs EIS}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{Land vs Ocean}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{CL vs CL-ISCCP}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{Datasets}

% Taylor Diagrams

% \subsection{SCM vs GCM (?)}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \section{Cloud}

% \subsection{Transition}

% stratus to shallow cumulus

% Why transition is important : 
% \begin{itemize}
% \item because not very well understood
% \item because goes from highly reflecting (cooling) to less
% \end{itemize}

% while moderate subsidence favorize stratiform low cloud formation (by producing a cap inversion) \citep{CottonAnthes1989, KleinHartmann1993} (details from WeaverRamanathan1997)), very strong subsidence defavorize stratiform low cloud formation (by breaking up the stratiform deck) \citep{Roach1982, ChenCotton1987} (details from WeaverRamanathan1997)).


% \subsection{Thickness, Reflectivity, and Precipitation}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{Vertical Profiles (SCM) (?)}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \subsection{Feedback}

% comparison historical and 4x\COtwo step function (slope $delta_R = f(delta_T)$) (?)


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                                 TEMPLATE                                     %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% \clearpage
% \subsection{High clouds}


% \begin{figure}[h!]
%     \centering
%     \includegraphics[width=0.95\textwidth]{high_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT}
%     \caption[High cloud time series by datasets]{
%       High cloud time series by datasets.
%       (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT} but for high clouds).
%     }
%     \label{fig:high_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT}
%     \end{figure}

% \begin{figure}[htbp]
%     \centering
%     \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{high_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT}
%     \caption[High cloud distributions by datasets]{\glsreset{IR}
%       High cloud distributions by datasets.
%       (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT} but for high clouds).
%     }
%     \label{fig:high_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT}
%     \end{figure}

% \begin{figure}[htbp]
%     \centering
%     \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{high_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
%     \caption[Taylor diagram for high clouds]{
%       Taylor diagram for high clouds
%       (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} but for high clouds).
%       Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in XXX.
%     }
%     \label{fig:high_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
%     \end{figure}

% \begin{table}[htbp]
%     \begin{center}
%         \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
%             \end{tabulary}
%         \caption[Comparison for high clouds]{
%           Comparison for high clouds.
%           (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}).
%           Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in XXX (XXX units).
%         }
%         \label{tab:high_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}
%         \end{center}
%     \end{table}


% \begin{figure}[htbp]
%     \centering
%     \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{proximity_to_reference_high_cloud_PRESENT}
%     \caption[Proximity to the high cloud reference]{%\glsreset{}
%       Proximity to the XXX reference (XXX) as estimated using two distinct measures: Standard deviation and Correlation.
%       Progression, although monotonic, is not linear.
%     }
%     \label{fig:proximity_to_reference_high_cloud_PRESENT}
%     \end{figure}


%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                                 TEMPLATE                                     %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%



\MakeSurePageStyleEmptyForWhitePage
\chapter{Variability between datasets}
\label{sec:variability_between_datasets}
% \miniTocLofLot % not used because of UBC FoGS

\vfill

\begin{flushright}
\begin{quotation}
\emph{
Een juist gevoel voor het grootte der dingen is van onschatbare waarde. \\
(A reasonable feeling for the sizes of things is of inestimable value.)
}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
Marcel Minnaert (1893--1970 ; Belgian astronomer, biologist and physicist)
\end{flushright}

\vfill

\begin{flushright}
\begin{quotation}
\emph{
We must take change by the hand or rest assuredly, \\
change will take us by the throat.
}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
Sir Winston Leonard Spencer-Churchill (1874--1965 ; \\
Former British prime minister, army officer, historian, \\
artist, and winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature)
\end{flushright}

\vfill
\vfill
\clearpage

\glsresetall

\fxnote{Check that this is consistent with run and git/code}

Unless stated otherwise, all figures in this chapter are based on data 
(i) over the oceans (not over land), 
(ii) for the 30\deg S--30\deg N 'tropical' band, and 
(iii) from July 2002 to December 2007 (\autoref{fig:time_overlaps_PRESENT}).

Each section compares the \PDFs, time series, \tds, or a statistics table relative to its fields, plus, if necessary, some additional explanation for the comparisons.


% \clearpage
\section{Cloud fractions}
\label{sec:clouds_recent}


\subsection{Low clouds}


Generally for low clouds (see Figures \ref{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT} and \ref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT}), data from the \MODIS detects low clouds the most (``modis\_mask'' highest value) but screens out potentially cloudy pixels the most (with his conservative retrieval algorithms) (``modis'' lowest value).

In between, data from the \ISCCP have less low clouds (``isccp\_IR'' second highest value) especially while using only day time data (but is more liberal with its attribution algorithms) (``isccp'' second lowest value).

According to \autoref{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT}, output from the \gcmfour and its \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field (``low\_cloud-isccp'') are very similar and in between data from \MODIS and \ISCCP.

The processes of screening out unidentifiable low clouds are usually very visible when looking at \PDFs (in \autoref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT}).
Also, the \emph{ISCCP-simulated} low cloud field from the \gcmfour seem closer to more conservative observations than its direct output.

Following \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} ``ranking'', \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field (``low\_cloud-isccp'') performs better that \gcmfour raw output; but the \eraInterim performs even better; and observations are (still) closer to the reference \ISCCP (\eg \MODIS).

Estimates of statistics are given in \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT} and quantify the datasets proximity to \ISCCP.
Improvement depends to some extent on the scale used (\eg mean, standard deviation, correlation) and progression is therefore not linear (\eg see \autoref{fig:proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_PRESENT}).


\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{low_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT}
    \caption[Low cloud time series by datasets]{%\glsreset{eraInterim}\glsreset{gcm4.1}
      Low cloud time series by datasets.
      One can see some sort of ranking among observations, from most conservative (lowest cloud fraction) to most liberal (higher cloud fraction):
      (1) ``modis'', 
      (2) ``isccp'', 
      (3) ``isccp\_IR'', and 
      (4) ``modis\_mask''.
      Data from \eraInterim is ranked in the middle of these four observations.
      Data from \gcmfour and its \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field (``low\_cloud-isccp'') are very close to each other and are both in between data from \MODIS and \ISCCP
    }
    \label{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}


\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{low_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT}
    \caption[Low cloud distributions by datasets]{%\glsreset{eraInterim}\glsreset{gcm4.1}
      Low cloud distributions by datasets.
      One can clearly see the reduction in small low cloud fractions between ``modis'' and ``modis\_mask'' due to the screening out of unidentifiable (thin) low clouds.
      Interestingly, \gcmfour output is closer to \eraInterim and the more liberal observations, 
      while its \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field (``low\_cloud-isccp'') is significantly closer to more conservative observations (\MODIS and even more particularly \ISCCP).
    }
    \label{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}


\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for low clouds]{\glsreset{RMSD}%\glsreset{COSP}
      Taylor diagram for low clouds.
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in percent.
      Correlations are unit-less (dimensionless).
      All coordinates values are given in \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}: Std ($\sigma$), Correlation (Corr), and \RMSD.
      One can see that, relative to \ISCCP data, the closest are: first, \MODIS, ``modis\_mask'', and ``isccp\_IR''; then, second, \eraInterim; finally, third, \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field (``low\_cloud-isccp'') and \gcmfour 'raw' output.
      Although it could be surprising that \gcmfour ``low\_cloud-isccp'' has a higher standard deviation, \autoref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT} shows that its \PDF is flatter than \gcmfour ``raw'' output (hence its higher standard deviation).
      Finally, it is worth noting that, in this case, the \COSP simulator (``low\_cloud-isccp'') does provide some improvement.
    }
    \label{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\begin{landscape}
\begin{table}[p]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
                          Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                                        isccp &          0.2 &         20.3 &         22.8 &         91.4 &         13.7 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                               CanAM4-1-histo &          0.0 &         15.9 &         18.9 &         99.4 &         12.5 &        52.23 &        12.89 &         0.68 \\
            ---            (low\_cloud-isccp) &          0.0 &         15.4 &         19.0 &         95.5 &         15.4 &        66.66 &        12.01 &         0.63 \\
                                   eraInterim &          0.0 &         23.9 &         26.9 &         98.4 &         14.1 &        77.95 &         9.26 &         0.34 \\
                                    isccp\_IR &          1.4 &         29.4 &         30.9 &         83.2 &         10.5 &        83.39 &         7.64 &         0.25 \\
                                        modis &          0.0 &         11.8 &         15.2 &         93.2 &         12.9 &        92.63 &         5.18 &         0.34 \\
                                  modis\_mask &          0.7 &         36.0 &         37.3 &         94.8 &         12.1 &        86.11 &         7.00 &         0.19 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for low clouds]{\glsreset{RMSD}
          Comparison for low clouds.
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are expressed in percent (cloud fraction units).
          Correlation (Corr) is also expressed in percent.
          RMSD$/\mu$ is expressed without units.
          Min, Median, Mean, and Max can be visualized in \autoref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT}.
          Std, Corr, and \RMSD can be visualized in \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}.
          Corr, \RMSD, and RMSD$/\mu$ are computed relative to the reference (here \ISCCP).
          relative to \ISCCP, the ranking from closest to farthest is identical, whether one looks at correlation or at \RMSD (first, \MODIS, ``modis\_mask'', and ``isccp\_IR''; then, second, \eraInterim; finally, third, \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field (``low\_cloud-isccp'') and \gcmfour 'raw' output).
          But the relative improvements, although monotonic, are not linear (as shown in \autoref{fig:proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_PRESENT}).
          For example, ``low\_cloud-isccp'' slightly improves its \RMSD but significantly improves its correlation.
        }
        \label{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}
\end{landscape}


\clearpage
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_PRESENT}
    \caption[Proximity to the low cloud reference]{%\glsreset{}
      Proximity to the low cloud reference (\ISCCP) as estimated using two distinct measures: Standard deviation and Correlation. 
      Evolution, although monotonic, is not linear.
      Like the \td, this figure takes into account standard deviations (see relationship in \autoref{fig:triangle_taylor}), 
      but, unlike the \td, it does not explicitly display standard deviation differences.
      Another difference: the correlation axis is linear.
    }
    \label{fig:proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}


\clearpage
\subsection{High clouds}


\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.95\textwidth]{high_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT}
    \caption[High cloud time series by datasets]{
      High cloud time series by datasets.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT} but for high clouds).
      Most notable features here are 
      (i) the fairly low ``isccp\_IR'', 
      (ii) ``isccp'' in between \gcmfour and its \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field, 
      (iii) a possible decreasing trend in \ISCCP data.
    }
    \label{fig:high_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{high_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT}
    \caption[High cloud distributions by datasets]{\glsreset{IR}
      High cloud distributions by datasets.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT} but for high clouds).
      Most notable feature here is the very high detection rate of small high cloud fractions for ``isccp\_IR'',
      as well as its                   very low  detection rate of large high cloud fractions,
      both consistent with its focus on \IR channels.
    }
    \label{fig:high_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{high_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for high clouds]{
      Taylor diagram for high clouds.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} but for high clouds).
      One can see that all datasets but ``isccp\_IR'' have higher standard deviations than the reference.
      Remarkably, \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field (``high\_cloud-isccp'') does not do better than the original output.
    }
    \label{fig:high_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\clearpage
\newgeometry{top=20mm, bottom=20mm, left=20mm, right=20mm} % just for this page
\thispagestyle{plain}
\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
                           Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                                         isccp &          0.0 &         18.9 &         23.1 &         85.1 &         17.8 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                                CanAM4-1-histo &          0.0 &         14.2 &         21.4 &         97.5 &         20.2 &        76.46 &        13.22 &         0.62 \\
            ---            (high\_cloud-isccp) &          0.0 &         17.7 &         25.5 &         99.6 &         24.2 &        76.45 &        15.63 &         0.61 \\
                                    eraInterim &          0.0 &         22.2 &         27.7 &         97.1 &         22.2 &        91.98 &         9.12 &         0.33 \\
                                     isccp\_IR &          0.0 &          7.7 &         11.6 &         79.3 &         11.8 &        93.03 &         8.06 &         0.69 \\
                                         modis &          0.0 &         16.5 &         21.1 &         95.6 &         18.3 &        93.48 &         6.54 &         0.31 \\
                                   modis\_mask &          0.0 &         16.7 &         22.0 &         94.6 &         19.2 &        94.46 &         6.31 &         0.29 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for high clouds]{
          Comparison for high clouds.
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}).
          Main point is that ``low\_cloud-isccp'' does not improve its correlation and does degrade its \RMSD.
        }
        \label{tab:high_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

\vfill

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{proximity_to_reference_high_cloud_PRESENT}
    \caption[Proximity to the high cloud reference]{%\glsreset{}
      Proximity to the high cloud reference (\ISCCP) as estimated using two distinct measures: Standard deviation and Correlation.
      Progression, although monotonic, is not linear.
    }
    \label{fig:proximity_to_reference_high_cloud_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}
\restoregeometry % just for the radiation fields % also restore the spacing declared in the preamble
\bodytextspacing


\clearpage
\section{Radiation fields}
\label{sec:radiation_recent}


Radiation fields are important from an energy standpoint (as already discussed).
It is interesting to do the comparisons for clouds and radiation side-by-side, in particular because of the strong relations (at least in models) between radiation fields and cloudiness (through clouds' thickness and reflectivity).

Results in the following sections are also very similar for \CRE, both \SW and \LW, as well as for \TOA  Clear-sky conditions (Clr) fluxes.

The \TOA \SW for all-sky conditions (``ALL'') (\autoref{fig:toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} and \autoref{tab:toa_sw_all_comparison_table_PRESENT}) shows clearly that the post-processing does not change the results, \ie ``ceres\_ssf'', ``ceres\_syn'', and ``cebaf'' are the closest.
It also shows that \gcmfour output is much further from the reference than all other observational datasets.
The \TOA \LW for all-sky conditions (\autoref{fig:toa_lw_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} and \autoref{tab:toa_lw_all_comparison_table_PRESENT}) shows the same.

On the other hand, the \TOA net radiative fluxes for all-sky conditions (\autoref{fig:toa_net_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} and \autoref{tab:toa_net_all_comparison_table_PRESENT}) shows a much better performance of \gcmfour.
This illustrates well the tuning of \GCMs, as already explained in \autoref{sec:radiation_fields_description}.

% isccp fd fluxes disagree a bit with ceres and cebaf, could be a problem for the PAST period

\fxnote{what fields to incorporate here...? At least the tuning, the cre, and...?}
% what fields to incorporate here...? At least the tuning, the cre, and...?


\clearpage
\newgeometry{top=20mm, bottom=20mm, left=20mm, right=20mm} % just for the radiation fields
\thispagestyle{plain}
\subsection[TOA SW fluxes (all skies)]{Top of the atmosphere (TOA) shortwave flux (SW), all-sky conditions (ALL)}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.80\textwidth]{toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for TOA SW fluxes (All skies)]{
      Taylor diagram for TOA SW fluxes (All skies).
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} but for TOA SW fluxes (All skies)).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \wmm.
    }
    \label{fig:toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\vfill 

\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
            Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                          cebaf &         33.6 &         80.9 &         85.3 &        226.4 &         24.1 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                 CanAM4-1-histo &         30.9 &         81.3 &         87.6 &        260.5 &         30.2 &        54.76 &        26.38 &         0.30 \\
                     ceres\_ssf &         31.6 &         76.9 &         81.5 &        217.6 &         24.1 &        98.19 &         4.58 &         0.06 \\
                     ceres\_syn &         32.3 &         78.5 &         82.7 &        217.1 &         23.6 &        99.15 &         3.14 &         0.04 \\
                      isccp\_fd &         39.0 &         90.5 &         94.5 &        235.2 &         25.4 &        95.92 &         7.19 &         0.08 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for TOA SW fluxes (All skies)]{
          Comparison for TOA SW fluxes (All skies).
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}).
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in \wmm (TOA SW fluxes units).
        }
        \label{tab:toa_sw_all_comparison_table_PRESENT}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

\clearpage
\subsection[TOA LW fluxes (all skies)]{Top of the atmosphere (TOA) longwave flux (LW), all-sky conditions (ALL)}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.80\textwidth]{toa_lw_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for TOA LW fluxes (All skies)]{
      Taylor diagram for TOA LW fluxes (All skies).
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} but for TOA LW fluxes (All skies)).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \wmm.
    }
    \label{fig:toa_lw_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\vfill

\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
            Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                          cebaf &        156.6 &        266.2 &        262.1 &        327.2 &         23.6 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                 CanAM4-1-histo &        137.4 &        265.5 &        258.2 &        328.1 &         31.5 &        71.53 &        22.02 &         0.09 \\
                     ceres\_ssf &        158.1 &        265.7 &        261.6 &        326.9 &         23.1 &        99.80 &         1.56 &         0.01 \\
                     ceres\_syn &        155.9 &        265.1 &        260.9 &        326.0 &         23.5 &       100.00 &         0.09 &         0.00 \\
                      isccp\_fd &        168.0 &        261.6 &        257.9 &        317.6 &         21.1 &        97.78 &         5.34 &         0.02 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for TOA LW fluxes (All skies)]{
          Comparison for TOA LW fluxes (All skies).
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}).
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in \wmm (TOA LW fluxes units).
        }
        \label{tab:toa_lw_all_comparison_table_PRESENT}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

\clearpage
\subsection[TOA NET fluxes (all skies)]{Top of the atmosphere (TOA) net flux (NET), all-sky conditions (ALL)}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.80\textwidth]{toa_net_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for TOA NET fluxes (All skies)]{
      Taylor diagram for TOA NET fluxes (All skies).
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} but for TOA NET fluxes (All skies)).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \wmm.
    }
    \label{fig:toa_net_all_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\vfill

\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
            Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                          cebaf &       -122.2 &         67.7 &         52.4 &        165.5 &         54.2 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                 CanAM4-1-histo &       -125.2 &         68.3 &         55.3 &        170.5 &         57.5 &        95.33 &        17.36 &         0.31 \\
                     ceres\_ssf &       -120.3 &         71.5 &         56.6 &        173.9 &         55.5 &        99.75 &         4.11 &         0.07 \\
                     ceres\_syn &       -119.6 &         71.6 &         56.0 &        170.3 &         54.9 &        99.85 &         3.13 &         0.06 \\
                      isccp\_fd &       -123.1 &         63.4 &         49.0 &        167.5 &         53.7 &        98.75 &         8.55 &         0.17 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for TOA NET fluxes (All skies)]{
          Comparison for TOA NET fluxes (All skies).
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}).
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in \wmm (TOA NET fluxes units).
        }
        \label{tab:toa_net_all_comparison_table_PRESENT}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

\clearpage
\subsection{Net Cloud Radiative Effect (NCRE)}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.80\textwidth]{cre_net_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for net CRE]{
      Taylor diagram for net CRE.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} but for net CRE).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \wmm.
    }
    \label{fig:cre_net_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\vfill

\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
            Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                          cebaf &       -125.9 &        -17.1 &        -20.2 &         58.6 &         15.4 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                 CanAM4-1-histo &       -166.9 &        -17.0 &        -20.7 &         35.0 &         20.5 &        56.29 &        17.37 &        -0.84 \\
                     ceres\_ssf &       -157.4 &        -12.7 &        -16.4 &        225.5 &         17.6 &        94.45 &         5.89 &        -0.36 \\
                     ceres\_syn &       -132.7 &        -13.8 &        -16.9 &        178.7 &         15.8 &        95.33 &         4.79 &        -0.28 \\
                      isccp\_fd &       -133.9 &        -19.4 &        -22.9 &         15.3 &         16.9 &        91.24 &         6.91 &        -0.30 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for net CRE]{
          Comparison for net CRE.
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}).
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in \wmm (TOA NET fluxes units).
        }
        \label{tab:cre_net_comparison_table_PRESENT}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

\restoregeometry % just for the radiation fields % also restore the spacing declared in the preamble
\bodytextspacing


\clearpage
\section{Precipitation rates}
\label{sec:precipitation_recent}


As in the previous section, it is interesting to do the comparisons for clouds and precipitation side-by-side, in particular because of the strong relations (at least in models) between precipitation and cloudiness.

Monthly variations from the \GPCP and the \CMAP appear very similar (\autoref{fig:gene_precip_timeseries_PRESENT}), despite their average discrepancy (3.0 versus 3.4 \mmday, or 12.5\% relative difference).
Also, \gcmfour seems to have difficulties reproducing the larger variations\fxnote{(and somewhat create others)}, but is consistently overestimating.

In \autoref{fig:gene_precip_PDFs_PRESENT} \gcmfour seems to overestimate both very low and very high precipitation rates, while underestimating medium ones.

\autoref{fig:gene_precip_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} and \autoref{tab:gene_precip_comparison_table_PRESENT} show, again, how much simulations are significantly further from one observational dataset than are the other observations.


\begin{figure}[htpb]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{gene_precip_timeseries_PRESENT}
    \caption[Precipitation time series by datasets]{
      Precipitation time series by datasets.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT} but for precipitation rates).      
    }
    \label{fig:gene_precip_timeseries_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htpb]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{gene_precip_PDFs_PRESENT}
    \caption[Precipitation distributions by datasets]{\glsreset{IR}
      Precipitation distributions by datasets.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT} but for precipitation rates).      
    }
    \label{fig:gene_precip_PDFs_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\clearpage
\newgeometry{top=20mm, bottom=20mm, left=20mm, right=20mm} % just for this page
\thispagestyle{plain}
\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.85\textwidth]{gene_precip_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for precipitation rates]{
      Taylor diagram for precipitation rates.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} but for precipitation).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \mmday.
    }
    \label{fig:gene_precip_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\vfill

\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
            Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                           gpcp &          0.0 &          1.7 &          3.0 &         28.8 &          3.3 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                 CanAM4-1-histo &          0.0 &          1.8 &          3.7 &         46.5 &          4.2 &        65.34 &         3.25 &         0.89 \\
                           cmap &          0.0 &          1.9 &          3.4 &         33.8 &          3.7 &        96.14 &         1.07 &         0.31 \\
                      cmap\_enh &          0.0 &          2.1 &          3.4 &         32.1 &          3.6 &        96.01 &         1.03 &         0.30 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for precipitation rates]{
          Comparison for precipitation rates.
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PRESENT}).
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in \mmday (precipitation rates units).
        }
        \label{tab:gene_precip_comparison_table_PRESENT}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}
\restoregeometry % just for the radiation fields % also restore the spacing declared in the preamble
\bodytextspacing

% \begin{figure}[htbp]
%     \centering
%     \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{proximity_to_reference_gene_precip_PRESENT}
%     \caption[Proximity to the precipitation reference]{%\glsreset{}
%       Proximity to the precipitation reference (\GPCP) as estimated using two distinct measures: Standard deviation and Correlation.
%       Progression, although monotonic, is not linear.
%     }
%     \label{fig:proximity_to_reference_gene_precip_PRESENT}
%     \end{figure}


\clearpage
\section{Model simulations}
\label{sec:model_recent}


\gcmfour's historical simulation was run four times for this experiment of the \CMIP (fifth phase).

All runs (``r1'', ``r2'', ``r3'', and ``r4'') started with slightly different initial conditions (but with a one year spin off before the actual recording).

As the differences between these runs were systematically much smaller (by at least an order of magnitude) for any variable (than the differences with the other datasets), I (arbitrarily) chose one run (``r1'') and always used the same one throughout all comparisons.

For completeness purposes, a few illustrations are given in Figures
\ref{fig:low_cloud_with_runs_timeseries_PRESENT}, 
\ref{fig:proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_with_runs_PRESENT},
\ref{fig:gene_precip_with_runs_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}, and 
\ref{fig:toa_sw_clr_with_runs_timeseries_PRESENT}.
%
Extreme similarities are shown, as examples for: 
\begin{itemize}
\item monthly averages of low cloud fractions (\autoref{fig:low_cloud_with_runs_timeseries_PRESENT}); 
\item correlation and \RMSD of low cloud fractions (\autoref{fig:proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_with_runs_PRESENT}); 
\item standard deviation, correlation and \RMSD of precipitation rates (\autoref{fig:gene_precip_with_runs_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}); and 
\item monthly averages of \TOA \SW for clear-sky conditions (``CLR'') (\autoref{fig:toa_sw_clr_with_runs_timeseries_PRESENT}).
\end{itemize}


\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.95\textwidth]{low_cloud_with_runs_timeseries_PRESENT}
    \caption[Low cloud time series by datasets]{
      Low cloud time series by datasets.
      (Exactly like \autoref{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT}).
    }
    \label{fig:low_cloud_with_runs_timeseries_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_with_runs_PRESENT}
    \caption[Proximity to the low cloud reference]{%\glsreset{}
      Proximity to the high cloud reference (\ISCCP) as estimated using two distinct measures: Standard deviation and Correlation.
      ``\textbf{A}'' represents the raw (low cloud) output for the four runs of \gcmfour, while
      ``\textbf{B}'' represents the \COSP-\emph{ISCCP-simulated} low cloud field (``low\_cloud-isccp'') for the four runs of \gcmfour.
      Progression, although monotonic, is not linear.
      (Exactly like \autoref{fig:proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_PRESENT}).
    }
    \label{fig:proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_with_runs_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{gene_precip_with_runs_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for precipitation rates]{
      Taylor diagram for precipitation rates.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PRESENT} but for precipitation).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \mmday.
      Precipitation rates for the four runs of \gcmfour are very close to each other (top four red dots in figure).
      Data from \CMAP (``cmap'' and ``cmap\_enh'') are close to each other (bottom two red dots).
      Data from \GPCP (``gpcp (gene\_precip)'') is the reference (bottom large blue dot).
    }
    \label{fig:gene_precip_with_runs_taylor_diagram_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.95\textwidth]{toa_sw_clr_with_runs_timeseries_PRESENT}
    \caption[TOA SW fluxes (Clear skies) time series by datasets]{
      TOA SW fluxes (Clear skies) time series by datasets.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PRESENT} but for TOA SW fluxes).
    }
    \label{fig:toa_sw_clr_with_runs_timeseries_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}


\clearpage
\section{Observation, re-analysis, then simulation}
\label{sec:obs_reana_simu_recent}

% cite pincus

As the figures and tables in this section demonstrate, generally speaking but quite markedly, and with an observational dataset as ``reference'':
\begin{enumerate}
  \item other observational datasets are much closer to the reference than re-analysis or model outputs,
  \item re-analysis output is still closer than model output to the reference. (precipitation and radiative fluxes are compared with the \eraforty in the next chapter).
\end{enumerate}
%
Therefore, as clearly shown, only one observational dataset is really necessary when evaluating \gcmfour.
That is why the actual comparison between \gcmthree and \gcmfour can be done (in the next chapter), despite having only one set of observations (for clouds and radiative fluxes).
Moreover, only one run of \gcmfour's historical run is necessary (making figures easier to read without loosing much information).

For this time period, \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} low cloud field (``low\_cloud-isccp'') is closer to observations than its raw output.
On the other hand, it does worsen ``high\_cloud-isccp''.
Note that the simulated field seems closer to more conservative approaches (``modis'' and ``isccp'') 
while     the raw output      seems closer to more liberal      approaches (``modis\_mask'' and ``isccp\_IR'').

The model tuning for radiative fluxes consistent with the energy balance appears clearly.
Thus no particular skill should be inferred or interpreted from the good agreement for \TOA net fluxes, all-sky (``toa\_net\_all'').

Although not shown here, results are mostly insensitive to the type of surface (ocean, land, or both).
Some differences are:
(i) \gcmfour overestimates precipitation rates over land while it underestimates them over ocean; 
(ii) differences between \gcmfour raw output and its \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field are bigger over land than over ocean; and 
(iii) \eraInterim (low) cloud fields are significantly overestimated over land \emph{when outside the tropical domain}.

Although not shown here, results are also mostly insensitive to the geographical extent of the domain (global coverage versus 30\deg S--30\deg N ``tropical'' band).
Some differences though, relative to observations, are that the bigger the domain:
(i)  the better all \gcmfour radiative fluxes; 
(ii) the worse \gcmfour (low) cloud fractions; and 
(iii) as already said, the worse \eraInterim (low) cloud fractions.

Also, \ISCCP Flux Data (``isccp\_fd'') does not seem to agree perfectly with \CEBAF (or ``cebaf'') or the other \CERES datasets (``ceres\_syn'', ``ceres\_ssf''), which is something to keep in mind in the next section.

\fxwarning{citation? Pincus? GCM4 paper?} 
Finally, mean values ($\mu$) and standard deviations ($\sigma$) are all consistent with the literature, as well as with a preliminary study of these \gcmfour runs.
So far, discrepancies in radiative fluxes and precipitation rates seem consistent with clouds simulation difficulties.
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\begin{flushright}
\begin{quotation}
\emph{
Honorable errors do not count as failures in science, \\
but as seeds for progress in the quintessential activity of correction.
}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
Stephen Jay Gould, ``Leonardo's Mountain of Clams and the \\ 
Diet of Worms: Essays on Natural History'', 1998 (p. 163)
\end{flushright}

\vfill

\begin{flushright}
\begin{quotation}
\emph{
My daughter and the rest of Generation Hot have been given \\
a life sentence for a crime they didn't commit.
}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
Mark Hertsgaard, ``Hot: Living Through \\
the Next Fifty Years on Earth'', 2011 
\end{flushright}

\vfill
\vfill
\clearpage

\glsresetall


\fxnote{Check that this is consistent with run and git/code}

Unless stated otherwise, all figures in this chapter are based on data 
(i) over the oceans (not over land), 
(ii) for the 30\deg S--30\deg N 'tropical' band, and 
(iii) from July 1983 to November 2000 (\autoref{fig:time_overlaps_PAST}).

Each section compares the \PDFs, time series, \tds, or a statistics table relative to its fields, plus, if necessary, some additional explanation for the comparisons.


\section{Cloud fractions}
\label{sec:clouds_old}


\subsection{Low clouds}

According to \autoref{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PAST}, the \gcmfour performs better than its predecessor --- the \gcmthree, with no noticeable difference between its raw (``low\_cloud'') and \emph{ISCCP-simulated} fields (``low\_cloud-isccp'').

In addition, the \eraInterim can be seen to perform better than \eraforty.

In \autoref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PAST}, 
\eraInterim's position (\ie mean) is closer to the one of the \ISCCP, but it's shape (\eg standard deviation) does not seem to improve relative to the \eraforty (which is the closest to ``isccp\_IR'').

\gcmfour raw output is closer to both ``isccp'' and ``isccp\_IR'' (relative to \gcmthree).
The shape of its \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field distribution seems closer to that of \ISCCP, but shifted toward the small low fractions (\ie overestimate small and underestimate medium-to-large low cloud fractions.

Noticing that the change from ``isccp\_IR'' to ``isccp'' is somewhat similar to the change from \gcmfour raw output to its simulated field, one could (tentatively) infer that the \COSP performs well but starts from a field with too many small and too few large low cloud fractions.

\autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST}, \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}, and \autoref{fig:proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_PAST} show that, in this case, 
(i)   \eraforty is not performing better than the models, 
(ii)  \gcmfour does not clearly improve relative to \gcmthree, and 
(iii) the \COSP simulator does provide clear improvements.


\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{low_cloud_timeseries_PAST}
    \caption[Low cloud time series by datasets]{%\glsreset{eraInterim}\glsreset{gcm4.1}
      Low cloud time series by datasets.
      From lowest to highest low cloud fractions: \gcmthree, \gcmfour (both raw and simulated), \ISCCP, \eraInterim, \eraforty, ``isccp\_IR''.
    }
    \label{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PAST}
    \end{figure}


\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{low_cloud_PDFs_PAST}
    \caption[Low cloud distributions by datasets]{%\glsreset{eraInterim}\glsreset{gcm4.1}
      Low cloud distributions by datasets.
    }
    \label{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PAST}
    \end{figure}


\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for low clouds]{\glsreset{RMSD}\glsreset{COSP}
      Taylor diagram for low clouds.
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in percent.
      Correlations are unit-less (dimensionless).
      All coordinates values are given in \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}: Std ($\sigma$), Correlation (Corr), and \RMSD.
    }
    \label{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \end{figure}


\clearpage
\begin{landscape}
\begin{table}[p]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
                          Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                                        isccp &          0.0 &         22.9 &         25.3 &        100.0 &         15.1 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                               CanAM4-1-histo &          0.0 &         16.3 &         19.1 &         98.3 &         12.6 &        51.74 &        13.79 &         0.72 \\
            ---            (low\_cloud-isccp) &          0.0 &         15.7 &         19.3 &         98.4 &         15.5 &        65.59 &        12.71 &         0.66 \\
                                        agcm3 &          0.0 &         13.9 &         15.9 &         83.8 &          9.9 &        49.87 &        13.32 &         0.84 \\
                                        era40 &          0.0 &         28.0 &         28.9 &         77.7 &         11.2 &        49.95 &        13.61 &         0.47 \\
                                   eraInterim &          0.0 &         24.2 &         28.1 &         99.4 &         15.5 &        76.84 &        10.42 &         0.37 \\
                                    isccp\_IR &          0.6 &         30.9 &         32.5 &         90.4 &         11.9 &        85.51 &         7.91 &         0.24 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for low clouds]{\glsreset{RMSD}
          Comparison for low clouds.
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are expressed in percent (cloud fraction units).
          Correlation (Corr) is also expressed in percent.
          RMSD$/\mu$ is expressed without units.
          Min, Median, Mean, and Max can be visualized in \autoref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PAST}.
          Std, Corr, and \RMSD can be visualized in \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST}.
          Corr, \RMSD, and RMSD$/\mu$ are computed relative to the reference (here \ISCCP).
          relative to \ISCCP, the ranking from closest to farthest is (almost) identical, whether one looks at correlation or at \RMSD (see \autoref{fig:proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_PAST}).
        }
        \label{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}
\end{landscape}


\clearpage
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_PAST}
    \caption[Proximity to the low cloud reference]{%\glsreset{}
      Proximity to the low cloud reference (\ISCCP) as estimated using two distinct measures: Standard deviation and Correlation. 
      Evolution, although monotonic, is not linear.
      Like the \td, this figure takes into account standard deviations (see relationship in \autoref{fig:triangle_taylor}), 
      but, unlike the \td, it does not explicitly display standard deviation differences.
      The contributions of the \COSP simulator may be the most obvious in this figure.
    }
    \label{fig:proximity_to_reference_low_cloud_PAST}
    \end{figure}


\clearpage
\subsection{High clouds}


As shown in \autoref{fig:high_cloud_timeseries_PAST}, ``isccp\_IR'' has the lowest monthly mean averages, while \eraforty has the highest monthly mean averages.
The latter has a clear, although (likely) spurious trend (see \autoref{sec:precipitation_old} for an explanation).

\ISCCP data means are mostly in between \gcmfour and its \emph{ISCCP-simulated} fields.
\gcmthree appears to perform particularly well.

Detection patterns for ``isccp\_IR'' in \autoref{fig:high_cloud_PDFs_PAST} are identical to those in \autoref{fig:high_cloud_PDFs_PRESENT}.
On the other hand, \eraforty seems to have the exact opposite patterns (\ie high detection of small and low detection of large high cloud fractions).

\autoref{fig:high_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST}, \autoref{tab:high_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}, and \autoref{fig:proximity_to_reference_high_cloud_PAST} show that, in this case: 
(i)   \gcmfour clearly performs better than \gcmthree,
(ii)  but \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field (``high\_cloud-isccp'') does not perform better than the original (raw) output,
(iii) both re-analyses are closer to observations (than the models are).

Surprisingly,  \gcmfour ``high\_cloud-isccp'' has worse \RMSD and standard deviation relative to \gcmfour ``high\_cloud'', when compared to \ISCCP, as shown \autoref{tab:high_cloud_comparison_table_PAST} and \autoref{fig:proximity_to_reference_high_cloud_PAST}.

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{high_cloud_timeseries_PAST}
    \caption[High cloud time series by datasets]{
      High cloud time series by datasets.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PAST} but for high clouds).
      From lowest to highest high cloud fractions: ``isccp\_IR'', \gcmfour's raw output, \ISCCP, \gcmthree, \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} field, \eraInterim, and \eraforty.
      }
    \label{fig:high_cloud_timeseries_PAST}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{high_cloud_PDFs_PAST}
    \caption[High cloud distributions by datasets]{\glsreset{IR}
      High cloud distributions by datasets.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PAST} but for high clouds).
    }
    \label{fig:high_cloud_PDFs_PAST}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{high_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for high clouds]{
      Taylor diagram for high clouds.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST} but for high clouds).
    }
    \label{fig:high_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \end{figure}
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\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
                           Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                                         isccp &          0.0 &         18.5 &         23.0 &         90.2 &         18.0 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                                CanAM4-1-histo &          0.0 &         14.6 &         21.5 &         99.2 &         20.1 &        75.55 &        13.45 &         0.63 \\
            ---            (high\_cloud-isccp) &          0.0 &         18.1 &         25.5 &         99.9 &         23.9 &        75.34 &        15.73 &         0.62 \\
                                         agcm3 &          0.0 &         19.8 &         25.5 &         96.4 &         21.2 &        66.79 &        16.22 &         0.64 \\
                                         era40 &          0.0 &         28.8 &         35.7 &         99.2 &         26.4 &        87.33 &        13.83 &         0.39 \\
                                    eraInterim &          0.0 &         21.6 &         28.4 &         98.6 &         24.3 &        90.46 &        11.09 &         0.39 \\
                                     isccp\_IR &          0.0 &          8.1 &         12.4 &         80.7 &         12.8 &        92.73 &         7.74 &         0.62 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for high clouds]{
          Comparison for high clouds.
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}).
        }
        \label{tab:high_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

\vfill

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{proximity_to_reference_high_cloud_PAST}
    \caption[Proximity to the high cloud reference]{%\glsreset{}
      Proximity to the high cloud reference (\ISCCP) as estimated using two distinct measures: Standard deviation and Correlation.
      Progression, although monotonic, is not linear.
    }
    \label{fig:proximity_to_reference_high_cloud_PAST}
    \end{figure}
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\section{Radiation fields}
\label{sec:radiation_old}

\subsection[TOA SW fluxes (all skies)]{Top of the atmosphere (TOA) shortwave flux (SW), all-sky conditions (ALL)}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.75\textwidth]{toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PAST}  % trim = l b r t
    %\includegraphics[trim= 50mm 45mm 40mm 5mm, width=0.55\textwidth]{toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PAST}  % trim = l b r t
    %\includegraphics[width=0.95\textwidth]{toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PAST_CROPPED} % [ccorbel@swift outline]$ pdfcrop ../images/toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PAST.pdf  ../images/toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PAST_CROPPED.pdf 
    \caption[Taylor diagram for TOA SW fluxes (All skies)]{
      Taylor diagram for TOA SW fluxes (All skies).
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST} but for TOA SW fluxes (All skies)).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \wmm.
      %\eraforty TOA SW fluxes (both All-sky and Clear-sky conditions) are way off (for a reason I cannot find).
      \eraforty TOA SW fluxes (both All-sky and Clear-sky conditions) were not available.
    }
    \label{fig:toa_sw_all_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \end{figure}

\vfill 

\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
            Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                      isccp\_fd &         36.3 &         91.6 &         95.9 &        237.9 &         25.8 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                 CanAM4-1-histo &         32.0 &         82.2 &         88.6 &        262.6 &         30.2 &        54.82 &        26.91 &         0.30 \\
                          agcm3 &         34.5 &         90.5 &         92.3 &        228.0 &         21.2 &        37.16 &        26.64 &         0.29 \\
%                          era40 &       -449.0 &       -298.1 &       -295.7 &       -122.8 &         54.1 &        -3.97 &        60.85 &        -0.21 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for TOA SW fluxes (All skies)]{
          Comparison for TOA SW fluxes (All skies).
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}).
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in \wmm (TOA SW fluxes units).
          \gcmfour seems to perform somewhat better than \gcmthree.
        }
        \label{tab:toa_sw_all_comparison_table_PAST}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}
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\subsection[TOA LW fluxes (all skies)]{Top of the atmosphere (TOA) longwave flux (LW), all-sky conditions (ALL)}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.80\textwidth]{toa_lw_all_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for TOA LW fluxes (All skies)]{
      Taylor diagram for TOA LW fluxes (All skies).
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST} but for TOA LW fluxes (All skies)).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \wmm.
      In contrast to \SW, \eraforty TOA LW fluxes (both All-sky and Clear-sky conditions) are (more) consistent with observations.
    }
    \label{fig:toa_lw_all_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \end{figure}

\vfill

\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
            Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                      isccp\_fd &        167.5 &        257.0 &        253.3 &        313.6 &         20.9 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                 CanAM4-1-histo &        134.7 &        264.8 &        257.9 &        331.7 &         31.0 &        70.97 &        21.89 &         0.08 \\
                          agcm3 &        157.2 &        262.2 &        257.5 &        334.9 &         25.4 &        64.01 &        20.10 &         0.08 \\
                          era40 &        150.0 &        268.7 &        263.0 &        343.2 &         26.5 &        91.58 &        11.17 &         0.04 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for TOA LW fluxes (All skies)]{
          Comparison for TOA LW fluxes (All skies).
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}).
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in \wmm (TOA LW fluxes units).
          \gcmfour has a higher correlation but \gcmthree has a smaller \RMSD.
        }
        \label{tab:toa_lw_all_comparison_table_PAST}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}
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\subsection[TOA NET fluxes (all skies)]{Top of the atmosphere (TOA) net flux (NET), all-sky conditions (ALL)}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.80\textwidth]{toa_net_all_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for TOA NET fluxes (All skies)]{
      Taylor diagram for TOA NET fluxes (All skies).
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST} but for TOA NET fluxes (All skies)).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \wmm.
      Although close, in this case, \gcmfour seems to be a clearly better than \gcmthree.
    }
    \label{fig:toa_net_all_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \end{figure}

\vfill

\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
            Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                      isccp\_fd &       -121.4 &         66.0 &         51.8 &        165.5 &         53.7 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                 CanAM4-1-histo &       -128.2 &         67.1 &         54.3 &        177.8 &         57.5 &        94.56 &        18.72 &         0.34 \\
                          agcm3 &       -132.6 &         66.1 &         50.9 &        171.2 &         59.3 &        93.45 &        21.20 &         0.42 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for TOA NET fluxes (All skies)]{
          Comparison for TOA NET fluxes (All skies).
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}).
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in \wmm (TOA NET fluxes units).
        }
        \label{tab:toa_net_all_comparison_table_PAST}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}
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\subsection{Net Cloud Radiative Effect (NCRE)}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.80\textwidth]{cre_net_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for net CRE]{
      Taylor diagram for net CRE.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST} but for net CRE).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \wmm.
      Note that considering \eraforty's TOA SW fluxes performances, nothing can be deduced from its Net CRE.
    }
    \label{fig:cre_net_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \end{figure}

\vfill

\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
            Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                      isccp\_fd &       -146.2 &        -20.3 &        -24.1 &         15.2 &         17.2 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                 CanAM4-1-histo &       -172.2 &        -17.0 &        -20.6 &         41.8 &         20.5 &        57.11 &        17.72 &        -0.86 \\
                          agcm3 &       -134.7 &        -18.5 &        -18.9 &         31.1 &         17.6 &        40.15 &        19.00 &        -1.01 \\
                          era40 &       -128.0 &        -44.7 &        -44.7 &          8.7 &         15.5 &        39.35 &        18.04 &        -0.40 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for net CRE]{
          Comparison for net CRE.
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}).
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in \wmm (TOA NET fluxes units).
        }
        \label{tab:cre_net_comparison_table_PAST}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

\restoregeometry % just for the radiation fields % also restore the spacing declared in the preamble
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\section{Precipitation rates}
\label{sec:precipitation_old}

The \GPCP and the \CMAP have a consistent average discrepancy (3.0 versus 3.5 \mmday, or 15.4\% difference), as shown in \autoref{fig:gene_precip_timeseries_PAST} and \autoref{tab:gene_precip_comparison_table_PAST})

\eraforty's overestimation of tropical oceanic precipitation and tropical high clouds is a well-known fact in the literature \citep{Uppala2005}.
Its (spurious) trend through time, which can be seen in Figures \ref{fig:high_cloud_timeseries_PAST} or \ref{fig:gene_precip_timeseries_PAST}, is exacerbated in later years by effects of the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in June 1991 (creating bias in satellite radiances, corrupted by the eruption).

\eraforty seems to overestimate both smaller and larger precipitation rates, while underestimating medium ones (\autoref{fig:gene_precip_PDFs_PAST}).
Although it is less marked, \gcmfour seems to have the same biases.
On the other hand, \gcmthree does the opposite (significantly underestimate both smaller and larger precipitation rates, while significantly overestimating medium ones).


\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{gene_precip_timeseries_PAST}
    \caption[Precipitation time series by datasets]{
      Precipitation time series by datasets.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_timeseries_PAST} but for precipitation rates).
    }
    \label{fig:gene_precip_timeseries_PAST}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htpb]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\textwidth]{gene_precip_PDFs_PAST}
    \caption[Precipitation distributions by datasets]{\glsreset{IR}
      Precipitation distributions by datasets.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_PDFs_PAST} but for precipitation rates).
    }
    \label{fig:gene_precip_PDFs_PAST}
    \end{figure}
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\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.80\textwidth]{gene_precip_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \caption[Taylor diagram for precipitation rates]{
      Taylor diagram for precipitation rates.
      (Same as \autoref{fig:low_cloud_taylor_diagram_PAST} but for precipitation).
      Standard deviations ($\sigma$) are given in \mmday.
      \gcmfour performs better than \gcmthree (relative to observations).
    }
    \label{fig:gene_precip_taylor_diagram_PAST}
    \end{figure}
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\begin{table}[h!]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabulary}{1.00\textwidth}{l r r r r r r r r}
            \toprule
            Source (Ref. first) &          Min &       Median & Mean ($\mu$) &          Max &     \StdHead &    Corr (\%) &         RMSD &   RMSD$/\mu$ \\
            \midrule
                           gpcp &          0.0 &          1.8 &          3.0 &         30.1 &          3.2 &       100.00 &         0.00 &         0.00 \\
                 CanAM4-1-histo &          0.0 &          1.9 &          3.7 &         52.7 &          4.2 &        65.07 &         3.26 &         0.88 \\
                          agcm3 &          0.0 &          2.1 &          3.7 &         58.0 &          3.9 &        54.81 &         3.45 &         0.94 \\
                           cmap &          0.0 &          2.0 &          3.5 &         38.8 &          3.9 &        94.48 &         1.36 &         0.38 \\
                      cmap\_enh &          0.0 &          2.1 &          3.5 &         38.5 &          3.8 &        94.47 &         1.29 &         0.36 \\
                          era40 &         -0.0 &          2.7 &          4.5 &         72.6 &          4.9 &        81.60 &         2.97 &         0.66 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabulary}
        \caption[Comparison for precipitation rates]{
          Comparison for precipitation rates.
          (Same as \autoref{tab:low_cloud_comparison_table_PAST}).
          Minimum (Min), Median, Average (Mean, $\mu$), Maximum (Max), Standard deviation (Std, $\sigma$), and \RMSD are all expressed in \mmday (precipitation rates units).
        }
        \label{tab:gene_precip_comparison_table_PAST}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}
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\section{Generations comparison}
\label{sec:obs_reana_simu_old}

According to this chapter results, and relative to observations, \gcmfour mostly performs better than \gcmthree (and \eraInterim better than \eraforty).
This statement is particularly true for both low and high cloud fractions.
Most of the time, \gcmfour ``wins'' by at least two, if not three of the \td criteria (standard deviation, correlation, and \RMSD).

\gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} low cloud field (``low\_cloud-isccp'') is more consistent with observations than \gcmfour's raw output.
However, this is not true for the high cloud field (``high\_cloud-isccp'').
This could be interpreted as a symptom of problems related to \COSP treatment of high clouds.

Although radiative fluxes results have to be considered carefully --- in particular since ``isccp\_fd'' was not the reference in the previous chapter\fxnote{isccp-fd shown somewhat disagreeing with the other observations} and since \eraforty radiative fluxes have issues --- the following hierarchy seems to be mostly valid:
\begin{enumerate}
\item first observations, 
\item then re-analyses, 
\item finally models
\end{enumerate}
%
Finally, as in the previous chapter too, mean values ($\mu$) and standard deviations ($\sigma$) are all consistent with the literature, as well as with a preliminary study of these \gcmfour runs.
So far, discrepancies in radiative fluxes and precipitation rates seem consistent with clouds simulation difficulties.
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\chapter{Qualitative analysis}
\label{sec:qualitative_analysis}
% \miniTocLofLot % not used because of UBC FoGS

\vfill

\begin{flushright}
\begin{quotation}
\emph{
Bows and flows of angel hair and ice cream castles in the air \\
And feather canyons everywhere, I've looked at clouds that way. \\
But now they only block the sun, they rain and snow on everyone. \\
So many things i would have done but clouds got in my way. \\
}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
\begin{quotation}
\emph{
I've looked at clouds from both sides now, \\
From up and down, and still somehow \\
It's clouds' illusions i recall. \\
I really don't know clouds at all.
}
\end{quotation}
\vspace{10pt}
``Both Sides, Now'', Joni Mitchell, Clouds, 1969.
\end{flushright}

\vfill
\vfill
\clearpage

\glsresetall


This chapter looks more closely at (low) cloud behavior dependency on \LTS, \EIS, or \w.

Conclusions are drawn from visualizations and are in no way quantifiable measures of dependencies (hence ``qualitative analysis'').

Unless stated otherwise, in this chapter, all figures are based on data 
(i) over the oceans (not over land),
(ii) for the 30\deg S--30\deg N 'tropical' band, and 
(iii) from July 1983 to November 2000.

Conceptually, the steps followed in this chapter, in order to actually compare the \gcmthree and the \gcmfour (as well as the \eraforty and the \eraInterim), are as follow:
\begin{enumerate}
    \item \autoref{sec:LTS_versus_EIS} tests the consequences of using \EIS rather than \LTS;
    \item \autoref{sec:LTS_w500_ref} tests the consequences of using one particular model or re-analysis to represent observational data;
    \item \autoref{sec:gcm3_versus_gcm4} compares observations, \gcmthree, \gcmfour raw output and \emph{ISCCP-simulated} low cloud fields;
    \item \autoref{sec:era40_versus_eraInterim} compares observations, \eraforty and \eraInterim low cloud fields;
    \item \autoref{sec:cloud_regimes} looks at the average (or typical) vertical profile and frequency of occurrence map for three cloud regimes --- ``\nameref{sec:convectiform}'', ``\nameref{sec:stratiform}'', and ``\nameref{sec:storm_track}''.
    \end{enumerate}
%

% % put some baselines in this section

% \subsection{Introduction}

% \subsection{Comparison}
% \label{sec:comparison}

% \subsubsection{Satellite simulator}
% \label{sec:satellite_simulator}

% compa cl vs clisccp (using also re-ana and obs)

% \citet{WeaverRamanathan1997} suggest that low clouds always (\w < 0 or > 0), but when \w < 0, then also get high clouds.
% also, high clouds could hide low clouds, by blocking the satellite's view, but ground observation also show decrease (Warren atlas (details from KleinHartmann1993))

% \subsubsection{Stability component}
% \label{sec:stability_component}

% scatter or composite LTS vs EIS
% 2d histo clouds lts vs eis
% gcm LTS vs reana LTS
% conclusion : about the same, maybe clearer with EIS, but not (less) designed for land

% \subsubsection{Geographical extent}
% \label{sec:geographical_extent}

% 30 vs 60 vs 90 bands (storm tracks...)

% \subsubsection{Type of surface}
% \label{sec:type_of_surface}

% land vs ocean

% \subsection{Regimes}
% \label{sec:regimes}

% \subsubsection{Stratiform}
% \label{sec:stratiform}

% vertical profile vs map back
% emphasis low clouds
% scatter or composite: (w500, low clouds) and (w500, high clouds) and (eis, low clouds) and (eis, high clouds) = high more dep on dynamics, low more dep on stability

% \fxwarning{Look comment in source code here (section: (Transition to shallow cumulus)}

% % \subsubsection{(Transition to shallow cumulus)}

% % stratus to shallow cumulus

% % Why transition is important : 
% % \begin{itemize}
% % \item because not very well understood
% % \item because goes from highly reflecting (cooling) to less
% % \end{itemize}

% % while moderate subsidence favorize stratiform low cloud formation (by producing a cap inversion) \citep{CottonAnthes1989, KleinHartmann1993} (details from WeaverRamanathan1997)), very strong subsidence defavorize stratiform low cloud formation (by breaking up the stratiform deck) \citep{Roach1982, ChenCotton1987} (details from WeaverRamanathan1997)).

% \subsubsection{Convectiform}
% \label{sec:convectiform}

% vertical profile vs map back
% emphasis high clouds and massive pressip
% scatter or composite: (w500, low clouds) and (w500, high clouds) and (eis, low clouds) and (eis, high clouds) = high more dep on dynamics, low more dep on stability
% scatter or composite: (high clouds, gene precip)    = why 2D clouds will be so similar

% \subsection{Conclusions}

% everything is consistent

% low clouds simulation differences may also come (in addition to reasons from previous sections) from regime mis-treatment

% \section{Assumptions and limitations}
% \label{sec:assumptions_and_limitations}

% \subsection{Assumptions}
% \label{sec:assumptions}

% scatter or composite: (Tsurf, T700) = LTS definition
% scatter or composite: (w500, w700) and (w500, w850) = justification choice w500 (but values printed while running...)
% scatter or composite: (lts, w500) and (eis, w500)   = basis non indep but better than nothing

% \fxnote{LCL by citet{WoodBretherton2006} (for EIS) assume RH = 0.8. I use RH from datasets.}

% \fxnote{cloud fraction by citet{WoodBretherton2006} = all low cloud types (except cumulus) + fog}

% \subsection{Limitations}
% \label{sec:limitations}

% inversion
% LCL
% LTS
% EIS

% inversion and low clouds

% \subsection{Conclusions}

% consistent with literature
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\section{LTS versus EIS}
\label{sec:LTS_versus_EIS}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \subfloat[LTS-$\omega_{500}$-MODIS Low cloud]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{eraInterim_LTS_w500_Modis_Low_cloud_Mean}} % 2D histo ? LTS w500 ? low cloud
    \hfill
    \subfloat[EIS-$\omega_{500}$-MODIS Low cloud]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{eraInterim_EIS_w500_Modis_Low_cloud_Mean}} % 2D histo ? EIS w500 ? low cloud
    \caption[2D-Histogram based on LTS versus EIS]{%\glsreset{}
      \histo based on \LTS versus \EIS (from \eraInterim). 
      Data range from July 2002 to December 2009.
      Only one \histo is shown, but all following results are similar whether \LTS or \EIS is used, with a notable difference in the ``Storm track'' representation 
      (see \autoref{sec:storm_track}, and in particular Figures \ref{fig:2D_LTS_storm_track} and \ref{fig:2D_EIS_storm_track}).
      That is why only \LTS is used in the following sections.
    }
    \label{fig:comparison_2D_histo_LTS_versus_EIS}
    \end{figure}
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\section{LTS and $\omega_{500}$ references}
\label{sec:LTS_w500_ref}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \subfloat[LTS distributions]{\label{fig:LTS_PDFs_for_quali_analysis}\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{LTS_PDFs_for_quali_analysis}} % LTS PDFs
    \hfill
    \subfloat[$\omega_{500}$ distributions]{\label{fig:w500_PDFs_for_quali_analysis}\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{w500_PDFs_for_quali_analysis}} % w500 PDFs
    \caption[LTS and $\omega_{500}$ distributions]{%\glsreset{}
      \LTS and $\omega_{500}$ distributions from \eraforty, \eraInterim, \gcmthree, and \gcmfour.
      No major differences (in shape or position) distinguishes the two re-analyses and the two simulations.
      Next figure (\ref{fig:comparison_2D_histo_different_axes_sources}) also supports that the choice of the ``observational reference for \histos'' does not change the conclusions.
      To compare (b) with an \w distribution from the literature, see Figure \ref{fig:Bony_Omega_PDF} (page \pageref{fig:Bony_Omega_PDF}).
    }
    \label{fig:comparison_PDFs_LTS_and_w500}
    \end{figure}

\end{landscape}
\restoregeometry % also restore the spacing declared in the preamble
\bodytextspacing
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\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \subfloat[ISCCP data binned based on ERA-40]{\label{fig:isccp_on_era40}\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{era40_LTS_w500_Isccp_Low_cloud_Mean}}             % 2D histo era40  era40  observation (Isccp)
    \hfill
    \subfloat[ISCCP data binned based on ERA-Interim]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{eraInterim_LTS_w500_Isccp_Low_cloud_Mean}} \\% 2D histo eraInt eraInt observation (Isccp)
    \vfill
    \subfloat[ISCCP data binned based on AGCM-3]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{gcm3_LTS_w500_Isccp_Low_cloud_Mean}}              % 2D histo gcm3   gcm3   observation (Isccp)
    \hfill
    \subfloat[ISCCP data binned based on CanAM-4.1]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{gcm4_LTS_w500_Isccp_Low_cloud_Mean}}           % 2D histo gcm4   gcm4   observation (Isccp)
    \caption[ISCCP data binned based on outputs from different sources]{%\glsreset{}
      \ISCCP Low cloud data binned based with different sources outputs.
      Note how extremely similar are the four figures, with maybe the exception of (a).
      Conclusions from representing observations in a \histo are not sensitive to the choice of the source (for binning).
      This is even more valid when using \EIS (not shown).
      Considering previous results (see \autoref{sec:variability_between_datasets} or \autoref{sec:obs_reana_simu_recent}), 
      I thereafter use \eraInterim outputs when representing an ``observational'' reference (\eg in \autoref{fig:comparison_2D_histo_gcm3_versus_gcm4}).
    }
    \label{fig:comparison_2D_histo_different_axes_sources}
    \end{figure}


\newgeometry{top=20mm, bottom=20mm, left=20mm, right=20mm}
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\section{AGCM-3 versus CanAM-4.1}
\label{sec:gcm3_versus_gcm4}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \subfloat[Low cloud from AGCM-3]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{gcm3_LTS_w500_gcm3_Low_cloud_mean}}          % 2D histo gcm3   gcm3   cl
    \hfill
    \subfloat[Low cloud from CanAM-4.1]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{gcm4_LTS_w500_gcm4_Low_cloud_mean}} \\       % 2D histo gcm4   gcm4   cl
    \vfill
    \subfloat[Low cloud from ISCCP]{\label{fig:2D_obs}\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{eraInterim_LTS_w500_Isccp_Low_cloud_mean}} % 2D histo eraInt eraInt observation (Isccp)
    \hfill
    \subfloat[\emph{ISCCP-simulated} low cloud from CanAM-4.1]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\textwidth]{gcm4_LTS_w500_gcm4_Low_cloud-isccp_mean}}   % 2D histo gcm4   gcm4   clisccp
    \caption[2D-histogram for observations, AGCM-3, and CanAM-4.1]{%\glsreset{}
      According to these \histos, \gcmfour seems to perform better than \gcmthree in simulating low clouds.
      In particular, both \gcmfour's spatial structure (contrasts) and values (means) seem closer to \ISCCP observations than \gcmthree's.
      Then, \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} low cloud fractions seem to improve \gcmfour's raw output (again, both in structure and values).
      However, it appears that neither \gcmthree nor \gcmfour can reproduce the wider range of low clouds seen in the observations.
    }
    \label{fig:comparison_2D_histo_gcm3_versus_gcm4}
    \end{figure}
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\section{ERA-40 versus ERA-Interim}
\label{sec:era40_versus_eraInterim}

\begin{figure}[h!]
    \centering
    \subfloat[Low cloud from ERA-40]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{era40_LTS_w500_era40_Low_cloud_Mean}}           % 2D histo era40 era40 cl
    \hfill
    \subfloat[Low cloud from ERA-Interim]{\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{eraInterim_LTS_w500_eraInterim_Low_cloud_Mean}} % 2D histo eraInterim eraInterim cl
    \caption[2D-histogram for ERA-40 and ERA-Interim]{%\glsreset{}
      For the ``observational reference'', please see Figure \ref{fig:2D_obs}.
      According to these \histos, \eraInterim clearly performs better than \eraforty in simulating low clouds.
      More particularly, both \eraInterim's spatial structure (contrasts) and values (means) seem closer to observations than \eraforty's.
      Unlike model simulations (\gcmthree or \gcmfour), re-analyses (\eraforty, but especially \eraInterim) are able to reproduce the wide range of low clouds seen in the observations.
    }
    \label{fig:comparison_2D_histo_eraInterim_versus_era40}
    \end{figure}

\end{landscape}
\restoregeometry % also restore the spacing declared in the preamble
\bodytextspacing
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\begin{landscape}

\section{Cloud regimes}
\label{sec:cloud_regimes}

\subsection{Convectiform}
\label{sec:convectiform}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \subfloat[Regime outline (for high clouds)]{\includegraphics[width=0.45\linewidth]{gcm4_LTS_w500_gcm4_High_cloud_mean_Convectiform_Black_box}}  % 2D histo with black box  for convectiform cloud regime
    \hfill
    \subfloat[Composite vertical profile]{\includegraphics[width=0.45\linewidth]{gcm4_Vertical_profile_Convectiform_regime}}  % average vertical profile for convectiform cloud regime
    \caption[The convectiform cloud regime]{
      The convectiform cloud regime.
      The vertical profile (b) illustrates how \EIS is really defined only when a temperature inversion exists 
      (or, in other words, positive values mean stable, while negative ones ``mean'' unstable atmosphere).
      Data span from January 1950 to December 2009.      
    }
    \label{fig:Convectiform_Box_Vertical_profile}
    \end{figure}

\end{landscape}

\begin{landscape}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    %\includegraphics[width=0.99\linewidth]{gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Convectiform_regime}  % climato/baseline back-mapping, convective cloud regime
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\linewidth]{gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Convectiform_regime_CROPPED} % [ccorbel@swift outline]$ pdfcrop ../images/gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Convectiform_regime.pdf ../images/gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Convectiform_regime_CROPPED.pdf
    \caption[Relative occurrence of the convectiform cloud regime (July)]{\glsreset{ITCZ}
      Relative occurrence of the convectiform cloud regime (July)
      As in \autoref{fig:Convectiform_Box_Vertical_profile}, but data span from January 1980 to December 2009. % (and cover the 60\deg S--60\deg N band).
      Note that this is the \emph{July} climatological average frequency of occurrence.
      \gcmfour, as well as \gcmthree (not shown), reproduce well the \ITCZ (\ie large amounts of precipitation and high clouds).
    }
    \label{fig:Convectiform_Back_mapping}
    \end{figure}
\end{landscape}
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\begin{landscape}

\subsection{Stratiform}
\label{sec:stratiform}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \subfloat[Regime outline]{\label{fig:strati_2D_histo}\includegraphics[width=0.45\linewidth]{gcm4_LTS_w500_gcm4_Low_cloud_mean_Stratiform_Black_box}}  % 2D histo with black box  for stratiform cloud regime
    \hfill
    \subfloat[Composite vertical profile]{\label{fig:strati_vert_prof}\includegraphics[width=0.45\linewidth]{gcm4_Vertical_profile_Stratiform_regime}}  % average vertical profile for stratiform cloud regime
    \caption[The stratiform cloud regime]{
      The stratiform cloud regime.
      Figure (b) clearly illustrates both \LTS and \EIS contributions to the vertical profile (as explained in \autoref{fig:IdealMBL1}); 
      as well as the good match between the data and the idealized profile.
      Data span from January 1950 to December 2009.
    }
    \label{fig:Stratiform_Box_Vertical_profile}
    \end{figure}

\end{landscape}

\begin{landscape}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    %\includegraphics[width=0.99\linewidth]{gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Stratiform_regime}  % climato or baseline back-mapping for stratiform cloud regime
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\linewidth]{gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Stratiform_regime_CROPPED} % [ccorbel@swift outline]$ pdfcrop ../images/gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Stratiform_regime.pdf ../images/gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Stratiform_regime_CROPPED.pdf 
    \caption[Relative occurrence of the stratiform cloud regime (July)]{
      Relative occurrence of the stratiform cloud regime (July).
      As in \autoref{fig:Stratiform_Box_Vertical_profile}, but data span from January 1980 to December 2009. % (and cover the 60\deg S--60\deg N band).
      Note that this is the \emph{July} climatological average frequency of occurrence.
      \gcmfour, as well as \gcmthree (not shown), reproduce well all of the (summer) ``10 stratus regions'' described in \autoref{fig:Klein_Hartmann_10_stratus_regions} (page \pageref{fig:Klein_Hartmann_10_stratus_regions}).
      (The Chinese and Australian regions are missing since this is for July. 
      Arctic and Circumpolar are not plotted.)
    }
    \label{fig:Stratiform_Back_mapping}
    \end{figure}

\end{landscape}
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\subsection{Storm track}
\label{sec:storm_track}

Figure \ref{fig:2D_LTS_storm_track} clearly shows two low cloud regimes, \ie one more than in Figures \ref{fig:strati_2D_histo} and \ref{fig:2D_EIS_storm_track}.
%
This distinct regime is called the ``Storm track'' or ``Circumpolar ocean'' region as in \autoref{fig:Klein_Hartmann_10_stratus_regions} (page \pageref{fig:Klein_Hartmann_10_stratus_regions}).
%
\gcmfour, as well as \gcmthree (not shown), reproduce very well this low cloud region (Figure \ref{fig:storm_track_back_map}).

As said in \autoref{fig:comparison_2D_histo_LTS_versus_EIS}, as well as shown in Figures \ref{fig:2D_EIS_storm_track} and \ref{fig:storm_track_vert_prof},
this is the main (if not only) difference between \histos based on \LTS versus \EIS.
%
Figure \ref{fig:2D_EIS_storm_track}, which is Figure \ref{fig:2D_LTS_storm_track} using \EIS rather than \LTS, look much more like Figure \ref{fig:strati_2D_histo} or \ref{fig:isccp_on_era40}.

One could speculate on both advantages and drawbacks of using \LTS rather than \EIS, \ie having two versus one low cloud regimes.
On one hand, two regimes would mean that there is an intrinsic difference (making the description or parametrization richer).
On the other hand, one regime would mean a unique treatment of all low clouds (making the description or parametrization easier, and maybe more relevant).

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.55\textwidth]{gcm4_Vertical_profile_Storm_track_regime}
    \caption[Composite vertical profile for the storm track cloud regime]{
      Composite vertical profile for the storm track cloud regime.
      \EIS composite average is close to zero, in contrasts with the other low cloud regime (Figure \ref{fig:strati_vert_prof}).
      Data span from January 1980 to December 2009 and cover the 60\deg S--60\deg N band.
    }
    \label{fig:storm_track_vert_prof}
    \end{figure}

\begin{landscape}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \subfloat[Regime outline (using LTS)]{\label{fig:2D_LTS_storm_track}\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{gcm4_LTS_w500_gcm4_Low_cloud_mean_Storm_track_Black_box}}
    \hfill
    \subfloat[Regime outline (using EIS)]{\label{fig:2D_EIS_storm_track}\includegraphics[width=0.49\linewidth]{gcm4_EIS_w500_gcm4_Low_cloud_mean_Storm_track}}
    \caption[The storm track cloud regime, \histos]{
      The storm track cloud regime: \histos.
      As in \autoref{fig:storm_track_vert_prof}.
    }
    \label{fig:Storm_track_Box_Vertical_profile}
    \end{figure}
\end{landscape}

\begin{landscape}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    %\includegraphics[trim= 10mm 10mm 30mm 10mm, width=0.99\textwidth]{gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Storm_track_regime} % trim = l b r t
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\linewidth]{gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Storm_track_regime_CROPPED} % [ccorbel@swift outline]$ pdfcrop ../images/gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Storm_track_regime.pdf ../images/gcm4_July_Back_mapping_Storm_track_regime_CROPPED.pdf
    \caption[Relative occurrence of the storm track cloud regime (July)]{
      Relative occurrence of the storm track cloud regime (July).
      As in \autoref{fig:Storm_track_Box_Vertical_profile}, but data span from January 1990 to December 2009.
      Note that this is the \emph{July} climatological average frequency of occurrence.
    }
    \label{fig:storm_track_back_map}
    \end{figure}
\end{landscape}
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\glsunsetall

% \subsubsection*{}
% \label{sec:}
% \addcontentsline{toc}{section}{XXX}

\section*{Research objectives}
\label{sec:research_objectives_conclusion}
\addcontentsline{toc}{section}{Research objectives}

The role of (low) clouds in our understanding of the climate system and in our capacity to produce reliable and accurate climate projections was reviewed in the first two chapters (``\nameref{sec:Clouds_Climate}'' and ``\nameref{sec:Stability_Dynamics_Clouds}'').
At the same time, research questions were developed, and then summarized in sections \ref{sec:research_objectives_first_half} and \ref{sec:research_objectives_second_half}.
Each objective is now answered.

\subsubsection*{1.~How meaningful is a comparison between \gcmthree and \gcmfour, relative to observations (or re-analyses)?}  
Despite using only one observational dataset when simultaneously comparing \gcmfour and \gcmthree to observations, this analysis is relevant.
Indeed, the variability between observations is systematically (much) smaller than between observations and models (or re-analyses).
Correlations are usually larger than 90\% or even 95\% between observations, whereas model correlations typically range from 50\% to 75\%.
As a result, the validity of an observational ``reference'', relative to simulations, is demonstrated. 

\subsubsection*{2.~How well does \gcmfour's simulated (low) cloud field agree with observational data?}  
Although discrepancy between mean values (or standard deviations) may seem important, \gcmfour simulations still somewhat agrees with observations.
The relative difference of means is typically under 20\% for cloud fractions or precipitation, and under 5\% for radiative fluxes.
Moreover, distributions (\ie \PDF shapes) support this statement.
Note that \eraInterim agrees particularly well with observations, despite significantly overestimating high latitudes low cloud fractions.

\subsubsection*{3.~How well \gcmfour reproduces (low) cloud regimes?}  
Two low cloud regimes (stratiform and storm track) and one high cloud regime (convectiform) simulations are very realistically simulated by \gcmfour.
Considering the good but less than perfect agreement between \gcmfour and observations (\ie \ISCCP or \MODIS), the reproduction accuracy of these regimes is surprising.
Remark: \gcmthree, \eraforty, and \eraInterim also reproduce well (low) cloud regimes.

\subsubsection*{4.~Does \gcmfour perform better than \gcmthree when simulating (low) clouds?}  
\gcmfour is consistently better than (or equivalent to) its predecessor \gcmthree when compared to observations.
The changes implemented between \gls{gcm3}, \gls{gcm4.0}, and \gls{gcm4.1} make a visible and quantifiable difference.
Indeed, improvements in mean, standard deviation, correlation, \RMSD, or \PDFs shape can range anywhere from 1\% to almost 18\% (\eg for low clouds).
Note that \eraInterim is also consistently better than (or equivalent to) its predecessor \eraforty when compared to observations.

\subsubsection*{5.~How much does \gcmfour's \emph{ISCCP-simulated} (low) cloud field improve relative to its raw output?}  
For low clouds, the post-\COSP field (almost) always improves (up to 14.4\%), with regards to mean, standard deviation, correlation, or \RMSD.
It is also clear that the simulator improve the dynamical and thermodynamical consideration of low clouds.
Surprisingly, positive effects are less noticeable (if any) when simulating high clouds.

\subsubsection*{6.~How meaningful is a stability and \LS circulation compositing comparison between observations and simulations (or re-analyses)?}  
The stability and \LS circulation compositing comparison is a robust and relevant method that provides new information (relative to a local, geographical, point-by-point comparison).
Although variable choices typically do not affect the main conclusions, it is important to understand the underlying reasons for this.
Strong relationships (or correlations) exist in all datasets, but more particularly in observations.

\subsubsection*{7.~How predictable are (low) clouds actually with respect to \LTS, \EIS, and \w?}  
This analysis provides more examples that, on average, stability is a reliable predictor, while \LS circulation is also a predictor for high clouds and precipitation.
The predictability capacity of stability is slightly greater when \EIS is used (rather than \LTS).
Although most of the analysis results do not depend on using \LTS rather than \EIS, the ``Storm track'' or ``Circumpolar ocean'' low cloud regime is a noticeable exception.
Here, \LTS predicts a regime distinct from the stratiform cloud regime, whereas \EIS does not distinguish stratiform and storm track regimes.

\subsubsection*{8.~How well do \GCMs (or re-analyses) reproduce the predictability of (low) clouds by \LTS, \EIS, and \w?}  
\GCMs (both \gcmthree and \gcmfour) have the observed stability and \LS circulation structure, but not its observed range.
Indeed models, unlike the best re-analyses, tend to significantly underestimate low cloud fractions.
Note that \eraInterim reproduces this structure particularly well.


\clearpage

\section*{Future developments}
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% Three main directions could lead to new results in the near futures.

\subsubsection*{Challenging assumptions}

During this research, assumptions (or choices) were made.
Working at freeing the analysis from these limitations could be a direction.

In particular, I would repeat the analysis with a more consistent set of data (regridding, post-processing, etc.).
I would also repeat it with \emph{daily data}, in order to uncover if the monthly-averaged stability-circulation-low cloud structure exists at this time scale.

\subsubsection*{Deepening current results}

The \LTS/\EIS treatments of the storm track regime deserve more work.

The addition of new datasets could only strengthen the analysis.
Especially new \COSP-simulated fields (\eg from \gcmthree or \eraforty, towards \MODIS or \MISR). 

Focusing also on mid-elevation clouds and total cloud fraction would bring a more complete viewpoint (and take more into account mis-attribution of clouds, as well as decorrelation length parametrization).

Quantifying the results yielded by the qualitative analysis, using another skill score (than \RMSD) in \tds, as well as focusing on anomalies would make inter-study comparisons possible and easier.
Finally, evaluating the \histo identification of cloud regimes with regards to identification schemes or statistics from observations.

\subsubsection*{Widening the scope}

Other predictors or proxies could be tested (\eg \CGLMSE).

The geographical extent of the stability and \LS circulation structure should be investigated.
In particular, testing more extensively differences between: land/ocean, different latitudes, and different ``stratus regions''.

Also, analysis could be performed with \SCM simulations or \GCMs high resolution outputs of at specific locations.

Focus could be given to cloud-climate feedback if comparing equilibrium and $\mathrm{+4K}$ perturbation runs.


% Importance of fog, especially in mid-latitudes (\citet{KleinHartmann1993})

% diurnal cycle (vertical motion

% \paragraph{Results are XXX to assumptions (hopefully XXX="insensitive")}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \paragraph{EIS better proxy but higher requirement}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \paragraph{CanAM4 is doing ...}

% fairly XXX for stratus, YYY for shallow cumulus, and ZZZ for transition (hopefully XXX, YYY, and ZZZ="good")

% \paragraph{(IF) Cloud mis-represented, because of XXX (XXX="insufficient precipitation"?)}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \paragraph{Cloud feed-back and future climate (?)}

% % \lipsum[2]

% \paragraph{SCM and GCM (?)}

% % \lipsum[2]
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\label{sec:datasets_time_overlaps}


\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.65\linewidth]{Time_overlaps_for_the_different_data_sets_PAST}  % trim = l b r t
    \caption[Time overlaps for several datasets (1980's-1990's)]{
      Time coverages for datasets used in \autoref{sec:two_generations}.
      Epochs overlap ranges from July 1983 to November 2000 (or over 17 years) and includes:
      \gcmfour, \gcmthree, \eraInterim, \eraforty, \ISCCP, \ISCCPFD, \GPCP, \CMAP.
    }
    \label{fig:time_overlaps_PAST}
    \end{figure}

\begin{landscape}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    %\includegraphics[trim= 70mm 0mm 50mm 0mm, width=0.99\linewidth]{Time_overlaps_for_the_different_data_sets_PRESENT}% trim = l b r t
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\linewidth]{Time_overlaps_for_the_different_data_sets_PRESENT_CROPPED} % [ccorbel@swift outline]$ pdfcrop ../images/Time_overlaps_for_the_different_data_sets_PRESENT.pdf ../images/Time_overlaps_for_the_different_data_sets_PRESENT_CROPPED.pdf 
    \caption[Time overlaps for several datasets (2000's)]{
      Time coverages for datasets used in \autoref{sec:variability_between_datasets}.
      Epochs overlap ranges from July 2002 to December 2007 (or 5.5 years) and includes:
      \gcmfour, \eraInterim, \ISCCP, \ISCCPFD, \MODIS, \GPCP, \CMAP, \CERES, \CEBAF.
    }
    \label{fig:time_overlaps_PRESENT}
    \end{figure}
\end{landscape}
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\glsunsetall

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\linewidth]{klein_agu11_talk_excerpt_MODIFIED_CROPPED_1}
    \caption[Model-to-satellite approach, without simulator]{
      Model-to-satellite approach, without a simulator.
      See figure \autoref{fig:with_COSP} for the case with a simulator.
      From Klein S. A., ``Using Satellite Simulators to Diagnose Cloud-Processes in CMIP5 Models''; December 9, 2011; American Geophysical Union Fall 2011 Meeting; San Francisco, California; \url{http://cfmip.metoffice.com/cosp/klein.agu11.talk.pdf}; by permission.
    }
    \label{fig:without_COSP}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\linewidth]{klein_agu11_talk_excerpt_MODIFIED_CROPPED_2}
    \caption[Model-to-satellite approach, with simulator]{
      Model-to-satellite approach, with a simulator.
      See figure \autoref{fig:without_COSP} for the case without a simulator.
      Adding a (satellite) simulator makes one comparison like in \autoref{fig:without_COSP} (blue dashed arrow) more relevant here (top blue arrow).
      It also makes another comparison (bottom blue arrow) possible.
      From Klein S. A., ``Using Satellite Simulators to Diagnose Cloud-Processes in CMIP5 Models''; December 9, 2011; American Geophysical Union Fall 2011 Meeting; San Francisco, California; \url{http://cfmip.metoffice.com/cosp/klein.agu11.talk.pdf}; by permission.
    }
    \label{fig:with_COSP}
    \end{figure}

\begin{landscape}
\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\linewidth]{klein_agu11_talk_excerpt_MODIFIED_CROPPED_3}
    \caption[Model-to-satellite approach, the ISCCP simulator from COSP]{
      Model-to-satellite approach, an example from the \ISCCP simulator from \COSP.
      From Klein S. A., ``Using Satellite Simulators to Diagnose Cloud-Processes in CMIP5 Models''; December 9, 2011; American Geophysical Union Fall 2011 Meeting; San Francisco, California; \url{http://cfmip.metoffice.com/cosp/klein.agu11.talk.pdf}; by permission.
    }
    \label{fig:with_ISCCP_COSP}
    \end{figure}

\begin{figure}[htbp]
    \centering
    \includegraphics[width=0.99\linewidth]{klein_agu11_talk_excerpt_MODIFIED_CROPPED_4}
    \caption[Model-to-satellite approach, the CALIPSO simulator from COSP]{
      Model-to-satellite approach, an example from the \CALIPSO simulator from \COSP.
      From Klein S. A., ``Using Satellite Simulators to Diagnose Cloud-Processes in CMIP5 Models''; December 9, 2011; American Geophysical Union Fall 2011 Meeting; San Francisco, California; \url{http://cfmip.metoffice.com/cosp/klein.agu11.talk.pdf}; by permission.
    }
    \label{fig:with_ISCCP_COSP}
    \end{figure}
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\begin{table}[htbp]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabular}{l l c c}
            \toprule
            Satellite                   & Launch date                    & Orbit                                                 & Instrument \\
            \midrule
            \multirow{2}{*}{\TRMM}      & \multirow{2}{*}{Nov. 27, 1997} & \multirow{2}{*}{350 km altitude, 35\deg~inclination}  & \multirow{2}{*}{PFM} \\
                                        &                                &                                                       &                      \\
            \midrule
            \multirow{2}{*}{\EOS Terra} & \multirow{2}{*}{Dec. 18, 1999} & \multirow{2}{*}{Sun-synchronous, near-polar}          & FM1 \\
            \cmidrule(l){4-4}
                                        &                                &                                                       & FM2 \\
            \midrule
            \multirow{2}{*}{\EOS Aqua}  & \multirow{2}{*}{May 4, 2002}   & \multirow{2}{*}{Sun-synchronous, near-polar}          & FM3 \\
            \cmidrule(l){4-4}
                                        &                                &                                                       & FM4 \\
            \bottomrule
            \end{tabular}
        \caption[CERES contributing satellites]{\glsreset{CERES}\glsreset{ERBE}
          \CERES contributing satellites. 
          Orbital details for Aqua and Terra: 705 km altitude, 10:30 a.m. descending node (Terra) and 1:30 p.m. ascending node (Aqua). 
          Aqua and Terra each carry two identical instruments: one operates in a cross-track scan mode and the other in a biaxial scan mode. 
          The cross-track scan essentially continues the measurements of the \ERBE. 
          For full names (expanded acronyms) see the glossary page \pageref{glo:acronyms}.}
        \label{tab:ceres_satellites}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}

\begin{table}[htbp]
    \begin{center}
        \begin{tabular}{l l l}
            \toprule
            Series & Description & Satellite/Platform \\
            \midrule

            \multirow{ 7 }{*}{\acrshort{NOAA}}
             & \multirow{ 4 }{*}{Afternoon (PM)} 
               & NOAA-7  \\
             & & NOAA-9  \\
             & & NOAA-11 \\
             & & NOAA-14 \\
            \cmidrule(l){2-3} 
             & \multirow{ 3 }{*}{Morning (AM)} 
               & NOAA-8  \\
             & & NOAA-10 \\
             & & NOAA-12 \\

            \midrule

            \multirow{ 5 }{*}{\acrshort{GOES}}
             & \multirow{ 2 }{*}{West (W)} 
               & GOES-6 \\
             & & GOES-9 \\
            \cmidrule(l){2-3} 
             & \multirow{ 3 }{*}{East (E)} 
               & GOES-5 \\
             & & GOES-7 \\
             & & GOES-8 \\

            \midrule

            \multirow{ 4 }{*}{\acrshort{METEOSAT}}
             & Prime          & METEOSAT-2 \\
            \cmidrule(l){2-3} 
             & Prime + GOES-E & METEOSAT-3 \\
            \cmidrule(l){2-3} 
             & Prime          & METEOSAT-4 \\
            \cmidrule(l){2-3} 
             & Prime + 63E    & METEOSAT-5 \\

            \midrule

            \multirow{ 5 }{*}{\acrshort{GMS}}
             & & GMS-1 \\
             & & GMS-2 \\
             & & GMS-3 \\
             & & GMS-4 \\
             & & GMS-5 \\

            \bottomrule
            \end{tabular}
        \caption[ISCCP contributing satellites]{\glsreset{ISCCP}\glsreset{CLAUS}
          \ISCCP contributing satellites, from the \CLAUS User Guide, accessible here:  
          \url{http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/data/claus/userguide.pdf}. 
          For full names (expanded acronyms) see the glossary page \pageref{glo:acronyms}.}
        \label{tab:isccp_satellites}
        \end{center}
    \end{table}
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% begin longtable
\begin{longtable}[htbp]{@{} l l p{1.00\textwidth} @{}} % {@{} l @{\hspace{0.05\textwidth}} l @{\hspace{0.05\textwidth}} p{0.80\textwidth} @{}}
\caption[Data sets used in this study]{%
All data sets used in this study.
Twelve characteristics are detailed for each data set:
Full Name, Time coverage (start--stop), Grid type (lon--lat), Interpolation (if any), Overarching project in which it took part, Fields used in this study, Source type, Hardware (model version or satellite type), File conversion (if any), References, and Internet sources.
\label{tab:data_sets}} \\

\toprule
Acronym & Characteristic & Value or description
\\
\toprule
\endfirsthead

\multicolumn{3}{c}{\footnotesize \emph{\autoref{tab:data_sets} continued from previous page.}}
\\ \\
\toprule
Acronym & Characteristic & Value or description
\\
\toprule
\endhead

\\
\multicolumn{3}{c}{\footnotesize \emph{\autoref{tab:data_sets} continues on next page.}}
\\
\endfoot

\bottomrule
\\
\multicolumn{3}{c}{\footnotesize \emph{\autoref{tab:data_sets} finishes here.}}
\\ 
\endlastfoot

\glsunset{ISCCP-FD}

\multirow{ 14 }{*}{\acrshort{ISCCP}}
 & Full Name           & \mdef{ISCCP} \\
 & Time (start--stop)  & 07-1983 -- 12-2009 \\ 
 & Grid (lon--lat)     & $144 \times 72$ (or 2.5\deg $\times$ 2.5\deg) \newline 
                         Longitude: 1.25\deg W-358.75\deg W -- Latitude: 88.75\deg S-88.75\deg N \\
 & Interpolation       & To the \CCCma grid: 
                         simple bilinear     interpolation done by me, 
                         and mean-preserving interpolation done by \CCCma. \\
 & Project             & N/A \\
 & Fields              & Cloud properties (``\ISCCP'') and radiative fluxes (\gls*{ISCCP} Flux Data, or ``\acrshort{ISCCP-FD}'') \\
 & Source type         & (Satellite) Observations \\
 & Hardware            & Most of the time, six satellites (four geostationary and two polar orbiters) were contributing at once to \ISCCP; 
                         sometimes only four (minimum, three geostationary and one polar orbiter) or up to seven (maximum) satellites. 
                         These satellites mostly cover the spectrum from far-infrared to visible with numerous radiometers.
                         See \autoref{tab:isccp_satellites} for a list of \ISCCP contributing satellites. \\
 & File conversion     & N/A (already converted to \netCDF format) \\
 & References          & \citet{SchifferRossow1983, Rossow1991, RossowSchiffer1991, RossowSchiffer1999}\\
 & Internet sources    & \url{http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/} \\

\newpage

\multirow{ 14 }{*}{\acrshort{MODIS}}
 & Full Name           & \mdef{MODIS} Level 5 cloud product \\
 & Time (start--stop)  & 07-2002 -- 04-2011 \\ 
 & Grid (lon--lat)     & $360 \times 180$ (or 1.0\deg $\times$ 1.0\deg) \newline 
                         Longitude: 179.50\deg E-179.50\deg W -- Latitude: 89.50\deg S-89.50\deg N \\
 & Interpolation       & To the \CCCma grid: 
                         simple bilinear     interpolation done by me, 
                         and mean-preserving interpolation done by \CCCma. \\
 & Project             & N/A \\
 & Fields              & Cloud properties \\
 & Source type         & (Satellite) Observations \\
 & Hardware            & \MODIS is on board the Terra satellite (``\gls{EOS} AM'') since 1999 
                         and       on board the Aqua satellite (``\gls{EOS} PM'') since 2002. 
                         Data used in this project is the combined products of these two instruments. \\
 & File conversion     & N/A (already converted to \netCDF format) \\
 & References          & N/A \\
 & Internet sources    & \url{http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/} or \newline
                         \url{http://modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/MOD06_L2/index.html}\fxnote{Phil's edit: ...?} \\
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\multirow{ 14 }{*}{\acrshort{GPCP}}
 & Full Name           & \mdef{GPCP} \\
 & Time (start--stop)  & 01-1979 -- 12-2010 \\ 
 & Grid (lon--lat)     & $144 \times 72$ (or 2.5\deg $\times$ 2.5\deg) \newline 
                         Longitude: 1.25\deg W-358.75\deg W -- Latitude: 88.75\deg S-88.75\deg N \\
 & Interpolation       & To the \CCCma grid: 
                         simple bilinear     interpolation done by me, 
                         and mean-preserving interpolation done by \CCCma. \\
 & Project             & N/A \\
 & Fields              & Precipitation \\
 & Source type         & (Satellite and Station) Observations \\
 & Hardware            & Station (rain gauge) data are from over land.
                         Satellite data are collected from several sources:
                         the \gls{DMSP} (United States, in sun-synchronous low-Earth orbits),
                         the \gls{TOVS},
                         and various geostationary or polar-orbiting satellites operated by the United States, Europe, and Japan. \\
 & File conversion     & N/A (already converted to \netCDF format) \\
 & References          & \citet{Huffman1997, Huffman2001, Adler2003, Xie2003} \\
 & Internet sources    & \url{http://www.gewex.org/gpcp.html} or \url{http://precip.gsfc.nasa.gov/} \\
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\multirow{ 14 }{*}{\acrshort{CMAP}}
 & Full Name           & \mdef{CMAP} \\
 & Time (start--stop)  & 01-1979 -- 09-2009 \\ 
 & Grid (lon--lat)     & $144 \times 72$ (or 2.5\deg $\times$ 2.5\deg) \newline 
                         Longitude: 1.25\deg W-358.75\deg W -- Latitude: 88.75\deg S-88.75\deg N \\
 & Interpolation       & To the \CCCma grid: 
                         simple bilinear     interpolation done by me.\\
 & Project             & N/A \\
 & Fields              & Precipitation \\
 & Source type         & (Satellite) Observations (``CMAP''), plus the \acrshort{NCEP} re-analysis (``CMAP Enhanced'')\\
 & Hardware            & Data are collected from 5 kinds of satellites:
                         \gls{GPI}, \gls{OPI}, \gls{SSM/I} scattering, \gls{SSM/I} emission, and \gls{MSU}. 
                         The enhanced file also includes blended \gls{NCEP/NCAR} precipitation values.
                         (The other just includes the satellite estimates.) \\
 & File conversion     & N/A (already converted to \netCDF format) \\
 & References          & \citet{XieArkin1997} \\
 & Internet sources    & \url{www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.cmap.html} \\

\newpage

\multirow{ 14 }{*}{\acrshort{CERES}}
 & Full Name           & \mdef{CERES} \\
 & Time (start--stop)  & 03-2000 -- 12-2010 \\ 
 & Grid (lon--lat)     & $360 \times 180$ (or 1.0\deg $\times$ 1.0\deg) \newline 
                         Longitude: 0.50\deg W-359.50\deg W -- Latitude: 89.50\deg S-89.50\deg N \\
 & Interpolation       & To the \CCCma grid: 
                         simple bilinear  interpolation done by me. \\ % and mean-preserving interpolation done by \CCCma.
 & Project             & N/A \\
 & Fields              & Radiation (fluxes) \\
 & Source type         & (Satellite) Observations \\
 & Hardware            & The \CERES instruments are present on three different \EOS satellites: Terra, Aqua, and the \TRMM.
                         See \autoref{tab:ceres_satellites} for a list of \CERES contributing satellites. 
                         \CERES fluxes are then adjusted into: ``ceres\_ssf'', ``ceres\_syn'', ``ceres\_ebaf'' 
                         (see \autoref{sec:radiation_fields_description}). \\
 & File conversion     & N/A (already converted to \netCDF format) \\
 & References          & \CERES: \citet{Wielicki1996} \newline
                         \acrshort{CEBAF}: \citet{Loeb2006, Loeb2009, Loeb2011} \\
 & Internet sources    & \url{http://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/} or \newline
                         \url{http://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/products.php?product=EBAF} \\

\newpage

\multirow{ 14 }{*}{\acrshort{era40}}
 & Full Name           & \mdef{era40} \\
 & Time (start--stop)  & 09-1957 -- 09-2002 \\ 
 & Grid (lon--lat)     & $144 \times 73$ (or 2.5\deg $\times$ 2.5\deg) \newline 
                         Longitude: 0.00\deg W-357.50\deg W -- Latitude: 90.00\deg S-90.00\deg N \\                         
 & Interpolation       & To the \CCCma grid: mean-preserving interpolation done by \CCCma. \\
 & Project             & N/A \\
 & Fields              & All (cloud properties, precipitation, temperature, humidity, and radiation) \\
 & Source type         & Re-analysis output \\
 & Hardware            & Integration: T159L60 version of the \gls{IFS}. \newline
                         Data from: the \gls{VTPR}, the \gls{TOVS}, the \gls{SSM/I}, the \gls{ERS} and the \gls{ATOVS}, 
                         plus various field experiments such as the \gls{GATE}, \gls{FGGE}, \gls{ALPEX} or \gls{TOGA-COARE}. \\
 & File conversion     & Grib to \netCDF format conversion done using the \gls{NCL} grib2nc converter (``ncl\_convert2nc'').
                         Documentation: \url{http://www.ncl.ucar.edu/Document/Tools/ncl_convert2nc.shtml} \\
 & References          & \citet{Gibson1997_as_an_article, Allan2004, Uppala2005}\\
 & Internet sources    & \url{http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/era-40} \\
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\multirow{ 14 }{*}{\acrshort{eraInterim}}
 & Full Name           & \mdef{eraInterim} \\
 & Time (start--stop)  & 01-1979 -- 09-2011 \\ 
 & Grid (lon--lat)     & $240 \times 121$ (or 1.5\deg $\times$ 1.5\deg) \newline 
                         Longitude: 180.00\deg E-178.50\deg W -- Latitude: 90.00\deg S-90.00\deg N \\            
 & Interpolation       & To the \CCCma grid: 
                         mean-preserving interpolation done by \CCCma,
                         and interpolation done by the \gls{ECMWF} (at download time). \\
 & Project             & N/A \\
 & Fields              & All (cloud properties, temperature, humidity) (Precipitation and radiation not readily available) \\
 & Source type         & Re-analysis output \\
 & Hardware            & Like \gls{era40}, but with some differences. \newline
                         Integration: T255 horizontal resolution, new humidity analysis, and improved model physics as major changes.  \newline
                         Additional data: 
                         new \gls{ERS} altimeter wave-height dataset (\gls{ESA}), 
                         reprocessed winds and clear-sky radiances (Meteosat-2, \gls{EUMETSAT}), 
                         reprocessed \gls{GOME} data (ozone profiles, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory), 
                         to cite few major additions. \\
 & File conversion     & Grib to \netCDF format conversion done using the \gls{NCL} grib2nc converter (``ncl\_convert2nc'').
                         Documentation: \url{http://www.ncl.ucar.edu/Document/Tools/ncl_convert2nc.shtml} \\
 & References          & \citet{Uppala2008, Berrisford2009_as_an_article, Dee2011} \\
 & Internet sources    & \url{http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/era-interim} \\
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\multirow{ 14 }{*}{\acrshort{gcm3}}
 & Full Name           & \mdef{gcm3} \\
 & Time (start--stop)  & 01-1850 -- 11-2000 \\ 
 & Grid (lon--lat)     & $128 \times 64$ (or $\approx$2.79\deg $\times$ 2.8125\deg) 
                         \newline Longitude: 0.00\deg W-357.19\deg W -- Latitude: 87.86\deg S-87.86\deg N 
                         \newline Remark: the grid cell size slightly changes with latitude 
                         %($\mathrm{min=2.767\deg,~max=2.791\deg,~mean=2.789\deg,~std=0.004\deg}$)
                         (min=2.767\deg, max=2.791\deg, mean=2.789\deg, std=0.004\deg)
                         because it results from the projection of a spectral grid (``T63''),
                         but is particularly constant in the 60\deg S-60\deg N domain ($\mathrm{std<0.0001}$\deg) \\
 & Interpolation       & N/A \\
 & Project             & Model output prepared for the \acrshort{IPCC} Fourth Assessment climate of the 20th Century experiment (20C3M). 
                         This integration started at the same point as the pre-industrial control run, and spans the period 1850 to 2000.
                         \GHG concentrations are prescribed following observations and match the \acrshort{IPCC} \SRES concentrations at year 1990.\\
 & Fields              & All (cloud properties, precipitation, temperature, humidity, and radiation) \\
 & Source type         & Model simulation \\
 & Hardware            & "CGCM3.1 (2004): atmosphere:  AGCM3 (GCM13d, T63L31); ocean: CCCMA (OGCM3.1,256x192L29)" \\
 & File conversion     & N/A (already converted to \netCDF format by \CCCma) \\
 & References          & \citet{McFarlane2005, Scinocca2008} \\
 & Internet sources    & \url{http://www.cccma.ec.gc.ca/data/cgcm3/cgcm3.shtml} or \url{http://www.cccma.ec.gc.ca/models} \\
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\multirow{ 14 }{*}{\acrshort{gcm4.1}}
 & Full Name           & \mdef{gcm4.1} \\
 & Time (start--stop)  & 01-1950 -- 12-2009 \\ 
 & Grid (lon--lat)     & $128 \times 64$ (or $\approx$2.79\deg $\times$ 2.8125\deg) 
                         \newline Longitude: 0.00\deg W-357.19\deg W -- Latitude: 87.86\deg S-87.86\deg N 
                         \newline Remark: the grid cell size slightly changes with latitude 
                         %($\mathrm{min=2.767\deg,~max=2.791\deg,~mean=2.789\deg,~std=0.004\deg}$)
                         (min=2.767\deg, max=2.791\deg, mean=2.789\deg, std=0.004\deg)
                         but is very constant in the 60\deg S-60\deg N domain ($\mathrm{std<0.0001}$\deg) \\
 & Interpolation       & N/A \\
 & Project             & Model output (four runs) prepared for the \AMIP and the \CMIP - fifth phase \\
 & Fields              & All (cloud properties, precipitation, temperature, humidity, and radiation) \\
 & Source type         & Model simulation\\
 & Hardware            & "CanAM4 2010 atmosphere: CanAM4 (AGCM15i, T63L35)  land: CLASS2.7
                         (Note: Adjusted Land Cover and soil albedo relative to that used in CanESM2 and CanCM4)" \\
 & File conversion     & N/A (already converted to \netCDF format by \CCCma) \\
 & References          & \citet{Salzen2007}\\
 & Internet sources    & \url{http://www.cccma.ec.gc.ca/data/data.shtml} or \newline
                         \url{http://www.cccma.ec.gc.ca/models} or \url{http://pcmdi3.llnl.gov/esgcet/home.htm} \\

\end{longtable}
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###############################################################################

# 0)
echo
if [ $# -gt 1 ]; then
    echo "Your command line contains more than 1 argument (nagrs = $#)"
    echo "script not executed"
    exit 0
elif [ $# == 1 ]; then
    echo "Your command line contains exactly 1 argument"
    MESSAGE=$1
else
    echo "Your command line contains no arguments"
    MESSAGE='running save_compile_open.sh'
fi
echo "git message will be '$MESSAGE'"

# 1)
echo
echo git commit -am "$MESSAGE"

git commit -am "$MESSAGE"

# 2)
echo
echo "Create version_control.tex for git IDs in outline.tex"

echo "%%% This file is generated by Makefile." > version_control.tex
echo "%%% Do not edit this file!%%%" >> version_control.tex
git log -1 --format="format: %n \
\\gdef\\GITHash{%H} %n \
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echo
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echo
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echo
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echo
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echo
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echo
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echo
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# 10)
echo
echo "acroread outline.pdf"
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###############################################################################

# # 0)
# if [ $# -gt 1 ]; then
#     echo "Your command line contains more than 1 argument (nagrs = $#)"
#     echo "script not executed"
#     exit 0
# elif [ $# == 1 ]; then
#     echo "Your command line contains exactly 1 argument"
#     MESSAGE=$1
# else
#     echo "Your command line contains no arguments"
#     MESSAGE='running save_compile_open.sh'
# fi
# echo "git message will be '$MESSAGE'"
# # 1)
# git commit -am "$MESSAGE"
# # 2)
# echo "%%% This file is generated by Makefile." > version_control.tex
# echo "%%% Do not edit this file!%%%" >> version_control.tex
# git log -1 --format="format: %n \
# \\gdef\\GITHash{%H} %n \
# \\gdef\\GITAbrHash{%h} %n \
# \\gdef\\GITAuthorDate{%ad} %n \
# \\gdef\\GITAuthorName{%an} %n \
# \\gdef\\GITAuthorEmail{%ae} %n \
# \\gdef\\GITCommitterDate{%cd} %n \
# \\gdef\\GITCommitterName{%cn} %n \
# \\gdef\\GITCommitterEmail{%ce} %n" >> version_control.tex
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